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TOURING
2/3
Tyne
SURFING
17-24 World Waveski Titles, 		
Huanchaco
MARATHON
November
2/3
Peter Marlin Ski, E London
9
Gorges de l’Ardèche
10
Leighton Buzzard Remembrance
16
W Coast Downwinder, OR, 		
Fremantle
24
Ross Warland Memorial Canal
Challenge
30/1 Auckland King & Queen of the
Harbour, OR
January
5
Frank Luzmore Memorial
9-12 Misr, Aswan-Luxor
14-16 2nd Nile
February
8
Lanzarote, WC, OR
8/9
Makai Cup, OR, Ulladulla
9
Yorkshire Cup 1
16
Waterside A
23
Thameside 1
23
Yorkshire Cup 2
March
1
Waterside B
8
Thameside 2
15
Royal Leamington Spa, H
15
Waterside C
22
Cambridge, H
22
Weaver Descent
22
Yorkshire Cup 3
29
Waterside D
April
5
Anker Valley, H
10-13 72nd Devizes-Westminster, I
18
Waterland
19
Gailey, H
19
S Lakes 1
May
3
Malton, H
3
Tamar, H
3
68th Bedford
3
Wey
10
Chippenham, H
10
Richmond, H
10
Worcester, H
16
Epic Bay, OR
16/17 Firenze
17
Basingstoke Canal, H
17
Chester, H
17
Dart Estuary, H
17
Norwich, H
17
Nottingham, H
22-24 Pitesti, WC
24
Maidstone, H
24
Reading Circuit, H
30
Colwyn Bay Blast, OR
31
Bishop’s Stortford, H
31
Fal, H
June
5/6
Cherbourg, OR
6
Conwy Ascent
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7
13
14
14
14
14
20-23
21
21
28
28
28
July
11/12

Derwent Mike Jones Memorial, H
Bath-Bradford Classic
Bradford, H
Burton, H
Royal, H
Thames Valley Circuit, H
Longest Day, OR, Sidmouth
Hereford
Southampton, H
Exe Circuit, H
Oxford, H
Shropshire, H, Queen’s Head

National Championships, 		
Reading
18
GB Championships, OR, 		
Woolacombe
19
Calder 2, H
19
Pete White Memorial, H, 		
Ironbridge
20-26 European Championships,
Budapest
August
2
Medway
9
Camel, H
15/16 French National Championships,
OR
22
Colin Chapman Memorial Wye
Descent
23
Tonbridge, H
24-30 World Championships, Baerum
29
Longridge, H
September
5/6
World Championships, OR,
Viana de Castelo
6
Calder 1, H
6
S Lakes 2
12/13 Sobeka Flanders Cup
13
Pangbourne, H
13
Soar, H
17-20 European Championships, OR,
Cherbourg-en-Cotentin
17-20 Ohana Mana Cup, OR, Cagliari
27
Vigevano Pavia
27
Elmbridge, H
27
Wolfreton, H
October
1
Adige, Pescantina
4
Dutch Coast, OR
11
Lincoln, H
17
Chelmer, H
25
Banbury, H
25
Fowey, H
SLALOM
November
2/3
Shepperton, 2-4
30
ACM, Holme Pierrepont
30/1 Scottish Championships/O
January
18/19 NZ O, Mangahao
February
1-3
Oceania Championships, 		
Auckland
21-23 Australia O, Penrith
March
13/14 Basel
21/22 Solkan
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22-24
April
3-5
3-5
18/19
18/19
24-26
25/26
May
2/3
15-17

Asian Championships, Pattaya
Markkleeburg
Pan American, Rio de Janeiro
Pyrenees Cup 1, La Seu d’Urgell
Tacen O
Krakowskie
Pyrenees Cup 2, Pau

36th Liptov
European Championships, Lee
Valley
23/24 72nd Tatra, Liptovsky Mikulas
30/31 Merano
June
1
European J Cup, Valstagna
5-7
Ivrea, WC 1
6/7
European O, Merano
12-14 Pau, WC 2
20/21 Krakow Mayor’s Cup
July
7-12 World Championships, U23/J,
Ljubljana
26-31 Olympic Games, Tokyo
August
1/2
Praha
7-9
Chilliwack
13-16 European Championships,
U23/J, Krakow
21-23 Liptovsky Mikulas, WC 3
September
11-13 Slovak O, Bratislava-Cunovo
18-20 Praha, WC 4
24-27 Markkleeberg, WC F
October
4
Alpe Adria, Klagenfurt
WWR
November
9
Matlock
16
Hamble, R/Wh, Cl
16/17 BUCS, Washburn
23
Barrow 2
30/1 Tees, Sp/Cl
December
7
Matlock
9
Fairthorne Manor, R/Wh, Sp/Cl
1-15 Liukuzhen City, WC 3/4
14
Barrow 3
16
Cl
January
11
Matlock 4, R
25
Barrow 4
February
22
Matlock 5
29
Barrow 5
March
7/8
English O, Sp/Cl, Dart
14
Matlock 6, R
14/15 Fulda, Sp/Cl
21
Barrow 6
April
26
Carlisle, R/Wh, Sp
26-30 World Championships, Sp/Cl,
Nantahala
May
3-8
Albright, WC 5/6
16
Wagon Lane, Wh
August
19-22 World Championships, U23/J,
Solkan
FREESTYLE
October
5-11 European Championships,
Vaires-sur-Marne

SPRINT
November
17
National Schools 			
Championships, Reading
February
14-16 Oceania Championships, 		
Penrith
March
26-29 Pattaya
28/29 Holme Pierrepont
April
12
Elmbridge 1/2
18
Wey
25/26 Sparafucile Trophy, Mantova
25/26 Holme Pierrepont
May
6-10 Racice, WC 1
7-10 Pan American Championships,
Curauma
16
Elmbridge
21-24 Duisburg, WC 2
29-31 Bratislava, J
June
4-7
European Championships,
Bascov
6/7
Holme Pierrepont
26-28 Auronzo
July
2-5
European Championships,		
U23/J, Moskva
4/5
Holme Pierrepont
10-12 Szeged
16-19 World Championships, U23/J,
Brandenburg
26
Royal
August
3-9
Olympic Games, Tokyo

September
3-5
Paralympic Games, Tokyo
5/6
Holme Pierrepont
26/27 41st Silver Medal Trophy, Savona
October
17
Royal Paddling Challenge
MULTISPORT
February
20
Coast-Coast, Kumara
March
29
Trinatura Grand Raid, La Rocheen-Ardenne
April
26
Ilha Terceira
May
2
Montgomery Canal Triathlon
9
Isla de Ibiza
10
München Triathlon
17
Frühjars, Gimbsheim
24
Brigg Bomber
June
13
Kretinka
14
Dearne Valley
SAILING
December
30-8 World Championships, IC,
Lake Macquarie
POLO
November
21-24 Pan-American Championships,
Saõ Michael Arcanjo
April
4/5
19th Anzola dell Emilia-Bo
18/19 Helmond

May
23
30/1

Amsterdam O
49th Deutschland Cup, 		
Baldeneysee

June
27/28 European Cup 1, Mechelen
July
25/26 European Cup 2, Essen
August
22/23 Gekko, Gent
September
8-13 World Championships, Roma
DRAGON BOAT RACING
November
12-15 Indore Bhopal, ICF World		
Championships,
June
29
Leeds Waterfront Festival
August
24-30 12th Club World 			
Championships, France
November
2/3
Ningbo, ICF World Cup
12-15 Bilawali Lake, ICF World 		
Championships
OUTRIGGER
August
16-24 Elite & Club World Sp 		
Championships
MISCELLANEOUS
May
22-25 Crick Boat Show
July
19-21 Bristol Harbour Festival & 		
Western Boat Show
19-21 Thames Traditional Boat Festival

Just a thought
What could we do when
The town flooded that day
Except get out a canoe
And go for town centre play?
We paddled down our street
And turned right at the pub
Then slowed down so as
Not to make any wash
Outside the Conservative Club.
Our house is built up steps
So as the flood waters
Didn’t come in
Yet our harbour back street
Was perfect for canoeing.

In the last forty years it must
Have happened three or four
Times.
So as long as no one gets hurt
Or we cause any damage
Then why not have a good time.
The tide needs to be high
And there needs to be
A southeasterly gale of wind
And to have had torrential rain
So as with canoe and paddled
around the town I can go again.

Kevin Pyne

Periodical Publishers Association
Independent Publisher Awards
Inaugural
Achievement Award
winner

Last year we had deep snow
Which gave me a chance
To ski
But canoeing around the block
Is more fun and comparatively
Easy
CANOEIST November 2019
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Editorial

Unusually, I am concerned about the efforts which go into excessive
transparency at British marathon committee elections although I accept
that they are for the best of motives.
When you are looking for someone
to chair the committee there should not
World championships are getting very confusing. This year’s world be a vote taken in the annual meeting,
marathon championships in China saw the introduction of short requiring 50% support, if there is only one nomination. Stan Missen
marathons. The name is from a town in Greece, from which a very long has been seeking reassurance but the reason he has had no opposition
nonstop run was made to carry the news of a battle to Athens. Whatever at successive elections is because people feel he is doing a good job.
Having been the only person properly nominated, it would be very
else you call it, 3.5km is not a marathon, except for young children.
It follows on from 5km races with portages awkward if he were not to get the required number of votes in
at world sprint championships, confusing for confirmation at the annual meeting and the statues do not require it. It
those who think a sprint should be a pure race would be possible for him to be ousted with nobody to replace him.
Likewise, there should not be a similar vote for those nominated for
in a straight line with no distractions.
Recently we have seen extreme slalom added to world slalom marathon committee seats unless there are more nominations than seats
championships, although many would see it as a freestyle event, even vacant. Those nominated people should be elected as a matter of course.
one with a considerable fun element rather than something to be taken What happens if those in the room oppose the elections of correctly
nominated candidates, leaving unfilled committee places?
in deadly earnest.
Let us take a hypothetical case. The nationals and, hence, the annual
Sprint distances have been added to WWR and 200m to sprint.
Each time there will be new winners, more happy people, including Ed meeting are held in Truro or Inverness. Some candidates stand on the
McKeever and Liam Heath over 200m. Our Lizzie Broughton likes the platform of wanting them to be held only in the centre of the country
in future but they and their supporters do not attend because the
3.5/5km distances.
In recent years we have seen a proliferation of events, sprint events distance is too far to travel or they are unable to do so. Thus, those at the
restricted to those with particular levels of disability and, with less meeting have a bias towards those willing and able to make the journey
disputes about categorization, breast cancer survivors in dragon and could oppose the election of those of the opposite view. You can
boat racing. To world championships we have added junior world probably think of other examples.
I do not support the widely held view that prisoners should forfeit
champions, under 23 world champions and veterans. We have Olympic
champions, world champions, European champions and champions the right to vote. Some people are in prison for breaking what they
from national level downwards. Not just champions, the ICF place believe to be bad law. Regardless of your opinions on Brexit or the
great store on all medals. Competitors are categorized by what medals climate, for example, feelings are such that some might end up in that
they have won. The more events, the more ages, the more classes, the situation. I hope you would support their right to express their views,
more geographical categories then the more medalholders entering even if you do not support their methods. That is a long way from
seeking too much transparency in marathon elections but it is the far
subsequent events and the more important the ICF events sound.
The more short events, the more chance of getting on television. For end of a long road.
Perhaps a better approach to canoeing elections is to allow further
marathon that also applies if there are more shorter loops than in going
nominations in the meeting itself to avoid the situation where
from A to B as events are easier to film.
Which are more important, the competitors or the spectators? nominations beforehand have left vacancies.
Somebody involved with television told me that viewers were more Stuart Fisher
important because there were many more of them. This reduces
competitors to the level of entertainers. He might also have added Publisher contact
something about finance. I disagree. Without the competitors there Canoeist, Longcroft, Mill Lane, Corston, Malmesbury,
would be no sport. Without the spectators the competition would Wilts SN16 0HH
continue, even if missed by the masses. Even after Olympic Games Email mail@canoeist.co.uk
coverage, most of the public could not name any of the canoeing
Disclaimer
competitors a couple of days later. People do not talk of additional Opinions expressed in this magazine are not necessarily
events of a few minutes to make it easier to film football, cricket, rugby, those of the editor or publishers. References to waters
golf or tennis.
do not necessarily imply that access or passage is
Stuart Fisher
legally permitted or that they are safe in all conditions.
The editor and publishers can not be held responsible
for any omissions of references to hazards from notes
Journalism is printing what someone else does not want printed:
on these waters. They do not necessarily support
everything else is public relations - George Orwell
advertising claims nor do they hold themselves
responsible for inadequacies in items of equipment
reviewed here.

Transparency

Sixty years on
from the first west to east crossing of the North Atlantic by catamaran

Devaluation

On 30th September 1959 the 40 ft catamaran Rongo sailed into the
Conway River in North Wales after crossing the North Atlantic from
New York.
Rongo was the first catamaran to have made this difficult voyage,
sailed by the now world famous catamaran designer James Wharram
and his two German women companions, Ruth Merseburger and Jutta
Schultze-Rohnhoff.
Rongo was designed and built by Wharram in Trinidad in 1957/58
after the three sailors had already crossed the Southern Atlantic in
1956 along the trade wind route from the Canaries to Trinidad in their
small 23’ 6” catamaran Tangaroa, also designed and built by Wharram in
England in 1954.
In the 1950s catamarans had not yet been acknowledged as viable
seagoing sailing vessels and James Wharram pioneered their concept and
proved their inherent seaworthiness with his Atlantic voyages.
In 1965 James Wharram started designing catamarans for other people
and this soon blossomed into a thriving business of designs for selfbuilders, hundreds and, over time, thousands were built and many have
made incredible ocean voyages, including the smallest catamaran to sail
round the world in the 1990s, the Tiki 21 Cooking Fat sailed by Rory
McDougall.
Wharram designs are nowadays a very distinct type of catamaran
with very traditional looking lines reminiscent of Polynesian double
canoes and are seen in many harbours all over the world. They have a
worldwide following of builders/sailors who follow the philosophy of
Wharram of how people can become Sea People by living a simple life
on the sea.
With the expanding development of luxury catamarans for the
charter market in the last 20 years, Wharram catamarans stand out by
being different; they resonate with nature and traditional boat design.

Hanneke Boon

Has your email address changed or do you
want to be added to the mailing list when
copies of Canoeist are issued?
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk with your email
address (with your former email address if
changed) and ask us to add you to the list.
We record only email addresses, not names,
offering greater security than GDPR.
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Hungarian Ferenc Csima
is first off the water in
the Keyo Brigg Bomber
middle distance world
championships quadrathlon.

Jutta bow riding.

Jutta steering in a storm.

Hanneke Boon photographs

Governing body enquiries
Canoeist is the not for profit magazine of Paddlers
International and the International Sea Kayak
Association. Enquiries to governing bodies and
associations should be addressed as appropriate.

Rongo at rest.

The crew in New York.
To celebrate this first epic Atlantic crossing of Rongo Wharram are
reprinting the original building plans of this design, beautifully drawn
by Jutta in 1960. These will be available as a presentation box set
including a photo book of the history
of Rongo and the story of her further
Atlantic voyages in 1960/61 plus a signed
copy of James’ book about his pioneering
voyages, Two Girls Two Catamarans.
These building plans can be used to
build a model or a full size replica of
this famous design. The presentation pack
will be available in numbered editions,
maximum 60, for the 60 years since her
first west to east Atlantic voyage.
Cost of a presentation box set is £225,
orders taken in advance, with sets to be
sent out by Christmas 2019. Further
details are at www.wharram.com.

CANOEIST November 2019
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big enough to take a bike but not a motorbike or a pair
of canoes tied together. Anyone with a kayak or bike
holds it in one hand while swinging out over the water
round the end of the barrier. At various points there
are barriers which lean inwards at the top, to obstruct
motorbikes but also obstructing many other people
including canoeists portaging.
Presumably, objections to use of the Aire & Calder
Navigation by canoes, as this was described as a
commercial waterway, have now been withdrawn.
Most importantly, the 1.5km Foulridge tunnel has
been reopened to paddlers. There were no problems for
paddlers before and during its use by the Trans Pennine
Canoe Race but a long, complex and unmarked portage
was subsequently imposed. There are new signs and a
pair of leaflets.
The opening was celebrated by relay teams of paddlers
who set off from the two ends in August and met at
Burnley nine days later.

Portland harbour
has been earmarked
for testing of marine
autonomous surface
ships, the nautical
equivalent of driverless
lorries. The harbour
has been chosen as its
4km extent has clearly
defined boundaries.
The MCA see this as a
chance to become world
leaders in autonomous
and smart shipping.
The current situation
with driverless cars is
that there are some
things they can do but
a driver has to be ready
to take over when things
go wrong. It should
make sailing regattas
interesting, this being the
course use for the 2012
Olympic regatta and
for various IC regattas
from Portland and Castle
Cove.

Justen Soule

Skipperless
ship research

Falkirk and Peterborough events.

Filling lock chambers

Scottish Canals have held another Lock ‘n’ Paddle,
to see how many craft they can get into the gondolas
of the Falkirk Wheel. This year they have increased the
load to 60 although they think they can manage 100.
The idea was first raised in 2015 on Canada’s TrentSevern Waterway at the Peterborough lift lock near
the Canadian Canoe Museum, where 2018’s record
participation was 328 kayaks and canoes passing through
the two tubs.

regarding portaging. The scheme makes use of pairs of
open canoes tied together although some sections are
not considered suitable for these. There are 91 locks to be
portaged. At Hell Meadow Lock, travelling west, there is
a long high wall on the left before the lock and a notice
on the right of the lock forbidding landing. On the 21
lock Wigan flight there are a series of barriers with holes

Canoe trail opened

The five year Desmond Family Canoe Trail project,
starting in 2015, has now been opened. Using the 291km
of the Leeds & Liverpool Canal and Aire & Calder
Navigation from Eldon Village to Goole, it has received
£1,300,000 of funding from Richard Desmond, the
former news publishing magnate, to fund portage points
and canoeing hubs at Sefton, Wigan, Burnley, Castleford
and Goole with more to follow in Blackburn, Skipton
and Leeds although most of the funding has been used
on organization.
Hopefully, some longstanding problems on this route
have been considered although some remain, particularly

Erin Lashley, Jordan Burns and Andrew Whittaker are
trail leaders.

Canal issues

The CRT are inviting applications for members
of their governing body, including representatives of
private boating. Eligibility details are on their website.
Applications close on Nov 18th.
A survey for the CRT shows a significant decline in
satisfaction from 70% to 61%. The survey was conducted
among registered licence holders, likely to be mostly
powered craft users, reflecting their issues. Boaters in the
East and West Midlands were most satisfied while those
in Yorkshire and northeast England were least happy. The
survey was unlikely to have reflected such issues as the
pending change in minimum canoe licences from one
day to one week and the halving of the prompt payment
discount.
The CRT report that licence compliance was over
95% for a tenth consecutive year, a figure which it fell
below only in London and the southeast. The northwest
was the only region not to see an increase in boat
numbers.
Regardless, powered boat numbers on London’s canals
have increased by 84% since 2012 although a significant
proportion of these are probably moored for residential
use by those who cannot afford London housing rather
than motoring around the waterways.
The CRT customer service team are now available
seven days a week, contactable by telephone, email, social
media or via the website. Licence inquiries, finding if a
canal is open and obtaining details of events taking place
will now be possible even at weekends.

I am not in a position
to criticize but if you
are writing something
big in what is not your
first language it is worth
having it checked. In
fact, these fall short of a
large road sign in Welsh
which said something
to the effect of ‘I am
out of the office at the
moment. Please email
anything you want
translated.’
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Lynn Pegler photographs

Duty free dropped

The two canoe pairs meet in Burnley.
CANOEIST November 2019

Scandinavian Airlines are following KLM in stopping
the sale of duty free items on flights. This will reduce
the weight of goods, sold and unsold, which they fly
around, which adds to fuel consumption and pollution.
Instead, orders will be taken onboard, flight crew will
get their commission and passengers can collect their
goods when they land. That should help those who
are already pushing their cabin baggage allowance and
there will be no open products in flight. However, the
whole concept of duty free was begun not as a perk but
to allow travellers to leave at the end of a voyage with
unfinished bottles, packs of tobacco and such products
rather than feeling obliged to try to finish them off
before landing.
On one occasion a Scottish fisherman, stopped at
customs, was told he would have to pay duty on a bottle
of gin he was importing. He said he was not prepared to
do so, opened it and poured the contents down a drain,
to the astonishment of the customs officers who were
unaware that he had replaced the contents with water.
On another occasion a colleague of mine undertook a
tour of a gin distillery. The managing director began by
tipping a bottle of real gin down the sink, announcing
‘That has cost us 15p.’ The rest of the selling cost was
duty, transport and profit margins along the way.

Temptation

Many kids and some adults are encouraged to
the water by floating objects, sometimes their own.
Recovering footballs are the commonest but they
include abandoned canoes, perhaps cheap inflatable ones
which have burst, or rafts which are no longer wanted.
Too often they have resulted in people being drowned,
children especially. It must be feared that placing
a deposit on returnable bottles will add a financial
incentive which will result in increased drownings. At
least collect and remove your own rubbish if at all
possible.

Cleetus McFarland has set a world kayak speed
record in the USA of 254km/h for 9.4 seconds. It
was strapped to the roof of his drag car, perhaps not
as well as some of us might have expected but it did
stay on. Being a sit on top, it leaves scope for higher
speeds with racing kayaks.

Safety plan launched

The DfT have issued a Marine Safety Action Plan
which takes a wide ranging look at boats. Fishing, jet
skis, alcohol and inexperience are topics to receive
particular attention.

Canadian
canoeing and
cannabis

The legalization of
cannabis in Canada a
year ago has quickly
resulted in companies
offering cannabis trips
in the outdoors. The
law requires customers
to take their own
rather than having host
companies provide it
for them. It has also
designated canoes
the same as cars as
far as intoxication is
concerned. Providers
say that it is comparable
with alcohol and only
for use in camp, once
off the water. Others say
there is no place for it
at all in the wild where
accidents mean that
others have to provide
rescue cover, sometimes
at great expense.
Alcohol was seen as the
main cause of death in
19% of Canada’s boating
accidents in 2017.
Paddlers accounted for
138 of the deaths, of
which 88% drowned. Of
these 70% were without
lifejackets.

SAR helicopter bases and theoretical flying
times.
CANOEIST November 2019
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The Bridgewater Canal
Co, operating the main
line from Runcorn to
Manchester and the
original canal line from
there to Leigh, are asking
more probing questions
of those wanting to
license boats on their
canal. In particular,
they wish to reduce
the number of cheap
inflatable boats. These
have been associated
with inexperienced
users, often under the
influence of alcohol.

Marine tourism
biggest
employer

Two rescues this year have thrown up questions of
competence of Coastguard staff. Following an incident
at Croyde, two Coastguard Rescue Officers were
considered not to be adequately trained. One accepted
the offer of further training but the other resigned. In a
second incident at Hope Cove, a rescue line was attached
to the bumper of a private vehicle and the area was not
cordoned off. Over the last few years, when MRCCs
have been closed down to save money, concern has been
expressed about corners being cut by the Maritime &
Coastguard Agency to reduce expenditure. An issue
highlighted in a report into UK SAR helicopters is
that the current models have increased downdraught
compared with the previous Sea Kings. This could make
it more difficult to collect a patient from a group of
kayaks on the water.

Trips

Canadians Kyle Roberts and Tom Schellenberg have
undertaken a 185km portage to Everest Base Camp at

The calving glacier.
5,380m and back, carrying 14kg kayaks plus their gear,
21km of altitude gain. Not the smoothest of walks at
the best of times, they faced cold, strong winds and a
foot infection. The Weight We Carry expedition was
attempting to draw attention to mental health problems
and raise funds for a women’s mental health centre in

Nepal. Not everyone understood what they were doing
but those who did were supportive. In fact, there was no
water to paddle when they got there. Mike Jones and
Mick Hopkinson took kayaks to Everest Base Camp in
1976 and paddled on a lake on the Khumbu Glacier at
5,330m (May 77, p19). The difference this time is that
the pair carried their own canoes while the British team
used porters.
Paddlers Andrew Hooper and Josh Bastyr paddled
too close to a calving glacier in Alaska and were hit by a
2-4m wave. Film of the collapse was shown on the BBC
news website.
The French former freestyle paddler Nouria Newman
and Americans Ben Stookesberry and Erik Bloomer
have been in Patagonia, tackling large rivers. Of the nine
rivers they ran in as many weeks, four were first descents,
not hard to find in this part of Chile. They also made the
second unpowered descent of the Pasqua, for which they
portaged 87km with boats and kit up to 45kg.

Statistics show marine
tourism was the biggest
employment contributor
to the Scottish marine
economy in 2017, 38%
or 28,300 jobs. It also
added 11% of the gross
value added income.
These figures include
shipbuilding and oil
and gas supply services
but not oil and gas
extraction.

IWA celebration
event

The IWA will hold their
Festival of Water next
August on the Worcester
& Birmingham Canal
at Perdiswell Park
in Worcester. It will
celebrate the fact that
it was a meeting on the
canal between Robert
Aickman and Tom Rolt
75 years ago that led to
the formation of the IWA
and the development of
recreational boating on
canals.

Ullapool has a series of display panels around the
town extolling the virtues of living with the sea. Sea
kayaks are well represented. Interestingly, the next
panel is about sea angling and the decline in interest
in it.

ICF

Crackdown on
small boats

A man and two children were hurt when a raft
flipped on the Tropical Cyclone ride at Center Parcs’
Longleat venue (bottom left). Unfortunately the BBC,
in reporting the accident, used the wrong picture,
showing Katakanus by a lake.

Canadian lawyer Michael
Chambers is chairing the
ICF’s ethics committee.
A former competitor, he
was president of
Canoe/Kayak Canada
over 1986-9.

101 uses for a dead canoe: sprint flowerbed at Norwich Canoe Club.

The 185km portage to Everest Base Camp and back.

Awards

s
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The wave generator in action.
Mick Hopkinson and Mike Jones at Everest Base Camp and paddling on the Khumbu Glacier in 1976.
CANOEIST November 2019

The Wave surfing lake at Easter Compton, 12km
north of Bristol within the M4/M5/M49 triangle, is
now complete. The first to drop in and surf it, however,
was a passing swan. The £26,000,000 venue can create
a wave every 3.6 seconds. These can be varied from
small swells for novices to waves which are fast and
hollow for experts. Waves break onto an artificial reef.
Use of renewable energy is costing an extra £100,000
per year but the intention is to have an onsite power
plant by 2025. A further Wave facility is planned for the
Lee valley at Enfield.
CANOEIST November 2019

Global Shots

The Wave’s first drop in

Image Cabin

The CRT have drawn
attention to three Awards
of Honour presented by
BC. Tim Ward has been
prominent in running
freestyle and Scouts
and other clubs in the
Marlow area. Kevin East
has been involved in the
Canoe-Camping Club
since the year dot and
in access, particularly
around Surrey with an
agreement on the lower
Mole. Douglas Caffyn
needs no introduction to
readers, his invaluable
access contributions
including his open letter
to Michael Gove in our
Nov 2018 issue.

Spike Kane tries it by waveski.
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Stour navigation

Tideway speed
limit lowered

The speed limit on the
Thames Tideway for
RIBs during the hours
of darkness has been
lowered from 56 to
41km/h. This follows
an incident where a
commercial RIB with
10 people aboard
hit a mooring buoy
with injuries to two
passengers and extensive
damage to the boat. The
skipper did not see the
buoy in time to avoid it.

More
Montgomery

A further 2km of the
Montgomery Canal
have been reopened
between Crickheath and
Maesbury Marsh. As part
of the restoration two
nature reserve lakes have
had to be constructed
alongside. Unusually,
the white lining of the
canal has left it looking
a bit like a swimming
pool.

EA hang onto navigations

The EA are refusing to allow the navigations they
control to be transferred to the CRT within the
foreseeable future. This means that they can retain
control over boating while they are free to spend their
money elsewhere. They have claimed that underfunding
has been the reason why their navigations are in such
a poor state although there has been an apparent lack
of enthusiasm towards boat users of all kinds. The IWA
have called for the EA’s funding to be increased but
there is nothing to say that any extra cash would not be
used elsewhere. Even if funding were to be ringfenced
that would not get clear of the conflict of interest they
currently have between navigation and other objectives.

Asked by Rosie Duffield
(Lab, Canterbury)
about the public right
of navigation on the
Kentish Stour, Dr
Thérèse Coffey (at that
time Parliamentary
Under Secretary for
Defra) said there was
no navigation authority
and that it was subject to
navigation agreements
between riparian owners
and those wishing
to navigate the river
although she did not
name any legislation
requiring this. She
said Defra did not
hold information on
individual navigation
agreements, perhaps
because there are
virtually none to hold.
She is no longer with
Defra.

The latest batch of Parliamentary Written Answers
are in response to questions by former freestyle paddler
Gareth Thomas (Lab, Harrow W), Chris Williamson (Ind,
Derby N) and Tom Brake (LD, Carshalton & Wallington).
Surely no response from Defra has ever been as bluntly
anti paddling or anti anything else as that final one.

Dam protester misses top award

Indigenous leader Alberto Curamil has been awarded
a Goldman prize in San Francisco for environmental
activism after his campaign which stopped two dams on
the Cautin River in Chile. One faced public opinion and
the other lack of consent and inadequate environmental
impact assessments. His Mapuche community claimed

Heathrow
expansion
damage

The IWA are warning of
potential damage from
expansion of Heathrow,
including to 21km of the
Grand Union Canal and
Slough Arm as a result
of loss of 3.6km2 of
land from the southern
end of the Colne Valley
Regional Park. They
say the Wraysbury
River, River Colne and
Bigley Ditch will be
combined into a single
watercourse and that
the same will happen by
combining the Duke of
Northumberland’s River
with the Longford River,
each already in tunnel
under existing runways.
Each of these two
resulting waterways will
be taken under the new
runway in tunnel. There
will be some places
where light will be able
to reach the water but
the IWA suggest that
spillages will also be
able to do so unnoticed.

Stott
clarification

Although he had been
on top of a bus shelter
during the Easter
climate demonstrations
in London (May, p17),
Etienne Stott tells us that
was not the reason for
his arrest. It was because
he was sitting on a
public highway, indeed,
one from which the
police had banned the
public, that he fell foul
of the law. The police
are working their way
through well over 1,000
protesters who were
arrested and he expects
to be charged and get a
criminal record.

Angling close
season retained

The coarse angling close
season, Mar 15th - Jun
15th, was introduced
in 1878 to reduce the
threat to spawning fish
caused by anglers. The
EA invited people to take
part in a consultation
about removing it but
half of the anglers taking
part wanted to retain it.
The EA have decided to
do so. Of course, it also
provides a period when
other river users are
hassled less by anglers
who are likely to be
elsewhere at this time.
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Closing the
stable door

The CRT have launched
a Plastics Challenge
whereby they are calling
on canal environment
users each to pick up
a piece of plastic litter
every day. Surely they
should be aiming their
campaign at those who
drop litter in the first
place.
CANOEIST November 2019
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Theresa Villiers has
replaced Michael
Gove as Environment
Secretary, at least, at
the time of writing.
Whatever else happens
in politics, it is a safe
bet that addressing the
river access situation in
England and Wales will
be even further down
the list of priorities than
usual.

that destruction of rivers, forests and wildlife would
follow. Prior consent is required for any such project
but had not been obtained so the Chileans terminated
the dams. Curamil’s $200,000 award was collected by
his daughter because he had been in prison for nine
months for alleged criminal activity but it is claimed
the imprisonment is political after the Mapuche won a
court case which stopped the HEP projects. The schemes
would have resulted in diversion of the river.

Loch Vaa, near the A9/
A95 junction north of
Aviemore and used for
watersports and angling,
has suffered from an
unexplained loss of
water. Spring fed, the
level dropped 1.4m
between Sep 2018 and
May 2019, claimed to
be the lowest level in
750 years. The dating is
based on 13th century
birch timber just below
the normal surface,
which is associated
with a crannog and
quickly lost if exposed
to the air. SEPA blamed
a dry winter and
Scottish Water said
that extraction from
boreholes to an aquifer
6km upstream was
too far away to be the
cause. Water levels
subsequently recovered.

Love Water

The EA have launched
a campaign entitled
Love Water ‘to help
the country protect
water resources for
future generations’, no
mention of the current
generation, who were
a future generation
when Defra started
talking about future
generations, a bit like
‘free beer tomorrow’.
‘Clean, healthy and
readily available
water is essential for
health and wellbeing’
they say. More than
40 environmental
groups, charities,
water companies and
regulators are involved.
If any of them actively
represent people who
get their wellbeing by
being on the water they
do not get a mention in
the publicity.
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Natalie

Mysterious
water loss

Rage Against Rubbish hold monthly rubbish
collections on the Bridgwater & Taunton Canal and
have had problems in that they have been unable
to carry all the refuse they have found. This ranges
from litter to bikes, scooters, road signs, fencing,
televisions, cones, bags of clothes and a set of traffic
lights. They would welcome more volunteers to join
the typical 30 to 50 who set out from the YMCA
centre and will provide canoes and kayaks free of
charge if required.

Sustainable world championships

Following Augsburg slalom last year, the ICF
engaged with the organizers of the sprint junior world
championships at Pitesti with the intention of producing
a sustainable event. Products were sourced locally,
lunches were on reusable plates with reusable cutlery and
glasses, there was a water bottle refill station and printing
of a range of products was on demand at the course
to prevent wastage and transport. Recycling and waste
management were high priorities. Electricity was to be
solar and water generated. A larger concept event was
run at La Seu d’Urgell, following which a took is to be
issued to future event organizers.
The ICF have also teamed up with the IOC and
UN Environment to promote the CleanSeas project
highlighting the growing problem of plastics in our
waterways. They are using as a logo a plastic kayak on a
river.

What a shame this statement was not made at the start
of the process.

Thames flood bypasses

The EA’s Oxford Flood Alleviation Scheme is pressing
ahead and will affect several kilometres of braided river
across the floodplain. The proposal is to make channels
wider and shallower with more vegetation for wildlife.
Footpaths will be improved but there is no mention of
boats, the EA being the navigation authority for channels
which leave the main Thames and return to it.
The EA report that £640,000,000 of funding is now
in place for a flood alleviation scheme which will run
from Datchet to Teddington with three flood channels
next to the Thames and increased capacity at three weirs.
There will be 23km of new footways and cycle paths.
Like the Jubilee River upstream, it will result in channels
leaving and returning to the Thames, specifically
included as navigations by the Thames Conservancy Act
of 1932, which the EA tried to exclude from the Jubilee
River around Maidenhead and Windsor.

Aire fish passes

Fish passes are to be installed on the River Aire
on the large weirs at Armley, Kirkstall, Newby and
Saltaire in 2020, the object being to get salmon up to
the Skipton area, as in pre Industrial Revolution days.
Some £714,000 of funding is coming from the Heritage
Lottery, £500,000 from Yorkshire Water and more
money from various other bodies including the EA, who
say this will ‘provide fantastic opportunities for the River
Aire to be enjoyed by everyone’ and ‘make it a more
welcoming environment’. Walkers and ramblers are to
‘create a series of short self-guided trails’. Volunteers are
to clean up the banks and remove the litter and invasive
plants although there is no mention of boats anywhere
or that the passes will be combined with canoe chutes, as
they would be on the Continent.

Wensum modifications

The EA, Natural England and Water Management
Alliance have been making modifications to the River
Wensum upstream of Norwich and will continue to

Are our rivers safe?

In August the Times led with the statement that no
river in England is safe for bathing. Toxins are at the
highest level since testing began, water companies are
being left free to pollute, 86% of rivers fall short of
EU standards and not enough testing is being done by
the EA. The EA responded robustly, disagreeing with
nearly all the claims and saying that rivers are better
now (for pollution) than at any time since the start of
the Industrial Revolution. The only point of agreement
is that the EA want more resources, their government
funding having been cut by 57% since 2010. However,
the WWF have also waded in and claimed English rivers
are used as open sewers, saying the EA predict 75%
of English rivers will meet EU expectations by 2027
compared with 14% now.
The Catchment Sensitive Farming service, run by
Defra, the EA and Natural England, has provided advice
to 80% of farmers in England, covering 34% of English
farmland. In a dozen years of addressing agricultural
pollution of rivers they claim to have reduced sediment
by 12%, phosphorus by 8% and nitrogen by 4%.

do so for another eight years. This year they worked on
1.4km between Lenwade Mill and Great Witchingham
Hall. A 1.3km section at Attlebridge will follow next
year. A fish bypass is to be installed at Lyng with 2km to
be worked on. One technique is hinging, bending trees
down so that they trail in the water to provide a more
interesting environment for fish and, no doubt, strainers
for boats. They also talk of gravel glides. Elsewhere in
the area rivers have been changed to give gravel shallows
which require portaging to cross. The EA say the changes
are popular with anglers, naturalists, locals and tourists
but do not mention river users.

INCIDENT FILE
Accused man disappears

A search for a missing 59 year old man off Western Australia was
called off after three days. Reported to be fit, strong and an experienced
paddler, he was seen off an island but later set off his personal locator
beacon when 3km offshore. His kayak, a fast touring K1 with rudder,
and his PLB were each found within 50 minutes in the water and
his paddle ashore. Previously he had pleaded not guilty to historical
underage sexual offences and was due back in court. If this was part of a
deliberate plan to disappear it is surprising that he should have raised an
alarm where his equipment would be found so quickly.
The MCA’s Casualty Review Panel believe that half of the 22
fatalities in 2018 could have been prevented if the people concerned
had been wearing lifejackets. The majority were anglers or commercial
fishermen, especially on Scottish sea lochs.
Users are reminded of other safety aids. Carry a VHF radio and know
how to use it. A PLB or EPIRB will help rescuers to find you even if
you are unconscious. Download the RYA SafeTrx app to your phone.
Wear appropriate clothing for the conditions.

This humpback whale was photographed off
Penzance by paddler Rupert Kirkwood of Bude.
Although they have been seen off the coast more
often in recent years this is the first time prolonged
feeding has been seen. A local boat tour company
confirmed the sighting.
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The attacked tent.

Francine being flown out.

Unusual bear attack

A party of four were attacked by a black bear while asleep in a
tent on the riverbank some 240km from Happy Valley-Goose Bay in
Newfoundland & Labrador at the end of July. Francine Grondin was
bitten on the leg. She and her husband are used to wilderness paddling
and reckon to have paddled 20,000km in the last 40 years. Screaming
at the bear did not dissuade it and it retreated only when hit on the
leg with a large birch log. It did not go far away, either when they
built a large fire and moved their tents close to it or when they used
bear bangers. They struck camp quickly, grabbed their canoes from the
vicinity of where the bear had last been seen and moved to another
beach some 2km away. They called for help by satellite phone and were
rescued the following day. The attack was seen as unusual. The site was
dirty and there was evidence that it had been used by anglers or hunters
who had left garbage. Perhaps the bear saw their tent as a garbage bag.
This omits rivers where there is a historic right as on the Severn from
Shrewsbury to Stockport where there is an unopposed right and many
over rivers where there is a disputed right.
DEFRA does not know what the law is.
I have twice asked my Labour MP for Canterbury to raise this with
DEFRA but I have had no reply.

Welsh National Marine Plan

ISKA attended a number of early meetings on the
Welsh National Marine Plan but ceased to do so when
no information was forthcoming on how users might be
affected. As the process reaches completion, the following
statemeent is included in Frequently Asked Questions:
Will existing users of the sea be able to continue their
activities?
There is a presumption of use in the marine environment,
subject to specific processes such as marine licences.The
presumption of use will continue but the WNMP provides
direction on what we want to achieve for the marine area. It will
help inform decision making, direct key activities, resolve conflict
and promote co-existence where activities overlap.

Beaver
questions

In answer to a question
about flood risks
resulting from beavers
being released into the
wild, Defra say that
their latest trial on the
River Otter, begun in
2015, will end in 2020.
They do not say whether
they will round them
up, stop releasing more
or just walk away and
Welsh beaches cleaner
Helped by the weather, all 105 bathing beaches in leave them to get on
Wales have been shown to be compliant with bathing with it. They say that
water standards in 2019. Natural Resources Wales’ the trial will help them
sampling showed 83 were in the ‘excellent’ category to understand how they
compared with 78 last year. Earlier, Tenby’s Castle Beach effect flows in rivers and
was named as the Sunday Times Beach of the Year (shown surrounding ecology.
One would have
below).
thought they would have
investigated these before
releasing them into the
wild.

Casualty review

The third way
Naomi Roberts

Villiers
replaces Gove

Nearly 300 Asda staff from Leeds took part in a
cleanup of a 16km section of the Leeds & Liverpool
Canal. Using canoes and other boats, they removed
1.8t of rubbish including bicycles, cones, tyres, a
fridge inside, safes, shoes and men’s underpants.
Nearly half of this was plastic, part of which is being
used as material to make a canalside bench.

The Canoeist website

From Craig Bousfield.
You know what they say. ‘To err is human; to really cock it up you
need IT.’

The incorrect answer from DEFRA

From Douglas Caffyn.
In the May Canoeist, page 15, you do not comment on the fact that
the answer given on 22nd February is quite clearly incorrect.
The reply states that unless there is a navigation authority permission
must be obtained from the riparian owner.

From Paul Caffyn.
What a massive compilation of information.
Thanks for including the info on my two books still in print.
There doesn’t seem to be the same level of interest in books as there
was when I was growing up.
The article on buoyancy by Peter Lamont fails to mention the 1985
Kiwi development of a seat as a third or middle bulkhead.
Most NZ sea kayak manufacturers all picked up the concept.
The concept maximized buoyancy and minimized the amount of
water that could enter the cockpit in the event of an ‘out of boat’ event.
Keep up your wonderful work on keeping the silvertail bureaucrats
honest.
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How it all started
Landing at St Clair near Dunedin.
Right: Arrival near Cape Reinga with a
crayfish for the support crew.

Paul in the bows with Chris Lawson Baker on the Clarence River in 1963.

The inspirational photo of Father, Bill, Uncle Greg and Bob
Craighead off Lone Pine wharf on the Brisbane River.
Most likely it was this black and white photograph in our family
photograph album of my father and his brother in wood and canvas
canoes on the Brisbane River. Discouraged by my parents from chasing
up a newspaper advertisement for a canoe, it was my uncle Greg who
helped me purchase my first 17’ Peterborough canoe.
Still at primary school, I joined the local Indooroopilly Small Craft
& Canoe Club which had a boatshed on a bank of the Brisbane River.
Week long club white water paddling trips as well as being encouraged
to try to balance a tippy K1 kayak certainly led to my lifelong passion
for paddling.
Paddling was seriously sidelined during my university years when
I met fellow minded students who were passionate about caving, folk
singing, rock climbing and mountaineering. My lust for climbing and
caving did lead to a fourth year at uni. My first visit to New Zealand
and a mountaineering course at Ball Hut were cut short following a
telegram from my father re a supplementary chemistry exam!
After graduating, the lure of really deep caves and climbing in the
Southern Alps drew me across the Tasman Sea and I was exceedingly
fortunate to land my first job as an exploration geologist on the west
coast of the South Island.
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By the mid 70s I was teaching music and outdoor education at a local
high school. This led to my purchasing a white water kayak and learning
slalom technique and rolling skills. In mid 1977 a paddling mate saw
a yellow sea kayak on top of a van in Greymouth. As one did in those
days, when it was exceedingly rare to see another kayak on a vehicle,
Shaun went and had a chat with the driver and that’s where the trouble
started; it was the very first Greenland style glassfibre kayak built in NZ.
A bitterly cold white water paddle in winter led to a cunning plan of
purchasing two of these Nordkapp kayaks and paddling them around
the southwestern tip of New Zealand, better known as Fiordland, home
to a squillion sandflies, monstrous seas, massive bumper dumpers and
more gales per year than you can shake a stick at.
Max Reynolds and I survived that first Fiordland paddle by the skin
of our teeth but swore our next paddling adventure would be across
the Sahara Desert, as far away from the sea as possible. Although we
had a solid background of expedition caving, white water paddling and
mountaineering, we each experienced a really sharp learning curve.
We were both capsized offshore by huge reef breaks. Mine was on
our second morning; my paddle was sucked out of my hands but I
stayed in the cockpit, upside down, till Max presented his bow to me
and I rolled up. In the entrance to Bligh Sound I rushed a landing in
falling darkness. What appeared to be a sheltered sandy beach from a
distance was a steep, gnarly, boulder beach with huge bumper dumpers.
I executed a graceful loop to land on my head on the boulders, so lucky
I was wearing a helmet. It got cracked,
as did my top lip with a tooth through
it. The kayak hull/deck join took two
cracks by the cockpit but didn’t leak or
bleed as bad as my split lip.

Paul and Max complete the Fjordland
trip at Jackson Bay.
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At Jackson Bay Max went back to work but, with no job in the
offing, I ended up paddling around the rest of the South Island and
wrote a book, Obscured by Waves, about the trip.
Then my so called ‘mates’ kidded me. ‘Now that you’ve been around
the South Island, when are you going to do the North Island?’ which
led over the summer of 1978-79 to a solo paddle around the North
Island with a shore based crew, along with my lovely black labrador,
Ben.
The prevailing west coast surf was much tougher than that of the
South Island and the big harbour entrances sent me up to four miles
offshore to clear a seething mess of breaking waves. A pavlova in the
face from Lesley at the completion of that trip back at Makara set a
precedent for all future New Zealand circumnavigators.
To make a New Zealand kayak circumnavigation complete, I teamed
up again with Max Reynolds in August 1979 for a crossing of Foveaux
Strait and a paddle round Stewart Island. Max only joined me after my
assurance there would be ‘lots of sun, nice calm conditions and no beef
curry on the menu!’ There wasn’t much sun, the swell was up to seven
metres high off Mason Bay, the tide races off
the south coast were monstrous and we nearly
got squashed by a massive elephant seal when
camped overnight in Flour Cask Bay but,
apart from that, it was a brilliant challenging
trip.
Tragically, I lost my paddling mate, Max,
in early 1980 when he was caught by a flood
pulse in the Aorere River gorge and drowned.
Fortunately, I had written the story (Dark Side
of the Wave) before I did the gut wrenching
send off for Max and another climbing mate,
as funeral celebrant.

1980 - Around Britain

In 1970 a young English paddler, Geoff Hunter, paddled around
England, Wales and most of Scotland in an East Greenland style kayak
but he avoided the worst of the northern coast by taking a shortcut
through the Caledonian Canal. Although it would be a bit longer than
the North Island, at 2,200 miles, I saw a paddle around Britain as my
next desirable challenge along with experiencing a power of history,
ancient castles, smuggling ports and some really serious paddling
challenges like Cape Wrath, Pentland Firth, where tidal streams ran at
up to 12 knots, and the massive tide races of the mulls of Galloway and
Kintyre. Although aiming for a solo paddle, I joined up paddling with
a young English chap, Nigel Dennis, for an 85 day paddle with my
girlfriend, Lesley Hadley, as shore support.

Helping launch near Dover.

Lesley Paul and Nigel.

During the Australian circumnavigation.

1982 - Around Australia

In 1981 my local ‘mates’ were now saying ‘Well you’ve paddled
around NZ; when are you going to do Aussie?’ and that sowed the seed
for the 360 day Around Australia Kayak Odyssey. I tried really hard to
attract some sponsorship for either kit or money or both but reckon
the concept was so outrageous that no companies approached felt that,
firstly, the trip would be attempted and, secondly, my chances of survival
were less than better than average. During a discussion with a National
Geographic magazine editor about photo/film coverage the bloke stated
‘And if you haven’t encountered a croc by the time you reach Darwin
we’ll rent one!’ Funny how I went
off media coverage after that!
We carried out the year long
mission on an absolute shoestring,
scavenging kit from rubbish dumps
at times, but once we finished back
at Queenscliff we had no obligations
to anyone, just the immense
satisfaction of completing a really
big adventure. The worst day of the
whole year, well, apart from not
being able to keep food down when
faced by kicking out on the 120
mile long Zuytdorp Cliffs, was the
morning after we finished back at
Queenscliff. The challenge was over,
Paul cresting a roller off
no more elusive goal to be pursued.
Warnambool.

1985 - Around Japan

An article in a 1967 National Geographic magazine got me mulling
over paddling around Japan. It described a combined USA - British
college student paddle from the Inland Sea to Tokyo. Photographs of
centuries old fishing ports and stunning coastal scenery spurred my
interest. The team had bypassed the exposed east coast of Honshu owing
to heavy prevailing surf, which also got my interest up.
Grahame Sissons and I built Haya Kaze in Nelson as I was keen to
try out a microlight boat to see if higher daily average distances were
attainable. We used Kevlar, carbon fibre and vinyl ester to build a 15
kilogram Nordkapp. The all up weight included hatches, bulkheads
and the aluminium overstern rudder. A new seat was built, which,
when glassed into the cockpit, formed a third or middle bulkhead
and a comfortable rigid backrest. This minimized the amount of water
which would enter the cockpit in the event of a capsize and the middle
compartment was easily accessible at sea with a VCP hatch just aft of the
cockpit, very handy for cameras, the radio and my play lunch.
With my girlfriend, Lesley Hadley, as shore support we achieved a
memorable trip around Japan. I was then probably at my peak in terms
of paddling fitness and stamina, knocking up 96 kilometre days with
predawn starts and averaging 66km per day around Hokkaido.
‘Anata wa tabi wa do data?’ (How was your trip?)
‘Subarashi demmo muzukashi.’ (Splendid but difficult)
Subarashi describes the beauty and contrasts of the coastal scenery,
our contact with the Japanese fishermen, the magic of sunrises and
sunsets and the faith and support from new friends we met around the
coastline.
An early response to a letter of inquiry was very succinct and to
the point: ‘I do not think you should consider a paddle around Japan.
Too many ships, too many people and too much pollution!’ but, apart
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The Round Japan
Kayak Expedition
A glacier in Prince William Sound.
British Columbia around the entire coast of Alaska and finish at Inuvik
on the Mackenzie River in Canada. With minimal all coastal access, I
did this one solo, landing at the remote Inuit villages to retrieve food
parcels that I had mailed from the lower 48. I always included a letter
addressed to the postmaster, saying I was a Kiwi paddling around Alaska!
I planned this wee 4,690 mile paddle over one northern summer but
that awful oil spill from the Exon Valdez put paid to that 1989 mission
when I pulled the pin at Elfin Cove. Resuming in 1990, I left the kayak
in Nome for the winter, then followed the ice pack north in 1991 and
spent the last three days of that magic trip paddling up the Mackenzie
River to land at the Inuvik road end, finally back in Canada. That
Alaskan trip was one of my most enjoyable and challenging, dumped by
big surf in the Gulf of Alaska, charged by a bull musk ox, my tent ripped
open by a big brown bear when I was asleep but, worst of all, dealing
with the drying shallows off the Kuskokwim and Yukon river deltas,
nightmare country.

1993 - Not a good year

1993 marked the end of the really big trips for a while. A perforated
colon while geologizing on a remote mountain range led to nine
months with a colostomy, perhaps the worst news for a paddler when
waking from an anaesthetic.
After a successful hook up nine months later, getting my mind
and body back into paddling shape was not easy. That losing of core
stomach muscle strength following two big belly operations was a major
challenge to resume expedition paddling.
Fortunately, in 1994 I teamed up with expat British paddler Conrad
Edwards who was not only a skilled and very fit paddler but also had a
similar love of books and history and didn’t mind a libation of medicinal
whisky after a long paddling day.
Between us we notched up seven remarkable overseas expeditions
including four summers in Greenland, a circuit of New Caledonia and a
paddle from Kuala Lumpur to the island of Phuket. Our last big trip in
2017 was down the coast of the Antarctic Peninsula with a team of six
Kiwi paddlers and one Aussie.
Paul Caffyn has just retired after 201 issues as the editor of New
Zealand Sea Kayaker. His unprecedented sea kayak experience, introduced here,
has meant he has been a leading authority on
the sport for many years. He has also contributed
a number of articles to Canoeist over the years.
Paul filled a gap for his local museum in
Greymouth. It included free entry and
free wine and nibbles.

1989 - 1991
Around Alaska

The Kuskokwin and Yukon river
deltas with the sea 7km away
and the coast as far away in the
opposite direction.
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After two failed attempts to
paddle a double kayak across the
Tasman Sea from Tasmania to
Fiordland in 1987 and 1989, I
needed a big trip to get morale
back up. With no exper ience
of paddling in ice, I decided to
paddle from Prince Rupert in
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from some of the huge coastal towns and ports, the coastal scenery was
superb, snow capped volcanoes rising sheer out of the sea, tunnels, more
caves than you could shake a stick at, massive archways I had to paddle
through and a myriad of small fishing ports that could provide a movie
set for James Clavell’s novel Shogun. Sections of the coast were so rugged
and remote there was no sign of man’s presence.
Japan must have the highest density of inshore fishermen in the
world and summer was peak season for those harvesting seaweed and
salmon. The port of Uketo on the Honshu coast had a fleet of over 200
boats which left through a narrow entrance between 3.00 am and 3.30
am. The roar of the engines was like the noise of peak hour traffic in
Auckland. I had no choice but to barge in to the bow to stern line up
of boats but the experience of joining in that stream of boats speeding
out to sea in the soft golden light of dawn was indeed splendid.
Many nights we slept by the open hearths of the ryoshi-no-banya
(fishermen’s quarters), rising at 2.00 am with the obasans (old ladies)
who cooked breakfast over charcoal hearths and departing before dawn
with the fishermen. We were taken into the homes and hearts of the
fishermen.
In marked contrast to previous ‘big trips’, no one person in Japan said
I was crazy for doing the trip; instead they would call out ‘Gambate’, no
exact English translation but a combination of good luck, try hard and
show your spirit.
The Japan paddle was far more muzukashi (difficult) than I had
anticipated. Taifu (typhoon) number 3 was in the offing when I
commenced paddling on 26 May and number 13 gave me a dusting on
the far north coast of Hokkaido. While plugging along the south coast
of Honshu, three of them were in the offing, 12, 13 and 14. The taifu
effects were felt four to five days after making landfall, with fierce winds,
massive seas and thunderstorms. Doyonami is a specific Japanese word
for swell generated by intense typhoons.
I completed the trip on 19 September with a 40 kilometre crossing
of Tsugaru Kaikyo, the infamous narrow stretch of water between
Hokkaido and Honshu. Total distance was 6,434 kilometres in 118 days
for an all up average of 66 kilometres per day. All in all it was a splendid
but difficult trip.
Months later in New Zealand I received copies of various magazines
which carried articles about the Japan
tr ip. The January 1986 edition of
Playboy included a seven page pictorial
of the trip with a male nude centrefold
picture. It was actually a pic Lesley
snapped when I was showering under
a roadside waterfall. The photo appeared
by the central line of staples and
although it was not exactly a centrefold
photograph, I like to kid myself that it’s
close enough to being a nude centrefold.
When Haya Kaze arrived back in New
Zealand aboard a huge container ship
I was trying to speed passage through
the usual procedures of form filling and
shuffling from department to department
by showing the Playboy to the chap from
the Department of Agriculture &
Fish. He said he would waive the
normal $20 fee for the clearance
if he could show the article to
his rather attractive receptionist.
I agreed. He asked her if she
had ever met anyone who had
posed nude for Playboy and then
showed her the photograph. Her
Bears prepare to greet a visitor. comment was ‘You can’t see a lot!’
I reckon I got $20’s worth of
embarrassment!

In the April 1986 issue we carried the article Red lining off Japan on Paul’s circumnavigation of Japan.We did not
have space to give more than a brief summary and there were no pictures. Here we offer four pages from his trip diary
with photographs to give more of a flavour of that outstanding journey.

A day from Nihon Nikki to
Wakasawan, Honshu, 30/6/85
From Tamagawa to Wadahama
The night had been our worst since the
trip started. It seemed like the height of
the tsuyu (rainy season) with torrential rain
bucketing down. We had camped in an empty
garage on a floor of damp, smelly carpet. The
mosquitos were so bad we’d erected a tent
inside the garage at 11:30pm but, alas, it was
so hot and humid I found sleep difficult to
come by. To make matters worse, at 3:30am
we were joined by a television crew who were
planning to spend the next three days making
a documentary of the trip.
Bleary eyed, I launched at 5:00am and
paddled onto a choppy sea with a fresh
southerly wind right on the nose. I hugged
a rocky shore to escape the worst of the
wind and chop, resting briefly in the lee of
each headland before plugging around into
the full force of the blustery weather. I was
not looking forward to crossing Tsuraga Wan
(bay) since the deep bay was orientated in a
north-south direction; the wind was funnelling
straight out of the bay.
After three hours and only nine miles, I
pulled into a small gyoko (fishing harbour)
where Lesley was waiting with a warming
bowl of kocha (tea).
The day was bleak with a dark threatening
sky to the south but the wind appeared to
have eased a little as I launched for the crossing
of Tsuruga Wan to Tatesishi Hanto. After an
hour on a bouncy sea I set the compass on
a bearing for Tateishi Misaki as the first rain
squall lowered visibility to under a mile but
was relieved to reach calm water in the lee of
the hanto. A bright light flashed from a small
fishing boat, the prearranged signal with the
television crew, and I wearily paddled towards
them.
The coastal scenery east to Kottoi Saki was
superb, granite bluffs towering out of the sea
scored by arches, caves, chasms and small coves.
Hardy matsu and Nihon cedar clung to tiny
ledges and ramps and from the cliff top the
forest climbed steeply to the skyline. However,
this day the forest was hidden by grey drizzle
clouds. The television crew stopped filming
with the onset of heavy rain and returned to
a nearby harbour while I paddled into the
shelter of a magnificent archway some 30
metres high to pull on my parka.
The sea took on a misty ethereal appearance
with the teeming rain and the cliffs became a
wall of thundering waterfalls. Heavy rain has
never been a worry in my voyages. In fact,

quite the reverse applied. When a wind was blowing and stirring up a
whitecapped chop, heavy rain was welcome for it flattened the chop
dramatically and usually the wind eased.
Visibility was down to 400 metres when I turned out on a compass
bearing for a 10 mile crossing to Tsunekami Misaki. After an hour the
rain eased and I caught a glimpse of the tall
cliffs of the misaki on the horizon, a relief from
the strain of concentrating on the compass.
After two and half hours I reached the
misaki and followed the cliff line around to
Tsunekami Ura, passing through the narrow
gap inside Ogami Shima. Fishermen were hard
at work hauling nets. I wondered if this coast,
with its numerous waterfalls and tall forest trees
leaning over the sea, was still beautiful in their
eyes or had it become mundane? At the heart
of the picturesque cove Lesley was waiting and
I landed by a small fishing harbour.
Waiting for my bowl of kocha to cool, I
watched the antics of the amateur fishermen
who were clustered together on a concrete
breakwater. Japanese fisher men are very
gregarious, amateur and professional alike.
Where one fisherman is standing, the next
to arrive will start fishing only a few metres
away and the next will do the same. On
occasions I have seen a single rock crowded
with fishermen while the surrounding reefs
were bare/deserted.
One chap seemed rather new at the sport.
With this first cast he nearly hurled the rod
into the sea; the drag hadn’t been released. His
A monstrous archway with a tiny human
powerful second cast sent the hook, line and
stick figure in the distance for scale.
sinker high into the air above him, so high, in
fact, he was staring seawards and waiting for
the splash when it nearly crowned him. By this
time both the watching fishermen and gaijin
(foreigners) were in fits of laughter. He made
the sea near the breakwater with this third cast
but tangled his line with that of the adjacent
fishermen. When, finally, he made a successful
cast we all clapped and cheered.
Lesley and I agreed to meet at Nokogiri
Saki where the map showed road access but
we set an alternative rendezvous in the harbour
at Wadahama. I left at 3:30pm for a six mile
crossing to Naga Saki and, clear of the cove,
met a fresh southeasterly wind. Small fishing
boats were moving into position in preparation
for a night of squid fishing. The 100 metre
high granite cliffs and luxur iant green
forest between Naga Saki and Matsuga Saki
reminded me of tropical north Queensland
and its beautiful Coral Coast but the view
across to Nokogiri Saki wasn’t encouraging.
Judging by the shape of the buildings and
the tall smokestack it was yet another nuclear
power station. From our previous experience,
there would be very tight security surrounding
the area and no way that Lesley would gain
access to our rendezvous at the saki. This was
Battened down for the rainy season.
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a disadvantage of not being able to read the Kanji script on the
topographical maps. I had learnt the Kanji symbols for river, shima,
kaikyo, misaki and hanto but if I ever returned to paddle in Japanese
waters I would make sure I could recognize the symbols for a nuclear
power station.
I headed for an automatic lighthouse on the tip of Nokogiri Saki but
realized it now would be a race against time to reach the alternative
rendezvous at Wadahama. By 6:15pm I had reached the lighthouse but
there was no sign of Lesley. A six mile paddle remained to Wadahama
with scarcely enough time before nightfall to cover even four miles at
my usual pace. I had to count on the harbour breakwaters being well
illuminated with automatic entrance lights.
Massive sheer cliffs extended westwards beneath a grey squally sky.
Visibility was down to under a mile and dropping rapidly with the
onset of darkness so I was ‘going for it’, a New Zealand expression for
making an all out effort and paddling hard. In readiness to illuminate
the compass and map in the dark, I hung a small waterproof torch
around my neck.
A violent squall brought heavy rain and a fresh northeasterly wind
and, as night fell, the sea lifted. I had caught a brief glimpse of a low

wooded knoll adjacent to the harbour and took a compass bearing.
Unfortunately, through the murk I’d also seen a cluster of rocky islands
and reefs. Finding the harbour entrance would not be easy.
A flicker of light grabbed my attention and I turned inshore. A
breakwater appeared in the gloom and I pointed the bow for a yellow
quick flashing light on a buoy. A second tiny red glow on the end of the
breakwater meant a port side entrance light. Apart from the two faint
lights, it was pitch black, the rain pouring down and Haya Kaze was
bouncing over a rotten sea. I reached the end of the breakwater and was
relieved to find a narrow entrance leading into a small harbour. In the
dark I couldn’t see where to land but paddled towards a street light and
came in beside a yacht tied up to the low wharf. I climbed out of the
cockpit and unsteadily onto the wharf. The driving rain had drenched
me to the skin and I began to shiver with the cold. What a night!
There was no sign of the car so I grabbed the radio and called Lesley.
She was extremely worried by my non appearance and I could hear
the relief in her voice when she replied. We tried to figure out where I
was. Our descriptions matched of where we were but I couldn’t see the
car. When Lesley beeped the horn and flashed the headlights I quickly
found her parked only 200 metres away!

A day from Nihon Nikki, 22/7/85
Kyushu – Kagoshima ken – Tengu
Hana to Matsugaura.

was always relieved to see that first mirror flash; a cup of kocha was only
half an hour’s paddling away.
The beach was ablaze with light from the television crew’s cameras
and a beach barbeque was in full swing. Almost blinded by the glare
of the lights, I paddled slowly shorewards until the bow ran aground
on sand. Lesley and I were invited to join 25 Nihonjin (Japanese folk)
It had been a hot and humid night. Our tent was pitched by the side around the barbeque.
I was really tired and headachy from the day’s heat and glare. All I
of the local shobosha close to the lush subtropical jungle; the mosquitos
were thick and annoying. At dawn a light offshore breeze brought mild wanted was a large bowl of tea and to catch up on some sleep. The
last thing I felt like was joining a rowdy party but, since it was part
relief to the muggy atmosphere.
After launching at 6:00am I paddled down to the cliffed headland of of our Japan experience, I changed into dry clothes and, carrying my
Hashima Saki. The breeze was light and the sea was calm. Although I large bowl filled with hot kocha, joined the mob of people around the
would be pushing into the tide for several hours I decided to go directly barbeque.
A generator was providing power for several sets of lights on poles;
across a broad bight in the coast for Noma Hanto.
By 10:00am the wind had died, leaving a glassy sea. In a cooler a metal tray was set over the embers of a fire with niku (meat) sizzling
climate I would normally be pleased when a wind died but here in away and there were plates of salad. The smiling faces and laughter
the sultry steaming heat of the Kyushu coast I longed for a breeze were a far cry from our previous contacts with the officialdom of the
from any direction, even a headwind. I was only wearing a thin pair of uninformed police, ‘Passporto kudasai?’ The mob were all police staff
nylon jogging shorts and a broadbrimmed straw hat; even so, the sweat from a neighbouring town and it was the police chief hosting the party.
We sat around the fire, eating grilled niku and onigiri (rice balls) and
was pouring off my forehead and body. For relief I resorted to dousing
myself with seawater every 10 minutes. As the beads of sweat dripped sipping saki (rice wine). A watermelon was placed on a mat and Lesley
off my forehead I would tilt my head to one side to keep the drops out was invited to be the first at the game of suika wari, a game of trying to
of my eyes; the salty sweat was stinging my eyes. It was obvious why wallop a watermelon with a bamboo pole while blindfolded.
From her experience of driving around Nihon and asking for
all the local fishing boats had large canvas or plastic awnings over the
directions to the tiny ports, Lesley was used to commands, hidari (left),
cockpit areas.
After a 21 mile crossing I paddled into a small gyoko in the lee of migi (right) and massugu (straight ahead) and was soon in striking
Noma Misaki (cape) and landed at mid day. Almost on the verge of heat distance of the melon. Not familiar with the rules of the game, Lesley
exhaustion, I fell into the sea to cool down. After lunch and the usual crouched down and felt for the melon with the tip of the pole. With
large bowl of kocha I headed around the impressive grey cliffs leading to great gusto she struck the watermelon and split it in half, to the shrieks
Noma Misaki, the westernmost misaki I would round during the Nihon and laughter of everyone. A second melon was placed on the mat and
everyone had a turn at the game.
Isshu (around Japan) trip.
When the police chief, with the pole held like a Samurai sword,
On a crystal clear azure blue sea I rounded the misaki and pointed
the bow for Bono Misaki. A fresh southeasterly breeze came away after advanced step by step past the melon, and crushed a large beer container
an hour, a mukai kaze (headwind), but at least it cooled me down. with a good blow the heartiest laughter came from the two gaijin and
Off Bono Misaki the sea was choppy and I hit a strong westgoing not from his staff. Even out of uniform that power and control was still
tidal stream; the combination of mukai shio (tide on the nose) and in play!
When a young powerfully built policeman stepped by the melon and
mukai kaze dropped my speed to a snail’s pace. I had to hug the rocky
reefbound shoreline to escape the worst of the tide and wind. Lesley headed for the seated watchers, we all scattered. Tricks included digging
and a television crew from Kagoshima were waiting on a cliff edge near a bear pit in the path of the blindfolded player and removing the
the town of Makurazaki but the surge was too violent to land. Tired and watermelon off the mat as the player struck, quickly replacing it before
with aching shoulders, I paddled slowly into the wind for our evening the blindfold was removed.
All the police joined in a circle around Lesley and me, arms around
rendezvous at Matsugaura.
It was pitch dark by the time I neared our rendezvous but Lesley was shoulders, and sang a beautiful song as they swayed to the rhythm of the
waiting on a low point with a torch to guide me into a small rocky cove song. Lesley then responded with a Maori canoe action song to bring
with a sandy beach at its head. We had a system of signals for guiding the party to a close:
Toia mai te waka ne
me through dicky landings;
Kuia mai te waka ne
dur ing daytime Lesley used a
Ki te takota runga takoto a
signal mirror or a red flag if the
Tiriti te mana motuake
sky was overcast, at night a torch
We were impressed with the rapid clean up of all the rubbish and
or the car’s headlights. One flash
meant proceed in the direction said our goodbyes. The police barbeque was a real experience of how
I was going, two flashes go back the friendly the authorities could be out of uniform. In uniforms, no
and continuous quick flashes head matter which agency, the Japanese men were stonefaced, authoritative
and dogmatic but it was so different to mix with them outside of work
directly for Lesley.
Maritime officials were an
At the end of a long tiring day I hours.
ongoing bugbear.
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A day from Nihon Nikki –
Shiretoko Hanto, Hokkaido,
3/9/85.
From Hamakoshimizu to Rusha.
From Abashiri to Shiretoko Hanto there was a 26 mile long
stretch of sandy beach, interrupted only by the twin breakwaters of
Shari Ko. After sunset on 2nd I had reached the very small village of
Hamakoshimizu and we’d spent a pleasant night camped on the beach.
Overnight the surf had settled and in the soft grey light of dawn
I made a clean exit through low breakers. It was a beautiful crisp
morning with a cold offshore breeze blowing and chilly enough to me
to wear the wetsuit and parka. At the first salmon net stretching out for
a kilometre seawards I was pleased to find the tidal stream was with me.
Instead of hanging vertically in the water the net streamed out to the
east with the tide tugging at the floats on the surface. These salmon nets
were useful as I could easily see the direction and strength of the tidal
stream but they were also a nuisance. Every 500 metres, I would have to
cross a thick taut cable or rope supporting a net and to avoid damaging
the kayak’s rudder I had to lift it clear of the sea each time.
The glowing sun rose golden over the mountains forming the
backbone of Shiretoko Hanto. Inshore the coast was very similar to
the west coast of the South Island of New Zealand, a clean sandy
beach backed by a low dune ridge. The only thing missing was the
massive Kiwi surf. At the base of Shiretoko Hanto the coast changed
dramatically to a boulder beach backed by forest with the mountains
rising to the skyline.
A flash from the signal mirror brought me in to land by two small
fishing huts. Lesley thrust a carton of yogurt into my hand and said
the local salmon fisherman had invited us out to watch the nets being
emptied.
Two wooden boats were parked on the gravel beach. The fishermen
waited until we climbed aboard then slid the boat into the sea on
wooden runners. Long poles were used to push the boat into deep
water. The outboard roared into life and we sped out to the first of four
salmon nets which were to be emptied. The previous day the catch had
been 900. Today the fishermen expected 500 salmon.
We stopped short of a box shaped salmon trap and the boat drifted
up to the ropes and floats that supported the net. A pole with a hook

Comparing the merits of binnacle compasses with local fishermen.

Like Paul, a fisherman unperturbed by a torrential downpour.
on the end was used to pull the boat into the centre of the box. I had
paddled over innumerable nets but was never able to see exactly how
the fish were trapped.
A long net, stretching out at right angles to the beach, directed
salmon into a rectangular shaped net. The salmon were channelled into
a tunnel like net which tapered to a small opening. Once through this
opening the salmon were in a deep, completely enclosed, box net from
which it was obviously difficult to escape since the small opening was
just below the sea surface.
Two fishermen moved to the stern and a third to the bow. Starting
from the net entrance side, they lifted the net to the surface, clawing it
up to the gunwale hand over hand until there was only a small pocket
of net left where the sea became alive with a flurry of frantic salmon
trying to escape. With a final great heave the net pocket was emptied.
The bottom of the boat disappeared under hundreds of thrashing
salmon, scales and slime flying in all directions.
While the skipper motored to the next net, the fish were stunned by
hitting them with a wooden mallet or by knocking their heads against
the gunwale then thrown into boxes stacked along one side of the boat.
The second and third nets contained smaller catches but the last was
teeming with fish and I was roped in to help haul the net. I was wearing
only a pair of shorts as we emptied the net into the boat. I was left
standing barefoot and knee deep in writhing fish, much to the hearty
amusement of the fishermen.
The boat was winched stern first up the beach and the boxed fish
were loaded directly onto a truck to be taken to the market at Utoro.
With a catch of 500 and an expected price of ¥600 per fish, there was
good money in half an hour of work.
Lesley graciously accepted a present of one of the freshly caught
salmon. In the blink of an eye she’d turned it into a very tasty sashimi.
During lunch we looked at the map and decided to meet again at the
end of the road on the western side of Shiretoko Hanto (peninsula).
By volcanic rock cliffs forming the first headland I picked up a strong
northgoing tide and made excellent speed past Utoro Ko. It was so
strong that passing between the plastic floats supporting the salmon nets
was like running through a small rapid. North of Utoro Ko there was
no road access until the small fishing settlement at Rusha where Lesley
and I planned to meet.
The coastline was predominantly cliffs of volcanic rock rising sheer
out of the sea then surmounted by thick green forest rising in an
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The last day, 19/9/85
Crossing Tsugaru Kaikyo Kitsunegoe Misaki to Oma Saki
The morning after an exhilarating finish to the Nihon Isshu trip
at Hakodate I should have been feeling on top of the world. I had
completed a really fast paddle around the northernmost Japanese island
of Hokkaido, 1,191 miles in 29 days with just one day off for bad
weather. My paddling day average was a staggering 41.1 miles per day
but I still had unfinished business.
At dawn I should have been enjoying my first sleep in of the four
month around Japan paddle but I was awake and pacing the floor of the
minshuku (bed and breakfast), studying tidal and current information in
the Japan Pilot and looking out the window at a grey overcast sky. I had
one more stretch of open water to paddle before I would be satisfied,
Tsugaru Kaikyo (strait).
My normal plan with a strait or channel was to cross at its narrowest
section; for Tsugaru Kaikyo only 11 miles of open water lay between
Shiokubi Misaki on Hokkaido and Oma Saki (point) on Honshu, the
logical crossing or so I thought during the planning stages in New
Zealand but Tsugaru Kaikyo is different from any strait I had previously
crossed. With others I only had to worry about two factors, firstly wind
strength and direction, secondly tidal stream strength and direction.
My crossing of Tsugaru Kaikyo would have the additional factor of the
incredibly powerful Tsushima Current. This flows northeast along the
western coast of Honshu and, near the entrance to Tsugaru Kaikyo, the
current divides with its stronger branch turning east to pass through the
strait. In the confines of the strait its velocity cranks up to two or three
knots.
The flood tidal stream sets east through the strait for six hours then
the ebb tidal stream kicks in and flows west for six hours. The effect of
the Tshushima Current on the tidal streams is to boost the eastgoing
tidal stream flow up to 7 knots while decreasing the flow of the
westgoing stream. For two miles north of Oma Saki the marine chart
shows dangerous eddies and overfalls.
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Round Oma Saki, the northeastern tip of Honshu.
For a paddler, a tide rip is like an easy river rapid; a tide race is like
a difficult rapid while an overfall is akin to a dangerous rapid. River
rapids are not affected by wind whereas tide races are more dangerous
in windy conditions, especially when the wind meets the tide head
on, termed a weather tide. Rapids are not affected by the phases of the
moon whereas tidal streams are strongest during the full and new moon
phases (spring tides) and weakest during the first and last quarter moon
phases (neap tides).
It would take me three hours to cross that narrowest eleven miles of
strait. However, with an eastgoing tidal stream running, say, an average of
four knots, during each hour I would be carried to the east a distance of
four nautical miles and, over three hours, a distance of 12 nautical miles.
After a very thorough study of the Japan Pilot and listening to the
advice of the local fishermen in both Hokkaido and Honshu, I changed
my usual strait crossing plan to a much longer distance of 25 miles. I
decided to do a long crossing from Kitsunegoe Misaki on Hokkaido
on a due easterly course for Oma Saki on the northern tip of Honshu.
By choosing the right time I would have both the Tsushima Current
and eastgoing tidal stream in my favour as long as there was no easterly
headwind!
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Lesley and I waited all day on 18th September for a fresh easterly
wind to die. I could only wait one more day to attempt the strait. We
had a deadline to meet, our flights back to New Zealand. If the weather
was bad on 19th September we would have to cross on the ferry.
However, I would return to New Zealand bitterly disappointed. The log
of the Nihon Isshu Kayak Expedition would not be complete without
a crossing between Honshu and Hokkaido. At 7:00pm that evening I
telephoned for the updated marine weather forecast.
After four months of listening to the various accents of fishermen
around Japan I had no trouble understanding the weather forecast.
Favourable winds next day but headwinds the following day. My last
chance would be next morning!
We pitched the tent in light rain above a boulder beach at
Kitasunegoe Misaki (Cape Northern Fox). I could hear the swell
smashing in against the headland, not the nicest sound to lull me to
sleep.
When the alarm beeped at 4:00am the very first thing I noticed was
the sound of the surf on the headland; it was much louder than the
night before. The swell had lifted, no doubt owing to the easterly wind.
However, the wind direction had changed overnight. I could feel a light
offshore northerly breeze blowing.
At 5:00am, with the first grey light of dawn, we carried Haya Kaze
down the boulder beach to the surf ’s edge! Sets of large waves were
breaking over a jagged rocky offshore reef then rolling in to smash
against the boulder beach. I felt sick with worry. Occasional lulls
between sets would give me barely enough time to reach the open sea. I
would have to be quicker than a very quick thing.
Lesley and I said nothing as I climbed into the cockpit and pulled the
neoprene sprayskirt over the cockpit coaming. One large set of waves
broke and there appeared to be a brief lull. Lesley shoved the stern hard
and the Nordkapp bounced down the boulders and into the sucky
surge. I sprinted for a gap in the offshore reef and, with a dry mouth
and pounding heart, reached the open sea unscathed.
Clearing the headland, I turned onto a southeasterly course and was
pleased to find good visibility across the strait; both Tappi Saki and the
hills above Oma Saki were in sight. I would stay on the southeast course
until I had the feel of the wind and the tide, then would swing onto an
east southeast course for a long ferry glide across to Oma Saki. If I went
onto a due east course the tide and current would carry me way too far
to the north of Oma Saki.
Less than 400 metres offshore I hit the first tide race. My speed
through the water picked up noticeably with the help of the tide. I’d
felt very tense at the start of this crossing. There had been banks of low
cloud on the eastern horizon and, to make matters worse, it was a red
sunrise. There is an old paddlers’ saying ‘Red sky at night, canoeist’s
delight, red sky at dawn, canoeists’ warning.’ At my usual pace, 25 miles
would take me six hours of hard paddling. I was expecting however to
cross in a much faster time with the help of both favourable tide and
current.
A light northerly breeze pushed a low chop over a one metre easterly
swell. I powered over the waves and was relieved to see how quickly the
coast of Hokkaido was disappearing astern. After the first hour the wind
hadn’t lifted and I figured a good six miles of the crossing lay astern. In
an attempt to relax I forced myself to sing during the next hour with
only an occasional seagull to cope with the noise. It was a lovely love
song about two lovers parted by Tsugaru Strait that I was trying to
learn/remember, a favourite Japanese karaoke song and with a plaintive
romantic melody.
Kitsunegoe Misaki appeared astern as a pale blue outline after two
hours. I was already halfway across. To make sure I wasn’t drifting too
far to the north I had to make sure the Nordkapp was on an imaginary
straight line between the misaki and Oma Saki. If the wind remained
a northerly I would be across in four hours. I began to relax and felt a
little misty eyed at the thought that this would be the last two hours of
the Nihon Isshu expedition and perhaps the last of the big trips. The
worst day of all my big trips had been the day after the finish; the dream
had been realized and there was no more to enjoy!
It always happens when I begin feeling a little cocky and
overconfident; the weather changed and the wind suddenly swung to
the east and freshened, right on the nose, a mukai kaze and weather
tide. I plugged into a low chop, maintaining the hard paddling, but was
figuring where to head if the wind strengthened. I would change to a
southeasterly course and make landfall somewhere to the south of Oma
Saki.
The volume of shipping traffic in the strait was light, just the early
morning ferries plying between Honshu and Hokkaido and two cargo
vessels eastbound. I didn’t need the extra worry of dodging ships.

Lesley and Paul back in Tokyo.
Fortunately, the easterly eased as I neared Oma Saki. By lining up a
building on shore with a distant peak on the skyline I was able to check
my drift. The tide was still carrying me to the northeast. About two
miles from the ferry terminal and fishing harbour at Oma Saki I hit
a back eddy and corrected my course for a southwest drift. I joined a
queue of fastmoving fishing boats returning to the harbour and passed
between the breakwaters at 8:45am. Only then did I start smiling.
I landed on a set of steps set into a concrete wharf and sadly lifted
Haya Kaze out of the sea for the last time. My arrival seemed to go
unnoticed until a cook from the ferry terminal restaurant walked
over and invited me in for a coffee. He had seen a news item on the
television of the Hokkaido Isshu finish at Hakodate. The waitresses had
also seen the news and we talked about Miss Hakodate presenting me
with a bouquet of flowers. Where was Miss Oma I asked but was the
only one who laughed.
Lesley arrived on the cross ferry at 10:30am and slowly we unpacked
Haya Kaze and loaded her onto the Honda Shuttle’s roofrack for the
long drive back to Tokyo. In a nice gesture, the cook invited us for a
tasty feed of ramen. We gave the cooks and waitresses the last of our
New Zealand stickers and Maori tikis and I was asked to autograph a
place mat, which would join others stuck to the wall of the restaurant. I
signed my name and wrote ‘Round Japan Kayak Expedition, completed
at Oma Saki 19-9-85.’ It was only after writing the word ‘completed’
that the realization began to sink in that the trip was over. With a final
lingering look across the ruffled waters of Tsugaru Kaikyo we set off on
the long drive for Tokyo.
Paul Caffyn & Lesley Hadley photographs

with the ryoshi who were sitting down for
unbroken swathe to the lofty mountain
the evening meal. Their unexpected guest
summits which formed the backbone
caused hilarity when he spooned gohan
of Shiretoko Hanto. Cascades of water
(rice) into his misu (soup) bowl.
tumbling down the rugged cliffs and
Between mouthfuls of tasty potato
scattered small coves made this the most
cakes, gohan and fish I tried to explain the
spectacular stretch of coastline I had so far
Nihon Isshu canoe trip. We looked up in
seen around Hokkaido. The sea was mirror
surprise as Lesley appeared in a doorway,
calm, the tide was with me, salmon were
wearing short shorts and a Jane Fonda
jumping and the scenery was magnificent;
sweatband around her forehead. Stopped
what else could a paddler wish for, well,
by a locked gate, Lesley had loaded a
perhaps, apart from a mermaid?
rucksack with our sleeping bags, petrol
The sun had set by the time I neared
stove and food and set off walking for
Rusha. I could see a road winding down
Rusha. Although she enjoyed walking
through steep forest to rejoin the coast
Paul chatting with an obasan.
for a change and found the scenery
and a cluster of fishermen’s sheds by the
road end. I paddled in close by a blocky boulder shore with my ears fascinating, Lesley kept looking over her shoulder and listening for
cocked for the sound of traffic on the road but the only sounds were of noises in the forest! It was the heart of heguma (brown bear) country
tumbling streams and the sea surging amongst the boulders, no vehicles. and in the rucksack, wrapped in a newspaper, was dinner, a present from
I started to worry then and assumed the road was blocked by a rock the fisherman, salmon and favourite heguma food but Lesley’s love of
fall. The rapid passage of Taifu (typhoon) number 13 up the east coast fresh fish had overridden her worries of being mauled by a bear.
It was an old style ryoshi no banya with sleeping accommodation
of Hokkaido had certainly brought heavy rain and strong winds on the
for the fishermen upstairs and the kitchen, living area and obasan’s (old
night of the 1/9/85.
Two fishing boats were tying up and unloading by a short concrete woman’s) room on the ground level. A huge kettle that steamed over
wharf as I landed on a slippery slipway at Rusha. I quickly learned a wood stove added to the warmth and homeliness of the banya. The
the road was closed not by a rockfall but by a locked gate. As all our offer of an ofuro (hot bath) was gratefully accepted; the last one had
camping equipment and food were in the car, if we had failed to meet been back on the west coast of Hokkaido and my hair was thick with
up we hadn’t even considered a rendezvous for next day on the east accumulated salt. We were ushered outside through the chill night air
side of Shiretoko Hanto. After trying unsuccessfully to call Lesley on to an outbuilding where steam seeped from under a door. Inside, the
the radio I tried to work out the best plan of action. Should I paddle furoba floor consisted of concrete with a platform of wooden planks
until dark and bivouac onshore or spend the night at Rusha? There was and, near one wall, a large terra cotta ofuro was set at floor level. It was
plenty of fresh water and I had sufficient warm clothes and emergency large enough for Lesley and I to sit in comfort with steaming water
up to our necks, the perfect remedy to ease tired paddler’s arm and
food.
There were two four wheel drive vehicles about to set out for Shari shoulder muscles.
By 9:00pm all was quiet. This was a pleasant aspect of staying with
and I explained my problem to a lady passenger who could speak some
English. I described Lesley and the Honda Shuttle and asked her to pass ryoshi, early to bed and early to rise. The obasans would be up at
on a message that I would meet her at Rausu next day. Her friend from 3:00am to cook breakfast and I would leave at 4:00am with the
Shari was on good terms with the fishermen and asked if I could sleep fishermen. We inflated the air mattresses and spent a cosy night camped
in the ryoshi no banya (fishermen’s quarters). I soon found myself seated by the side of the wood stove.

Encountering shipping while crossing Tokyo Bay.
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Skylab
attract ICF
How did they
survive before?

The Shuna, Werner’s
best selling blade, is not
their only one using an
Inner Hebrides name
(May, p26). You would
think that if they were
going to use a flag as a
design they would use
the Saltire.

A paddler in San
Fransisco Bay pulled out
his iPhone to take some
photos of his group
rafted up. The phone
showed a message
saying that it had
automatically silenced
all incoming alerts
and notifications as it
detected he was driving
a car.

Rescue drone

Essex Police Drone Unit
are using drones in a
one year experiment
with the RNLI, MCA
and police for search
and rescue purposes.
They will help with
aerial vision, thermal
imaging and relay of
information between
casualties and rescuers.
They will be able to
go into dangerous
areas and assess the
situation before sending
in rescuers in boats, in
helicopters or on foot.
If you are waiting for
help to arrive, it may be
much quieter initially
than would normally be
the case.

Baltic bought

Buoyancy aid
manufacturers Baltic
Safety Products AB,
based in Sweden and
Southampton, have
been acquired by the
JCE Group. Per Frode,
who founded Baltic
in 1977, remains as
minority owner. The new
CEO is Johan Lövqvist,
who was CEO of the
Tenson Group of marine
clothing manufacturers.
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Birch Canoes, near Leicester,
are running courses of 9-15
days where you make your
own stitch and glue canoe.
They offer plans, of which
the 4.72m Lakota is the most
popular, or you can take your
own plans. You can also make a
paddle. Three accommodation
packages are available. You
could, for example, take the
family and have the kids make
their own models while you build a big one. Also
on offer is a repair service for both wooden and
glassfibre canoes. Typical costs are in the £8001,000 range.

Point 65’s Kingfisher is aimed at anglers. The
3.31m boat weighs 32kg and is modular. Despite
its trimaran hull for stability, it is claimed to be fast
because it has only 790mm beam yet is able to carry
130kg. It is powered by a peddled propeller. Later it
is intended to offer a centre section to convert it to a
two seater. Claimed to be stable enough to stand up
in, it costs E3,299.

Dad’s Boats’ Pedal Boat seems
to owe some of its parentage
to the open canoe. It has two
seats sliding for adjustment,
occupied by a crew who face
each other and pedal to power
a propeller. Steering is by a
lever operated by the stern
peddler. The design, which
was first proposed 70 years
ago, is in glassfibre. The basic
model, at £8,500, has an alloy
propeller and PVC trim. An
extra £4,000 adds armrests,
a wooden propeller, splash
screens and wooden trim.

Following their hot
tub boat, you might
encounter Skuna’s
barbeque boat around
London’s West India
Quay. It holds up to 10
people at £15 each.
Bring your own food and
drink and they will hire
you plates and cutlery.

The OverBoard TrekDry waterproof backpack comes
in 20 and 30l sizes at £119.99 and £136.99. It is
made of double laminated PVC tarpaulin and, with
a pinch and fold seal, is said to be submersible to
1m for half an hour. It features a large internal zip
pocket, extra large side pockets, removable padded
hip belt with quick access pockets and padded straps
with allowance for airflow. An internal Velcro fixture
can hold an optional extra computer bag. A top
carry handle, air purge valve, D rings for attaching
extras, reflective strips and various other features
enhance this tough bag which floats if dropped in
water.

Liljeblad
steps down

Having led Henri
Lloyd as CEO since
the purchase from
administration in 2018,
Magnus Liljeblad
has stepped down.
Board member Jonas
Andersson is acting
in his position until a
replacement is found.

Scottish drinks ban

Community Leisure UK have banned the sale of high
energy soft drinks to youngsters under 16 in the 1,300
Scottish facilities they represent, 85% of the publicly
funded leisure and cultural centres in Scotland. Seven
local authorities not covered by them have also imposed
the ban, which follows a ban in Scottish hospitals sites.
The ban applies to drinks with an added caffeine level
over 150mg/l, usually with a high sugar content as well.
Excessive consumption has been linked to headaches,
stomach aches, irritation, tiredness and sleeping problems.
Some 11% of youngsters consume them daily and a third
frequently. The Scottish Government are considering a
complete ban.
A further problem relates to teeth. A UCL study
suggests those involved in sport have worse teeth than
the general public despite looking after them better.
Some 94% brush twice daily compared with 75% of the
public and 44% floss compared with 24%. Smoking and
diets are also better. However, 87% use sports drinks,
59% use energy bars and 70% use energy gels. The sugar
in these promotes decay and acidity increases erosion.
It is suggested that high fluoride toothpaste might be
beneficial and that dental visits could be more frequent.

The Kiwi Rescue Line Launcher is being marketed in this country by IC Brindle. Many people carry throwlines
but cannot throw them as far or as accurately as they would like to think. The Line Launcher uses a 16kg
CO2 cartridge to fire a 2.5mm dia floating 80kg strength polypropylene line up to 80m. This can be use to
feed out a large diameter line. Spare cylinders are needed in case you need to rethrow. The device is rather
large to carry in a kayak but could be a useful device to have in a large boat or a vehicle.
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Advanced
technology

Sun Eleuthero contains
ES, to spare you the long
scientific name, a plant
growing wild in mountain
forests in Asia. This sports
supplement has been
tested by cyclists and
claimed to have increased
VO2 measurements by
12% and endurance times
by 23%. The suggestion is
that it results in less muscle damage and the burning
of more fat. A packet from Sunschlorelle costs
£21.95 for a three week supply.

Marina Johnson

An outdoor catalogue
lists some angling
products which you
might encounter near
the water. £7 buys a mat
on which to rest caught
fish rather than placing
them on the ground or
holding them. £9 gets a
Worm Whizzer to take
the hard work out of
chopping up worms and
maggots to use as bait.
So that’s why anglers
need wheelbarrows
these days.

NeilPryde have Toastie Socks, 1mm double lined
neoprene socks, intended to be worn inside their
Evolution boot but why not any other footwear of
your choice? Sizes are equivalent to shoe sizes 5 to
12 and cost is £18.95.

Manchester firm Skylab
have been appointed the
ICF’s digital partner. The
details have not been
revealed but Skylab
have a history of digital
strategies and websites.
The ICF recorded nearly
500,000 people tuning
in to their website to
watch the first two sprint
World Cup events in
addition to those who
watched Eurosport. For
those who want to get
away from the small
handful of old sports
covered by the BBC
and most newspapers
this offers a way to view
at least some of the
canoeing disciplines.
Among topics covered
in the sports section of
the BBC news website
recently, along with
football, European
football and rugby, was
one just called ‘sport’. It
was actually competition
rock climbing. Did
nobody on the website
know?

You would not have seen this model at any of the
boat shows unless you were lying on the floor. It has
a reasonable turn of speed, planes well and has a
small turning circle. Attractive wood trim is standard.
What more could you want?

Although
it is a
Hawaiian
product,
Big Wave
can be
picked up
from as
near as
Waitrose.

Kirton Kayaks’ Rift is claimed to be their most technologically advanced ever. Most obvious is the fishtail stern which is intended to make
it behave like a longer boat with improved longitudinal stability and reduced pitching in turbulent race starts. Rounded hull sections
reduce the wetted area, reducing drag. There are a range of constructions and deck decors, even one offs. The manufacture avoids
having any seam. The rudder post has some vertical movement for when you hit obstructions in the water. The full plate footrest has
three fitting positions and can be adjusted for length and angle. Three seat options can be adjusted for position, height and angle and
a personal shape can be fitted if your anatomy is unusual. User weight is suggested at 43-70kg or 63-88kg in two models. Prices range
from £1,310 to £3,096 plus fixtures, fittings and delivery. A selling point is that nearly all of it is made in Devon.
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Reagan Merino.
Chada shorts.

Kayakworx have colourful Funkydecks. There must be scope here
for more than just patterns. How about a pair of leg as the design,
for example?

Typhoon wet and drysuits

Typhoon’s MS Rapid Back Entry System drysuit uses the smooth
running YKK Aquaseal zip. It has a latex neck seal with neoprene cover,
latex cuff seals, neoprene waistband with hook and loop adjustment,
Cordura reinforced seat, fabric socks and a distinctive colour scheme. It
costs £599.95.
The Ezeedon 4 drysuit is light and easy to enter with a YKK Aquaseal
zip at the front. It has GlideSkin neoprene neck and cuff seals and fabric
socks. If you are not standard shape and do not fit any of the range of
sizes, Typhoon will make you one to fit. It comes at £424.95 or the
junior is £100 cheaper.
The top of the range PS400 Hinge Entry drysuit repeats various
features but adds a fleece lined storm collar which zips on and off, an
adjustable hood, a splashproof map pocket on the leg and neoprene
knee and seat pads. Price is £749.95. All these drysuits are breathable,
emphasize comfort and freedom of movement and include kayak
paddlers in their intended market.
Three 5mm wetsuits are also aimed at the kayak user. The top of the
range Kona has a GlideSkin neck and a brushed fleece thermal liner. It
costs £239.95. The Vortex at £159.95 has a number of features from the
more expensive suit, both offering back entry or overhead front entry.
The Storm at £129.95 is rear entry only but still has GlideSkin neck
seal, double knee pads and glued blind stitch construction. There are size
options and male and female fits. The Vortex front entry model is shown.
A roll top bag with welded seams includes a clear panel so that the
contents can be identified. It comes in 5, 10, 15, 20, 40 and 60l sizes
with prices ranging from £11.98 to £29.95.
The Walrus bag is an 80l holdall made from rubberized polyester,
with wet and dry compartments plus two side pockets for your bits. It
can be carried as a holdall or used as a backpack. Cost is £39.95.

Gill’s North Hill jacket is lightweight and water repellent with sewn
baffles to prevent the synthetic insulation from moving. It has two
pockets and an insulated hood.
Their tarpaulin barrel bag has a
two way zip system, shoulder
straps and padded base
reinforcement. The 60l model
costs £60 and the 40l is £50.
The backpack in durable
fabric has many pockets and
compartments, including one
for a computer, and there are
side pockets for drinks. The
25l Transit backpack costs £60
and the related 35l Race Team
backpack is £55.

Allegro Merino.

Tyras shorts.

Sprite windbreaker.
Ariel windbreaker.

Women’s T shirt.

Marina Johnson photographs

A Howies selection

MS Rapid Back Entry. Ezeedon 4 drysuit. PS400 Hinge Entry.
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Lumley jumper.

Vortex.
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Walrus bag.

Roll top bag.

Raggy pants.

Howies continue to produce active outdoor clothing from which this
is a small selection.
Men’s Chada shorts are best selling chinos in organic cotton with
some stretch. At £59, they have assorted pockets and button flies.
Women’s Tyras shorts use the same chino idea but, being only thigh
length, come in at £49.
Howies always have an offbeat range of T shirt designs. This one is for
women. Oh, why isn’t there a men’s equivalent?
Merino wool is sustainable, bio degradable and antibacterial. The
men’s Reagan jumper is like a sweatshirt with crew neck but wicks
easily, is breathable and is soft, price £75. The Allegro is slightly heavier
duty with Merino outside and cotton blend inside, at £69. Similar

Bolt jacket.

details apply to the women’s Lumley jumper with just a highlight of
colour.
Raggy pants are based on military fatigues, updated, in organic
cotton, with elasticated ankles, drawstring waist, zip fly and three
pockets at £69.
To top it all, the men’s Sprite windbreaker is water repellent and
breathable with bound internal seams, 52% made of recycled polyester.
It folds away into its zipped chest pocket and costs £89. The women’s
Ariel is similar except for packing into a side pocket.
The Bolt is a lightweight jacket noted for its wind and rain blocking
performance, made from a waterproof membrane between two layers of
mesh. The fitted hood stays up or rolls into the collar. Zips are rainproof,
pockets are zipped and cuffs and hem are elasticated, all for £119.
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Setting out across
British Columbia
‘Strength, adventure, perseverance.’ So reads the family crest of the
Parsk family from Leeds. When he came out of the army, this is what
Brad Parsk had in mind.
An expedition across western Canada was sparked out of an interest
in experiencing wild places. The hustle and bustle of urban life often left
him longing for greenery, tranquility and, above all, adventure.
A novice paddler, Brad began researching some of the wildest and
most spectacular places on Earth, networking with local outdoor
activity companies in order to get a feel for how doable a solo trek
across Alberta would be.
He was told that it would be rather foolish, considering the haphazard
weather in the region and healthy supply of predatory wildlife. Yet,
this didn’t faze him, in fact quite the contrary; he was excited by the
prospect.
He was already an expert navigator, a natural leader and in top
physical condition. After many weeks of discussion he finally persuaded
a small family business to lend him a canoe for an epic 560km journey
across western Canada.
It was a Discovery 174 tandem canoe as he was expecting to be
joined by a colleague from Calgary but she pulled out at a late stage.
Instead, he paddled solo with enough kit at the front of the canoe to
balance the boat.
Starting on the eastern edge of British Columbia, he hitchhiked
his way to the heart of the Columbia mountain range and began his
journey from the little village of Valemount. The Columbia river system
is formed from the various mountain tributaries
within the Rockies and it is this river that he
followed all the way down to Kinbasket Lake
and beyond.
The Columbia River is considered the
largest river in the Pacific Northwest region
of North America. It has been central to the
region’s culture and economy for thousands of
years. As well as for transportation, the river has
proved beneficial in various ways. It’s salmon, for
instance, have provided the core subsistence for
native peoples for millennia.
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Using wild camping and a range of survival skills he had gained
from years of military service, he completed the journey in under three
weeks, spotting bald eagles, wolves, otters, black bear and a multitude of
other species along the way.
‘There are three things that I recall more than anything about this
formative trip,’ he recalls. ‘The first one was that I was utterly alone. The
magnitude of what I had taken on didn’t hit me until day 5, when I
suddenly realized that I hadn’t seen another human being for about two
days. The isolation was both haunting and beautiful at the same time.
This is something that I had never experienced in the UK and it was a
feeling that became rather overwhelming the further I pushed on.
‘Another strong memory of mine was seeing such a marvellous
variety of wildlife. The biological diversity to be found in that corner
of the world is astounding and, with so many areas still untouched by
man, it is like stepping back in time to see the world how it used to be,
indeed, how it should be.
‘The third and perhaps most prominent memory was that of bitter
cold. Even in July, being out on the open water in such a northerly area,
the wind can really whip up a chill and you have to be totally prepared.
If anything, I had probably overpacked for the expedition so had a
plethora of clothing options with me. Funnily, I sometimes found myself
putting the paddle inside the boat and changing clothes multiple times
while trying to keep the canoe balanced in the water, not something I
would recommend if the water is choppy!’
Weather conditions were largely in his favour during the expedition
and he remarked how lucky he was to have
completed this solo trip without any major
obstacles.
The water tended to alternate between calm
and a bit choppy. There were no notable rapids.
He does recall four or five days of poor weather
where the wind would really whip up and the
rain would come down almost sideways. If things
got uncomfortable he would head for shore and
make camp until he could continue. There is
nothing worse than being caught out in stormy
weather.
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Takakkaw Falls, Yoho National Park.
He was a rookie, really, on reflection. He had done some canoeing
with the army and at a few lakes in Europe and, at 21 and full of
bravado, was convinced that he could handle things. In hindsight, maybe
he should have taken some certification courses or something. He was
rather lucky that he had a rather smooth experience.

Having said that, this experience set him up for a life of adventure
and he can say that it spurred him on to complete other more notable
accomplishments. He considers it a formative experience. In the true
spirit of adventure, he vowed to continue his global adventures and
never let naysayers tell him something couldn’t be done again.
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Royal Canal

Co Westmeath Section

Brad Parsk photographs

Approaching and on Kinbasket Lake.

‘I’m not a religious man but if I were then I would be inclined to say in the past and they like to use kayaks and canoes as they are ideal for
getting close to the calving activity of glaciers.
that God was looking over me for those three weeks.’
His next major expedition in the spring will see him mush a dog
His other interests include running, caving, weightlifting, reading,
team 800km across the Arctic Circle, through
ancient artifacts and antique globes. This initial
three countries, to highlight climate and also the
paddling trip led to a range of other trips from
incredible bond between man and dog.
deserts to arctic blizzards, living for three years in
Brad uses a range of transportation methods
Alaska, fighting off a grizzly bear, even drinking
for his expeditions and canoeing has been one
snake bile in Asia to survive a jungle experience.
of them. Canoes are versatile and a pleasure to
Indeed, he discovered lost tombs in China. He is
paddle.
a keen environmentalist and conservationist and
As for the future, he does intend to do some
a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society and
canoeing in Africa either late next year or in
the Zoological Society of London.
2021. The Okavango Delta is a major point of
He finds canoes to be exceptionally useful
interest for him, being both an explorer and a
tools and has utilized them for short periods
trained zoologist, and he feels that exploration
during some expeditions when needed, such as
of the delta by canoe would be a terrific
when studying glaciers up close in Alaska. He
experience.
has assisted in glaciological research for the IGS
Thinly disguised as a vegetarian.
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Access and passage are not necessarily permitted and safe under all conditions.

With the

Coolnahay residents.

F

rom Parcellstown (May 2018, p33) three locks
lead up to the 24km summit level of 98.6m at
Coolnahay Harbour. A field of donkeys and a
Shetland pony are passed beside the canal and there
are various antiquities dotted around, a standing stone,
barrow, mound, 41m diameter ringfort, 29m diameter

earthwork site, another earthwork, hut site and the
remains of a small castle at Balleagny. The harbour is
laid out with picnic tables, a barbecue, toilets and boats
planted with flowers to accompany the moored boats,
including a small trip boat. Pondweed and water lilies
are in the canal and the banks have reeds plus gorse,
hawthorns, ashes and other deciduous trees.
Shanonagh Bridge carries the R392, on each side of
which are standing stones with a motte, ruined church
and barrows. A Dominican convent was founded in
1237 and there have been several castles at various
times. The more northerly stone, 1.6m high, is actually
relatively recent as a scratching stone for cattle. The
massive 83m diameter ringfort at Ballynaclin may
have had houses and a souterrain in the centre. More
barrows and a castle follow at Tuitstown. Beyond
Ballina Bridge, one of only two skew bridges on the
canal, carrying the R390, is Ballina Harbour, where
there is a modern slipway. Herons and mallards are
seen, as are swallows, hooded crows and swans.
At this point the disused Athlone to Mullingar
railway pulls alongside the canal. There is a 28m tree
ring site and more earthworks by Bellmount Bridge,
the remains of a ringfort further to the south and

railway
across the
bog

The lock at Coolnahay.
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Heading towards Mullingar.

The loop round Mullingar.

The feeder from Lough Owel.

On the east side of the Mullingar loop..
crosses back over Green Bridge to reach the centre of
Mullingar, the county town of Westmeath. The first
town met by the canal, it is noted for its pewter. It was
a fording point for the River Brosna and has produced
Bronze and Iron Age artifacts. Its name is from
anticlockwise mill and it

Mullingar Harbour.
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another earthwork site nearby.
Kilbridge graveyard after Kilpatrick
Bridge, where a new water supply from Lough Ennell
will be pumped in to replace the feeder from Lough
Owel, now needed for Mullingar’s growing population.
By Mullingar racecourse the canal has been diverted
south by 100m to avoid a low bridge. The R394 passes
over on a high modern bridge.
The canal bends round tower blocks and the R390

is said to be
the world’s only town
named after a miracle. In the 7th century
a miller refused to grind the corn of St
Colman of Lynn because he was grinding
the king’s corn so the saint put the mill into
reverse and it ground both lots of grain. The town
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was plundered and was burned in 1572 and hit by the
plague in 1577. It is also known as the capital of the
Lakelands. The 1930s Catholic cathedral of Christ the
King is in modernized Renaissance style with twin
towers, a dome and an ecclesiastical museum above

the sacristy. The town also has the Mullingar Arts
Centre, the Market House Museum and a Military
Museum which covers the World Wars and has early
IRA uniforms and weapons.
The canal makes a large loop around the town,

Thomastown Harbour with its lock.

The deep cutting near Plodstown.

The accommodation bridge which lifts horizontally..
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Nanny Quinn’s bar and restaurant.
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Paddling at Hill of Down.

Quiet waters around the Westmeath/Meath border.

Gorse brightens the banks near Longwood.

Big Brother is watching you..
passing nearly three quarters of the way round it and
avoiding most of the built up area. Cow parsley and
buttercups line the banks, the tone being lowered only
by the number of bottles and beer cans in the water.
The Heuston to Sligo railway crosses before the canal
arrives at Mullingar Harbour, a park area with toilets,
a modern slipway, stores building and a drydock. A
bridge takes the towpath over the feeder from Lough
Owel, large enough to carry some boats. Its future is
in question when the water is taken for Mullingar’s
increasing population.
As the canal approaches a prominent water tower
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there is exercise apparatus set up by the towpath.
Horsetails appear in the canal. The R390 crosses for
the last time on Moran’s Bridge of 1999, the canal
realigned to avoid a low culvert of 1961. Sunday’s Well,
marked as a holy well, is dated 1816, now littered with
cans and paper.
The canal turns away from the town at last at
Saunders Bridge near Mullingar’s other harbour and
a ringfort site and passes the remains of Boardstown
Castle tower house, to which a Georgian home was
added, facing across the canal to three ringfort sites.
The canal is crossed by the new line of the N52. The
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bottom of the cutting is in rock and the towpath
is high above the water on this reach. Alders and
reedmace grow along the edges and the water has
floating algae. A ringfort site remains at Marlinstown
but another earthworks has been obliterated
The railway leaves to take a more direct line over
bogs up to 21m deep, laid on a 7.6m wide timber
lattice on two layers of heather, which resulted in
the track deflecting up to 50mm under the weight
of trains. Drainage northwards was partly blocked by
the canal so culverts had to be built under it. One
36m long was 900mm in diameter, made of pine
planks held together with iron hoops. There are good
views southeastwards from the canal over bog and
towards a castle. The broad canal has the N4 running
alongside for a kilometre, on the far side of which is a
boggy area with a holy well and, formerly, a souterrain
before the Downs. Two circular enclosures remain
at Newdown from a number of earthworks which
were present. An accommodation bridge lifts with its
deck flat, counterweights suspended from an overhead
framework.
Blackberry bushes and sedges appear and beeches
and horse chestnut trees are attractive. The canal turns
past a castle and Mary Lynch’s pub to pass under
McNeads Bridge with the R148 and junction 13,
the start of the M4, Ireland’s longest section of tolled
motorway, from here to Kilcock.
At Footy’s Bridge a track leads in the direction of
a barrow. Other earthworks around are up to 45m
long and include a motte, ring barrow and ringforts.

Killucan Summit Lock ends the summit pound and is
quickly followed by two more locks. Killucan is where
St Liúcan founded an abbey in about the 6th century.
St Etchens church dates from the 13th century and
there are 16th and 17th century crosses around the
village. Four more locks follow from Heatherstown
Bridge and one of the last remaining original distance
posts may be spotted.
Lock 18 is at Thomastown Harbour with Nanny
Quinn’s bar and restaurant, store buildings and slipway
and containers for canoes, not to be confused with the
racers of Thomastown Paddlers Canoe Club in Co
Kilkenny. This begins the 32km pound of the Long
Level and there was a breach in 1999 in the boggy area.
St Bridget’s Well is a holy well in a field to the north of
the canal but a former castle has disappeared. There is
another barrow on the south side of the canal, facing
three ringfort sites to the north. A 38m earthworks has
been lost from Hyde Park but one remaining might
have been a medieval church site.
There are fine views to the southeast as the canal
moves from Co Westmeath to Co Meath. Another
mound stands to the north of the canal before
Ballasport Bridge.
Hill of Down Bridge takes the R161 over north of a
moated site. Hill of Down has a pub and the remains of
Killucan station from which Edward O’Reagan caught
a train to Mullingar with his folding kayak during the
War in order to avoid a licence inspector whom he
knew was waiting, as recalled in his In Irish Waterways.
The railway follows the canal closely from here.
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On the Boyne Aqueduct.

The canal and railway cross the River Boyne.

The railway crosses the River Boyne on a masonry
viaduct of 1949 with three elliptical arches. Alongside
is the three arched Boyne Aqueduct carrying the canal,
each of the 12m spans having 4.9m rise. The river
passes through the central arch with footpaths through
the side arches. The total length of the aqueduct is 40m
and it splays out at the base to 32m wide. Roe’s Bridge
takes the R160 over at Longwood Harbour.
The canal wanders from Co Meath to Co Kildare
and back repeatedly to Kilcock.
The slender Ribbontail footbridge was built over
the canal to allow church access to Longwood. Below
it are two sets of stop gates in diamond formation
to protect against breaches into the Boyne or the
Blackwater.
With the canal carrying 40,000 passengers per year
in the 1820s, a hotel for them at Moyvalley Bridge was
fully justified. It later became a hydrotherapy centre but
was demolished in 1977. Furey’s pub provides a service
these days. A moated site on the other side of the River
Blackwater catered for earlier times.
This guide takes a break at Kilmore Bridge, where
wild strawberries grow by the embankment.

FACT FILE
Distance
From Parcellstown to Kilmore is 48km.
Youth Hostels
There are youth hostels 94km away in
Enniskillin and 42km away in Dublin.
OSI 1:50,000 Sheets
41 Longford, Meath, Westmeath
48 Offaly, Westmeath
49 Kildare, Meath, Offaly, Westmeath
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Ribbontail footbridge crosses the canal.
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Cycle touring in northern Scotland

South China Sea

Mike Wells
Cicerone, Juniper House, Murley Moss,
Oxenholme Rd, Kendal, Cumbria LA9 7RL
978 1 78631 002 6
170 x 120mm
201 pages, paperback
2019
£14.95
Mike Wells’ cycle guides to the Rhine, Moselle,
Rhone and Loire have already appeared on these
pages. Slightly different, this book is a guide to a
circuit of Scotland north of Inverness, mostly around the coast. It begins
by heading west across the country from Inverness, skirting various
lochs and rivers including the Bran and Carron, after which it is usually
as near the coast as roads go. There are alternative routes at times, a line
down the centre of the flow country following Loch Naver.
There seem to be more maps than pictures but pictures often bleed
off the page, making the book bright and attractive.
The introduction includes the history, wisely stopping just short of
the present day. The geography, geology, wildlife, logistics and a range of
practical issues are addressed, particularly matters which arise from being
in what is largely a sparsely populated area. Village facilities are listed,
including accommodation, often more important than elsewhere, even
cashpoints being few and far between.
One matter which does get overlooked is from the ‘when to eat’
section. Getting an evening meal in Scotland generally means not
leaving it too late, even if the extended daylight does encourage
delaying. Scottish dishes are described but are unlikely to be available
far into the evening. There may be a choice of Indian or Chinese, Italian
if you are lucky in larger villages but smaller ones might offer nothing.
In the ferry port of Mallaig I found even the chippy had closed by 9pm
and had to get my evening meal from the sandwich rack in the Co-op.
While the cycling directions will not be of interest, any book
featuring this area cannot fail to be attractive, as this is.

Jo Winter
Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson,
Wych House, St Ives, Cambs
PE27 5BT
978 184623 186 5
A4
320 pages, hardback
2019
£55.00
T h i s p ro b a b l y t h e m o s t
expensive book we have ever
reviewed, a reflection of the
amount of work that has gone
into preparing it for the number of
visitors that will reach this remote
and rarely visited area. However,
if it prevents just one encounter
with undesirable wildlife, pirates
or typhoons it will have earned its
cost many times over.
Successor to volume 1 of the
Cruising Guide to Southeast Asia, it covers Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau,
Vietnam, Cambodia, the eastern coasts of Thailand and Malaysia,
Singapore, the northwest Malaysian coast of Sarawak, Labuan and Sabah,
Brunei and the whole of the Philippines but not China.
Intended for yachtsmen, it has been compiled as a Royal Cruising
Club Pilotage Foundation title. Others of their titles we have reviewed
here feature Norway, the Baltic, the southern Biscay coast, Atlantic
coasts of Spain and Portugal, Balearic Isles, Corsica, northern Sardinia
and the Atlantic Islands, reliable information from a known British
nautical source.
Typhoons are the main climate concern with weather split into NE
and SW seasons, the book giving much attention to anchorages and
sheltered typhoon boltholes. There can be 8m storm surges, tidal flows
to 14km/h, overfalls to 3.3m and bores which might be 3.7m high in
various places. There is weather forecast and tsunami information with
tide chartlets and wind roses. Crystalized ginger is suggested as a cure
for seasickness.
Warnings are given on theft, where pirates operate and wildlife
from insects to where crocodiles hang out. There can be unexpected
interactions, such as snakes getting onboard boats to avoid typhoon
conditions. Commercial shipping is limited but some busy locations are
picked out.
Chartlets are included, not always with scales but showing the extend
of coral, and mention is made of where commercial charts are known to
be in error.
Country introductions give valuable advice on history, ethnicity,
etiquette, dress code, economy and cashpoints, embassies, language,
time zone, business hours, communication, travel on land, health and
hospitals, visas, winds, currents, tides, buoyage, water potability and more.
Suggested dinghy trips for more restricted waters could apply equally
to kayaks and there are tourist sights suggested to visit. Pictures of tea
plantations and the Cameron Highlands in Malaysia are a reminder of
the whole day four wheel drive convoy to the start of the Cameron
Descent marathon.
Annual calendars of public holidays include national dragon boat
racing holidays for some countries, suggested as worth experiencing,
and there are plenty of photographs including canoes, multihulls and
bancas with mention of races for the latter. Several surfing venues are
pinpointed.
Readers are advised where English is spoken but there is a brief
dictionary for relevant terms at the back for each language, including
Malaysian where, confusingly, ‘air’ means ‘water’.

Walking Lake Garda & Iseo
Gillian Price
Cicerone
978 1 78631 024 8
170 x 120mm
123 pages, paperback
2019
£14.95
We have reviewed Gillian Price’s guides to the
Amalfi coast, Sicily and Corsica at various times.
Now she adds a book on the Italian lakes Garda
and Iseo to a previous guide to lakes Como and
Maggiore.
Intended for walkers, this latest guide sets the
scene for visitors to the two lakes. Indeed, it complements Water
Activities (May, p36), which gives technical information for water
users but little off the water. This latest book puts everything into
context, particularly the introduction which looks at logistics, timing,
accommodation, food and drink, cartography, wildlife and an assortment
of other practical issues. The chapters present much local detail, not least
the history from geological times via warfare to present industry.
Photographs include waterfronts and panoramic aerial views of the
lakes from the surrounding mountains. For those wanting to take time
out from the water there are details of the various chairlift, gondola,
cablecar and funicular railway options to get your own panoramic views.
Visitors to the lake will frequently be there for recreational purposes
and may wish to add walking into the mix of activities, trying some of
the suggested walks from the waterside.
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East Coast Pilot
Garth Cooper & Dick Holness
Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson
978 184623 953 3
A4
191 pages, paperback
2005. 5th edition 2019
£27.50
When the late Colin Jarman set
up the first edition of this book
in 2005 it was a conventional
yachtsman’s pilot. Now, four
editions later, it is more like an
organization with its own website,
newsletters, updating service, several
officials dotted down the coast to
provide assistance on the spot and
even its own burgee. QR codes are
sprinkled through the book to give
further information above what is in the text.
Coverage is from Great Yarmouth to Ramsgate, including crossing
the Thames estuary, plus the lengths of estuaries of tidal rivers joining,
the Thames from as high up as St Katherine Docks by Tower Bridge in
London.
It is an understated coast. Of Maldon, it says ‘The whole Quay has
been ‘sanitised’, but there is still an East Coast air that thickens as you
move up river through the various boatyards, where the charm of mud
and old wooden boats still persists.’
References to dinghies should be read as any small craft, including
kayaks. While some details will be of interest only to yachtsmen there is
plenty on public launching, slipways, pubs, restaurants, carparks, toilets
and the broader look and feel of the coastline and its swatchways.
Tidal stream chartlets are included and there is a sensible attitude to
compass bearings, not given to a greater degree of accuracy greater than
most people can read while rocking on the water.
Pictures include both aerial shots and views at water level, points of
interest being labelled and routes marked in where necessary.
Not everyone likes boats. The cash strapped EA have spent millions
of pounds converting huge areas of farmland to mud, on the Crouch
the book referring to ‘breaks in the Wallasea Island sea wall opposite the
whole Burnham waterfront. These breaches, made to create a wetland
nature reserve on the island, have submerged obstacles in them to
prevent navigation’. Information on the Foulness range is for yachts,
unable to go close inshore, and does not refer to the dangerous rules
now imposed on small craft. Information on the former Yantlet range
also appears to be out of date.
One further development, appearing with several of Imray’s latest
books, is inclusion of a code to allow free download of a digital
chartpack for use on phones and tablets. This one, ID10, with nearly
two dozen digital charts, covers the North Sea from Shetland to Dover
and back to the Danish border, itself priced at more than the pilot.
Imray are trying to encourage use of this concept. The pack comes with
a one year updating service. After that you then subscribe for continuing
updates or keep what you already have although it will begin to date
after this first year. This concept will be watched with interest by many
as an indication of how navigation principles are shifting.

It is easy to read and includes many photographs, particularly from
the internet. A fairly light touch is used for the technical side and there
is much scene setting before analysis of the central gem.
Some of the world’s other great aqueducts are introduced with earlier
British examples, including the development of cast iron, which was to
play such a daring role in this structure.
A chapter on the state of transport, especially of goods, at the time of
canal mania, serves to remind us of why the canals were so important
for the industrial revolution. Many people have an idea of Telford’s
engineering achievements but fewer know him as an orphan with a
good sense of humour, somebody from a Scottish valley who made
the most of his lucky breaks, who remained friends with some leading
names from ironfounding to poetry but still found time to write
regularly to his mother and to make the long journey home at times to
see her and to catch up with his childhood friends.
A further chapter takes a trip along the full length of the Llangollen
Canal, a canal which built far from its original planned line, pointing
out its features of interest. Then comes the supreme highlight, the
Pontcysyllte Aqueduct, dramatic to view and breathtaking to cross on
the water or on foot.
The Llangollen is our most popular canal, not least because of the
aqueduct. This book puts it in context without being unduly technical.
Trekking Portugal’s Rota Vicentina
Gillian Price
Cicerone
978 1 85284 960 3
170 x 120mm
107 pages, paperback
2019
£14.95
‘If you have a penchant for dramatic cliffs and
awesome ocean scenery with secluded sandy
bays, are fascinated by gangly storks nesting on
sea stacks’... So begins this walking guide to the
Rota Vicentina, made up of the Historical Way from Santiago do
Cacém to Cabo do São Vicente and the Fishermen’s Trail from Porto
Covo to Odeceixe. The trail follows the clifftops for 75km through the
Alentejo region. The southern part of the Historical Way visits the coast
at intervals over the final 90km of the Algarve to Portugal’s southwest
corner.
This is a remote area with low population density. The striking
photography shows the beauty of the uncrowded wild Atlantic beaches,
the intense gold of the sand and blue of the ocean, but there are enough
comments about the temperatures and the wind to give warning to take
care. Nudist and surfing beaches are noted, the latter again warning that
this coast is one which deserves respect by those on the water.
Another Gillian Price guide, this one is supported by 1:100,000 maps.
You expect something on the wine and food but she seems to come
up with a more interesting selection of unusual tempting dishes than
often are found on holiday coasts. It is a guide which seems to have an
unexpected something extra.
It complements well the Algarve Beach Guide (May p35).
Walking on the Isle of Mull

World Heritage Canal
Paul A Lynn
Whittles Publishing, Dunbeath,
Caithness KW6 6EG
978 1 84995 398 6
240 x 170mm
132 pages, paperback
2019
£16.99
The central feature of this book is the
Pontcysyllte Aqueduct on the Llangollen
Canal but its scope goes far beyond this.
Likewise, written by a narrowboater for
narrowboaters, it will be of interest to a
much wider range of the public, both on
and off the water.
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Terry Marsh
Cicerone
978 1 85284 961 0
170 x 120mm
204 pages, paperback
2011, 2nd edition 2017
£14.95
Terry Marsh’s guide to Mull (Dec 20111, p60)
has been updated. The transfer of printing from
Spain to China has seen removal of the plastic
cover and use of darker colours, which actually

don’t help the detail.
Most of the content remains unchanged, with the exception of
two routes at the northern end of Mull. The small Loch an Torr has
been replaced by a walk to Glengorm Castle, which is photographed
and stands above Port Chill Bhraonain so that it could be approached
from the sea. The first half of the long Ardmor route has been deleted.
Otherwise there are very few changes.
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Having called off a trip to MacCulloch’s Fossil Tree a couple of
months ago by paddling across Loch Scridain in marginal conditions
and, for the same reason, not followed the tough 18km shoreline walk
described in the book, I would like to have had a picture of the tree
included, the destination for this route.
This is not the only destination in the book more easily reached on
the sea or from the sea when the weather conditions are right. Plenty
of pictures of the coastline and its adjacent topography show why this
island and its small outliers offer plenty of scope for paddlers.
Walking in Italy’s Cinque Terre
Gillian Price
Cicerone
978 1 85284 973 3
170 x 120mm
107 pages, paperback
2019
£14.95
The five villages in question form the basis
of a national park facing the Ligurian Sea in the
far northwest of Italy. They are at the foot of
‘outrageously steep terraces’ of nearly vertical fields
and buildings are frequently stacked upwards as other directions are not
on offer.
They are served by a railway which is nearly all in tunnel and by

roads which are restricted. Locals use the footpaths, which frequently
consist of long flights of stone steps and a connecting footpath which is
tolled. One section is in tunnel. The fine views along the coast are only
where there are breaks in the shading trees and bushes.
The 12km section of coast does seem to be crying out to be seen
from the water, starting from one end. There is just one real beach but
32 serviced beach sections with sunshades, deckchairs and the like. The
villages have harbours which you are strongly encouraged to visit.
The final walk is a circuit of the island of Palmaria with successively
smaller islands of Tino and Tinozzo,
all close to each other.
Maps are at 1:50,000 and
1:25,000 although there is a large
scale map of each village.
This is a tempting guide to a
beautiful section of the Italian coast
not easily reached by most visitors.

Bestseller
Coastal Britain: England & Wales is
proving to be our best selling book.
Within the first month 70% of the
print run was sold. The Scottish
volume is in preparation.

Moods

Old attitudes
A couple of years ago I had the job of surveying a recent balancing
pond for depth. It was about 50m in diameter and it only took me a
few minutes to paddle round and check the depth in a few places by
lowering a paddle over the side. It was about 1.5m deep, consistently.
More recently I have been asked to do something similar for a nearby
reservoir. This one is a bit larger, 1km long, less than half the length of
Holme Pierrepont, with width varying between a maximum of 250m
and a 100m waist in the centre. Also, it is a bit deeper, reputedly to
nearly 5m deep. It was excavated in the 19th century and the issue is
whether siltation has reduced its depth significantly, which seems likely,
the reason for the interest.
This time it would be less simple but a throwline calibrated for length
and used as a plumbob would do for depth and a borrowed measuring
wheel to give approximate locations would be accurate enough. All I
needed was the permission. This is where it got difficult, this being a
managed site.
I would need five million pounds’ worth of insurance. In fact, I
would be covered for twice that sum by the body wanting the survey
but why stop there? Just how much damage could I do with a kayak?
How would you set about invoking such a sum? Perhaps you could
take somebody’s head off while surfing or impale a boat which sinks,
drowning its occupants. Maybe you could be hit by a waterspout
or lightning, more likely. This is a sheltered reservoir in the south of
England, the site surrounded by trees .
I would need a rescue boat to accompany me. Furthermore, its driver
had to have passed RYA Level 2. I reported back to the chairman, who
admitted that he had such a boat. It has had less use recently as he has
been commissioning a couple of other boats over the last couple of
years, aircraft carriers, big, shiny, new ones. Most importantly of all, he
has a bit of paper which says he is qualified to RYA Level 2.
The rescue boat worried me. As a former WW racer I never had
such a facility although I did once while paddling solo round Britain.
At Dover I took a line into the eastern entrance of the harbour and out
of the west, allowing the harbourmaster to see where I was. It would
be inconvenient to have somebody swimming in the harbour entrance
with ferries coming in and out in quick succession every few minutes. I
called him on arrival and he could not have been more helpful, coming
out of his office in person to wave me through when the coast was
clear. Even the safety boat he sent to pick me up if I fell in was well
intended and would have been wise if it had not insisted on staying so
close.
However, this time was on a reservoir. The required buoyancy aid

would be no problem and would have pockets for notebook and pencil.
I could have produced crash helmet, high vis jacket and steel toecapped
boots had they been required.
A further concern is that I would disturb the nesting birds and the
otters. I would have thought that, in October, even the wood pigeons
would have finished raising their final broods of the year.
The Tryweryn at Bala has information boards about the otters living
there, Wales’ site most intensively used by paddlers and rafters. I have
had the pleasure of encountering otters on various occasions, nearly
colliding with one once when it surfaced right in front of me. On
several occasions I have met one and we have sat looking at each other
for a long while before the otter has submerged. The Lugg, Loch Ewe
and Shuna come to mind. I sent a copy of a photo I took of one this
summer on Loch Linnhe, which came close to investigate my sea kayak,
still carrying a fish in its mouth. If you want to see wildlife close up
there is no better way than from a kayak, certainly not on foot, which
does scare them.
Apparently, if you go to the reservoir at the right time you can see
anglers, canoeists, paddleboarders, dragon boats and others, presumably
all with their rescue boats. If a rescue boat is required it would to make
more sense to work out of that and leave the kayak at home.
The issue is the bits of paper which are not for our safety but for the
safety of the providers and their insurers. Customers are not allowed to
use their discretion or make mistakes. This contrasts with those who
lived through the world wars, who experienced hardship, had to make
decisions themselves on the fly and were able to think for themselves
afterwards.
Contrast this with the likes of Penn State University in the USA, the
members of whose century old Adventure Club are no longer allowed
to swim on canoeing trips, even with buoyancy aids. They need to be
led by a member of staff and are not permitted to handle knives or stoke
the fire, which must make camp cooking difficult. Some young people
do undertake extreme activities, often by sidestepping the system, but
many reasonable activities have been lost, from the Exe Descent to my
local steam fair, because the insurance became prohibitive, not because
the risks became any greater. You can understand why many people
spend time safely playing on their computers instead of going out of
doors.
People have become increasingly reliant on others to make decisions
and run the risks for them. I had a book commissioning editor who,
when younger, was told by her father to bite off more than she could
chew then chew it. What a refreshingly old attitude.
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Marathon

The biggest start ever
National Championships
Dire warnings about the wind resulted in the cancellation of a
major East Anglian cycle event but Norwich Canoe Club were
made of sterner stuff and assessed the situation correctly. Other
than the under 12s, the only change was the requirement for
buoyancy aids for all juniors and those below Division 3. The
conditions were testing, as they might well be for the national
championships, but not silly. Saturday was windy and cloudy, Sunday
rather better with less wind and some sun.
The clubhouse in Norwich, hub for the well organized event, with
the start and finish lines nearby, is beside the River Yare which is just
tidal here, usually about half a metre. While this was around neap tides,
the low water was as low as anyone could remember, presumably the
westerly wind pushing the water down and out of the estuary. Low tide
was at lunchtime.
For most races the top of the course was at the clubhouse,
overlooking a long portage on grass, narrowed in the middle to pass
through a field gate. The other portage, towards the lower end of the
course, was also grass but not quite so long. The bottom turn was just
short of the A47 crossing. Classes used from one to four laps of the
6.5km course which had a following wind downstream but a slog back
upwind. Some chopped weed in the river did cause problems for some.
Despite the workload, Norwich seemed to have every member racing
throughout the weekend.
The top portage began into the wind, round a metal barrier and then
with the wind, the turn causing problems at times and suggesting it was

The wind catches Clark...

but did not worry everyone.

advantageous to carry low, preferably on the left side after the
turn, ready for the launch again at the far end.
The first batch of 13 starts were for those under 14 or over
54 in K1 or under 18 in C1, each racing a single lap with no
portages. Lambert took the C1 with a win of nearly 5 minutes.
Other classes were tighter. Chapman took the women’s over
54 from Chmiel in a fight to the line. Dimmock won the men’s
over 59 by just 6 seconds from chairman Missen while the men’s over
69 was another sprint to the line, taken by Purchas from Moore.
Seniors and under 23s raced four laps with 7 portages. After the first
lap the senior men’s lead group consisted of Russell, Johnson, Pendle,
Hicks and Sharpe, the latter two being left over the next lap. Pendle
kept with the Chelmsford pair until the final lap, during which Johnson
was left behind but Russell pushed winner Pendle right to the finish.
Petersen, Shaw, Smith and Gregory broke from the rest of the under
23 men on the first lap and held this until the third lap, during which
Petersen was dropped. The final sprint saw Shaw dropped first and
Smith taking the title from Gregory by 5 seconds.
The senior women saw Broughton, Swarbreck and Lamph take the
second portage together but over the rest of the race the gaps between
them extended steadily until Broughton had a characteristic 3 minute
lead at the line.
Johnson and Freeman raced the first half of the under 23 women’s
race together, Johnson taking the win by 45 seconds but then a 5
minute gap to McMullen in 3rd place.
The under 18s raced three laps with 5 portages. In the boys’ race
Dowden and Tarver opened up clear water on the German Fink and
Benstead over the first lap. Tarver could not hold Dowden, however,
who went out ahead, instead dropping back to Fink, who was now clear
of Benstead. At the finish Dowden took a 3 minute win while the real
race was for 2nd place, taken by Tarver from Fink by 3 seconds.
The first lap of the under 18 girls saw Peters way out ahead, then
Hipkins with clear water over Cox, Brookes and Clark with Ball and
Hurrell just a little further back but nobody else in sight. Hurrell was
dropped over the next lap while the other five closed up to a single
pack. The wind was picking up with gusts causing some of the small

Freeland leads off the U14s.

U16s Gotzl and Hinves.

Dowden leads the U18 boys.

Pendle leads Russell and Johnson.

U23 Smith changes his water bottle.

O34s Bates, Robertson and Davies.

U16s Pemble and Ni Drisceoil.

O34 winner Turner.
The leaders in the O49 men’s class.

U12s Sklenarova, Widdows and Toovey.

U23s Freeman and Johnson.
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Broughton and Swarbreck of Richmond.
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Enoch leads O39s Irvine and Seaford.

Speirs leads Greenham in the O64s.
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U18 C1 winner Lambert.
O49s Caffrey, Te Linde, O’Drisceoil, Blackman and Christie.
waves on the river to break. It also starting to catch boats on portages
and Clark, the last of the under 18 girls’ lead group, was spun through
90˚ and her boat blown onto the barriers, fortunately without damage.
Peters took a 4 minute win while Cox took 2nd place from Ball by 2
seconds after a sprint for the line.
The under 16 kayaks and senior C1s raced two laps. The boys’ K1
race had an international trio at the front by the middle of the race,
Hinves with the Spaniard Coque and the German Gotzl. Coque was
left during the remaining lap but Gotzl just pipped Hinves at the line.
Another impressive performance in this race was from Railton, who
capsized but was able to get back into his K1 in open water.
In the girls’ race Diaz-Faes of Spain was to be the first home, 11
seconds ahead of Pemble, with Ni Drisceoil of Ireland the next to
arrive. A very powerful performance by Heine of Germany gave him a
10 minute win in C1 from Leech. A further 8 minute gap saw Millest
home as the first female C1, with Adnitt as the first seated C1, a minute
and a half later.
The afternoon’s races on the river were for those in the over 34 to
over 49 categories.
Turner won the men’s over 34 by 3 minutes from Senk and Enoch
the men’s over 39 by 2 minutes from Irvine. In the men’s over 44,
however, it was a battle to the line, just taken by Murray from Mayers.
Likewise, in the over 49s Blackman took the title but with the Irish
O’Drisceoil a second in front and the Dutch Te Linde 12 seconds
behind.
Bates took the over 34 women’s race by 13 seconds from Robertson.
Watts saw off Seaford in over 39s by the better part of 3 minutes.
Colley’s win over O’Grady in over 44s was by 6 seconds. Chapman’s
win over Banson in over 49s was by 8 seconds, more comfortable than
when racing with older women in her proper age group.
The one significant concession to the weather was the Lightning
races’ being moved from Whitlingham Broad at lunchtime to the River
Yare upstream from the clubhouse, where it was more sheltered, and to

Ball/Enoch take the ladies’ U14 title.
Broughton/Swarbreck way ahead.

O34s Grady/Robertson, Davies/Prendeville and Ayres /Butler start.
U18 Kimberley of Reading.

German paddler Heine, fastest in C1.

British C1 title went to Leech.
U12 Lightning leaders Villaruel, Sargeant, Kirke and England.

K2 Minis struggle with the turn on the narrow section of the Yare.
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Millest, fastest lady in C1.

U16s Jepson/Urquhart ahead of Zaballa/Diaz-Faes

U16s Anderson/Van Bommel.

Banson/Hicks winning O44s at home.

U18s Peters/Cox portage at high water.

O54s Chapman/Mackintosh and Drane/Pendle.

the end of the day when the wind had died down a bit and there were
more adults about to help.
Cribbett was 4 seconds behind the Spaniard Avila in the under 10
boys but Ball won her class by 5 minutes. Griffin’s under 12 boys win
over Dickson was by 7 seconds while England won the corresponding
girls’ race by nearly a minute.
Sunday was doubles day. Initially it was high tide with the water over
the launch walkway so that racers could get out on the right side, ready
to run without changing sides. This would alter later with the edge
hidden just below the surface for a while.
The over 54 men saw Butt/Kent just beating fellow Southampton
crew Elliott/Nicholson over the line.
Cribbett/Connor beat Betts/Freeland and Tamblin/Tideswell in a
three boat sprint to the finish in boys’ under 14, very close racing, Ball/
Enoch winning the corresponding girls’ race by 8 seconds from Cooke/
Cooke.
Short/Truett won the under 12 race by 2 minutes but Sklenarova/
Widdows were unchallenged in the girls’ equivalent.
Fraser/Speirs won the men’s over 64 title by a minute and a half.

Chapman/Mackintosh were pushed over the line by Drane/Pendle in
women’s over 54 K2.
The senior men’s K2 were involved in two false starts. After the first
of the four laps there was a lead pack of seven boats, Pendle/Smith,
Hicks/Shaw, Duffield/Russell, Gannicott-Porter/Petersen, Missen/
Simmons, Johnson/Moule and McIntyre/Stroud. After two laps the
leaders were Pendle/Smith, Duffield/Russell and Hicks/Shaw with
Johnson/Moule just about in contact. That is how it stayed to the
line, Pendle/Smith winning by 2 seconds and Hicks/Shaw a further 4
seconds back.
The under 18 boys saw the Norwich/German pair of Dowden/Fink
outsprint Bicknell/Martyn for the line.
Swarbreck/Broughton had a lonely race in senior women’s K2,
finishing over 4 minutes ahead of Dilai/Freeman. Farrant/Lamph had
been left behind while emptying out at the second portage. Likewise,
Peters/Cox finished over 3 minutes ahead of Brookes/Slack in under
18 K2.
The K2 races for the youngest paddlers were again held on the river
in front of the clubhouse, where many of them had difficulty turning
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Irvine/Murray lead O34s Anderson/Enoch and Seaford/Senk.
U12 winners Short/Truett.

Dimmock/Martyn and Hastwell/Mayers front the O44s.

The U18s arrive at the top portage.

O54s Butt /Kent and Elliott/Nicholson.

C2 winners Blacker/Leech. Note the flying number.

Pendle/Smith first to portage at high water.

The mixed doubles had probably the biggest ever start line. Winners Gregory/Hipkins are nearest the camera.
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their kayaks in the width available. The under 10s were won by Ball/
Lamb by the better part of 3 minutes, also 9 seconds faster than the
under 12s, where Perkins/Rae finished a second ahead of Cribbett/
Griffin.
After three laps Irvine/Murray won the over 34 K2s from Anderson/
Enoch by a minute. The remaining races were all over two laps. The
boys’ under 16 was a sprint finish, Hinves/Tarver taking the win from
Betts/Tonkin. Hastwell/Mayers took the over 44 men by 43 seconds
from Butler/Christie, whose finish time was exactly 1 hour.
Winning under 16 girls were Jepson/Urquhart by 25 seconds, the
next finishers including Dutch and Spanish paddlers. Grady/Roberson
won the over 34 women by over a minute from Davies/Prendeville
while the over 44 women’s winners were Banson/Hicks by 3 seconds
from Chmiel Jones.
The C2 winners were Blacker/Leech with Adnitt/Butt the first sit
down C2 and the Nottingham/Dutch crew of Millest/De Keijzer the
first female crew.
The mixed doubles race saw the largest ever British entry with 90
boats on the start line, daunting for Lack/Simmons as they finished
the previous race through them. There were so many that the front
row of the grid was seeded by division. The start was poor, two
minutes early and 50m over the line. The starter appreciated that the
job of getting them into proper order would be monumental and the
paddlers appreciated that they would be left behind if they obeyed his
instructions.
Gregory/Hipkins led the pack from a shower of paddle spray the
likes of which has not been seen before, helped by the remaining wind.
One of the rescue boats reported that
the wash which hit him was a half
metre high. Gregory/Hipkins were
still in the lead at the top portage,
accompanied by Dilai/Russell,
Mur phy/Petersen, Ayres/Pendle,
Freeman/Dowden, Bicknell/Lamph
and, after increasing gaps, Clark/Miles
and Beaumont/McMullen. Others
were not taking it so seriously, at least
four crews fitted with butterfly wings
or other fancy dress not likely to
enhance their performance.
Those in the lead stayed in the lead,
Gregory/Hipkins taking a 2 second
win from Dilai/Russell, 50 seconds
clear of the next crew of Murphy/
Petersen.
In just a few years this event has
grown from a class not taken seriously
to the grand finale which everyone
Somebody told Adhami/
has to enter, a great ending to a
Plant to use Wings.
successful weekend. Southern Ocean
K1FU10: 1 D Ball, Devizes, 22:35. 2 E Lamb, Southampton, 27:57.
3 R Shephard, Reading, 28:01.
K1FU12: 1 D England, Gloucester, 25:01. 2 O Villaruel, Ealing, 25:53.
3 A Kirke, Norwich, 26:06.
K1LU12: 1 H Toovey, Linlithgow, 35:20. 2 K Sklenarova, Norwich, 39:10.
3 E Widdows, Norwich, 42:47.
K1LU14: 1 M Ball, Devizes, 32:07. 2 B Perry, Southampton, 32:23.
3 G Boonham, Reading, 33:31.
K1LU16: (C Diaz-Faes, Int, 1:11:29.) 1 B Pemble, Addlestone, 1:11:40.
(E Ni Drisceol, Int, 1:12:02.) 2 J Urquhart, Banbury, 1:12:15. 3 K Jepson, Falcon, 1:12:24.
K1LU18: 1 F Peters, Richmond, 1:39:34. 2 A Cox, Elmbridge, 1:43:46.
3 F Ball, Devizes, 1:43:48.
K1LU23: 1 M Johnson, Chelmsford, 2:14:20. 2 A Freeman, Royal Leamington Spa, 2:15:04.
3 G McMullen, Richmond, 2:20:03.
K1L: 1 L Broughton, Richmond, 2:03:23. 2 J Swarbreck, Richmond, 2:06:31.
3 F Lamph, Wey, 2:08:47.
K1LO34: 1 J Bates, Falcon, 1:08:31. 2 B Robertson, Norwich, 1:08:44.
3 B Davies, Reading, 1:10:53.
K1LO39: 1 E Watts, Wey, 1:21:56. 2 A Seaford, Reading, 1:24:34. 3 C Ramplin, Wey, 1:26:19.
K1LO44: 1 S Colley, Hereford, 1:10:13. 2 F Grady, Norwich, 1:10:19.
3 M Butler, Nottingham, 1:16:59.
K1LO49: 1 M Chapman, Kirkcaldy, 1:14:03. 2 C Banson, Norwich, 1:14:11.
3 J Jenkins, Nottingham, 1:18:26.
K1LO54: 1 M Chapman, Kirkcaldy, 34:59. 2 A Chmiel, Nottingham, 35:00.
3 U Mackintosh, Kirkcaldy, 36:11.
K1LO64: 1 W Dodson, Addlestone, 58:10. 2 K Nadal, Nottingham, 1:03:09.

3 M Moule, Chelmsford, 1:06:03.
K1MU10: (D Avila, Int, 24:17.) 1 W Cribbett, Royal Leamington Spa, 24:21.
2 S Ford, Tonbridge, 26:30. 3 T Bailey, Norwich, 26:56.
K1MU12: 1 J Griffin, Royal Leamington Spa, 24:04. 2 S Dickson, Falcon, 24:11.
3 A Ives, Kirkcaldy, 24:34.
K1MU12: 1 R Tideswell, Cambridge, 31:50. 2 G Thomas, Ealing, 35:50.
3 J Ross, Elmbridge, 35:52.
K1MU14: 1 H Freeland, Falcon, 29:05. 2 M Tamblin, Norwich, 29:37.
3 S Cribbett, Royal Leamington Spa, 29:41.
K1MU16: (M Gotzl, Int, 1:00:15) 1 X Hinves, Southampton, 1:00:16. (C Coque, Int, 1:01:02)
2 S Chmiel, Nottingham, 1:01:40. 3 T Booth, Norwich, 1:01:43.
K1MU18: 1 T Dowden, Norwich, 1:27:44. 2 Z Tarver, Elmbridge, 1:30:29. (D Fink, Int, 1:30:32.)
3 Z Benstead, Elmbridge, 1:31:35.
K1MU23: 1 C Smith, Leighton Buzzard, 1:53:44. 2 M Gregory, Longridge, 1:53:49.
3 L Shaw, Norwich, 1:53:57.
K1M: 1 T Pendle, Norwich, 1:50:18. 2 J Russell, Chelmsford, 1:50:19.
3 M Johnson, Chelmsford, 1:53:14.
K1MO34: 1 T Turner, Royal, 1:33:19. 2 S Senk, Reading, 1:36:09.
3 G Anderson, Nottingham, 1:37:05.
K1MO39: 1 M Enoch, Nottingham, 1:31:16. 2 B Irvine, Richmond, 1:33:12.
3 D Seaford, Reading, 1:36:56.
K1MO44: 1 K Murray, Wey, 59:44. 2 J Mayers, Runcorn, 59:45. 3 R Rogers, Chester, 1:00:41.
K1MO49: (D O’Drisceoil, Int, 1:00:53.) 1 N Blackman, Royal Leamington Spa, 1:00:54.
(D Te Linde, Int, 1:01:06.) 2 J Butler, Nottingham, 1:02:48. 3 P Dimmock, Wey, 1:03:17.
K1MO54: 1 N Blackman, Royal Leamington Spa, 28:19. 2 R Kent, Southampton, 28:40.
3 D Pemble, Addlestone, 30:41.
K1MO59: 1 P Dimmock, Wey, 28:24. 2 S Missen, Bradford-on-Avon, 28:30.
3 D Pendle, Norwich, 30:09.
K1MO64: 1 G Speirs, Linlithgow, 30:23. 2 B Greenham, Reading, 30:35.
3 C Smith, Exeter, 30:38.
K1MO69: 1 M Purchas, Bradford-on-Avon, 33:36. 2 D Moore, Fowey, 33:37.
3 C Lee-Smith, Norwich, 37:19.
C1U18: 1 T Lambert, Lee Valley, 32:37. 2 M Kimberley, Reading, 37:18.
3 T Kimberley, Reading, 46:08.
C1: (A Heine, Int, 1:06:54.) 1 A Leech, Nottingham, 1:16:43. 2 S Millest, Nottingham, 1:24:48.
3 N Adnitt, 1:26:13.
K2MiniU10: 1 Ball/Lamb, Devizes/Southampton, 21:17. 2 Schofield/Bailey, Norwich, 23:59.
(Bush/Caffrey, Devizes/Int, 27:50.)
K2MiniU12: 1 Perkins/Rae, Leighton Buzzard, 21:26.
2 Cribbett/Griffin, Royal Leamington Spa, 21:27. 3 Railton/Railton, Truro, 23:14.
K2LU12: 1 Sklenarova/Widdows, Norwich, 37:08.
K2LU14: 1 Ball/Enoch, Devizes/Nottingham, 30:12. 2 Cooke/Cooke, Gailey, 30:20.
3 Bowers/Hunter, Elmbridge/Cambridge, 30:53.
K2LU16: 1 Jepson/Urquhart, Falcon/Banbury, 1:09:30.
2 Anderson/Van Bommel, Norwich/Int, 1:09:55. 3 Zaballa/Diaz-Faes, Int, 1:10:46.
K2LU18: 1 Peters/Cox, Richmond/Elmbridge, 1:31:47.
2 Brookes/Slack, Worcester/Royal, 1:35:11. 3 Ball/Swift, Devizes/Reading, 1:36:15.
K2L: 1 Swarbreck/Broughton, Richmond, 1:59:12.
2 Dilai/Freeman, Nottingham/Royal Leamington Spa, 2:03:31. 3 Bates/Polgreen, Falcon, 2:04:38.
K2LO34: 1 Grady/Robertson, Norwich, 1:11:00.
2 Davies/Prendeville, Reading/Richmond, 1:12:13. 3 Ayres/Butler, Nottingham, 1:13:36.
K2LO44: 1 Banson/Hicks, Norwich, 1:16:45. 2 Chmiel/Jones, Nottingham, 1:16:48.
3 Chapman/Mackintosh, Kirkcaldy, 1:16:59.
K2LO54: 1 Chapman/Mackintosh, Kirkcaldy, 32:07. 2 Drane/Pendle, Norwich, 32:08.
3 Alexander/Harrison, Norwich, 33:20.
K2Mix: 1 Gregory/Hipkins, Longridge, 54:17. 2 Dilai/Russell, Nottingham/Chelmsford, 54:19.
3 Murphy/Petersen, Banbury, 55:10.
K2MU12: 1 Short/Truett, Elmbridge, 33:22. 2 Donnellan/Ross, Int, 35:24.
3 Hunt/Smith, Fowey/Norwich, 35:55.
K2MU14: 1 Cribbett/O’Connor, Royal Leamington Spa/Richmond, 27:42.
2 Betts/Freeland, Reading/Falcon, 27:43. 3 Tamblin/Tideswell, Norwich/Cambridge, 27:44.
K2MU16: 1 Hinves/Tarver, Southampton/Elmbridge, 54:50. 2 Betts/Tonkin, Reading, 54:51.
3 Cabrera/Motha, Fowey/Royal, 55:48.
K2MU18: (Dowden/Fink, Norwich/Int, 1:20:10.) 1 Bicknell/Martyn, Wey, 1:20:11.
2 Benstead/Hinves, Elmbridge/Southampton, 1:22:05. 3 Lewis/Wilkinson, Wey, 1:25:33.
K2M: 1 Pendle/Smith, Norwich/Leighton Buzzard, 1:46:35.
2 Duffield/Russell, Chelmsford, 1:47:37. 3 Hicks/Shaw, Norwich, 1:47:41.
K2MO34: 1 Irvine/Murray, Richmond/Wey, 1:25:13. 2 Anderson/Enoch, Nottingham, 1:26:17.
3 Seaford/Senk, Reading, 1:28:23.
K2MO44: 1 Hastwell/Mayers, Runcorn, 59:37.
2 Butler/Christie, Nottingham/Soar Valley, 1:00:00. 3 Hayward/Pendle, Norwich, 1:00:07.
K2MO54: 1 Butt/Kent, Southampton, 27:43. 2 Elliott/Nicholson, Southampton, 27:44.
3 Battershell/Dimmock, Wey, 28:30.
K2MO64: 1 Fraser/Speirs, Linlithgow, 27:59. 2 Greenham/Hayden, Reading, 29:25.
3 Mason/Nadal, Nottingham, 29:49.
C2: 1 Blacker/Leech, Southampton/Nottingham. 2 Adnitt/Butt, Southampton, 1:25:42.
(Millest/De Keijzer, Nottingham/Int, 1:30:00.)
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Southern hemisphere dominate in France
my own. I honestly thought I was lost. I had no idea where I
was going so I was glad when the boys started coming past at
about seven kilometres. I just followed their lines.
‘As far as race plans went, I pretty well had nothing, just go
hard. It’s so awesome to come to a third sport and compete for
a first time and have a win.’
Australia’s Jemma Smith took the women’s U23 title and
was fourth woman overall to cross the finish line while South Africa’s
Joshua Fenn was 10th overall but the first U23 male.
In junior competition, USA’s Katriana Swetish won the women’s title
while Ulvard Hart made it a clean sweep for South Africa in the men’s
categories.

ICF

SSWU23: 1 J Smith, Australia, 1:44:30.76. 2 B Massie, Australia, 1:47:48.47.
3 K Purchase, S Africa, 1:49:53.61. 15 A Bray, GB, 2:04:11.30. 17 B Wesley, GB, 2:12:24.78.
SSW: 1 D McKenzie, NZ, 1:41:29.92. 2 H Nixon, S Africa, 1:42:42.53.
3 T Hatton, NZ, 1:43:58.10. 16 R Newson, GB, 1:54:02.08.
SSMJ: 1 U Hart, S Africa, 1:34:03.41. 2 J Enriquez Gutierrez, España, 1:38:21.03.
3 M Fenn, S Africa, 1:38:38.07. 14 P Phillips, GB, 1:46:40.20. 17 F Dungavel, GB, 1:48:49.27.
SSMU23: 1 J Fenn, S SAfrica, 1:32:36.21. 2 H Henot, France, 1:33:47.16.
3 N Havard, Australia, 1:35:29.90. 9 R Lark, GB, 1:39:11.10.
SSM: 1 S Rice, S Africa, 1:27:44.99. 2 K Rice, S Africa, 1:28:22.25.
3 C Hill, Australia, 1:28:37.64.

ICF photographs

Ocean Racing World Championships
South Africa’s Sean Rice won an emotional second ocean
racing world title and New Zealand’s Danielle McKenzie
caused a major boilover to win the women’s final at her first
world championships on an exciting day of racing in SaintPierre de Quiberon, France.
Rice won the very first ICF world title in 2013 but then
had his colours lowered by Australia’s Cory Hill in 2015 and 2017 but
made the most of the good conditions this time.
He finished the 22 kilometre course 38 seconds ahead of his younger
brother, Kenny, with Australia’s Hill a further 14 seconds back in 3rd.
‘It was far from relaxed but I had a good feeling yesterday,’ Rice said.
‘This morning I was just overwhelmed with nerves but I’m ecstatic
now. To have Kenny on the podium, too, it’s so amazing.
‘I won in 2013 and I’ve had some ups and downs in these last years
before getting on top again. So much has changed in my life. It’s quite
emotional; this is big for me.’
The 25 year old Danielle McKenzie admitted she was shocked to win
the women’s race, finishing more than one minute ahead of pre race
favourite and defending champion Hayley Nixon of South Africa, while
New Zealand team mate Teneale Hatton was 3rd.
McKenzie had already competed in top level competitions in both
surfski and triathlon before turning her hand to ocean racing.
‘I actually can’t believe it,’ McKenzie said.
‘I got five kilometres into my paddle and then I just went off on

McKenzie and Rice at St-Pierre de Quiberon.

Bronze for Broughton
World Championships
The 12 times marathon world champion Hank McGregor was on his
way home from the 2019 world titles in Shaoxing, China, having failed
to recover from a virus in time for the week’s event.
Team leader Graham Neate said the South African squad had been
left ‘devastated’ by McGregor’s withdrawal but the 41 year old was left
with no choice.
‘Hank’s gutted; he really is devastated,’ Neate said.
‘You can see he’s having this internal fight because he was going
to do three races. I think in his mind he was down to two, to see
if he could recover. We obviously needed to see if we could get a
replacement for him but we didn’t want to put him under pressure to
make his decision.
‘He really wanted to do it. He’s a really passionate person, very proud,
and I really felt for him. He came to me yesterday afternoon and said his
body was in really bad shape, he was in a lot of pain and he had medical
advice so it would have been foolish to paddle.’
Neate said McGregor was diagnosed with shingles, a viral infection
that can cause a painful rash. He was entered in the short course,
marathon and K2 race. The team was hoping to rush Nick Notten from
South Africa to China to team up with Andy Birkett for the men’s K2
and to contest the K1.
Notten finished 3rd behind Birkett and McGregor in the South
African team trials and would be considered an outside medal prospect,
despite the late callup.
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‘I tried to give Hank a bit of space yesterday but he looked absolutely
devastated,’ Neate said.
‘He’s had a big year. He won the Molokai and he’s got a surfski World
Cup coming up in South Africa in a couple of week’s time which I
don’t know if he is going to be able to do but Hank’s a true competitor;
he would just race at every opportunity. He’s gutted.’
McGregor momentarily retired from K1 racing last year but was
talked into returning for this year’s world championships. Neate said
he expects the seven time individual world champion will now set his
sights on next year’s world titles.
‘You never write Hank off. As long as his body will co-operate he’ll
be there, absolutely.’
Reigning world champion Vanda Kiszli led a gold medal charge for
Hungary while there were also triumphs for Denmark, Ukraine, Spain
and France on the opening day of the world championships.
Kiszli would defend her marathon title at the weekend and on
Thursday added the new short race world title to her resumé as one
of three gold medals for Hungary. Eszter Rendessy won the women’s
junior K1 and Benedek Horvath the men’s junior C1.
France’s Cyrille Carre made a successful return to marathon with
gold in the men’s K1 short race, Ukraine’s Liudmyla Babak added a
short race C1 title to her two long distance marathon titles and Spain’s
Diego Romero added a men’s C1 short race to his C2 world title from
2018.
Denmark’s Nikolai Thomsen and Philip Knudsen quinellaed the
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Kiszli won both her K1 races.

Pedersen won senior and U23 titles.

junior men’s K1, one of five races on Thursday where one country filled
the top two places, underlining the importance or racing together in
marathon events.
The addition of the 3.6 kilometre short races to the world
championship programme proved popular with Kiszli and Babak both
making the transition with ease. Kiszli said she was unsure how the race
would unfold.
‘It was so quick; we started and then we were on the last lap,’ Kiszli
said.
‘I didn’t know if I would be any good because I knew the other girls
were very fast so I just focused on me and did my race.
‘It was a good warm up for me ahead of this weekend. I’m a little bit
nervous because I am the world champion so everyone wants to beat
me.’
Carre showed the benefit of a big season of canoe sprint racing with
a solid win in the men’s K1 short race, edging out team mate Jeremy
Candy for the gold.
‘For training for the 1,000 it is similar to this format so it is not a
problem,’ Carre said.
‘For the 1,000 I need a lot of training but I’m not afraid about that.’
Diego Romero and Manuel Campos finished 1st and 2nd for Spain
in the C1 men’s short race final. Eszter Rendessy and Zsoka Csikos
finished first and second in the women’s junior K1 while Benedek
Horvath and Kristof Kollar took the top two spots in the men’s junior
C1.
Thomsen and Knudsen said working together as a team gives a
country a great chance.
‘It’s a dream come true; it’s just perfect,’ Thomsen said.
‘We decided we were going to give it our all together; we knew we
were strong so it gave us a definite advantage.
‘It’s really narrow in places so a lot of one-one-one racing so it was a
very hard race.’
Hungary’s thirst for gold medals continued unabated and Denmark’s
Mads Pedersen was on the cusp of making world championship history
after a thrilling day two of competition.
Pedersen made canoe marathon history earlier this year when he
won both the U23 and senior European K1 titles within the space of
24 hours. On Friday he took the first step towards becoming the first to
win both titles at a world championship level, cruising to U23 gold.
‘I’m super happy to be able to do what I’m good at and to be
successful is just amazing,’ Pedersen said.
‘We’ll see how fresh I am tomorrow but I am keen to get out there
and race again. We’ll see how much energy I have.’
Pedersen and team mate Thorbjorn Rask cleared out from the rest of
the field during the first lap of the 25.9 kilometre race and the pair had
the race to themselves.
Once again it was the Hungarians who dominated, adding to the
three golds on the opening day with another quartet of titles on Friday.
One of the most convincing wins came from U23 K1 paddler Lili
Katona, who finished more than one minute ahead of Norway’s Anna
Sletsjoee.
Nobody was more surprised than Katona, who missed three months
of training over the European winter with an injured shoulder.
‘It was my dream to be a world champion and now my dream is true;
it’s amazing,’ Katona said.
‘It was hard because I had a problem with my shoulder so I didn’t
know if I could do it. It was a surprise for me.’
One of the tightest finishes of the day came in the men’s junior K2
with Hungary’s Zsombor Ory and Tamas Erdelyi outsprinting South
Africa’s David Evans and Hamish Mackenzie to take the gold by
slightly more than one second. It was a third minor medal for the South
Africans.
‘It was a very hard race but we felt confident we could be strong at
the finish,’ Ory said.

Katona was over a minute clear in U23.

‘We are also very good friends and have been paddling together for
two years so that helps a lot. South Africa and Denmark are both very
strong so we don’t know how we won this race.’
France’s Clemence LeBlanc could not have been more impressive
in the first ever junior C1 world championship final, withstanding a
spirited challenge from Hungary’s Csenge Molnar.
‘It was a very hard race; the Hungarian is very good,’ LeBlanc said.
‘I did not feel confident. The start was very hard because I was second
so I had to work hard.’
Benedek Horvath followed up his gold medal from the men’s junior
C1 on Thursday with Hungarian gold in the men’s junior C2 alongside
Oliver Nagy.
It was a hard fought race with the Hungarians having to see off a
determined effort from the Chinese crew of Zihang Wang and Jiadong
Zhu which even saw the two boats collide.
‘The Chinese boys tried to cut the angle but we did not stop,’ Nagy
said.
‘The race was pretty hard; we didn’t expect the Chinese boat to be so
strong. I think in the last three kilometres we felt like our technique and
our pace was good enough to win.’
It was also a second gold medal for Eszter Rendessy, following her
K1 junior gold medal from the opening day with a K2 gold alongside
Emese Kohalmi.
‘We felt very good; it was our plan to go out hard,’ Rendessy said.
‘We were able to train with the senior team in Hungary. We just
pushed from the start but did not feel confident we could win until the
finish.’
Ukraine’s Denys Davydov followed up his European U23 C1 title
with a close win in Friday’s final, finishing just 2 seconds ahead of
Poland’s Mateusz Borgiel.
Mads Pedersen made canoe marathon history on Saturday, becoming
the first ever to win both a U23 and a senior world title at the same
championships.
The 22 year old Pedersen stunned the big Chinese crowd by
repeating his performance from 24 hours earlier to chisel his name into
the record books, this time beating the best paddlers in the world.
Manuel Campos won his fourth men’s C1 title, Liudmyla Babak her
third women’s C1 and Vanda Kiszli successfully defended her women’s
K1 crown.
Earlier this year Pedersen won both the U23 and senior European
canoe marathon titles in the space of 24 hours but few thought it
possible to do it against the best of the world.
The title was not decided until the final 20 metres with Pedersen
outsprinting a pack of four that included defending world champion
Andy Birkett and three time minor medallist Jose Ramalho of Portugal.
‘I can’t believe this came true,’ he said.
‘I went out there and wanted to give it my best shot but halfway
through the race I was starting to feel very tired so I just tried to ride
some good washes.
‘In the end I had some energy so I just spent it. When I woke up this
morning I did a little paddle to loosen up and after I told my coach that
today I felt very good so I believed in it from the start.’
Vanda Kiszli refuses to accept any comparisons with Hungarian canoe
marathon legend Renata Csay but on Saturday confirmed herself as the
next big name in female K1 paddling with a successful defence of her
world championship title.
The 25 year old outsprinted her team mate and training partner
Zsofia Czellai-Voros to snatch the K1 gold with Great Britain’s Lizzie
Broughton taking the bronze. Kiszli said it was much harder defending
her world title than winning her first one.
‘I think every girl wants to beat me and in my head I am the world
champion so I have to work harder and need to dominate or be there at
the front so I think it is harder,’ she said.
‘I felt in control because I knew that Zsofia is very strong and I
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Horvath and Kollar lead in junior C1.

Csay/Czellai-Voros with a historic result.

wanted to be there with her. I knew if I could be with her I could be
top three so that was my tactic.
‘I knew the other girls had been doing sprints this year so I knew
they were fast but I knew this was 26 kilometres and I hoped that I was
stronger than them and better at 26.’
Manuel Campos doesn’t know how much longer he’ll
keep competing at marathons but while he keeps winning world
championships he can see no reason to stop.
The 34 year old Campos on Saturday locked away his fourth
C1 world title, outlasting Czech Jakub Brezina and Russian Kirill
Shamshurin to defend the title he won back last year.
The Spaniard has now moved alongside Hungarian canoe legend
Marton Kover as a four time world champion. Only Hungary’s Edvin
Csabai with his five consecutive gold medals from 2005 until 2009 has
been more successful.
‘I think only of tomorrow, of the next race that I do,’ Campos said.
‘It keeps me calm and happy. I don’t know how much longer I will
keep going but I am not thinking of finishing. I prove every year I can
still be strong but when I don’t enjoy it anymore that is when I will
finish.
‘I love paddling. It is my life.’
Liudmyla Babak admits sitting out the front of a women’s C1 canoe
marathon field can sometimes be a bit boring but she still plans to
dominate the sport for at least another decade.
The 22 year old on Saturday notched up her third consecutive
C1 world championship title, adding it to her short course title from
Thursday. She is the dominant paddler in the women’s canoe discipline,
a pocket rocket who seems to get better every year.
‘The addition of the short event has made it more difficult for me to
change between the two so that is a challenge,’ Babak said.
‘To be honest, with the long distance sometimes it is a bit boring but
women’s canoeing is improving because now the number of women
competing has almost doubled in recent years and that is a good sign.’
Marathon legend Renata Csay won an incredible 20th world
championship gold medal on a historic final day of competition Sunday.
France won its first men’s K2 title and Manuel Campos won his first
ever C2 as the first marathon world championships to be held in China
came to a close.
The star of the final day was undoubtedly Renata Csay. Now 20 years
after she won her first world championship the 42 year old picked up
her 20th by piloting 24 year old Zsofia Czellai-Voros to a successful
defence of their K2 title from 2018.
For Csay it was her 13th K2 medal and she’s already planning to
return next year to chase down world title number 21.
‘I’m so thankful that I can still be here,’ Csay said.
‘I don’t know how I keep doing it. I just like paddling. I will come
back next year.’
Czellai-Voros said it was an honour to be part of such a significant
milestone for her childhood hero.
‘I’m so happy that she won her 20th with me because I remember in
2007 the championship was in Gyor and she was there. I was running
back to get her boat because I was a volunteer then and I had to get her
boat to boat control.
‘I was so happy then. I did not think in my dreams that I would be
paddling with her.’
France’s Jeremy Candy and Quentin Urban won their country’s first
ever men’s K2, the culmination of several years training together with
the goal of becoming world champions.
‘We are very happy to be European champions, world champions and
France’s first K2 gold medallists,’ Urban said.
The French had to see off a challenge from Hungary’s Adrian Boros
and Kristzian Mathe and Argentine brothers Franco and Dardo Balboa
but Candy said coming into the last portage he felt they could make
history.
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Urban/Candy had France’s first ever K2 win.

‘We hadn’t had any trouble during the race so I thought if we came
first into the portage it would be a good chance for us to win,’ he said.
‘We’ve been training for four years now in marathon; we left sprint
because we really wanted to reach this position at least once. Now it’s
done. Of course we will be back.’
It was an emotional men’s C2 gold for Spain’s Manuel Campos and
Diego Romero when they outlasted Poland’s Mateusz Zuchora and
Wikto Glazunow after a gruelling 25.9 kilometres.
It was a first C2 gold for Campos after five minor medals while
Romero paid tribute to his grandmother, who passed away on the
eve of the race. It was also a successful defence of the C2 gold he won
alongside Oscar Grana in 2018.
‘I’m very happy to win the gold again and especially because
yesterday my grandmother died so it is very special for me,’ Romero
said.
‘I just tried to stay focused on the competition and put all the
pressure behind me. There is nothing I could do so I just tried to do my
best.’
The gold was a major breakthrough for Romero, a four time C1
world champion who had never won in C2 before.
‘This is a very special medal for me because it’s my 20th world
championship medal,’ Campos said.
‘Since 2011 I have been doing C2 and I have some bronze and silver
medals but I have not been able to win a gold so this is very important
for me.’

Hornbill Cardiff Bay Slalom
Two weeks earlier we had the warmest Easter on record with the
climate protesters out in force. Now it was the coldest early May bank
holiday on record. There was to be no repetition of last year’s sunburn,
the cloud cover being almost total all day.
Some strange effect of the weather, apparently, resulted in a number
of boats being too light when weighed, of which prior notice was given.
At least there was little wind and the organization was efficient and
timely.
The course had gates 2 and 3 both upstream at opposite ends of a
small stopper, needing to be taken on top at first prior to slipping off
the back. The next few gates were staggers.
Upstream gate 8 was alone on the outside of the bend. On his first
run Oscar McBurny put his head under the nearest pole and spun his
boat about it through perhaps 300˚. I think it was the fastest breakout
gate I have ever seen, breathtaking. Unfortunately he did not do so well
elsewhere, picking up a bundle of big penalties.
Gates 10 to 11 were smoother with a reverse, followed by three
stagger gates. Gate 17 was upstream with three more staggers, again
flowing better if 18 was reversed. Gate 21 was in an eddy, a fight if taken
forward, with 22 upstream on the opposite side of the course as the last
gate.
First runs of the men’s kayaks saw Etienne Chappell take a half
second lead over Zac Franklin, then 2 seconds to Ciaran Lee Edwards.
Chappell was nearly 6 seconds clear of 5th place and it was only from
then that results began to close up, five in under half a second.
Mallory Franklin produced the only clear first run for the women’s
kayaks. Fiona Pennie, with one touch, was just under 2 seconds faster,
giving Franklin the first run lead. Luuka Jones of New Zealand, one of
only three overseas entrants in this international slalom, was next home.

Patrick Marriott produced the fastest men’s C1 run but with a touch.
Remi Baudot was clean, just under 2 seconds slower, to take a 0.05 sec
lead. Tom Abbott was within a second of them, the second fastest time
of the morning but with a touch. Edward Dickinson rolled at gate 17, a
rare enough event these days to be worthy of comment.
Under 16 Louise Fernie lost her paddle towards the end of the course
in the women’s C1 class, missing several gates but managing to reach the
finish upright. Mallory Franklin’s time was nearly 6 seconds clear of the
field. She had two touches but was still 4 seconds clear of Eilidh Gibson,
in second place with one touch. Nobody else had less than three
touches and the fastest of these was Jones. Emily Davies missed gate 21,
among others, and was not a happy bunny as she arrived at the finish.
The Rodens were the only entry in C2 and they scratched so the C2
event did not take place.
Men’s kayak second runs saw Zac Franklin reduce his time by 2.3
seconds but at the cost of a touch, for overall 3rd place. Chappell
produced the fastest time of the day, 0.05 sec faster than Franklin’s, but
missed a gate, his first run still good enough for 2nd place. The win
went to Lee Edwards with a clear run which just pushed him to the top.
Mallory Franklin retained her lead in women’s K1, a half second
improvement after she had added a touch to a faster time. Pennie blew
it with 8 seconds of penalties while Jones missed a gate, those two
retaining their runner up places on their first run results.
In C1s, Baudot and Marriott each missed gates, to send them back to
their first run results. The star improver was William Coney, 10 seconds
faster on his time, the fastest time of the day in C1, and dropping one of
his three penalties for a 3 second win.
Fernie got to all the gates in women’s C1 this time, in the process
catching up Kate Kent. The give way whistle is a rare sound at this level
of slalom. Jones produced the only clear women’s C1 run of the day but
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K1WSh: 1 V Kiszli, Magyarország, 15:50.29. 2 K Bedec, Srbija, 15:41.38.
3 E Barrios, España, 15:45.44. 18 L Broughton, GB, 18:35.91.
K1MSh: 1 C Carre, France, 14:20.51. 2 J Candy, France, 14:21.51.
3 F Balboa, Argentina, 14:27.35. 7 T Pendle, GB, 14:45.43.
K1WJ: 1 E Rendessy, Magyarország, 1:28:05.67. 2 Z Csikos, Magyarország, 1:28:26.80.
3 C Toledo, España, 1:31:14.79.
K1W: 1 V Kiszli, Magyarország, 2:03:06.75. 2 Z Czellai-Voros, Magyarország, 2:03:13.76.
3 L Broughton, GB, 2:03:17.26.
K1MJ: 1 N Thomsen, Danmark, 1:39:01.45. 2 P Knudsen, Danmark, 1:39:07.04.
3 V Petro, Magyarország, 1:39:16.88. 16 T Dowden, GB, 1:45:43.28.
K1MU23: 1 M Pedersen, Danmark, 1:51:49.46. 2 T Rask, Danmark, 1:52:26.46. 3 M
Gyorgjakab, Magyarország, 1:54:01.11. 5 J Russell, GB, 1:54:14.73. 7 C Smith, GB, 1:56:09.80.
K1M: 1 M Pedersen, Danmark, 2:08:34.21. 2 J Ramalho, Portugal, 2:08:35.53.
3 F Balboa, Argentina, 2:08:36.51. 20 T Pendle, GB, 2:18:51.48.
K2MJ: 1 Ory/Erdleyi, Magyarország, 1:32:30. 2 Evans/Mackenzie, S Africa, 1:32:30.97.
3 Knudsen/Thomsen, Danmark, 1:32:38.22. 9 Martyn/Bicknell, GB, 1:36:32.47.

Racing for youngsters

Marathon racing has relied over recent years on races for boys and
girls in under 10 and under 12 age categories. The thought now is for
races to be based on ability rather than age and gender. There is also a
wish to move away from Lightnings as a one design class, allowing in
other boats including standard K1s which are thought to develop better
paddling technique.

McCreery was an overseas entry.

Baudot, placed 7th.

Men’s kayak winner Lee Edwards.

Major event proposal

The Marathon Racing Committee are hoping to run a major
international marathon event in the UK in 2022 or 2023. This implies
at least a World Cup or European championships. The first world
championships were run at Nottingham in 1989 with Stockton-on-Tees
used in 2001 for the 9th world championships.

New Alabama marathon

The Great Alabama 650 has been established as a paddle only race
second only to the Yukon 1000. The race is from the Appalachian
foothills to Mobile Bay in the Gulf of Mexico. Features of the race
include 11 dam portages, headwinds, white water and alligators.
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Chappell was runner up.

Zak Franklin made the top three.
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Slalom
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Clean sweep for Franklin

Marriott took 3rd in C1.

Coney was men’s C1 winner.

Overseas visitor O’Ferrall.

U16 Fernie completed the course without a paddle.

Jones, placed 3rd for New Zealand.

Maslen took 6th.

Pennie was a close runner up in K1.
it was slow. Ogilvie’s time and penalties both improved for overall 3rd
place. Gibson went to pieces, missing a gate and losing time, her first
run result keeping her in 2nd place. Franklin’s exemplary second run
improved on both time and penalties to give her the win by 7 seconds,
her second win of the day.

Mallory Franklin took a 7 second win in C1.

Mustafa-Moore was placed 8th.
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Ogilvie, 3rd in C1.
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K1WP: 1 M Franklin, Windsor, 100.07. 2 F Pennie, Central Cats, 100.89. 3 L Jones, NZ, 102.46.
4 M Hamer-Evans, Seren Dwr, 104.41. 5 N Setchell, Holme Pierrepont, 106.09. 6 A Maslen,
GlenLyon Coffee/Dare2B, 107.09. 7 A Haining, Selkirk, 108.10. 8 S Ogilvie, Central Cats/Allatus
Unity, 108.41. 9 R Ogilvie, Central Cats, 109.44. 10 G Ridge, Llandysul/Seren Dwr, 111.75.
11 L Bryant, Llandysul, 112.07. 12 P Spicer, Lee Valley, 115.06. 13 M Kang, Holme Pierrepont,
118.55. 14 H Baily, Stafford & Stone, 119.01. 15 L Fernie, Holme Pierrpont, 121.30. 16 H Rogers,
Central Cats, 121.68. 17 E Brown, Tees Tigers/Holme Pierrepont, 122.42. 18 V Blakey, Holme
Pierrepont, 122.70. 19 H Owen, 122.85. 20 R Ellis, Lee Valley/Neustar, 124.57.
K1MP: 1 C Lee Edwards, Llandysul, 92.28. 2 E Chappell, Seren Dwr/Llandysul, 93.44. 3 Z Franklin,
Windsor/Polaczyk, 93.58. 4 H Swetnam, Eye Tee, 94.39. 5 J Brown, Tees Tigers, 94.93.
6 K Rozentals, Stafford & Stone, 7 R Baudot, Nottingham Surf, 97.34. 8 E Vernon, Holme Pierrepont,
98.59. 9 M Curry, Lee Valley, 98.86. 10 S Moss, Holme Pierrepont, 99.43. 11 J Baily, Stafford &
Stone, 99.46. 12 P Sunderland, Stafford & Stone, 99.63. 14 D Paterson, Manchester, 100.23.
15 F Yates-Jones, Llandysul/Vajda, 101.06. 16 R Vernon, Holme Pierrepont, 101.44. 17 A Douglas,
Aberdeen, 102.82. 18 E Dickinson, Stafford & Stone, 103.31. 19 F Reilly-McQueen, Holme
Pierrepont, 103.71. 20 S Leaver, Edinburgh Schls/Projecx, 103.89.
VP: 1 M Penfold, Llandysul, 142.26. 2 A Tyler, Castle, 155.28.
C1WP: 1 M Franklin, Windsor, 106.98. 2 E Gibson, Strathallan, 113.79. 3 S Ogilvie, Central Cats,
114.36. 5 P Spicer, Lee Valley, 123.91. 6 E Davies, Bala, 133.56. 7 H Owen, 135.36. 8 J MustafaMoore, 143.17. 9 R Ellis, Lee Valley/Neustar, 143.43. 10 L Fernie, Holme Pierrepont, 145.24.
11 J Blythe-Shields, 145.69. 12 E Fletcher, Holme Pierrepont/Autocraft Drivetrain Solutions,
146.28. 14 C Lucas, Lee Valley, 208.32. 15 K Kent, Proteus, 235.64. 16 V Humphrey, Shepperton/
Laburnham, 249.38. 17 E Redfearn, Holme Pierrepont, 260.02. 18 A Glendenning, Proteus, 264.52
C1MP: 1 W Coney, Llandysul/Seren Dwr, 104.69. 2 R Baudot, Nottingham Surf, 107.43.
3 P Marriott, Break Out, 107.48.
Off: 1 K Rozentals, Stafford & Stone, 122.61. 2 L Cano-Mole, Shepperton, 140.14.
3 G Cooper, Seren Dwr, 141.78.
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Setchell took 5th.

Gibson was placed 2nd in C1.
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Franklin and Clarke take three wins

Woods, 4th kayak.
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Winner Clarke.

struck important blows in their quest for Tokyo 2020 Olympic
selection with impressive wins on Saturday.
For Tasiadis it is the third year in succession he has won C1
at the opening World Cup while it was Franklin’s first World
Cup gold.
Both competitors were in tight battles for Olympic selection for their
countries with Tasiadis up against current world champion Franz Anton
while Franklin was in a three way tussle with two time Olympian Fiona
Pennie and 21 year old Kimberley Woods.
‘I didn’t feel so much pressure in the final. I just said to myself to keep
my line and make my own race and see what happens,’ Tasiadis said.
‘I knew that I had to go fast to beat the British guys and if I did that
Franz would have to go faster.’
Tasiadis finished ahead of British duo Adam Burgess and Ryan
Westley, with Anton, who qualified fastest for the final, finishing 8th.
Franklin bounced back from a disappointing qualifying performance
to deliver an almost perfect run in the women’s K1 final, posting the
only time under 100 seconds and finishing more than two seconds
ahead of Ricarda Funk.
‘Yesterday I struggled quite a bit mentally with my racing, not quite
putting down the runs that I liked, but I had two good runs today and
I’m really happy to have shown that form, especially in a home World
Cup,” Franklin said.
‘I don’t have many World Cup gold medals. I keep coming 2nd
behind Jess [Fox]. I was quite nervous; there’s kind of the appreciation
for me that I’ve never been an athlete focused on the Games.’
Three time world champion Jessica Fox once again ran into
difficulties on the challenging course but the Australian was still good
enough to finish 3rd.
Mallory Franklin completed a golden double and team mate Joe
Clarke won the men’s K1 final on a triumphant day for British canoe
slalom in front of an enthusiastic home crowd on Sunday.
Franklin added the C1 title to her K1 win from 24 hours earlier
while Clarke overcame some mid course difficulties to win the men’s
K1.
The wins were also important for both athletes in their pursuit of
British Olympic selection for Tokyo 2020. Franklin had to dig deep in
her final after team mate Kimberley Woods posted a fault free 107.45.
Franklin also competed without penalties to record a time of 106.82.
‘It’s not my ideal, going off last in the final,’ Franklin said.
‘It’s hard for me to put to bed all the different results and you see the
kind of run that Kim put down. I’ve put quite a bit of work into trying
to quieten that and focus on my own results.
‘At the end of the day I paddle because I enjoy it so that’s what I try
and focus on.’
World champion Jessica Fox had a rare defeat, picking up two gate
touches to finish 3rd in 113.62.
Olympic champion Clarke was one step closer to defending his gold
in Tokyo next year with another strong result.
The 26 year old Clarke was the last paddler on the course and,
despite running into slight trouble in the middle of his run, was still
quick enough to win in 90.35. He has now won two of the British
Olympic selection races to give him one foot on the plane to Tokyo.
‘It’s the elephant in the room, the Olympic selection races, but I’ve
got the win. I’ve also got the World Cup win, which is huge, and in
front of a home crowd, which is even bigger,’ Clarke said.
‘Last time I raced here was the 2015 worlds and I left here
disappointed so to have a home win puts that behind me.
‘If I’m honest I’ve had a bit of a shoulder injury and I haven’t really
gotten over it. I had a bit of pain coming into the race so I’ve got a few
days off and then I’ll head to Tacen and try and get a result there.’
Czech Jiri Prskavec finished 2nd in 91.21 with Germany’s reigning
world champion, Hannes Aigner, 3rd in 92.04.

Bratislava Slalom
A tough course made the going hard for some of the world’s best
paddlers on the opening day of the second World Cup in Bratislava,
Slovakia, but there were few big name casualties after a full day.
The Bratislava slalom course is already considered one of the most
challenging in the world and it was made even more difficult on Friday
with several tough gate placements.
Germany’s Ricarda Funk qualified quickest in the women’s K1.
‘I was a little bit afraid of gates 4, 5 and 6; they are really tricky but I
was really happy with my run,’ she said.
‘It was really challenging and I was really unsure about this. I didn’t
know how it would go and what the water would be like so I was
happy that it went well.’
Funk recorded 96.51 to finish just ahead of Slovenia’s Eva Tercelj in
96.72 with world champion Jessica Fox third in 98.26. Olympic silver
medallist Luuka Jones of New Zealand was one of the high profile
competitors who needed a second run to progress to weekend action.
Slovakia’s Alexander Slafkovsky showed he had put his early season
health problems behind him to post the fastest time in the men’s C1
qualifiers.
‘For this season, that was my best,’ he said.
‘I wanted to feel good about this run and I managed to win. Of
course it doesn’t matter but I needed this run to feel good about myself
because from the start of the season I didn’t have good runs.
‘Those first eight gates are tough. I was on the start line and didn’t
really know what to expect. I was prepared to react as fast as I can and I
did it.’
Slafkovsky’s time of 93.61 was 0.36 second quicker than Poland’s
Kacper Sztuba with Spain’s Miquel Trave third in 95.22.
Several big names needed second runs to get through to the semi
finals of the men’s C1, including five time Olympian Michal Martikan
in front of his home crowd and French duo Cedric Joly and Martin
Thomas.
Brazil’s Ana Satila capped off a good day by qualifying fastest in the
women’s C1 after earlier also qualifying for the K1.
‘It was a good day in the office and I feel really happy. The first job is
done but now I have to start thinking about the semi finals,’ Satila said.
‘It’s a really hard course, especially the first part. I wasn’t confident
doing that at all so I’m really happy to have made the semis in both the
C1 and the K1.’
Satila posted a time of 104.76, ahead of Czech Tereza Fiserova on
104.98 and Australia’s Jessica Fox on 105.65.
France’s Quentin Burgi was quickest in the men’s K1. His time of
88.26 was almost two seconds quicker than Australia’s Lucien Delfour
(90.22) with Poland’s Dariusz Popiela completing a surprise top three
in 90.47.
Austria’s Corinna Kuhnle and Germany’s Franz Anton picked up the
gold medals on the first day of finals on Saturday.
Both had previously celebrated significant career milestones in
Bratislava. Kuhnle won her second K1 world title on the course while
Anton won his first ever World Cup medal as part of a German C2
boat.
It proved to be another challenging day for many of the world’s
best paddlers. Among the casualties were France’s Rio 2016 Olympic
champion, Denis Gargaud Chanut, who once again failed to make the
C1 final, and Rio bronze medallist, Takuya Haneda of Japan, who also
fell at the semi finals.
Kuhnle showed a welcome return to form in the women’s K1,
posting a winning time of 99.71 to edge out Olympic silver medallist
Luuka Jones, on 100.65. Ricarda Funk was 3rd in 102.05.
‘I’ve been struggling a bit with the last two races so I feel like I’m

getting back to my race performance,’ Kuhnle said.
‘I think just for my self confidence this is going to give me a good
push in preparation for the world championships.’
For Jones it was her first ever World Cup medal.
In the men’s C1 it was reigning world champion Franz Anton who
did the best on the difficult course. Despite running into trouble at the
bottom of the run, Anton was still able to post a time of 96.02 and then
watched as all five paddlers after him came unstuck.
‘I was expecting a winning time of maybe 93 or 94. I now have a
good feeling for the next World Cup and I am looking forward to my
next race at home in Leipzig.’
Rio 2016 silver medallist Matej Benus did the best of the three big
name Slovak paddlers, finishing 2nd in 96.32, while Luka Bozic of
Slovenia was 3rd in 97.32.
Among the surprises on Saturday was the performance of 15 year old
American Evy Leibfarth, who made the women’s K1 final at her first
ever World Cup.
The teenager ran into trouble on her final run and finished 10th but
would have the chance to redeem herself when she competed in the
women’s C1 on Sunday.
First time medal winners dominated the podium as the world’s best
canoe slalom paddlers came unstuck on the final day on Sunday.
France’s Claire Jacquet broke through to win the women’s C1, her
first medal since 2012, while Slovakia’s Andrej Malek thrilled the home
crowd with his first ever medal by winning the men’s K1.
Olympic gold medallists and world champions were left floundering
on the demanding Bratislava white water course with four time world
champion Jessica Fox, reigning men’s world champion Hannes Aigner
and World Cup winner Vit Prindis of the Czech Republic among those
to miss medals.
Jacquet was close to tears after her win was confirmed. The slalom
was also part of the Olympic selection trials for the French team, giving
the 31 year old valuable points in the race to Tokyo.
‘I’m really happy to have done that today for the selection for the
French Olympic team; it’s just so amazing and I can’t really explain my
feelings,’ Jacquet said.
‘I have never done that before. Of course it’s frustrating because I
have always been in the game but every time I miss something, a little
thing, so I am out, so today I’m more confident with the course. It’s just
a good story; it’s just incredible.’
Jacquet posted a time of 112.15 to just squeeze out Andorran
teenager Monica Doria Vilarrubla on 112.32. It was Vilarrubla’s first ever
World Cup medal.
Brazil’s Ana Satila took the bronze in 113.32.
Malek headed a new look podium in the men’s K1, posting 88.54 to
win his first ever World Cup medal.
‘I’m very happy but right now I don’t feel so good but I’m sure that
after some time I will feel very good,’ Malek said.
‘It’s nice because I’ve been training hard every day so this is a good
result. I like this course; we are training here so often so we know it.’
Poland’s Michal Pasiut also won his first ever World Cup medal, his
88.66 enough to secure silver, while France’s Boris Neveu, the 2014
world champion, finished 3rd with 90.13.

ICF

K1W: 1 C Kuhnle, Österreich, 99.71. 2 L Jones, NZ, 100.65. 3 R Funk, Deutschland, 102.05.
20 S Ogilvie, GB.
K1M: 1 A Malek, Slovensko, 88.54. 2 M Pasiut, Polska, 88.66. 3 B Neveu, France, 90.13.
C1W: 1 C Jacquet, France, 112.15. 2 M Doria Vilarrubla, Andorra, 112.32.
3 A Satila, Brasil, 113.80. 6 E Gibson, GB, 122.84. 9 S Ogilvie, GB, 176.34.
C1M: 1 F Anton, Deutschland, 96.02. 2 M Benus, Slovensko, 96.32. 3 L Bozic, Slovenija, 97.32.

ICF

K1W: 1 M Franklin, GB, 99.42. 2 R Funk, Deutschland, 101.86. 3 J Fox, Australia, 105.39.
4 K Woods, GB, 105.87.
K1M: 1 J Clarke, GB, 90.35. 2 J Prskavek, Ceská, 91.21. 3 H Aigner, Deutschland, 92.04.
4 C Bowers, GB, 92.65. 17 B Forbes-Cryans, GB.
C1W: 1 M Franklin, GB, 106.82. 2 K Woods, GB, 107.45. 3 J Fox, Australia, 113.62.
10 S Ogilvie, GB, 137.91.
C1M: 1 S Tasiadis, Deutschland, 94.63. 2 A Burgess, GB, 94.70. 3 R Westley, GB, 95.07.
6 D Florence, GB, 96.79.
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Lee Valley Slalom
The lure of Olympic qualification pitted team mates against
each other on the opening day of the slalom World Cup in the
Lee Valley, London, with several of the biggest names in the
sport having to work harder than expected to make their way through
to weekend action.
Several countries were using the opening World Cup as part of their
selection process for Tokyo 2020, forcing many to keep a closer eye on
their own team mates than their opponents.
Underlining the pressure, three British paddlers finished in the top
four qualifying in the men’s K1 with Rio 2016 gold medallist Joe
Clarke edging out team mate Bradley Forbes-Cryans for the top spot.
Double world champion Jessica Fox provided some anxious moments
when she smashed into a bollard during K1 qualifying but then
returned with her ankle strapped in the afternoon to stroll into the semi
finals of the C1.
France’s Martin Thomas, Great Britain’s Kimberley Woods, Australia’s
Fox and Clarke were all in teams that were using the weekend as part
of their Tokyo 2020 qualifiers and they responded in style on the 2012
Olympic course.
Fox picked up from where she left off after her record breaking 2018
season, whizzing down the course where she took Olympic silver as a
teenager in 2012 in 102.09 to qualify fastest in the C1.
Fox was more than five seconds quicker than Brazil’s Ana Satila with
France’s Lucie Baudu third fastest in 109.69.
‘It felt really nice and flowy and along the lines I was looking for
and I think when that happens you find effortless speed and that’s really
nice,’ she said.
‘It’s always nice to come back here. It’s always so busy now; it’s
amazing to see what this venue has become since the 2012 Olympics
and how many kids have got involved in the sport. Great memories
coming back here and nice to see the podium and see my name on it.’
Fox had her left ankle bandaged after smashing into a bollard near the
end of her K1 heat in the morning, where she still managed to qualify
as 14th fastest.
Kimberley Woods thrilled a home crowd who braved the wintry
conditions by posting the fastest qualifying time of 98.30, putting her
almost a full second ahead of Germany’s Ricarda Funk on 99.22 with
Italy’s Stefanie Horn third fastest on 100.60.
‘I didn’t expect to win the heats at all but having a home advantage
really does pay off when you have a course like this,’ Woods said.
‘I think I’ll be thinking more about the Olympic qualifiers when I
get into the semis and hopefully the finals.’
Clarke was forced to dig deep in the men’s K1 after team mate
Forbes-Cryans recorded a time of 84.22. Clarke responded with 83.55.
‘I did have a few butterflies, especially after the British boys were
going so fast as this is one of our Tokyo trials,’ Clarke said, ‘But it brings
out the best in me; performing under pressure is obviously so important
in this sport and I was able to do that today so I’m very happy with my
performance.’
The British duo were more than four seconds quicker than the next
best, France’s Quentin Burgi in 88.02 with the third Brit, Chris Bowers,
fourth.
Martin Thomas was fastest in the men’s C1, posting a time of 90.89
to pip local favourite and 2008 Olympic silver medallist David Florence,
in 91.46, with Slovakia’s 2016 Rio silver medallist, Matej Benus,
qualifying third in 91.79.
‘I like this course. I like the feeling of the water,’ Thomas said.
‘I started my season with a medal at the European championship and
I am French champion so it’s been a good start to the season.
‘This is the first Olympic qualification event for the French team so
it’s pretty important.’
Germany’s Sideris Tasiadis and Great Britain’s Mallory Franklin

Tough course puts new names on top

Men’s C1 winner Anton.

Funk, 3rd kayak, .

Jacquet won women’s C1.
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Men’s K1 winner Malek.
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Clarke makes a fast start
do a great final but I put so much pressure on myself that I missed a
gate. Pressure is sometimes too much for me.
‘I have a new coach now; we are working on being more self
confident and learning that even if you do a small error you can still do
a good run.’
Horn finished ahead of local hope Eva Tercelj, who posted 94.39,
while Ukraine’s Viktoria Us recorded 95.04. She also had a 2 second
penalty for a gate touch, which denied her a first ever World Cup gold.
Three time world champion Jessica Fox did not make the final after
picking up a 50 second penalty for a missed gate.
For Colazingari it was not only his first gold medal but also his
first medal of any colour. The 26 year old won the U23 slalom world
championships but has struggled to make the podium since.
‘Finally,’ he said.
‘We worked hard towards this and this is a result of the hard work we
did during the winter. I hope that this is the start and not the end.’
Colazingari finished with a time of 87.48 with Slovenia’s Anze Bercic
2nd with 88.84 and Slovakia’s Alexander Slafkovsky 3rd on 89.56.
Italy recorded its best ever world cup result and Jessica Fox returned
to the winner’s podium for the first time this season on a dramatic final
day and there was an incredible bronze medal for 15 year old American
Evy Leibfarth, competing at just her second World Cup.
Giovanni De Gennaro won the men’s K1, adding his gold to those
won by team mates Stefanie Horn in the women’s K1 and Roberto
Colazingari in the men’s C1.
De Gennaro broke the hearts of a jam packed Slovenian crowd by
edging out local favourite Peter Kauzer by just 0.05 second.
‘It was very stressful for me, watching all these guys coming down,
but I think I had good luck and I had a good run,’ De Gennaro said.
‘It’s amazing. Italy has won three gold medals in the past five years
and now we win three in two days. It was hard for me to race after two
golds because the expectation was really high.
‘I feel good. I just hope I can be this consistent in important races as
well, like the world championships.’
He finished with a penalty free 83.10 with Kauzer recording 83.15.
Czech Jiri Prskavec finished 3rd in 84.97, which included a 2 second
penalty which cost him the gold medal.
After dominating the 2018 season, Jessica Fox has struggled to find
her groove this year but she made a long overdue return to the top of
the podium on Sunday, posting 103.06, including 4 seconds of penalties,
to win the C1.
Fox had been left devastated 24 hours earlier after picking up a 50
second penalty which kept her out of the K1 final.
‘It’s been a hard start to the year and yesterday I was really upset and
disappointed with my race in not making the final so I really wanted to
bounce back today and show what I could do,’ Fox said.
‘There were a couple of mistakes in that run but overall I’m super
happy and super proud.
‘I train to do my best and strive for excellence in every run and when
it doesn’t happen it’s disappointing so you do put pressure on yourself
but you have to learn. Everyone is vulnerable.’
Austria’s Viktoria Wolffhardt was 2nd in 104.22 while teenage
Leibfarth picked up the bronze in 110.69. After making both the K1
and the C1 at her debut in Bratislava one week earlier, she followed up
with another two finals in Tacen and topped it off with the C1 bronze.
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K1W: 1 S Horn, Italia, 94.13. 2 E Tercelj, Slovenija, 94.39. 3 V Us, Ukraina, 95.04.
K1M: 1 G De Gennaro, Italia, 83.10. 2 P Kauzer, Slovenija, 83.15. 3 V Prindis, Ceská, 84.97.
5 B Forbes-Cryans, GB, 87.10. 6 J Clarke, GB, 90.05.
C1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 103.06. 2 V Wolffhardt, Österreich, 104.22. 3 E Leibfarth, USA, 110.69.
15 E Gibson, GB.
C1M: 1 R Colazingari, Italia, 87.48 2 A Bercic, Slovenija, 88.84. 3 A Slafkovsky, Slovensko, 89.56.

U23/Junior World Championships
France dominated the opening day of the 2019 junior and U23
canoe slalom world championships, winning four gold medals in a
powerful display of paddling across all disciplines.
France won the women’s junior and U23 K1 team events and also
the men’s junior C1 team event in a dominant morning for team Les
Bleus and then picked up the men’s U23 K1 team in the afternoon.
Italy also picked up two gold medals on the opening day, courtesy of
their U23 men’s C1 team and their women’s junior C1 team.
There were also gold medals for the Czech Republic and Great
Britain.
The women’s U23 K1 team of cousins Camille and Romane Prigent
and Marjorie Delassus had 2.43 seconds to spare over the Czech
Republic with Germany a further second back in 3rd. One week
earlier a 50 second penalty had denied them a medal at the European
championships.
‘It feels good; we weren’t so happy at the end because we thought we
had made some little mistake but when we came back and saw 1st still
on the screen we were so happy,’ Camille Prigent said.
‘It gives you confidence and we share the happiness so it’s even nicer
than individual wins.’
The men’s U23 K1 team of Mathurin Madore, Malo Quemeneur and
Pol Oulhen originally crossed the finish line in 2nd place but then had
a two second penalty removed to leapfrog them ahead of Slovenia with
Spain taking the bronze.
‘When we arrived we had four penalties and we knew we had only
two so we just had to wait five minutes but we knew we had won the
race,’ Madore said.
France’s junior women’s K1 team included 2018 Youth Olympic
Games gold and silver medallists Doriane Delassus, Emma Vuitton
and Eva Pietracha. They finished just 0.80 second ahead of the Czech
Republic with Great Britain taking the bronze medal.
‘We were really on fire on the water,’ Pietracha, competing at her first
world championships, said.
‘I was a little nervous but we did the European championships last
week and I was more nervous then.’
The third morning medal for France came courtesy of Yohann
Senechault, Adrien Fischer and Hector Combes in the men’s junior
canoe team final.
‘It was a pretty good run; we did not have a lot of penalties,’ Combes
said.
‘A week ago we finished 4th at the European championships and we
wanted to do better today. We are very happy.’
France finished 0.90 second ahead of Germany with Great Britain
again taking the bronze.
The first gold medal of the world championships went to the Italian
men’s U23 C1 team of Raffaello Ivaldi, Paolo Ceccon and Flavio
Micozzi. They finished 1.82 second clear of Slovakia with the Czech
Republic another 0.02 second behind in 3rd.
‘We won the Europeans last week so we’re happy we were able to
repeat our run,’ Ivaldi said.
‘We were strong today; we’ve grown a lot this year and the team has
changed since last year.
‘Three years ago all the staff in Italy changed and we started a new
project. Everybody moved to Ivrea to train; we have coaches in Ivrea.
We can all stay in Ivrea and everyone in the team is good friends. We
can see the results from the past three years.’
The change in Italian canoeing was further underlined by the junior
women’s C1 team of Marta Bertoncelli, Elena Borghi and Elena
Micozzi’s winning. They beat Slovakia by a massive 9.22 seconds with
the Czech Republic another second back in 3rd.
One week earlier the same team won the European title in Slovenia.
‘It’s crazy; we can’t believe it. Last year was kind of disappointing but
in the winter we trained together and we’ve grown up a lot,’ Bertoncelli
said.

‘It makes a big difference being able to train together because we are
not just together in the water; we are also together out of the water. The
C1 women in Italy was nothing before us so this is really unbelievable.’
Gold in the women’s U23 C1 team competition went to the strong
Czech team of Tereza Fiserova, Eva Rihova and Martina Satkova,
finishing 3.54 seconds ahead of France with Australia more than seven
seconds further back in 3rd.
‘I think we had a really good run; we were clean and I think that
was the most important thing, to be clean and to go fast. We did it all,’
Satkova said.
‘Three years ago we did the world championships here and the
European championships so we have been the same team so I think it’s
been a good experience for us.’
The final gold medal of the day was won by Great Britain, with
Jonny Dickson, Ben Haylett and Etienne Chappell winning the men’s
junior K1 team event ahead of the Czech Republic and Germany.
The team had to bounce back after a disappointing result at the
European championships.
‘We took the confidence from training here,’ Haylett said.
‘We’ve been here about three weeks now so we know where we’re
going. We just thought we would build off that and take the positives
when they came.’
Czech paddlers flexed their muscles on the second day of the
championships in Poland, qualifying quickest in three of the four events
contested and winning the only gold medal on offer.
Tereza Kneblova and Martin Kratochvil finished a massive 9.58
seconds ahead of Czech team mates Daniel Urban and Ivana
Klobouckova with Zuzanna Kulig and Kacper Zachwieja taking
Poland’s first medal by finishing 3rd.
‘I can’t describe it. I am very happy,’ Kratochvil said.
‘It’s been a great start for Czech Republic here. I hope everyone else
can do the same.’
It is amazing for me. I can’t believe it,’ Kneblova said.
‘Of course we were very nervous. We just kept telling each other it
would be okay.’
Spain’s David Llorente finished top of the table in the men’s U23 K1
but he was the only competitor to withstand the Czech onslaught at the
Kolna slalom course.
Defending men’s C1 U23 world champion Vaclav Chaloupka was
impressive in setting an error free 95.23 run, edging out home town
favourite Kacper Sztuba in 96.48 with Australia’s Tristan Carter third
fastest in 97.44.
‘The top part was not that good but the bottom part was really good
but I was quite surprised that I qualified first,’ Chaloupka said.
‘Because I didn’t make the senior team this year this event is my goal
for the season and I’m defending the title so it’s a good start for me.’
As 2019 European champion Amalie Hilgertova again showed what
she is capable of, setting a penalty free time of 100.60 to qualify quickest
in the women’s U23 K1.
The Czech finished ahead of Slovakia’s Eliska Mintalova on 101.47
with defending U23 world champion Camille Prigent third quickest on
102.94.
‘I was a bit stressed before my run because I didn’t watch the time
properly and I had ten minutes less than I wanted to before the run,’
Hilgertova said, ‘So I was a bit stressed out but the run was quite good I
think. Some of the gates were a bit tricky but I handled it well.
‘I usually work well under pressure so that’s good.’
The much anticipated U23 C1 women’s battle between Tereza
Fiserova and Brazil’s Ana Satila lived up to the hype with Fiserova
finishing the qualifying run just 0.29 second ahead of the two time
Olympian with both picking up 2 second penalties.
‘I felt good. I think that my run was good,’ Fiserova said.
‘I think it was faster than my K1 run. I feel strong. I do the K1 to
train for the C1 and I think it’s helping a lot. In C1 you only paddle on
one side but in K1 its both, which helps my canoe.’
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Tacen Slalom
Australia’s Jessica Fox showed she was close to returning to her
incredible 2018 form while speed machine team mate Daniel Watkins
also impressed on the opening day of the World Cup in Tacen, Ljubljana
but it was Great Britain’s Joe Clarke who put down the most impressive
run of the day, the Olympic gold medallist returning to the water after a
one week break to post the fastest time in the men’s K1.
In news that will no doubt send a shiver down the spine of all
Clarke’s opponents, he revealed he is still troubled by a shoulder injury.
‘The week off didn’t actually do it any good but, hopefully, it will sort
itself out in time,’ Clarke said.
‘It’s not hindering me too much as you can see but it’s just there in
the back of my head but we’ll deal with it.’
Clarke’s time was 75.19, just ahead of Watkins in 75.90. Watkins
had earlier posted the fastest time in the men’s C1. Portugal’s Antoine
Launay was third fastest in 77.94.
Watkins finally showed his capability with a sizzling quickest run in
the men’s C1 and then finishing second fastest in the K1.
After teasing at the opening two World Cups with superfast runs,
only to cruel his chances with careless gate touches, the 23 year old
Australian set an error free time of 82.14 in the C1 on the short
Ljubljana course.
‘I was really happy with that qualification but a little surprised with
how well it stacked up,’ he said.
‘I always surprise myself when I paddle well; sometimes it can feel
like I’m really controlled and really patient and not going crazy fast and
then the actual speed on the boat proves to be really strong.
‘Being qualification, I guess I relaxed a little bit and took those split
seconds to make sure I was really safe around the poles.’
Slovakia’s Matej Benus finished 1.30 seconds back on 83.44, while
Czech Lukas Rohan was third in 83.91.
Jessica Fox was more than 4 seconds quicker than the next best
paddler in the women’s C1 qualifying and only just missed out on
fastest time in the first round of the women’s K1.
‘I didn’t expect to replicate 2018 but I think there have been some
good parts to each World Cup, Fox said.
‘It’s not going to be the perfect 2019 like I would have liked but
every race is a new race. I don’t judge the season off the first race or the
second race. It’s four months overseas for us so you have to ease yourself
into it.’
Fox posted a fault free 94.19 in the women’s C1 with Austria’s
Viktoria Wolffhardt second in 98.44, and Slovenia’s Alja Kozorog third
in 100.94.
Italy’s Stefanie Horn showed the benefit of taking a week off by
posting the fastest time in the women’s K1, her 89.53 time just 0.09
second quicker than reigning world champion Jessica Fox.
Horn said she feels at home paddling in Tacen.
‘When you start in Tacen there’s a really big jump and you feel like
you are flying,’ Horn said.
‘You start with a good experience and it’s really nice. I love Tacen; it’s
my favourite course.’
Brazil’s Ana Satila qualified third fastest in 91.10.
There were double celebrations for Italy on Saturday as Stefanie
Horn and Roberto Colazingari both broke through for their first ever
gold medals, triumphing in Slovenia.
It was a breakthrough win for 2016 Olympian Horn, who began
her international career with Germany in 2006 before moving to Italy
in 2013. Despite being a consistent finalist at World Cup and world
championship finals, gold had always eluded the 28 year old but the
signs were good in Slovenia with Horn posting the quickest time in
both the heats and the semi finals, before securing gold in 94.13.
‘I think it helps that I am in love with this place; the people are so
nice here.You have a great feeling so I just love paddling,’ Horn said.
‘In London I did a great semi final and I was convinced I could also

British junior men’s kayak team bounce back

C1 winner Fox.
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Watkins shows speed.

K1 winner De Gennaro.
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Leibarth 3rd, aged 15.

Junior K1 winner Delassus.

U23 winner Hilgertova.

Maimistov of Russia.
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U23 C1 winner Gestin.
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French women’s K1 team.

French junior C1 team.

Slovakia’s Monika Skachova was third fastest, just 0.16 second behind
Satila. The fastest raw time on the course, though, was set by Russia’s
Alsu Minazova, who picked up 4 seconds in penalties but still managed
to finish just 1.62 second behind Fiserova.
Llorente, the 2018 European K1 champion, was the last paddler on
the course in the men’s U23 K1 and, after picking up an early 2 second
penalty, zipped down the course in 92.53 seconds, 1 second faster than
New Zealand’s Callum Gilbert.
‘I had a touch at the beginning which wasn’t part of my plan because
I was planning to conserve my energy,’ Llorente said, ‘but after the touch
I thought maybe if I do another touch that will be trouble. This is my
last year of U23 and I would really like to finish with a win but there
are a lot of good paddlers here.’
Teenager Yohann Senechault produced one of the runs of the
championships on Thursday and was set to go even faster when he
contested the semi finals on Friday.
Anatole Delassus was also fastest in the junior K1 to round off
another good day for France while Czech Antonie Galuskova and Elana
Micozzi qualified fastest in their respective events.
The 17 year old Senechault was the only paddler in the first round
of the junior C1 competition to go under the 100 second barrier, his
99.38 achieved despite picking up 6 seconds in penalties.
‘I am very happy for this race but it’s just a qualification and
tomorrow we have a semi final,’ he said. ‘I am surprised I could win this
race with 6 seconds in penalties but I had a good feeling in the water. I
have been training in Pau but I live in Paris and train there on flat water.
We don’t have a stadium there for slalom but we have a new Olympic
stadium which will be good.’
Senechault’s raw time of 93.38 was also quicker than the fastest
qualifier in the U23 C1 24 hours earlier. Great Britain’s James Kettle
was second fastest in Thursday’s heat in 102.53, which included a 2
second penalty, and Russia’s Aleksandr Kharlamtsev was third in 102.61.
Delassus posted 92.14 to go fastest in the men’s junior K1, edging out
Spain’s Pau Echaniz on 92.37 with Etienne Chappell third in 93.90.
‘I’m very happy; it felt good on the water,’ Delassus said.
‘I was a little bit nervous but its qualifying so, if I’m slow, that’s okay.’
Antonie Galuskova arrived in Kraków determined to wrest back the
2017 junior K1 world title she lost last year and made a strong start by
posting the quickest qualifying time.
Galuskova picked up a 2 second penalty on her way to posting
103.91, almost 3 full seconds ahead of team mate Lucie Nesnidalova in
106.81. Slovakia’s Eva Alina Hocevar was third fastest in 107.03.
‘I had an injury with my arm so it was really hard to come back,’
Galuskova said.
‘This course is super tricky. I didn’t expect it was going to be that
hard but I love it. I’m surprised I was first. My upstream gates were not
super fast so I thought I would be 5th.
‘This year is very different for me. Last year at the world
championships I was 8th so I don’t have pressure on me this week.’
The strength of women’s canoeing in Italy was once again on show
with the country booking three of the top ten qualifying positions in
the women’s C1 opening round on Thursday afternoon.
Elena Micozzi was fastest in 108.53, ahead of Gabriela Satkova in
110.69 and Great Britain’s Bethan Forrow in 112.24.
Marta Bertoncelli was fourth fastest and Elena Borghi was tenth
quickest.
‘I’m very happy because finally I did a good run,’ Borghi said.
‘I was less nervous today than I was before my other runs because I’ve
already done a C2 race in the team events.’
Bertoncelli said the Italians would continue to get stronger.
‘It’s improving and we are making our names now. We have a good
coach and we have a good team working together,’ she said.
‘We are training together and challenging each other.’
Amalie Hilgertova and Antonie Galuskova won emotional gold
medals in a tough day of competition on Friday.
For Hilgertova it was confirmation that she had finally overcome the
nerves which had dogged her career for so long while for Galuskova
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Fiserova of the Czech Republic.

U23 Llorente in K1.

it was a return to the top of the podium after a disappointing result in
2018.
There were also gold medals for France’s Nicolas Gestin in the men’s
U23 C1 and for Nejc Polencic in the junior C1.
Hilgertova was enjoying the best season of her career, her gold medal
on Friday coming after winning the European senior title at the start of
the season. She said it had been a long time coming after bursting onto
the international stage in 2013 with a junior world championship gold
medal.
‘I’ve been waiting for an under 23 medal for a very long time and
every time I lost it because of my head I think,’ she said.
‘This year I have managed to get it together and now this happens.
I’ve started to do some focus mental exercises and that really helps me.
My feeling on the water is much better. I’m more confident. I know
what I’m doing and I manage to be at the right place at the right time.
‘I think after my first big medal in 2013 I had big expectations, not
just from others but also from myself. I created big pressure on myself
and I was always nervous before the races. I couldn’t perform well. I
think I told myself that I had had enough of this and I really started to
work on it.’
Hilgertova kept her cool on the challenging course to post a winning
time of 95.22. Polish paddler Klaudia Zwolinska sizzled down the
course to post 95.76, which included a 2 second penalty, but the Czech
was up to the challenge.
Germany’s Selina Jones was ecstatic after finishing third in 98.34, the
best result of her career.
Galuskova celebrated her final year in the junior class with a win in
the K1, despite a gate touch. She was lucky to scrape into the final in
tenth position. She said missing the podium in 2018 may have helped
her.
‘I think it was good for me,’ she said.
‘Maybe it was a little bit painful at first but I got over it and I knew
it would help me in the future. I just wanted to have fun here but it
actually wasn’t much fun because I nearly missed the final and in the
final I thought, with my touch, I would regret it but it was fast.’
Galuskova finished with 100.91 with Slovenia’s Eva Alina Hocevar
second in 102.00. The 15 year old American Evy Leibfarth continued
her dream year with a bronze medal in 102.35. Six seconds of penalties
kept Leibfarth of the top of the podium.
The 19 year old Gestin won the men’s U23 C1 title to add to the
European U23 title he won earlier in the month. It was his first year in
the U23 competition, after picking up a bronze medal last year at the
junior world championships.
‘I think to paddle at this level, two times, with the Europeans and the
world championships, I like it so much to reach this level in the finals,’
Gestin said. ‘I didn’t think I was paddling well during the heats and the
semi finals; that was hard for me but in the final I knew what I had to
do. I knew I could go faster.
‘Every day with my coach I try and learn new things and I think next
year I could learn even more with the new white water centre in Paris.’
Gestin finished with a time of 90.39 with team mate Lucas Roisin
second in 91.34. Irishman Liam Jegou took the bronze in 91.97,
which included a 2 second penalty that put him out of the gold medal
position.
After two years of making junior finals without winning a medal,
Nejc Polencic broke through to win the C1 in a time of 98.47, even
with 4 seconds of penalties.
‘This is my first podium. I’m really happy. I made a few mistakes but
it was enough,’ he said.
‘I had two touches but when I crossed the line I saw the time and I
was happy. I knew after me there were only three paddlers.
‘After last season I got a new coach but I didn’t know how fast I was.
I didn’t make the finals at the European championships. It’s amazing to
finish my junior career as champion.’
Host nation Poland picked up their second silver medal of the day
with Szymon Nowobilski finishing in 99.22 while Adrien Fisher took
bronze in 99.26.
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Junior C1 Senechault.

Junior K1 winner Galuskova.

Anatole Delassus provided the run of the world championships on
a day when his team picked up another two gold medals, the Czech
Republic once again found the top of the podium and Ana Satila broke
through for the biggest win of her career.
Delassus posted an incredible 85.15 seconds to win the junior K1
final. Czech Jakub Krejci, the second last paddler on the course, set
85.42, a time faster than the winning time in the U23 K1 earlier in
the day, but he and the big crowd looked on in disbelief as the young
Frenchman went even faster to snatch the gold away.
‘It’s fantastic. I didn’t know the time of Jakub at the start so I’m so
happy,’ Delassus said.
‘I was not in good form at the start of this year and French team
selection was bad for me but I feel very well now so I’m very happy.
‘This is my last year as a junior. Next year will be the same, just a little
bit harder.’
The bronze went to Slovenia’s Vid Ostrbenk in a time of 89.61.
France’s second gold medal on Saturday came in a dramatic men’s
U23 K1 where a sudden surge in water levels caused a mid final delay.
After the break it was Frenchman Pol Oulhen who hit the water the
hardest, posting a time of 86.02 to take the gold.
‘It was exciting. We had to wait a few minute but I think that was
good for me. I had a good feeling and I really enjoyed my run,’ Oulhen
said.
‘This was my last U23 championship so I think this was the moment
to make a medal. I’ve never won an U23 medal before so it’s cool for
me and a good way to start the senior category.’
Training partner Mathurin Madore finished in 86.32 with former
junior world champion Mario Leitner of Austria 3rd in 87.82.
Ana Satila broke through for her first major win of her career, taking
the U23 C1 final ahead of Alsu Minazova with Monika Skachova taking
bronze.
Satila has been one of the strongest performers in women’s C1 for
several seasons but a gold medal at a major international event had
always eluded her.
She received a further setback on Friday when she was awarded a 50
second penalty in the women’s K1 event but showed her determination
on Saturday by posting the quickest time in the C1 semi final and then
following up with the gold medal run in the C1 but she said her run
was still not the best she could do.
‘Not yet. I want much more than this,’ she said.
‘I’m happy with my race today but its not what I really want. I want
much more than this and I’m going to fight for this to the end and
make my dreams come true.
‘I’m so happy for my friends and supporters and for Brazil. I really
think I’ve grown up in this race a lot today.’
Minazova set the fastest raw time of the final but had two gate
touches which slipped her behind an error free Satila.
Gabriela Satkova successfully defended her 2018 junior C1 world
title with an impressive performance to add more gold to her country’s
collection for the week.
Satkova was one of the only paddlers to master the Kraków course
in a messy final, eventually finishing 2.58 seconds ahead of Tereza
Kneblova to end her junior career on a high.
‘I knew it was going to be harder than last year because of the
pressure but I really just hoped to do my best,’ Satkova said.
‘It’s the hardest thing in the world for me to not be stressed and to
be focused. You never know if you’re going to be fast enough. I was so
nervous. I didn’t know if I could do it again.
‘Next year will be so hard for me because all the girls are so strong
and it’s so hard to beat them.’
Marta Bertoncelli picked up the bronze medal.
Brazil, Great Britain, Russia and the United States all picked up gold
medals in the extreme slalom on the final day of competition.
Just 24 hours after winning the U23 C1 title, Ana Satila picked up
her second gold medal of the competition, winning the U23 extreme
slalom final in wet and windy conditions. Amalie Hilgertova, who won
the U23 K1 title on Friday, finished 2nd.

Men’s U23 winner Oulhen.

Women’s U23 extreme Satila.

Satila is also the reigning world champion, having won on her home
course in Rio last year.
‘It’s amazing. I’m so happy. Today was such a long day and I was really
tired from yesterday,’ she said, ‘but it’s good I was racing for my country
and for myself and to have a bit of fun in the water doing the greatest
sport. I’m happy to get another medal.
‘It’s more in the mind than anything else, I think. We spent the whole
day in the sun and the rain and everything happened and we had to stay
focused.’
The competition had to be delayed owing to a thunderstorm but
when competition resumed it was Russia’s Sergey Maimistov who
provided the lightning on the water, winning the men’s U23 title.
He finished ahead of Austria’s Matthias Weger and Slovenia’s Tine
Kancler. ‘It’s really nice to be a world champion. I feel quite emotional,’
Maimistov said.
‘I don’t train too much for this event but I train enough.’
Evy Leibfarth reached another milestone in her short paddling career,
taking the gold in the junior extreme slalom. She beat Austria’s Antonia
Oschmautz and Czech Katerina Bekova.
‘I’m pretty excited; it was definitely a fight to the finish,’ Leibfarth
said.
‘Extreme slalom is so much fun. Slalom I obviously love but this is a
way to be stress free and go out and have fun.
‘I’m definitely feeling pretty tired but I’m excited. I’m really happy
with my kayak performance this week; my C1 final didn’t go as well as I
hoped but I just have more to work on for next year.’
Etienne Chappell won the extreme slalom at the opening senior ICF
world cup in the Lee Valley earlier this year and followed up with junior
gold in Kraków on Sunday.
He beat home Russia’s Egor Smirnov with Germany’s Jakob Hein
3rd.
‘It’s nice after everything that has happened this week,’ Chappell said.
‘It was a good strong final. I love that. It’s just a great sport.
‘Obviously my slalom didn’t go as good as it could have done but
that’s the sport.’
The Czech Republic won the champion team cup as the most
successful nation over the world championships. The Czechs finished
with six gold medals.

ICF

K1WJ: 1 A Galuskova, Ceská, 100.91. 2 A Hocevar, Slovenija, 102.00.
3 E Leibfarth, USA, 102.35. 11 L Leaver, GB. 13 B Forrow, GB. 15 E Miller, GB.
K1WU23: 1 A Hilgertova, Ceská. 95.22. 2 K Zwolinska, Polska, 95.76. 3 S Jones, Deutschland,
98.34. 7 S Olgilvie, GB, 101.14. 8 M Hamer-Evans, GB, 103.15. 14 N Setchell, GB.
K1MJ: 1 A Delassus, France, 85.15. 2 J Krejci, Ceská, 85.42. 3 V Ostrbenk, Slovenija, 89.61.
4 J Dickson, GB, 89.87. 6 B Haylett, GB, 93.63. 9 E Chappell, GB, 138.55.
K1MU23: 1 P Oulhen, France, 86.02. 2 M Madore, France, 86.32.
3 M Leitner, Österreich, 87.72. 6 C Bowers, GB, 92.19.
C1WJ: 1 G Satkova, Ceská, 105.15. 2 T Kneblova, Ceská, 107.73. 3 M Bartoncelli, Italia, 109.93.
7 B Forrow, GB, 117.56. 11 E Miller, GB.
C1WU23: 1 A Satila, Brasil, 101.06. 2 A Minazova, Rossija, 104.45.
3 M Skachova, Slovensko, 105.95. 17 S Ogilvie, GB.
C1MJ: 1 N Polencic, Slovenija, 98.47. 2 S Nowobilski, Polska, 99.22. 3 A Fischer, France, 99.26.
6 A Boote, GB, 103.21. 8 J Kettle, GB, 107.40. 19 K Rozentals, GB.
C1MU23: 1 N Gestin, France, 90.39. 2 L Roisin, France, 91.34. 3 L Jegou, Ireland, 91.97.
K1WJT: 1 France, 105.41. 2 Ceská, 106.21. 3 GB, 107.40.
K1WU23T: 1 France, 104.77. 2 Ceská, 107.20. 3 Deutschland, 108.21. 7 GB, 113.48.
K1MJT: 1 GB, 91.49. 2 Ceská, 94.25. 3 Deutschland, 95.41.
K1MU23T: 1 France, 89.83. 2 Slovensko, 90.92. 3 España, 92.23. 9 GB, 97.26.
C1WJT: 1 Italia, 120.44. 2 Slovensko, 129.66. 3 Ceská, 130.74. 9 GB, 171.45.
C1WU23T: 1 Ceská, 108.52. 2 France, 112.06. 3 Australia, 119.54. 4 GB, 119.98.
C1MJT: 1 France, 100.74. 2 Deutschland, 101.64. 3 GB, 103.30.
C1MU23T: 1 Italia, 94.69. 2 Slovensko, 96.51. 3 Ceská, 96.53. 8 GB, 100.98.
K1XWU23: 1 E Leibfarth, USA. 2 A Oschmautz, Österreich.
K1XWU23: 1 A Satila, Brasil. 2 A Hilgertova, Ceská. 3 T Fiserova, Ceská.
K1XMJ: 1 E Chappell, GB. 2 E Smirnov, Rossija. 3 J Hein, Deutschland.
K1XMU23: 1 S Maimistov, Rossija. 2 M Weger, Österreich. 3 T Kancler, Slovenija.
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Fox beats Woods by 0.04 sec

Chappell wins extreme slalom
Funk’s time was 95.27 with Australia’s reigning world champion,
Jessica Fox, 2nd in 99.02. The bronze went to Italy’s Stefanie Horn in
99.62.
Competition for the one available Olympic berth in the Slovakian
men’s C1 team, one of the most hotly contested positions in the sport,
began this weekend in Markkleeberg and it was Alexander Slafkovsky
who landed the first blow by winning Saturday’s World Cup final.
Slafkovsky, 2016 Olympic silver medallist Matej Benus and two
time Olympic gold medallist Michal Martikan would battle it out over
four events to determine who will go to Tokyo. Slafkovsky is the only
member of the trio never to have been to the Olympics.
‘This is why it is so emotional for me; it is probably the last chance
for me to go to the Olympics,’ Slafkovsky said.
‘I’m really happy that I made the first step but there is way too long
to go still. This is the first step of the journey.’
Slafkovsky posted a time of 92.54 to finish 1.79 seconds ahead of
Slovenia’s Luka Bozic with Franz Anton third in 94.43. Anton kept
his Olympic dreams alive by finishing ahead of team mate Sideris
Tasiadis with the battle for Germany’s quota to be decided at the world
championships.
Almost two years to the day since Czech Vit Prindis and Spaniard
Nuria Vilarrubla last won slalom World Cups both returned to the
winners’ circle in Markkleeberg on Sunday.
Vilarrubla’s last C1 World Cup gold came in La Seu, Spain, on
September 8th 2017. One week earlier and exactly two years ago to the
day Prindis won his last World Cup in Ivrea, Italy.
It was an emotional win for the Spaniard, who admitted she had been
struggling for confidence in recent times. She held on to win by just
0.04 of a second, her time of 104.98 edging out Czech Tereza Fiserova
in 105.02.
‘After a long wait without results and having worked so hard now
I’m feeling much more confident,’Vilarrubla said.
‘Sometimes when you don’t find the right way or you don’t find the
right way for the win your confidence goes lower but I know I’ve been
working hard for it and I’m proud of the work that I’ve been doing.
‘It’s good to have this result now. I would love to go to the Olympics.
I’m dreaming of it but there is still a long way to go.’
Reigning world champion Jessica Fox was 3rd in 105.14. She had a 2
second penalty for a gate touch which cost her the gold medal.
Prindis returned to the form which saw him dominate the 2017
season, rattling down the Markkleeberg course in 87.78 seconds to
finish an incredible 2.43 seconds ahead of Lucien Delfour in 90.21.
‘I’m really happy to be again on the top of the podium after two
years with the gold medal; it’s good for me and a good start to the
second part of the season,’ Prindis said.
‘I was always missing that little piece and today I found all of it in one
run in the final but the main race of the season is coming; in one month
we will be fighting for points in Olympic selection so it’s a first step. I’m
really happy for it but the big races are coming.’
Team mate Jiri Prskavec took the bronze in 90.32. Hannes Aigner
finished 4th but had cause to celebrate after successfully wrapping up
the German men’s K1 quota for the Tokyo Olympics.

ICF

World Cups Final
Four competitors who have not won a single slalom World Cup
between them put down the quickest times on the opening day of
finals competition in Prague but, while Slovakia’s Jakub Grigar, Austria’s
Nadine Weratschnig, Czech Katerina Kudova and Great Britain’s Ryan
Westley had not won World Cups, they had previously won eight world
championships between them, including Kudova’s senior world title in
2015.
Kudova was quickest in the women’s K1, ahead of Great Britain’s
Kimberley Woods and Italy’s Stefanie Horn, and said she was happy to
find some good form.
‘I thought it would be really hard, that course, because I don’t like
that downstream that’s really close but it was easy,’ she said.
‘Yes, I am surprised with my time but I didn’t make any mistakes so it
was good.
‘I haven’t had a really good year because the start of my season was
really bad but the last races were really good so I’m hoping I will also be
good for the world championships.’
Jakub Grigar had experienced a long podium drought since he won
two junior and two U23 canoe slalom world titles but he reminded his
opponents of his abilities with the quickest time in the men’s K1.
Prague was also an Olympic qualifying event for the Slovakian team
so the timing was good for the 22 year old.
‘I would say the last two or three years have been a little bit
frustrating for me. I couldn’t really deliver what I wanted,’ Grigar said.
‘I was training well but when I came to the race I was pretty
disappointed after my runs so I’m happy to have done at least one run
that actually worked out for me.
‘Hopefully, I’ve found my style and, hopefully, it will work for me on
the next races as well.’
Czech pair Vavrinec Hradilek and Jiri Prskavec were second and third
fastest.
Ryan Westley was also involved in Olympic selection this weekend
for Great Britain’s men’s canoe team. He put the pressure on three time
Olympian David Florence and team mate Adam Burgess by posting the
overall quickest time in the men’s C1.
‘It certainly brings another level to it but at the end of the day the
processes you go through are still the same; you are still, effectively,
trying to win the race,’ Westley said, ‘especially in Great Britain; with the

Men’s kayak winner Prskavec.

quality we have got with David and Adam you certainly know you can’t
try and do anything different.
‘It’s always strange, not having raced for a long time, sitting on the
start line after watching all the other World Cups; you’re never sure how
you’re going to stack up.’
Switzerland’s Thomas Koechlin was second fastest and Italy’s Roberto
Colazingari third.
Nadine Weratschnig had been on the verge of winning her first World
Cup the previous weekend in Markkleeberg but made a late mistake
which cost her a medal. On Friday she again reminded everyone of her
speed, qualifying quickest in the women’s C1.
‘I’m not happy about my mistakes and there were some lines I
wanted to do better and in a different way but in the end it was
enough,’ Weratschnig said.
‘I really want to be fast for this race because it will give me a good
feeling for the worlds and the Olympic qualifications so I’m really of a
mind to race nice this time.’
Kimberley Woods was second fastest with defending world champion
and World Cup titleholder Jessica Fox third.
Australia’s Jessica Fox broke through for her first K1 win of the 2019
season and Slovakia’s Matej Benus posted his first win for more than
two years on the penultimate day of competition.
With their wins both Fox and Benus also locked away the overall
World Cup titles for 2019 and took important steps toward qualifying
for the Tokyo Olympics.
After dominating the women’s K1 for much of the 2018 season, Fox
had not been able to get back to the top of the podium in 2019 but the
two time Olympic medallist got it right on the challenging course on
Saturday to win by almost 3 seconds with Slovakia’s Eva Tercelj 3rd.
Fox felt it was close to her best form.
‘I think so. I think today was really exactly what I was looking for,’
she said.
‘I’ve been training so well here so I really wanted to put it together. It
was just about getting that run out, just to deliver that in the final. I was
so pleased. That was the elation when I crossed the finish line. I’m really
pleased with today; it could not have gone better.’
Fox was also rewarded for her consistency with the overall K1 World
Cup title, defending the crown she won last year.
‘It’s always a little confidence boost,’ she said.

Westley posted the quickest C1M time.

Weratschnig did the same in C1W.

K1W: 1 R Funk, Deutschland, 95.27. 2 J Fox, Australia, 99.02. 3 S Horn, Italia, 99.62.
K1M: 1 V Prindis, Ceská, 87.78. 2 L Delfour, Australia, 90.21. 3 J Prskavec, Ceská, 90.32.
C1W: 1 N Vilarrubla, España, 104.98. 2 T Fiserova, Ceská, 105.02. 3 J Fox, Australia, 105.14.
C1M: 1 A Slafkovsky, Slovensko, 92.54. 2 L Bozic, Slovenija, 94.33.
3 F Anton, Deutschland, 94.43. 18 W Smith, GB.
K1XM: 1 E Chappell, GB. 2 M Karlsson, Sverige. 3 T Long, USA.

ICF photographs

Markkleeburg Slalom
German slalomists Ricarda Funk, Sideris Tasiadis and Hannes Aigner
moved one step closer to qualifying for next year’s Tokyo Olympics
with impressive performances on the opening day of the fourth World
Cup in Markkleeberg.
If the trio finished as the best Germans in their respective events this
weekend they would book their places for next year. Tasiadis and Funk
qualified quickest in the men’s C1 and women’s K1 respectively, while
Aigner was eighth quickest in the men’s K1.
Funk was more than 3 seconds quicker than reigning world
champion Jessica Fox of Australia. The German narrowly missed
qualifying for the Rio 2016 Olympics but she was trying not to think
about what was at stake this weekend.
‘It’s quite an important weekend because it is part of our Olympic
selection, so I am just trying to be focused and do my own thing,’ Funk
said.
‘To qualify for Tokyo would be great but all the girls are great and I
don’t want to concentrate too much on this. I just want to be satisfied
with my racing. Of course I’m nervous but I’m looking forward to
racing.’
Tasiadis was hoping to qualify for his third Olympics after taking
silver in London in 2012. He was in a tight tussle with team mate and
reigning C1 world champion Franz Anton for the German Olympic
team and put the pressure on early by qualifying fastest on Friday.
‘Franz is very good here because this is his home course,’ Tasiadis said,
‘but if I can keep my line like I did today then I could get pre selection
for the Olympic Games. I’m not nervous; maybe that’s how I get to
paddle so fast.
‘I want to lock it away one year before because then I can train for
the Olympic Games, not like other nations that have only two or three
months to prepare.’
Fox was quickest in the women’s C1 heats, despite running into
trouble at the top of the course. She edged out local paddler Andrea
Herzog who was also in a close tussle for the German women’s C1
Tokyo position.
Fox, who was already an Olympic silver and bronze medallist, said it
was exciting to be competing in events where Olympic places were up
for grabs.
‘The Germans are very good here so it’s been nice to watch them
and learn from them,’ Fox said.
‘The Olympic qualifiers have made for pretty exciting racing all
season and I think in Prague it will make for a pretty big finish.’
Rio Olympic bronze medallist Jiri Prskavec was quickest in the men’s
K1, ahead of Australia’s Lucien Delfour and the USA’s Michal Smolen.
‘I was a little afraid of the course; it looked really hard physically so I
tried to start slow and not use too much power up until the bottom and
it worked for me,’ Prskavec said.
‘I’ve been training a lot but stopped on Tuesday so it is not really a
race where I will be 100 percent so I will just try my best. Right now
it’s good and if it stays this way I’ll be happy.’
Ricarda Funk almost certainly locked away her ticket to Tokyo and
Slovakia’s Alexander Slafkovsky took a successful first step towards
qualifying for his first Olympics in an action packed day on Saturday.
Funk smashed a world class field to win the women’s K1 final by
more than 3 seconds and, in doing so, earned Olympic qualification to
the German team. The selection would be finalized if Germany earned
a Tokyo quota at the next month’s world championships.
‘Four years ago I was really nervous and I really messed up my
Olympic qualifications,’ Funk said.
‘This is why it means so much more for me. It will be great. I don’t
want to be happy too early but this is a good position to start.’

Tasiadis in C1.
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K1W winner Funk.

Slafkovsky won C1M.
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K1 men’s winner Prindis.

C1W winner Vilarrubla.

Fox was back on form with two wins.

Benus was the men’s C1 winner.
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‘It’s been a long season but now all the World Cups are done; we have
a couple of weeks off so I’m happy to finish the World Cups on this
note and looking forward to being back in Seu.’
The main priority for Matej Benus on Saturday was finishing ahead
of his Slovakian team mates Alexander Slafkovsky and Michal Martikan
as the trio did battle for the one available C1 slot for Tokyo.
He made certain of the result by winning the men’s C1 final by more
than 2 seconds with Russia’s Kirill Setkin 2nd and Slovenia’s Luka
Bozic 3rd.
‘Winning is always difficult so I’m super happy I won this one,’ Benus
said.
‘This win was also important for me because Alexander Slafkovsky
won the last World Cup so it was important for me to get a lot of points
from this race.
‘It’s pretty difficult because just one guy can go to the Olympics and
there are three Slovaks in the top five so it’s very important to have a
good final and be mentally strong.’
The win helped Benus leapfrog Bozic in the overall World Cup
standings.
‘The guys from Germany, Czech, Great Britain, Slovenia, they are so
strong so you need to have a good run if you want to win a medal,’ he
said.
‘Sometimes I have a good run and I don’t win a medal but that’s all
right.’
Jiri Prskavec sent his home crowd into raptures and Jessica Fox held
on by her fingernails to both claim golds and wrap up the overall season
titles on the final day of competition.
Fox once again proved her dominance of women’s canoeing, taking
the C1 gold medal to add to the K1 she won 24 hours earlier. It also
meant that, like 2018, she won both the K1 and C1 overall World Cup
titles but she only just held on to win on Sunday, posting a time 0.04
second quicker than Kimberley Woods in the C1. Czech Tereza Fiserova
was 3rd.
‘I think every race has been pretty tough and challenging and I think
after yesterday’s win it was such a big win for me so I wanted to come
back today and go through the process again and stay grounded,’ she
said.
‘It wasn’t perfect and it was a fight to the finish. My goal is always to
put down my best runs not win the overall World Cup; that’s a bonus of
doing consistent races.
‘It wasn’t the perfect season like last year but I’ve learned so much
from every race that I’ve done. The competition in the C1 category is
getting better and better; the girls are hungry and improving a lot. It
makes me really proud to be in this category.’
Fox finished well ahead in the overall standings with 312 points to
Brazil’s Ana Satila on 225 to make it three C1 titles in a row. Fiserova
was 3rd on 222 overall points.

After 14 World Cup finals without a win, Jiri Prskavec sizzled down
his home course in front of a capacity crowd to take his first World
Cup title in three years, relegating team mate Vit Prindis to 2nd and
Frenchman Boris Neveu to 3rd.
‘It’s finally happened; it took me three years but it was amazing to
win in front of my home crowd, where I grew up,’ Prskavec said.
‘It feels amazing. I have grandmothers and aunts and so many people
from my family here so it’s special that I gave them something back.
‘It also feels special to be overall winner again. I don’t know how
many other paddlers have won two in a row so it’s a special moment as
well.’
Germany’s Sebastian Schubert is the only other slalomist since 2000
to successfully defend a men’s K1 overall World Cup title.
Slovenia’s Peter Kauzer was 2nd and Prindis 3rd.
The Czech Republic’s Veronika Vojtova and Germany’s Stefan Hengst
are the 2019 extreme slalom world champions after frenetic finals on
Sunday.
Vojtova found herself up against 2017 world champion Caroline
Trompeter of Germany and 2019 overall leader American Ashley Nee
but kept her composure in front of a passionate home crowd to grab the
gold.
‘It was a perfect day for me because I managed to win at home,’
Vojtova said.
‘My slalom run was not good before all the local fans but now I am a
world champion in slalom cross. What a super day.
‘My last run was in Rio last year. I had many plans but this is slalom
cross; it’s a crazy time. My start was not good in the final so I just had to
wait for my time.’
Vojtova beat Russia’s Polina Mukhgaleeva with Trompeter picking up
the bronze.
Hengst also had a tough final which included 2017 world champion
and hometown favourite Vavrinec Hradilek but the German went out
hard early and held on to finish ahead of Russia’s Nikita Gubenko and
Brazil’s Pedro Goncalves.
‘I enjoyed today a lot; it’s so good to race here in front of the Czech
people,’ he said.
‘You can have a race plan but it will not work. You have to react and
see what the others will do and hope that you react right and go for the
right line. Sometimes it goes good for you.
‘I hope we can combine this more in the future to maybe get it in
the Olympics. That would be nice.’
In the overall extreme slalom world cup standings Ashley Nee came
out on top in the women’s competition, ahead of Caroline Trompeter
and Polina Mukhgaleeva.
In the men’s competition it was Hradilek who took the season title,
ahead of Goncalves with Great Britain’s Etienne Chappell 3rd.

Artificial course competitors conspicuous
Holme Pierrepont Slalom
Less than a week before the world championships meant that the top
names were absent, enjoying the sunshine in Spain.
This allowed the rest to catch up on the points as they enjoyed the
excellent autumn sunshine at Nottingham, at least for the Premier
paddlers on Saturday.

The course was fairly conventional although it did have downstream
gate 18 in the slot on the right which taxed some, including local Remi
Baudot, who missed it on his second run.
Sunday was a different story for Division 1 competitors, the rain
coming down in stair rods, but, let’s face it, you don’t do slalom if you
don’t like getting wet.

Cooil of Tees Tigers.

Brown of Lower Wharfe.

Forrow, 3rd in women’s Premier C1.

ICF

K1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 101.11.2 A Satila, Brasil, 103.98. 3 E Tercelj, Slovenija, 104.30.
5 K Woods, GB, 106.13. 6 M Franklin, GB, 107.41.
K1M: 1 J Prskavec, Ceská, 90.67. 2 V Prindis, Ceská, 93.20. 3 B Neveu, France, 94.18.
8 J Clarke, GB, 105.47.
C1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 113.95. 2 K Woods, GB, 113.99. 3 T Fiserova, Ceská, 118.39.
15 M Franklin, GB.
C1M: 1 M Benus, Slovensko, 100.26. 2 K Setkin, Rossija, 102.43. 3 L Bozic, Slovenija, 103.42.
6 A Burgess, GB, 104.19. 13 D Florence, GB. 15 R Westley, GB.

Davies of Bala in women’s Premier C1.

Holdway, 2nd in the men’s championships.

ICF photographs

Curry of Lee Valley.

Vojtova and Hengst were the extreme slalom champions.
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Mustafa-Moore, 2nd in women’s Premier C1.
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Local paddler Fernie.
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Gerrie of Aberdeen.

Sunderland of Stafford & Stone.
Vernon of the local club.

Stafford & Stone’s Bailey in Premier.

Chappell, 2nd placed Premier men’s K1.

Swetnam in Premier K1.

Dickson in Premier men’s K1.

Atkinson of Proteus.
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Lyndon, 2nd placed women’s championship K1.
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Edwards of Breadalbane in Premier K1.

K1WP: 1 M Hamer-Evans, Seren Dwr, 106.49. 2 N Setchell, Holme Pierrepont, 107.15.
3 E Miller, Lee Valley, 108.44.
K1W1: 1 T Brown, Proteus, 114.64. 2 O Alderson, Holme Pierrepont/CWU, 116.91.
3 L Knight, Wyedean, 118.79.
K1WCh: 1 L Lafford, Wyedean, 115.45. 2 K Lyndon, Stafford & Stone,118.21.
3 G Black, Manvers, 118.43.
K1MP: 1 B Haylett, Holme Pierrepont, 94.16. 2 E Chappell, Seren Dwr/Llandysul, 95.23.
3 D Paterson, Manchester, 95.65.
K1M1: 1 E Davis, Cheltenham, 99.54. 2 C Sunderland, Stafford & Stone, 101.60.
3 B Brown, Holme Pierrepont, 102.56.
K1MCh: 1 S Leaver, Edinburgh Schs/Projecx, 91.60. 2 R Holdway, Stafford & Stone, 96.34.
3 P Willett, Stafford & Stone, 96.51.
PVSat: 1 D Bradshaw, Manchester, 150.35. 2 J Wallis, Pinkston Panthers, 186.76.
PVSun: 1 J Scott, Proteus, 106.77. 2 J Scott, Proteus, 118.29.
3 D Bradshaw, Manchester, 128.54.
C1WP: 1 E Miller, Lee Valley, 114.67. 2 J Mustafa-Moore, 117.99. 3 B Forrow, Lee Valley, 119.49.
C1W1: 1 O Alderson, Holme Pierrepont/CWU, 144.13. 2 Z Blythe-Shields, 146.52.
3 C Lucas, Lee Valley, 148.92.
C1WCh: 1 K Kent, Proteus, 137.77.
C1MP: 1 W Smith, Winchester, 99.21. 2 S Ibbotson, Holme Pierrepont, 100.84.
3 T Abbott, Mold, 103.16.
C1M1: 1 E McDonald, Holme Pierrepont, 104.33. 2 J Mayo, Lee Valley, 106.76.
3 H Downes, 108.14.
C1MCh: 1 L Royle, Stafford & Stone/FMS, 104.80.
OffSat: 1 K Rozentals, Stafford & Stone, 113.19. 2 T Barry, Manchester, 119.39.
3 E Mackintosh, Manchester/Hexham, 102.18.
OffSun: 1 M Cooke, Manchester, 103.36. 2 Z Higgins, Holme Pierrepont, 130.84.
3 R Luke, Manchester, 138.51.
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Clarke out and no individual medals for British
World Championships
Nine consecutive world championship titles in the bag and already
planning was underway for number 10 for the Slovakian men’s C1
slalom team.
The combination of two time Olympic gold medallist Michal
Martikan, Rio Olympic silver medallist Matej Benus and overall World
Cup champion Alexander Slafkovsky proved insurmountable at La Seu,
the venue where they started their winning run in 2009.
‘We are closer to ten than never before. I’m proud to be in a team
like this,’ Martikan said.
‘If you have a good captain, which I follow, and Matej is pushing
from behind, you have the best team but you can’t train for this,’
Slafkovsky said.
The close bond between the trio would be set aside from the next
day when they would once again compete against each other for the
one available place on Slovakia’s 2020 men’s C1 Olympic team.
‘Our competition starts tomorrow so today we are a team and we
achieved our goal again and tomorrow it starts again,’ Benus said.
The home team from Spain took silver and the Russian Federation
picked up the bronze.
The home crowd did not have to wait long, though, for golden
glory with David Llorente, Samuel Hernanz and Joan Crespo crossing
quickest in the men’s K1 team event, almost a full second ahead of the
Czech Republic with Poland finishing 3rd.
‘We could hear the screaming of the crowd and it was super good. We
tried to focus on that and when we saw the time we were so happy. It’s
a great start for Spain,’ Llorente said.
Like Slovakia, the Spaniards were also involved in an intense battle for
the sole Olympic berth.
‘We co-operate today but now we go off and start fighting each other
so we will see,’ Crespo said.
Great Britain’s Mallory Franklin, Fiona Pennie and Kimberley Woods
were also in a tight tussle for Olympic selection but put that battle aside
on Wednesday to win for Great Britain in the women’s K1 team event.
They edged out the Czech Republic by 0.20 of a second with the
Russian Federation picking up its second bronze of the day.

‘We are probably the favourites to win it in C1, as we’ve won it for
the past two years so, to come out and smash it in the kayak with a
touch as well, we couldn’t be happier to get off to a good start,’ Woods
said.
Australia won the final medal on offer in the slalom team events,
world champion Jessica Fox teaming up with sister Noemie and
Rosalyn Lawrence to win the women’s C1 team medal. They
dominated the final, finishing 3.75 seconds ahead of Spain with the
Czech Republic 3rd.
‘It was really special,’ Jessica Fox said.
‘We crossed the finish line and, even though I touched a gate and
Noemie touched a gate, we felt really good and were really proud of it.
‘We raced in the K1 this morning and it didn’t go as well so to finish
off this way was really lovely.’
The pressure of Olympic qualifying weighed heavily on the world’s
best slalom paddlers on the opening day of individual competition with
one big name casualty and several others living dangerously.
Germany’s London 2012 silver medallist and two time Olympian
Sideris Tasiadis failed to make the men’s C1 semi final, putting his
chances of qualifying for the Tokyo Olympics in danger.
Great Britain’s David Florence, a three time Olympic silver medallist,
showed he is ready for the fight for the one available C1 place on the
GB Olympic team with a slashing qualifying run of 94.48, 0.49 second
ahead of Slovenia’s Benjamin Savsek with British team mate Ryan
Westley 3rd.
‘To be totally honest, the really important thing for me was to make
it through to the top 20 because I really need to just take it one step at a
time,’ Florence said.
‘There’s a lot going on; it’s a massive week for all the guys in our
team and for so many teams who are looking to confirm their Olympic
places and are fighting to get a good start for their Olympic selection.
‘It’s just part of our sport. I’ve done it a lot of times before. It’s
really tough because the guys I’m coming up against are really good.
Undoubtedly it’s nice to put in a fast time; it definitely gives you a bit of
confidence going into the semi.’

ICF photographs

Winning Slovak C1 team.

Among those who did confirm their Olympic selections on Saturday
were Jessica Fox, Germany’s Ricarda Funk, Luuka Jones, Steffi Horn
and Kimberley Woods in the women’s K1.
In the men’s C1, joining Ander Elosegi in Tokyo will be Switzerland’s
Thomas Koechlin, Canada’s Cameron Smedley and Great Britain’s
Adam Burgess.
Czech Jiri Prskavec and German Andrea Herzog took world titles
while Rio gold medallist Joe Clarke sensationally missed out of the
British Olympic team on a dramatic final day.
Prskavec added the 2019 K1 world title to the crown he won in 2015
Fox placed 2nd.
Winning men’s K1, Prskavec.
while Herzog had double cause for celebration, picking up her first C1
France’s Marie-Zelia Lafont was the stand out performer in the world title as well as securing her ticket to Tokyo 2020.
The shock came in the men’s K1 final, where Great Britain’s Clarke,
women’s K1 qualifying, the only competitor to break 100 seconds and
one of only a handful of females to complete the course without any the Rio 2016 Olympic gold medallist, was squeezed out of the British
Olympic team by Bradley Forbes-Cryans, who finished one place and
penalties.
Lafont posted a time of 99.83, 2.57 seconds ahead of Italy’s Stefanie just 0.89 of a second ahead in the final.
Herzog was assured of victory in the women’s C1 after reigning
Horn with Great Britain’s Mallory Franklin third fastest.
‘When I started my run I had a really good feeling and had a good world champion Jessica Fox picked up a 2 second penalty for a gate
touch in the final. Herzog’s final margin over the Australian was 0.94 of
line which I held until the finish line,’ Lafont said.
‘Sometimes you have a good feeling and you don’t know why so a second, with Austria’s Nadine Weratschnig finishing 3rd.
‘I still feel really nervous because I can’t believe that I can be a world
this is so cool. I like paddling here; it is so near to France and I love the
champion and catch that Olympic spot,’ Herzog said.
Spanish spirit.
‘I always knew that I could win a medal but I didn’t think it could
‘This is not finished so I need to stay concentrated. It’s important for
the Olympic selection but for the moment I just want to paddle and we be a gold medal. I think I will need some days to understand what
happened here.
will see what happens.’
‘This has been a tough year for me but I thought it would have to be
Among those who had to work hard on Thursday to progress were
New Zealand’s Rio 2016 silver medallist, Luuka Jones, two time world a medal here. I just kept reminding myself that it was my turn and that if
champion Corinna Kuhnle of Austria and Fiona Pennie and Kimberley I paddled well it could be enough for an Olympic spot.
The Czech Republic won’t finalize its Olympic team until early next
Woods.
The quartet needed a second run to progress to Saturday’s semi finals. year, but 2016 bronze medallist Jiri Prskavec put himself in the box
In the race for Olympic quotas, eighteen different countries, position with a K1 world title on Sunday.
The 26 year old ended a long run of minor placings with victory
including 2020 Olympic host nation Japan, would contest the women’s
K1 semi final on Saturday. Under ICF rules, the top eighteen countries, in the 2019 World Cup final in Prague earlier in the month and then
excluding Japan, would earn Olympic tickets. Japan automatically followed up with an electric final in La Seu on Sunday. As he did four
years ago, he became world champion on the eve of the Olympic
qualifies.
In the men’s C1, where the top 11 countries would all earn quotas, Games.
‘This is so incredible for me after winning the final World Cup in
there would be 16 different nations represented in the semi finals.
Two first time world champions were crowned and a long list Prague and now this,’ Prskavec said.
‘I felt really in good shape. This is the biggest race of the year and
of athletes booked their tickets to Tokyo on an emotional day of
always the one before the Olympics is something special. Countries are
competition on Saturday.
France’s Cedric Joly put a difficult season behind him to take gold in trying to win Olympic quota places and there are individual selections
the men’s C1 while Slovenia’s Eva Tercelj not only celebrated her first so it’s super nice to be a world champion again.
‘This is our first selection race and I was coming into it to show my
ever world championship podium but also secured the women’s K1
best. It was really hard to concentrate but I did it in the end and I’m
gold.
Tears flowed freely for 24 year old Joly after he notched up the now a world champion again.’
Local hope David Llorente posted the quickest raw time on the
biggest win of his career.
‘I already cried after the semi final; it was my first final of the season. course but a 2 second penalty dropped him to the silver medal although
his result confirmed his place at next year’s Olympics and a return for
The year has been super hard for me,’ Joly said.
‘I feel really emotional right now; it is unbelievable. I really had a Spain after the country missed the men’s C1 in Rio.
Another local, Joan Crespo, finished 3rd.
hard time qualifying to the team this year so the whole season was
complicated. I had a very hard time around July after the second World ICF
Cup when I told my coach I was done with my training centre and that
I had to move.
‘I moved to Paris and I changed quite a number of things this
summer and it’s paid off. It was an amazing run. I love racing here; the
crowd cheered me up from the first gate until the bottom.’
Joly finished 0.51 of a second ahead of Spain’s Ander Elosegi, who is
off to a fourth Olympic Games, while Slovenia’s Luka Bozic picked up
a bronze, a 2 second penalty for a gate touch ruling him out of the gold
medal.
Eva Tercelj was born in 1992, the year the Olympics came to La Seu.
Just 27 years later she found herself on top of the podium after defeating
reigning world champion Jessica Fox and New Zealand’s Rio 2016
Olympic silver medallist Luuka Jones.
Grigar in K1.
Herzog, women’s C1 winner.
Some 12 months earlier at the 2018 world championships she
couldn’t even make the semi finals.
K1W: 1 E Tercelj, Slovenija, 94.27. 2 J Fox, Australia, 94.69. 3 L Jones, NZ, 94.77.
‘This is still a dream for me. I was always dreaming about it and now 6 K Woods, GB, 99.04. 11 F Pennie, GB. 20 M Franklin, GB.
it is the best end of season that I could imagine,’ Tercelj said.
K1M: 1 J Prskavec, Ceská, 84.26. 2 D Llorente, España, 85.96. 3 J Crespo, España, 87.22.
‘One year ago it was a really hard experience for me but I think I 4 B Forbes-Cryans, GB, 87.91. 5 J Clarke, GB, 88.70.
learned a lot. It was the mindset in which I started this season. I think C1W: 1 A Herzog, Deutschland, 100.52. 2 J Fox, Australia, 101.46.
this is the right comeback. I can see that it is still worth fighting for.
3 N Weratschnig, Österreich, 106.45. 11 M Franklin, GB. 12 K Woods, GB.
‘I think I did a great step forward this season. I have been very C1M: 1 C Joly, France, 90.84. 2 A Elosegi, España, 91.35. 3 L Bozic, Solvenija, 91.92.
confident all season, which is so important.’
6 D Florence, GB, 95.86. 14 R Westley, GB.
Despite their world titles, both Joly and Tercelj were two of a handful K1WT: 1 GB, 103.96. 2 Ceská, 104.16. 3 Rossija, 104.19.
of competitors who have still to confirm their tickets to Tokyo. They K1MT: 1 España, 89.87. 2 Ceská, 90.86. 3 Polska, 93.69. 9 GB, 98.41.
have qualified the quota for their country but individual selections have C1WT: 1 Australia, 117.97. 2 España, 121.72. 3 Ceská, 124.48. 8 GB, 139.37.
not been finalized.
C1MT: 1 Slovensko, 94.38. 2 España, 97.43. 3 Rossija, 98.62. 7 GB, 101.54.

Florence took 6th in C1.

Lafont was fast and clean in qualifying.
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The winning British women’s K1 team..

Joly wins the men’s C1.
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Tercelij’s first worlds win.
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Wild Water Racing

Only one medal goes outside Europe
U23/Junior World Championships
Two individual gold medals for Czech Martina Satkova and
a golden double for Italy’s Cecilia Panato were the highlights
on the penultimate day of competition at the junior and U23
wild water world championships in Banja Luka.
Satkova added the women’s U23 kayak and canoe classic
race gold medals to her sprint gold medals from Friday in
another dominant display of wild water paddling. Panato brought her
individual gold medal tally to three with the junior kayak and canoe
classic races.
Saturday also saw a rare gold medal for Belgium with Kilian
Meersmans’ winning the men’s junior kayak classic race. There was also
gold for France, courtesy of Theo Veins in the men’s U23 canoe classic.
Nico Paufler won the men’s U23 kayak classic for Germany and
there was also double gold for the Germans in the C2 events. Schwarz
and Sulzer won the men’s U23 classic and Barth and Feine took the
honours in the women’s U23 classic.
Matous Beier added to the Czech gold medal rush with a win in the
men’s junior canoe classic while the country also picked up a gold in
the men’s junior C2 classic race through Salaj and Smakal.
France picked up three gold medals and Italy and the Czech
Republic two each on the final day in Bosnia & Herzogovina.
There was also a second gold medal from the championships for
Belgium, who triumphed in the men’s U23 kayak classic teams race to
put a temporary halt to the gold rush for their three European rivals
but the final day belonged to France, who found their way to the top of
the podium in three of the
team event finals that were
contested.
They tasted glory in the
men’s junior canoe classic,
the men’s U23 canoe
classic and the final event
of the championships, the
men’s U23 C2 classic.
Italy won the opening
event of the day, the
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women’s junior kayak classic, and followed up with a victory
in the women’s U23 kayak classic team race.
The final two gold medals for the Czech Republic for the
week came in the men’s junior kayak classic team and the
women’s U23 canoe classic team.

ICF

Sp: K1WJ: 1 T Kneblova, Ceská, 59.72. 2 C Panato, Italia, 60.12. 3 C Husson, France, 60.68.
K1WU23: 1 M Satkova, Ceská, 58.78. 2 G Formenton, Italia, 59.27. 3 M Rosa, Italia, 59.67.
14 L Milne, GB, 63.94.
K1MJ: 1 V Ostrbenk, Slovenija, 53.92. 2 E Blais, France, 55.57. 3 M Hradec, Ceská, 55.90.
K1MU23: 1 A Urankar, Slovenija, 53.30. 2 M Hugues, France, 54.09.
3 T Novak, Slovenija, 55.16.
C2WU23: 1 Panato/Razzauti, Italia, 65.70. 2 Durand/Gaubert, France, 65.71.
3 Andrees/Waitz, Deutschland, 66.32.
C2MU23: 1 Sauteur/Ydoux, France, 58.55. 2 Obadic/Tolic, Hrvatska, 58.69.
3 Quintarelli/Bianchetti, Italia, 58.70.
K1WJT: 1 Deutschland, 64.86. 2 Ceská, 65.59. 3 Slovenija, 66.24. 5 GB, 87.69.
K1WU23T: 1 Deutschland, 62.47. 2 Ceská, 64.64. 3 Australia, 69.07.
K1MJT: 1 Italia, 58.91. 2 Schweiz, 60.21. 3 Slovenija, 60.58. 11 GB, 68.33.
K1MU23T: 1 Slovenija, 57.72. 2 Ceská, 59.06. 3 Deutschland, 59.68.
Cl: K1WJ: 1 C Panato, Italia, 18:30.16. 2 M Benedetti, Italia, 19:06.45.
3 T Kneblova, Ceská, 19:13.03.
K1WU23: 1 M Satkova, Ceská, 18:20.06. 2 M Rosa, Italia, 18:40.72. 3 B Bayerova, Ceská,
18:47.32. 18 L Milne, GB, 20:09.15. 19 J Ball, GB, 20:24.08. 20 E Durrant, GB, 20:59.03.
K1MJ: 1 K Meersmans, België, 17:29.88. 2 V Matejicek, Ceská, 17:45.11.
3 C Monjanel, France, 17:49.16.
K1MU23: 1 N Paufler, Deutschland, 17:06.63. 2 L Montulet, België: 17:12.35.
3 T Kroener, Deutschland, 17:15.75. 15 F Huntingford, GB, 18:11.92.
C2WU23: 1 Barth/Feine, Deutschland, 20:24.57. 2 Panato/Rosa, Italia, 20:33.90.
3 Durand/Gaubert, France, 20:47.72.
C2MU23: 1 Schwarz/Sulzer, Deutschland, 18:47.96. 2 Jelinek/Kristek, Ceská, 18:51.70.
3 Klatt/Viens, France, 19:01.98. 10 Perchard/Kirk, GB, 21:46.66.
K1WJT: 1 Italia, 19:31.81. 2 France, 19:51.12. 3 Deutschland, 19:57.00. 6 GB, 21:45.28.
K1WU23T: 1 Italia, 19:11.34. 2 Ceská, 19:15.51. 3 België, 20:14.25. 4 GB, 20:47.48.
K1MJT: 1 Ceská, 18:14.49. 2 France, 18:23.11. 3 Deutschland, 18:52.04. 11 GB, 20:38.17.
K1MU23T: 1 België, 17:38.44. 2 Deutschland, 17:41.38. 3 Italia, 18:00.44. 5 GB, 18:47.35.
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Brown half a second off medals
World Championships
France dominated the team events on the opening day of the world
championships in La Seu d’Urgell, Spain, picking up three of the five
gold medals on offer.
The French won the men’s C1, men’s C2 and women’s C1 world
titles with the Czech Republic and Slovenia taking the remaining two
titles.
Louis Lapointe, Tony Debray and Quentin Dazeur got the
championships off to a winning start for the French with a convincing
victory in the men’s C1.
They finished 1.94 seconds ahead of the Czech Republic with
Croatia taking the bronze.
‘We are very happy; it was a good race,’ Debray said.
‘We had a very good start and the second part was just okay. The
objective was to win so we are very happy.’
Lapointe said he felt confident their time would go close to winning
gold.
‘We knew the time that we could do at this stadium because we have
done a lot of races here,’ he said.
‘Our time was very good so, even though we were waiting at the
finish line, it was not so bad for us.’
The trio later teamed up with Stephane Santamaria, Lucas Pazat and
Ancelin Gourjault to win the men’s C2 team race, finishing more than
9 seconds ahead of Germany with the Czech Republic finishing 3rd.
France’s third gold medal came in the women’s C1 team event with
Elsa Gaubert, Helene Raguenes and Margot Beziat triumphing ahead of
the Czech Republic with Germany 3rd.
The Czech Republic successfully defended their women’s K1 team
crown, with Martina Satkova, Anezka Paloudova and Barbora Dimovova
just edging out France with Germany a full second behind in 3rd.
‘At the beginning we made a little mistake so at the first split time we
were sitting in second or third place so, when we got to the finish line
and I saw we were first, it was so amazing,’ Satkova said.
‘This is such a hard course it’s really easy to make a mistake so this is
so nice to win.’
The trio would then go up against each other in the individual events
but Paloudova said it would not be a problem.

‘The spirit on the Czech team is so good we do a lot of things
together so I think it makes us powerful,’ she said.
‘We are still friends and we are still sharing a house together for this
week.’
Slovenia also successfully defended their world crown in the men’s K1
team event. The trio of Simon Oven, Anze Urankar and Nejc Znidarcic
were expected to fight for the individual gold later in the week but
were happy to work together as a team on the opening day.
The win continued a remarkable wild water career for Znidarcic.
‘I’m really happy; this is my sixth world title with the team and I
counted yesterday. I have won with 11 different people,’ he said ‘but this
is the first for us as a team. It’s a nice beginning for us. It was very easy
to paddle with these two. I just followed them down the course.’
France finished 0.40 second behind in second place while the Czech
Republic picked up the bronze.
Reigning world champions had their colours lowered but were safely
through to their finals.
After taking silver and bronze at the past two wild water world
championships, the Czech Republic’s Marie Nemcova qualified
quickest in Thursday’s heat. Reigning world champion Cecilia Panato of
Italy was second fastest and Martina Satkova third.
‘I feel pretty good; that was one of my best runs,’ Nemcova said.
‘I like the course. It’s not one of the hardest but it’s pretty good. I
don’t want to think about becoming world champion too much. I get
very nervous.’
The 2017 world champion, Anze Urankar, finished ahead of team
mate and 2018 world champion Nejc Znidarcic and France’s Hugues
Moret in the heats of the men’s K1.
Urankar said the low water level was a challenge.
‘My run was not really good but it was enough,’ he said.
‘There’s not really enough water for wild water canoeing so it’s good
to be light here but it’s not easy.
‘I don’t feel any pressure going into the final. Of course I think I can
go faster.’
In the women’s K1 sprint, 2019 European champion Mathilde Rosa
was the fastest qualifier in a time of 59.22. The Italian finished ahead of
the pairing of Martina Satkova and Barbora Dimovova.

The winning French men’s C1 team.

The Hochschorners competing in WWR.

The Czech women’s kayak team defended their title.

Gaubert/Beziat won the women’s C2.
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The Czech Nemcova in C1.

Urankar in men’s kayak.

‘I was a little bit nervous at the beginning,’ Rosa said.
‘The course is not the hardest; there is some movement of the water
that is very difficult to move through quickly but I love it.
‘I hope I can go even faster in the final but I’m very happy for today.’
Louis Lapointe had a best result of 8th at his last three world
championship starts in the men’s C1 but showed on Thursday that this
could be his year by qualifying quickest for this weekend’s final.
Lapointe finished ahead of the Czech Republic’s Vladimir Slanina and
Germany’s Normen Weber.
‘I think it was a good time and I think I can go faster in the final on
Saturday,’ Lapointe said.
‘I just need to do no mistakes. I think for the final everyone can win
at this venue so Saturday would be a great battle.’
Triple Olympic gold medallists Pavol and Peter Hochschorner
showed they are successfully adapting to the wild water canoeing
discipline by qualifying fastest in the men’s C2 on Friday.
The Slovakian twin brothers finished 0.45 second ahead of reigning
world champions Stephane Santamaria and Quentin Dazeur with Louis
Lapointe and Tony Debray third quickest.
The field also included the 2016 C2 Olympic gold medallists
Slovakian cousins Ladislav and Peter Skantar. The Skantars were unable
to progress to the final.
The Hochschorners won C2 Olympic gold in 2000, 2004 and 2008
and said it was nice to be back in the same boat at a major international
event.
‘It was a good run for us because we had made some big mistakes
during training so this was our first good run this week,’ Pavol
Hochschorner said.
‘It’s been a long time since we have sat together in a white water boat
so it’s been very interesting. It’s been hard changing a slalom boat for
this one.
‘This was a good run. If we can make another one like this one it will
be good in the final.’
‘The biggest challenge is for us to try and stay straight and don’t do
mistakes,’ Peter Hochschorner said.
‘It’s a very close field, so many boats within one second, so that is
more important.’
In the women’s C2 Elsa Gaubert and Margot Beziat qualified
quickest, ahead of the Czech pairing of Marie Nemcova and Tereza
Kneblova. Italians Marlene Ricciardi and Cecilia Panato finished third.
‘It was a good run but it was only qualification so tomorrow it is the
big race,’ Gaubert said.
‘We are very motivated and will give the best we can so we will see.’
‘We only paddled together for the first time last year and this year we
have only trained together two times,’ Beziat said.
‘The course is really different for C2 than C1; it’s a new experience
but we really enjoy doing this together.’
France picked up four gold medals and Nejc Znidarcic won a fourth
individual world title on the final day of competition.
The French had a day out, picking up the women’s kayak, men’s
canoe and men’s and women’s C2 world titles while Martina Satkova
won the women’s canoe title.
Louis Lapointe picked up double gold, winning the men’s C1 and
teaming up with Tony Debray to take the men’s C2 title.
‘Today I did a perfect run and I’m proud to have done a run like this
in the final where there is a lot of pressure,’ Lapointe said after his C1
win.
‘To become a world champion is a dream for me that has now come
true. We do a lot of training and a lot of racing here. I’ve done a lot of
training and a lot of work to do a run like this so I’m proud of it.’
Czech Ondrej Rolenc, looking for a fourth C1 world title, was 0.44
second behind while Vladimir Slanina was 3rd.
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Lapointe won the C1.

Dupras take the women’s K1.

It was a similar margin in the men’s C2 where Lapointe and Debray
finished 0.41 second ahead of the Czech Marek Rygel and Petr Vesely
with Stephane Santamaria and Quentin Dazeur 3rd.
‘My first run in the C1 was not my best so, after the run, I spoke with
Louis because he had won the gold,’ Debray said.
‘He had been good on this course so we spoke about that and we
found a good line which was very important. Being together in a C2 is
very different to being in a C1.’
Nejc Znidarcic added to his already stellar men’s K1 career with
another world title, his fourth, but taking the gold with just 0.01 of a
second to spare.
The unlucky paddler was France’s Felix Bouvet, competing in his first
senior world championship final, while another Frenchman, Hugues
Moret, finished 3rd.
‘It’s amazing. I’ve had the perfect season,’ the 35 year old Slovenian
said.
‘I won the Europeans and the World Cups and for sure this was the
goal to win once again here. I made it but just barely.
‘I think I’ve won everything that’s possible but I find motivation in
my team mates because they are all world champions and European
champions. If it weren’t for them I don’t think I would be so fast.’
One of the happiest winners on Saturday was France’s Phenicia
Dupras, who won her first ever women’s K1 final. She beat Anezka
Paloudova and Barbora Dimovova.
‘I’ve been waiting for this for maybe three years,’ Dupras said.
‘In Pau in 2017 I was really focused and hoping for a good result but
it didn’t come so I’ve been searching for this medal.
‘I wasn’t worried about the others. I was focusing on myself. I knew
I could do a good run with great speed. It’s been a lot of work and to
share this with all the French paddling community is very special.’
Martina Satkova was one of the favourites for the women’s K1
but ran into trouble during her run and eventually finished 14th but
the Czech paddler bounced back less than one hour later to take the
women’s C1.
‘Today was a really mixed day, one really bad run and now a gold run.
I’m super happy,’ Satkova said.
‘I think it has been four years since I was world champion, I’m so
happy to be back.
‘After the K1 I just tried to avoid people saying they felt sorry for me
and concentrated on cheering on the Czech team. I just told myself it
was my last run for the day so I needed to do my best and I did it.
‘All the work I did, I’m so happy I did it and I will continue to do it.’
Defending world champion Cecilia Panato finished 2nd and Elsa
Gaubert took the bronze.
Gaubert did not have to wait long, though, to taste success, teaming
up with Margot Beziat to win the women’s C2.
‘This is our first time of being world champions and we have won it
together,’ Gaubert said.
‘We train a lot in C1 but this is not two C1s in a C2; this is two girls
in a C2 and we are 100 per cent together. That has helped us win today.’
‘We have a lot of emotion but we are friends and we think that helps
us,’ Beziat said.
Marlene Ricciardi and Cecilia Panato took the silver and Germany’s
Maren Lutz and Sabrina Barm took the bronze.

World Championships
American Jordan Poffenberger won his second canoe
freestyle world title in the men’s open canoe surface final at
the world championships in Sort, Spain.
Poffenberger qualified last for the five man final but then
recorded 173.33 on his first ride to place the rest of the
finalists under pressure.
No one was able to better Poffenberger’s mark, with Frenchman
Jean-Yves Moustrou taking silver with 153.33 and Germany’s Philip
Josef taking bronze with 126.67.
‘Really, the hope is to lay down a solid ride so that way with the next
couple of runs I can try and better it,’ Poffenberger said.
‘Each run I was shooting for a bigger score but sometimes your first
ride is your best one. It was weird because I was having a lot of trouble
in my preliminary rounds but in practice I was feeling very confident
so I knew with more pressure on me I tend to rip it out so I think
the extra pressure helped me perform a little better. Being first up is
definitely nervewracking; its definitely a little more stressful but at the
same time it’s fun being on the water.’
Two time world champion Dane Jackson began his quest to regain
the title he lost in 2017 by posting the highest qualifying score in the
men’s kayak on Wednesday.
Jackson was in red hot form, posting two scores above 1,500 to end
up with a total of 3,060 points, well ahead of Great Britain’s Gavin
Barker on 2,198.33 and Frenchman Sebastien Devred on 2,165.
Spain’s Joaquim Fontane, who won ahead of Jackson and Devred in
Argentina in 2017, qualified in fifth place with 1,966.67 points.
Jackson, who was the first athlete on the water in the qualifiers,
believed a similar score to his qualifying total would be needed in the
final to secure a medal.
‘I think somewhere between the 1,400 and 1,600 mark will be the
upper end rides so I was super stoked to know I was able to pull off a
ride like that this morning,’ he said.
‘At the beginning I was a little bit nervous about having to go first,
literally being the first person of the whole prelims, because usually its
good to watch a few people and get an idea what to do,’ Jackson said,

‘but to be able to set the bar high early, it’s been a lot of fun
watching the rest of the boys.’
Jackson won the kayak world title in 2013 and 2015 before
relinquishing the crown in 2017 and says ‘I’m definitely
pretty fired up to get back up on top but in the end I’m just
enjoying myself.’
‘Two years is a long time to have it in the back of your
mind for sure but I’m feeling good and I think it’s just going to be a
great battle.’
Teenagers Tom Dolle and Sage Donnelly stole the show on Thursday
with Frenchman Dolle winning at his first senior competition.
The 18 year old Dole withstood a nervewracking final ride from
reigning world champion Dane Jackson with the American coming up
just short of the 960 posted by Dolle on his first run.
The 18 year old Donnelly qualified first in the women’s kayak surface
at her first senior world championships.
For Dolle it was a nervous wait with Jackson the last paddler on the
water.
‘I can’t believe it, really,’ Dolle said.
‘I knew I couldn’t do better but I knew they could do better so I just
had to watch and hope for the best. I’m super stoked that we all finished
so close to each other; it was a really tight battle.
‘I don’t really train much in the canoe but the kayak helps a lot for
canoe. It doesn’t really matter how much training you do in canoe
when you do kayak at the same time.
‘Senior is so much harder; there’s so much pressure.’
Jackson posted 950 to take the silver while his team mate, Jordan
Poffenberger, followed his canoe surface gold from 24 hours earlier with
bronze with a score of 943.33.
Sage Donnelly, who could lay claim to being the busiest elite kayaker
on the planet, on Thursday qualified first in the women’s kayak surface
preliminaries two years after winning the junior world title.
Two weeks earlier Donnelly was competing in the canoe slalom and
extreme slalom at the World Cup but showed she can easily make the
transition by posting a combined freestyle total of 1,146.67.
‘It’s really hard to get the training balance right because I do freestyle

Poffenberger winning open canoe surface.

Dolle in decked canoe.

Jackson seeks to get his title back.

Robinson-Shaw takes a large win in juniors.
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K1W: 1 P Dupras, France, 1:00.49. 2 A Paloudova, Ceská, 1:00.54.
3 B Dimovova, Ceská, 1:00.78. 4 H Brown, GB, 1:01.20. 15 V Murray, GB, 1:06.71.
K1M: 1 N Znidarcic, Slovenija, 53.93. 2 F Bouvet, France, 53.94. 3 H Moret, France, 54.10.
11 B Oakley, GB, 55.74.
K1WT: 1 Ceská, 1:04.60. 2 France, 1:05.38. 3 Deutschland, 1:06.38. 5 GB, 1:09.61.
K1MT: 1 Slovenija, 58.08. 2 France, 58.48. 3 Ceská, 59.25. 5 GB, 1:01.34.
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The best junior female paddler on the planet

Donnelly in surface kayak.

Hargrove wins his first international.

Takaku’s first win.

Dane Jackson regained the crown he lost two
years ago on a dramatic final night under lights.
A capacity crowd lined the banks of the
purpose built freestyle venue and watched as
first Takaku and then Jackson showcased some
of the most exciting moves in the sport to
clinch gold.
Two years earlier in San Juan Takaku
finished 3rd and Jackson had to settle for silver
but the pair were leaving nothing to chance on
Saturday night.
Takaku threw down a score of 646.67 on
her second of three rides, which turned out to
be more than enough to clinch the title.
‘I’m so excited, so happy; this is the best day
of my life,’ Takaku said.
‘It was so hard under the lights because not
always my moves were working but of course
tonight will be a party night.’
France’s Marlene Devillez took the silver with
The night competition is unique within canoeing.
570 points, a repeat of her result from Argentina,
and slalom, creek racing as well and stand up paddle boarding,’ Donnelly while Poland’s Zofia Tula improved one place to take the bronze with
553.33 points.
said.
Two years ago Jackson watched as Joaquim Fontane snatched away his
‘I try to do it all but my main focus is slalom because I am going for
the 2020 Olympics. I’ve been doing freestyle since I was seven; it’s what world crown with a massive final round ride. On Saturday Fontane was
I started in so I just put together a series of tricks that I am familiar not able to repeat the heroics in front of his noisy home crowd, having
to settle for silver behind the now three time world champion.
with.
‘It was a super sick final; all these guys were paddling so well and it’s
‘I knew I had it in me but I wasn’t fully expecting to get it here.
I’m just happy to have pulled it out so I just hope I can continue. It’s always such a challenge because, in three rides, anything can happen,’
Jackson said.
definitely a good start to the competition.’
‘Until I saw the old videos it didn’t really hit me that my dad had
It was Donnelly’s first senior world championships. The 18 year old
won here 18 years ago and now I get to win in the exact same place,
was the reigning junior world champion from Argentina in 2017.
A teenager competing at his first international event and a defending the same arena.
‘I’m so fired up. I just hoped this year for a good time, to hang out
world champion took the honours on the penultimate day of
with good friends all over the world, but to be able to come out on top
competition on Friday.
Two years after causing a major boilover at the 2017 world feels good.’
Jackson sealed the gold with his first ride of the night, picking up
championships Great Britain’s Ottilie Robinson-Shaw proved once
again she is the best junior female paddler on the planet with a 1,406.67 points which could not be topped. Fontane took silver with
1,260 points while Sebastien Devred repeated his result of two years
convincing gold medal performance in Sort.
‘I think I had more confidence in myself and I think that’s what I earlier to take silver with 1,211.67 points.
lacked in Argentina,’ Robinson-Shaw said.
ICF
‘I didn’t think I could do it until the last night and then it happened
but until that moment, when I believed, it wasn’t going to happen.’
K1WJ: 1 O Robinson-Shaw, GB, 536.67. 2 O McGinnis, USA, 340.00.
The 17 year old Robinson-Shaw recorded 536.67 on her first ride 3 K Fankhouser, USA, 336.67. 11 J Leal, GB. 13 A Goddard, GB. 16 M Cross, GB.
in the final with USA’s Olivia McGinnis taking the silver with 340. K1MJ: 1 M Hargrove, USA, 960.00. 2 D Kellogg, USA, 810.00. 3 J Newland, Australia, 660.00.
Another American, Katie Fankhouser, took the bronze with 336.67.
11 T Marlow, GB, 533.33. 13 A Gurung, GB.
Mason Hargrove did not know what to expect when he arrived K1W: 1 H Takaku, Nippon, 646.67. 2 M Devillez, France, 570.00. 3 Z Tula, Polska, 553.33.
in Sort for his first ever international competition but he showed he 7 C O’Hara, GB. 8 I Crosbie, GB. 12 E Witherford, GB. 14 L Davies, GB.
belongs with the best with a commanding gold medal performance in K1M: 1 D Jackson, USA, 1,406.67. 2 J Fontane I Maso, España, 1,260.00. 3 S Devred, France,
the men’s junior final.
1,211.67. 6 J Bebbington, GB. 8 G Barker, GB. 9 R Crowe, GB. 12 A Ward, GB. 17 H Price, GB.
The 16 year old Hargrove, who grew up wanting to be like three OC: 1 J Poffenberger, USA, 173.33. 2 J Moustrou, France, 153.33. 3 P Josef, Deutschland, 126.67.
time world champion Dane Jackson, posted a massive 960 points on his 8 A Ramadan, GB.
first ride, a score that proved enough for the title.
DC: 1 T Dolle, France, 960.00. 2 D Jackson, USA, 950.00. 3 J Poffenberger, USA, 943.33.
‘I’m so stoked. I just came out here to have fun and I got the win,’ 10 M Stephenson, GB. 14 J Ibbotson, GB. 17 A Ramadan, GB.
Hargrove said.
K1WSq: 1 R Wall, USA, 1,493.33. 2 H Takaku, Nippon, 1,080.00.
‘I was a little kid watching the sport, watching Dane throw down big 3 O Robinson-Shaw, GB, 780.00. 8 I Crosbie, GB. 10 T McConchie, GB.
rides, and I knew I wanted to do that one day. With a bunch of hard K1MSq: 1 C Wright, USA, 1,500.00. 2 A Edwards, GB, 1,066.67. 3 S Wilson, GB, 943.33.
work I got here. I’m so happy to have got the win.
4 D Rogers, GB, 940.67.
‘It’s definitely nervewracking but I’m just so happy for my friends,
even if they had beaten me.
Worlds in Nottingham
Fellow American Dally Kellogg took the silver with 810 points while
Referring back to the May editorial, I am pleased to note that the
Jack Newland won Australia’s first ever junior freestyle medal, finishing 2021 world freestyle championships are to be held in Nottingham. This
3rd with 660 points.
should produce an event with all the world’s top competitors present
Japan’s Hitomi Takaku broke through for her first world title and and remove any question of event status.
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Poznan Regatta
The world’s best paracanoe athletes battled strong winds and choppy
water to post strong results on the opening day of the sprint and
paracanoe World Cup in Poznan, Poland.
Among those to impress in the early rounds were Ukraine’s Serhii
Yemelianov, Italy’s Esteban Farias, Great Britain’s Charlotte Henshaw
and Poland’s Katarzyna Sobczak.
The World Cup would be the only major international event for
most of the world’s top paddlers before this year’s paracanoe world
championships.
Austria’s Markus Swoboda, who took silver in the men’s KL2 in Rio
in 2016, won his heat on Thursday but said he was still well off his best.
‘I’ve gained a lot of weight but there is still another three months
until the world championships and one and a half years until the
Paralympics,’ he said.
Great Britain’s Emma Wiggs was another who was happy there were
still several months until the world championships. The 2016 Rio gold
medallist won her KL2 heat but was still recovering from wrist surgery
in the off season.
‘The winter has been a long challenging one so I’m just chuffed to
be back on the international stage and lining up,’ she said.
‘I was back on the water gently at the end of January so it’s been
challenging but we love a challenge.’
Team mate Charlotte Henshaw took the KL2 world title from Wiggs
last year and finished ahead of her again this week at the European
Championships. She was also a very convincing heat winner.
‘I think there’s definitely things that I’ve learnt in the past 12 months,
that perhaps if this had been the conditions this time last year I wouldn’t
have coped so well,’ Henshaw said.
Serhii Yemelianov had dominated the men’s KL3 event since before
Rio and he was untroubled, winning his heat in the strong wind on
Thursday.
‘The wind is no problem for me, he said.
‘I feel I am getting better. Next year will be power, power and power.’
Katarzyna Sobczak was having a third attempt at qualifying for a
Paralympic Games after missing out twice as a swimmer.
She looked impressive in winning her heat of the KL3 in front of her
home crowd.
‘Tomorrow marks two years of being a paddler after ten years of
being a swimmer,’ she said.
‘Here is my heart. I know Polish people; its for me much better to
paddle here than in any other country.’
Paralympic and world champion Curtis McGrath was not competing

Men’s KL3 winner Yemelianov.

Swoboda racing in KL2.

Wiggs won women’s VL2.

Martlew winning KL2.

Volik winning VL3.

Serebryakov winning VL2.

in Poznan, with New Zealand’s Scott Martlew one of several athletes
hoping to take over in the absence of the big Australian.
He was impressive in his heat of the men’s KL2 and said being
reclassified into a new category had changed his focus.
‘With the new classification it definitely has given me new
motivation,’ he said.
‘The Paralympics is obviously my big goal on the not too distant
horizon so I’m pretty excited for that.’
The first medal of the Poznan World Cup was won by Russia’s Larisa
Volik in the non Paralympic VL3 race.
Volik, who has won the past two VL3 world titles, had to fight off a
strong finish by Ukraine’s Nataliia Lahutenko to snare the gold. She said
it made up for a disappointing race in the kayak class earlier in the day.
‘It was so hard because the wind is very strong and it was difficult to
feel the water,’ she said.
‘It was difficult to do a good race after my kayak. I want to believe I
could do my kayak better.’
There were finals in two other non Paralympic events, the women’s
VL1 and the men’s VL1. Japan’s Monika Seryu took the VL1 while
Russia’s Artur Chuprov won the men’s race.
There were few surprises during afternoon racing on the canoe sprint
programme, with all the big names safely progressing through to their
semi finals or finals.
Paracanoe convert Charlotte Henshaw tightened her grip on the
women’s KL2 with another stirring win on Friday.
The two time Paralympic swimmer once again finished ahead of her
team mate and 2016 Rio gold medallist, Emma Wiggs, in the 200 metre
race.
Earlier, an emotional Wiggs overcame a disrupted preparation and a
painful wrist injury to take the women’s VL2.
Wiggs punched the water with delight after repeating her result from
the 2018 world championships.
Other gold medals on Friday were won by Russia’s Roman
Serebryakov in the men’s VL2, Ukraine’s Vladyslav Yepifanov in the
men’s VL3, Uzbekistan’s Shaknoza Mirzaeva in the women’s KL3 and
Brazil’s Luis Cardoso Da Silva in the men’s KL1.
Henshaw revealed after her win that she had also overcome a
disrupted preparation because of a rib injury.
‘It was enough to take its toll a little bit there at the end,’ she said.
‘A few weeks ago I wasn’t even sure I was going to be at this event, so
to complete a full programme is a bit of a personal goal that I wanted.
‘You can’t reach your limit without having someone pushing you and
I absolutely would not be where I am without Emma.’
Russia’s Nadezda Andreeva took the bronze.
Wiggs had cause for celebration earlier in the day with a win in the
VL2.
‘All the emotion of being back on the water after a pretty tough year,
I think it was nice to be able to deliver in better conditions,’ she said.
‘I believed more in myself today than yesterday. I believed I could do
a decent run. I just wanted to be able to do it at the end of what’s been
quite an emotional and tough week.
‘I often struggle with confidence so to know I have quite a disrupted
year and to still be able to get out there and be competitive with the
best in the world is a huge boost.’
Australia’s Susan Seipel took the silver while there was a dead heat for
bronze between Russia’s Mariia Nikiforova and Great Britain’s Jeanette
Chippington.
After nearly five years of paracanoe paddling,Vladyslav Yepifanov took
the gold in the men’s VL3, edging out Brazilian world championship
silver medallist Caio de Carvalho and France’s Eddie Potdevin. Less than
one second covered the top four finishers.
‘It was hard work. I have come a long way to do this,’ Yepifanov said,
but gold did come for Brazil, courtesy of world championship bronze

Pimenta, 500m winner.
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Scheibner challenging in 1km.
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Wins for Heath, Henshaw and Wiggs
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26 year old Scott Martlew began his paracanoe career in 2012 and
finished 8th in the KL3 at the Rio Paralympics but his form since then
has improved dramatically with a 2nd behind Paralympic gold medallist
Curtis McGrath at last year’s world championships and then a gold on
Saturday in the absence of the Australian.
‘I’ve adapted my training over the years and we know what sort of
works for me now,’ he said.
‘I’m absolutely stoked with the win. I didn’t really know how I was
going to go; it was a bit of a tough lead in last week with a bit of a cold
and a sore throat.
‘It does get hard in the cold and the wet out on your own in the dark
but this makes it worth it. It gives me a lot of confidence after the week
I’ve had.’
Italy’s Federico Mancarella took the silver with Markus Swoboda 3rd.
Portugal’s Fernando Pimenta won a golden double and New
Zealand’s Lisa Carrington, Laurence Vincent-Lapointe and Great
Britain’s Liam Heath were a class above on the penultimate day of
action.
The only major surprise in the windy conditions on Saturday was
the defeat of two time Olympic champion Sebastian Brendel in the C1
1,000. Brendel finished 4th behind Cuban teenager Jose Ramon Pelier
Cordova.
Pimenta made light work of a demanding schedule, winning the
men’s K1 1,000 and then, an hour later, taking gold in the men’s K1
500.
He broke through to win the 1,000 world title in front of home fans
in Portugal last year and has now established himself as a gold medal
favourite for the Tokyo Olympics next year.
‘It’s normal. When you have one athlete who has won the world
championships, the European championships and the World Cups, they
will be favourite for gold in the Olympics,’ Pimenta said, ‘but we have
a long distance to the Olympics in Tokyo and first we need to finish in
the top five at the world championships so we can get a passport to the
Olympics.
‘I’m happy today because I won two races in one hour and ten
minutes against different athletes.’
Pimenta finished ahead of Aleh Yurenia of Belarus and Rio silver
medallist Josef Dostal of the Czech Republic in the K1 1,000. In the
K1 500 the minor placings were filled by Germany’s Tom Liebscher and
South Africa’s Chrisjan Coetzee.
Another who is already a gold medal favourite for Tokyo is Laurence
Vincent-Lapointe who, once again, dominated a world class C1 200
final.
Poznan was the venue where she won her first world championship
in 2010.
‘I surprise myself every race because being the first to win does not
mean much if you don’t stay the first,’ she said.
‘2010, here, it was my first world championship medal and the fact
that I’ve stayed on top for this long always amazes me.
‘In a way I was the first here but I also want to be the first next year
and maybe the year after that also. I want to be remembered not because
I was the first but because I stayed the first.’
Her strongest challenge came from her C2 500 partner, Katie Vincent,
with China’s Wenjun Lin finishing 3rd.
Lisa Carrington’s incredible winning run in the women’s K1 200
continued with another triumph on Saturday.
She hasn’t been beaten at a major event since before the 2012
London Olympics and, on her form in Poznan, won’t be for some time
yet.
‘It’s always a little bit scary getting out there for the first international
race and the conditions were also a little bit tricky so that makes me a
little bit nervous,’ she said.
‘I do still get nervous. I think it’s just about wanted to do it justice,
what you have been doing in training. It’s always about putting it
together, which is always the scary part.’
She finished ahead of Denmark’s Emma Jorgensen and Poland’s Rio
2016 silver medallist, Marta Walczykiewicz.
2016 Rio K1 200 gold medallist Liam Heath made a triumphant
return to the distance on Saturday with a solid win. He won the K4 500
last year and admitted he did have some doubts before this weekend.
‘There are always doubts but every race you do you get a bit more
confidence in the work you have done,’ he said.
‘There is a lot of work going on behind the scenes. I didn’t take a
complete year out. I was still ticking over but it is reassuring to come
back and still be competitive.’
In a repeat of the 2016 Olympic result, France’s Maxime Beaumont
took the silver behind Heath. Lithuania’s Arturas Seja took the bronze.
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Seven years after they last paddled
together, Belarus’ Volha Khudzenka and
Maryna Litvinchuk reunited to win the
K1 500 on Saturday.
Litvinchuk took time out to have a
child but the pair showed their time
apart had made no impact on their
speed.
Hoff/Schopf over 1km.
‘We have not had a long time in this
boat so today we win and this makes me very happy,’ Khudzenka said.
‘Maryna is a very strong woman so together I hope we have two
strong women.’
Belgium’s Hermien Peters and Lize Broekx took the silver, with
Slovenia’s Spela Janic Ponomarenko, also returning from having a baby,
and Anja Osterman taking the bronze.
Cuba’s Jose Ramon Pelier Cordova provided the biggest shock of the
day, winning the C1 men’s 1,000 ahead of Czech Martin Fuksa, with
Poland’s Tomasz Kaczor 3rd.
Two time C1 1,000 gold medallist Sebastian Brendel finished 4th and
Rio 2016 silver medallist Isaquias Queiroz of Brazil finished 7th.
‘It is such an honour for me to race against so many big names in my
sport,’ Cordova said.
‘To win is still hard for me to believe.’
In non Olympic events, Georgia’s Zaza Nadiradze won the men’s C1
200, Australia’s Alyssa Bull edged out team mate Alyce Burnett in the
women’s K1 1,000 and France’s Guillaume Burger and Guillaume Le
Floch Decorchemont won the men’s K2 500.
Ukraine’s Anastasiia Chetverikova won the women’s C1 500 and
China’s Hao Liu and Pengfei Zheng won the men’s C2 500.
The incredible depth of the German men’s canoe sprint team again
came to the fore on Sunday, winning three gold medals in team boats.
New Zealand, led by powerhouse Lisa Carrington, also picked up
two gold medals while Laurence Vincent-Lapointe and Katie Vincent
once again took the spoils in the new Olympic event, the women’s C2
500.
The German men’s K4 showed even on a limited preparation they
are the best in the world, holding out boats from France and Portugal
over the 500 metre course.
Max Rendschmidt, Ronald Rauhe, Tom Liebscher and Max Lemke
have dominated the new Olympic event since 2017 and look set to start
favourites when the race makes its debut in Tokyo next year.
‘We are just at the beginning at the moment; it was our first race as
the K4 this year. We have only been together three or four times this
year,’ Rauhe said.
‘It’s our first step for this year, so we are happy that it was not perfect
but quite good for us.’
Germany also won the men’s K2 1,000 but it was a different crew
from usual. Two time Olympian Max Hoff partnered 19 year old Jacob
Schopf after regular partner Marcus Gross had to withdraw just one
week before the event with illness.
Hoff and Gross are the current world title holders but Schopf showed
no nerves alongside his more experienced partner.
‘Jacob did such a great job in the national trials and we knew he is
one of the fastest on our team but it’s not that easy,’ Hoff said.
‘Just because you put the two fastest people together does not mean
you’ll have the fastest boat but from day to day it is getting better. We
still have a lot to do.’
Schopf, who joked that Hoff was old enough to be his father, said it
was amazing to paddle alongside a canoeing legend.
‘Some years ago I saw him on the television and now I am paddling
with him,’ he said.
‘At first it was a little bit crazy but now it’s something that we do.’
German world champions Yul Oeltze and Peter Kretschmer held on
to win the men’s C2 1,000 in one of the closest finishes of the day, just
pipping local hopes Mateusz Kaminski and Michal Kudla with Hao Liu
and Pengfei Zheng 3rd.
Importantly, they also finished ahead of team mates and current
Olympic champions Sebastian Brendel and Jan Vendrey as they
battled it out for selection on the German team for this year’s world
championships.
‘For us it was very important to have a good race in our first
international competition for this year, to see how strong we are and
how strong our German opponents are,’ Oeltze said.
‘We don’t ever have easy opponents but we are very strong and very
tactical and that was the right result today.’
Lisa Carrington picked up two more gold medals on Sunday to take
her weekend total to three. She blitzed the field to win K1 500 and
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medallist, Luis Cardoso Da Silva, in the men’s KL1. He edged out world
champion Esteban Faria with Paralympic gold medallist Jakub Tokarz
taking the bronze.
Serebryakov broke through for a win in the men’s VL2 final, beating
home town favourite Tokarz by just 0.056 of a second. Another Russian,
Igor Korobeynikov, finished 3rd and it was a return to the winner’s
circle for Shaknoza Mirzaeva, who won the women’s KL3 ahead of
Great Britain’s Laura Sugar, with Paralympic silver medallist Amanda
Reynolds of Australia 3rd.
Mirzaeva was a world championship silver medallist in 2017 and won
at the paracanoe World Cup in Hungary last year.
World champions Fernando Pimenta, Sebastian Brendel and Laurence
Vincent-Lapointe and Katie Vincent were among the big names to
impress in the preliminary rounds on Friday.
The first medals of the canoe sprint programme would be won on
Saturday, with several exciting clashes lined up after a full day of racing
in much calmer conditions than on the opening day.
Pimenta reminded everyone why he is the current K1 1,000 world
champion with a solid heat win in choppy Poznan water.
‘I think this is the most important year for us as canoe sprint athletes
because it’s when we start the fight for places in the Olympic Games,’
he said.
‘I know what I need to do to win and to get better every day. I
know I am not in my best shape. I hope I will be in it at the world
championships in Szeged.’
Brendel and German team mate Conrad-Robin Scheibner were
heading for a showdown in the men’s final of the C1 1,000, which was
doubling as a selection race for the German team for this year’s world
championships.
Scheibner said he was ready to take the challenge up to the two time
Olympic champion in the gold medal race.
‘I said last year that he should be worried and for us it is selection
here,’ he said.
‘I think we can all expect some good racing tomorrow.’
Canadians Vincent-Lapointe and Vincent have been unbeatable in
the women’s C2 500 and were already hot favourites to win when the
discipline makes its Olympic debut in Tokyo next year.
The pair did nothing to tarnish their standing with an impressive heat
win on Friday.
‘It felt really quick; there were a couple of bumps but I think we
controlled it pretty well,’Vincent said.
‘We’ve had a much longer training camp so we’ve been training
pretty much since last year. We didn’t stop,’Vincent-Lapointe said.
‘We don’t want the others to catch up to us so we are training to stay
first, not only now but also next year and maybe the year after and the
year after.’
In other results, Germany pipped New Zealand in what was likely
to be a hotly contested women’s K4 500 race. Although only a heat,
the win gave Germany direct entry into the final while New Zealand
would need to contest a semi final.
Serhii Yemelianov continued his reign as the undisputed king of
the men’s KL3 and Scott Martlew broke through for his first major
international gold on the final day of the World Cup on Saturday.
Another Ukranian, Mar yna Mazhula, repeated her world
championship performance with a hard fought victory in the women’s
KL1.
Yemelianov has won so many titles in the men’s KL3 he struggles to
recall all his triumphs. The Rio 2016 gold medallist and two time world
champion can now add another World Cup gold to his list, although he
wasn’t entirely happy with his performance.
‘For me it was very bad, a bad time, but I hope by the worlds it will
be my best time,’ he said.
‘I feel perfect but I’m training towards Tokyo.’
Great Britain’s Robert Oliver came close to causing a boilover,
finishing 0.7 seconds behind, with Russia’s Leonid Krylov taking the
bronze.
Maryna Mazhula showed her world championship win last year in
the women’s KL1 was not an aberration with another good win on
Saturday.
Mazhula had to work hard, finishing in a time of 53.609. Italy’s
Eleonora De Paolis was a tight 2nd in 53.781 with Chile’s Katherine
Wollermann 3rd.
‘It was very hard, with strong wind and waves,’ she said.
‘The field was strong but I knew I had won when I crossed the line. I
saw the Italian pushing hard.
‘Training has been really hard. It rains every day, every month for a
year. I had to train in any conditions or weather.’

then led her team to victory in the K4 500.
Carrington has not won a K1 500 title at an Olympic or world
championship level since 2015 but is hopeful her preparation this year
will put her back on top of the medal dais.
‘It was really good to have a really good practice before world champs
later this year; there’s nothing better than being on a really big stage like
this one and having practice at that,’ she said.
‘This is definitely a different build up to anything I’ve had before,
being in a team, being in a K4. There’s always pressure and that does get
to you a little bit but it’s pretty exciting to have four girls going really
well.’
The New Zealand K4 of Carrington, Kayla Imrie, Caitlyn Ryan and
Aimee Fisher bounced back after a scratchy heat and semi final to hold
out France and Germany in the 500 final.
‘With anything, no matter how long you’ve been doing it, you are
always learning,’ Fisher said.
‘Competition is getting so tight the closer we get to the Olympics,
so you always have to be out there chasing that little one per cent and
mixing things up.
‘It’s always a little bit harder, racing under the pressure of a World
Cup, but it’s good to come and get some experience and just keep
growing.’
Laurence Vincent-Lapointe and Katie Vincent were determined to
keep their C2 500 unbeaten record in tact, underlining their gold medal
favouritism when the event makes its Olympic debut in Tokyo next year
with another strong win on Sunday.
‘The game plan from the beginning was just to try and maintain
control of the boat and how we were feeling and just try and make
decisions as we go,’Vincent said.
‘I think you can definitely get a sense of how your partner is feeling
or how they’re reacting to the boat or how we’re going. We’ve worked
a lot on those parts of our relationship and being able to communicate
and work those things out.
‘We’ve come a long way and it’s made our boat faster.’
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200m: K1W: 1 L Carrington, NZ, 38.772. 2 E Jorgensen, Danmark, 39.864.
3 M Walczykiewicz, Polska, 39.864.
KL3W: 1 S Mirzaeva, Uzbekistan, 48.217. 2 L Sugar, GB, 48.821.
3 A Reynolds, Australia, 50.941. 4 H Gordon, GB, 51.189.
KL2W: 1 C Henshaw, GB, 48.126. 2 E Wiggs, GB, 50.202. 3 N Andreeva, Rossija, 53.974.
KL1W: 1 M Mazhula, Ukraina, 53.609. 2 E De Paolis, Italia, 53.781.
3 K Wollermann, Chile, 55.365. 4 J Chippington, GB, 55.481.
K1M: 1 L Heath, GB, 34.314. 2 M Beaumont, France, 34.398. 3 A Seja, Lietuva, 34.730.
5 J Schofield, GB, 34.958.
KL3M: 1 S Yemelianov, Ukraina, 39.526. 2 R Oliver, GB, 40.210. 3 L Krylov, Rossija, 40.538.
6 J Young, GB, 41.270.
KL2M: 1 S Martlew, NZ, 41.127. 2 M Swoboda, Österreich, 42.467. F Mancarella, Italia, 42.467.
4 N Beighton, GB, 42.735. 7 D Phillipson, GB, 43.551.
KL1M: 1 L Cardosa Da Silva, Brasil, 47.674. 2 E Farias, Italia, 47.866. 3 J Tokarz, Polska, 49.178.
4 I Marsden, GB, 49.894.
C1W: 1 L Vincent-Lapointe, Canada, 45.265. 2 K Vincent, Canada, 46.413.
3 W Lin, Zhongguo, 46.793. 7 K Reid, GB, 47.573. 15 A Fitzhenry, GB.
VL2W: 1 E Wiggs, GB, 58.301. 2 S Seipel, Australia, 1:00.109.
3 J Chippington, GB, 1:00.501. M Nikiforova, Rossia, 1:00.501
VL3M: 1 V Yepifanov, Ukraina, 48.015. 2 C Ribeiro de Carvalho, Brasil, 48.415. 3 E Potdevin,
France, 48.627. 5 S Wood, GB, 49.051. 11 J Eyers, GB.
VL2M: 1 R Serebryakov, Rossija, 54.322. 2 J Tokarz, Polska, 54.378.
3 I Korobeynikov, Rossija, 54.710.
K2M: 1 Abad Sanchez/Borras Caldentey, España, 32.863. 2 Svab/Bisicky, Ceská, 32.975.
3 Haseleu/Stroinski, Deutschland, 33;507. 6 Thomson/Naftanaila, GB, 33.835.
500m: K1W: 1 L Carrington, NZ, 1:47.839. 2 V Khudzenka, Belarus, 1:50.323.
3 L Broekz, Belgique, 1:50.495.
K1M: 1 F Pimenta, Portugal, 1:38.574. 2 T Liebscher, Deutschland, 1:39.206.
3 C Coetzee, S Africa, 1:40.134. 11 T Lusty, GB.
K2M: 1 Burger/Le Floch Decorchemont, France, 1:28.026.
2 Fitzsimmons/Wood, Australia, 1:28.954. 3 Silva/Baptista, Portugal, 1:29.170.
K4W: 1 NZ, 1:31.543. 2 France, 1:32.323. 3 Polska, 1:33.131. 15 GB.
K4M: 1 Deutschland, 1:20.006. 2 France, 1:20.474. 3 Portugal, 1:21.014. 14 GB.
C1W: 1 A Chetverikova, Ukraina, 2:09.288. 2 S Xu, Zhongguo, 2:09.332.
3 L Luzan, Ukraina, 2:09.852. 6 A Fitzhenry, GB, 2:15.316.
C2W: 1 Vincent-Lapointe/Vincent, Canada, 1:54.389. 2 Yanan/Sun, Zhongguo, 1:55.829.
3 Luzan/Chetverikova, Ukraina, 1:56.513. 8 Reid/Bracewell, GB.
1km: K1M: 1 F Pimenta, Portugal, 3:27.544. 2 A Yurenia, Belarus, 3:28.296.
3 J Dostal, Ceská, 3:30.388. 16 T Lusty, GB.
5km: K1M: 1 J Vold, Norge, 22:39.920. 2 E Vold, Norge, 22:40.024.
3 J Lindberg, Sverige, 22:48.548. 15 C Smith, GB, 25:01.960.
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Atkins wins junior K1 200m

Heath sees off Beaumont again
‘During the race we just tried to focus on our boat because right
next to us was Max Hoff, so we stayed focused on the finish to give it
our all,’ Hubert said.
‘It’s very important for us to win here and it is our first international
race so now we will have to see for the rest of the year and maybe next
year.’
The men’s K4 500 final was expected to be a showdown between
world champions Germany and silver medalists Spain, returning to
racing after sitting out the previous week’s opening World Cup but it
was no contest with the Germans thrilling their home crowd with an
emphatic victory. Slovakia took a surprise silver with Spain fading to
5th.
‘We always enjoy the battle with the Spanish guys, our friends, so we
were a little bit surprised with how the race was going today,’ Rauhe
said.
‘We tried to post a fast race because the conditions were pretty good
so we always battle with the time anyway so we’re happy; it is a first step
towards the world championships.’
The German women’s K4 crew have waited a long time to return to
the top of the podium but in the absence of the powerful Hungarian
and New Zealand boats on Sunday they made the race their own,
tipping out France and Poland for the gold medal.
‘We’ve had to wait so long for this medal and now it’s a gold, so it’s
amazing for us,’ Franziska John said.
‘This morning we had some doubts but in the race we knew it was
going to be a good race and we brought it to the end.’
Poland’s Anna Pulawska broke through for her first ever international
gold, winning the K1 500 ahead of Denmark’s Emma Jorgensen and
Belgium’s Lize Broekx, who dead heated for 2nd.
‘It was a fast and a hard race but I won my first international gold
medal so I’m happy,’ Pulawska said.
‘I didn’t think I could win a medal so it’s a surprise for me. I’m so
happy.’
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200m: K1W: 1 E Jorgensen, Danmark, 40.235. 2 T Portela, España, 40.519.
3 L Stensils, Sverige, 40.939. 8 J Walker, GB, 41.243. 16 E Lewis, GB.
K1M: 1 L Heath, GB, 34.647. 2 M Beaumont, France, 35.111. 3 A Seja, Lietuva, 35.251.
C1W: 1 L Vincent-Lapointe, Canada, 45.996. 2 K Vincent, Canada, 47.180.
3 K Takacs, Magyarország, 47.208. 15 K Reid, GB. 17 A Fitzhenry, GB.
K2M: 1 Rizza/Di Liberto, Italia, 31.312. 2 Apagyi/Csizmadia, Magyarország, 32.010.
3 Zotov/Molochkov, Rossija, 32.113. 5 Thomson/Naftanaila, GB, 32.549.
500m: K1W: 1 A Pulawska, Polska, 1:48.283.
2 M Hostens, France, 1:48.851. E Jorgensen, Danmark, 1:48.851. 17 R Simon, GB.
K1M: 1 T Liebscher, Deutschland, 1:39.001. 2 B Kopasz, Magyarország, 1:39.416.
3 F Pimenta, Portugal, 1:39.730. 14 D Johnson, GB.
K2W: 1 Hostens/Guyot, France, 1:41.279. 2 Ponomarenko Janic/Osterman, Slovenija, 1:41.689.
3 Peters/Broekx, Belgique, 1:42.194.
K4W: 1 Deutschland, 1:31.175. 2 France, 1:31.782. 3 Polska, 1:32.350.
K4M: 1 Deutschland, 1:18.660. 2 Slovensko, 1:19.352. 3 Rossija, 1:19.493. 16 GB.
C1W: 1 V Balla, Magyarország, 2:06.605. 2 S Xu, Zhongguo, 2:07.836.
3 Y Zhang, Zhongguo, 2:12.040. 8 A Fitzhenry, GB, 2:16.479.
C2W: 1 Balla/Takacs, Magyarország, 1:51.587. 2 Vincent-Lapointe/Vincent, Canada, 1:51.905.
3 Kurach/Romasenko, Rossija, 1:54.188. 14 Reid/Bracewell, GB.
1km: K1M: 1 J Dostal, Ceská, 3:27.206. 2 R Anoshkin, Rossija, 3:27.770.
3 B Kopasz, Magyarország, 3:27.859. 11 T Lusty, GB.
5km: K1W: 1 A Burnett, Australia, 21:45.433. 2 A Bull, Australia, 21:46.632.
3 J Egan, Ireland, 21:47.336. 7 L Broughton, GB, 22:06.384.
K1M: 1 F Pimenta, Portugal, 19:39.656. 2 M Hofff, Deutschland, 19:40.854.
3 J Lindberg, Sverige, 19:46.831.
C1W: 1 L Vincent-Lapointe, Canada, 25:00.822. 2 S Xu, Zhongguo, 25:17.997.
3 M Maillard, Chile, 25:48.155. 12 A Palmer, GB, 28:19.312.

U23/J World Championships
Exciting Canadian teenager Sophia Jensen once again
underlined her incredible talent with two strong performances
on the opening day of competition at the junior and U23
sprint world championships in Pitesti, Romania.
Also impressive on Thursday were Germany’s defending
U23 C1 1,000m gold medallist, Conrad Scheibner, Cuba’s
canoe prodigy, Jose Cordova, and Australia’s Tom Green in the K1
1,000m and team mates Jean Van Der Westhuyzen and Jackson Collins
in the K2 1000.
The 17 year old Jensen picked up three gold medals at her junior
world championships debut in Bulgaria in 2018 and was impressive
again on Thursday when she qualified straight through to the finals of
both the junior C1 200m and C1 500m.
‘I was really stressed on the start line. I don’t think I have ever been so
stressed in all my life,’ Jensen said.
‘It’s weirder being the defending champion. I guess. I’ve never really
had that experience so that was really stressful.’
The 18 year old Cordova caused a major boilover when he won the
C1 1,000m at the opening World Cup this year and had little trouble in
his junior heat on Thursday, posting a time more than 4 seconds quicker
than the next best.
Australia’s Tom Green already had a K1 1,000m senior World Cup
final to his name this year and in Pitesti he was easily the fastest qualifier
for the semis in the U23 event. His time was quicker than the gold
medal winning time at last year’s U23 world titles.
‘It felt all right; the water’s a bit heavy but it felt good,’ Green said.
‘I’m just going to go as well as I can here and take that expectation
off everything. With senior worlds coming up, I’ve got a lot of
expectations on myself for that so I’m pretty much just here to have
some fun.’
Green’s K4 1,000m team mates Van Der Westhuyzen and Collins
were also quick in the heats of the men’s U23 K2 1,000m, going under
last year’s gold medal time to book a direct place in the final.
‘It’s really exciting to be able to come here and race for your country,’
Collins said.
‘Everyone’s paddling really well and we have a good team
environment. Everyone’s feeling really good.’
Hungary’s Anna Lucz was the fastest on the water in the women’s K1
200m, qualifying straight through to the final.
‘I’m quite happy but I was really nervous before the race. The first
race is always so nervous for me,’ Lucz said.
‘I’m glad that I’m over it. I think I’m in good shape and I’m also
going to the senior world championships, which I’m really excited
about.’
Also impressive on Thursday was Russia’s reigning C1 500m world
champion, Kseniia Kurach, who appreciated the drop back in distance
to qualify easily for the final in the U23 C1 200m.
‘The race wasn’t hard but it wasn’t easy,’ Kurach said.
‘It’s my first race for the year in 200 metres in international
competition. I feel a little pressure. I’m world champion in the 500 but I
need to win the 200 metres.’
Scheibner won the U23 C1 1,000m in Bulgaria last year and showed
he was on track to defend that title with a solid heat win on Thursday.
‘This is my last year in U23 so it’s quite special and hopefully it will
work out,’ Scheibner said.
‘I really want to show that I’m still in good form. Last year the
pressure wasn’t that high because I didn’t have to prove anything but
this year I am the reigning champion so there’s quite a lot of pressure
but I think I’m more stable and stronger this year.’
Gold medals were successfully defended and new champions were
crowned on another exciting day of racing.

Conrad Scheibner made it gold in the men’s U23 C1
1,000m and then teamed up with Tim Hecker to win the
U23 C2 1,000m title just over one hour later.
Sophia Jensen began her quest for another three junior gold
medals with victory in the C1 200m while another German,
Jule Hake, successfully defended her U23 K1 1,000m title.
Hungary and Germany picked up four gold medals each
and there were also triumphs for Cuba, Australia, Poland, Russia and
Belarus.
Scheibner was the stand out on the day, leading from start to finish in
the C1 1,000m and then helping Hecker to a last gasp gold in the C2
1,000.
‘I wanted to save some energy for the C2 so I took out my C1 hard
and just tried to defend my position,’ Scheibner said.
‘Winning a title is great but I think, just defending it, only a few
people have done that so I feel quite honoured to be among those
people.’
Australia’s Tom Green was also impressive, leading all the way to take
gold in the K1 1,000m.
‘It was good fun but it was also a bit tough,’ he said.
‘I was just trying to keep control of the race and it seemed to go well.’
It was Jose Cordova who caught the crowd’s attention with a
swashbuckling win in the junior C1 1,000m. Earlier this year the then
17 year old beat a world class field which included two time Olympic
gold medallist Sebastian Brendel at a World Cup.
His win in Pitesti on Friday showed his form had held up.
In Olympic distance events Hungary picked up gold in the junior
women’s K4 1,000m, Poland won the women’s U23 K4 1,000m
and Hungary’s Andras Redl won the junior men’s K1 1,000m while
Germany’s Elias Kurth and Niklas Heuser won the men’s K2 junior
1,000m.
Russia’s gold medal came courtesy of Ivan Malkov and Kirill
Romanov in the junior C2 men’s 1,000m while Hungary’s Matyas
Koleszar and Viktor Nemeth triumphed in the men’s U23 K2 1,000m.
Athletes from nine nations shared the ten gold medals on offer on
the penultimate day of competition with Sophia Jensen picking up her
second and Anna Lucz successfully defending her K1 200 title.
Uzbekistan won two gold medals while Canada, Belarus, Great
Britain, Spain, Hungary, China, Latvia and Poland all picked up world
titles in perfect paddling conditions.
Jensen was hoping to repeat her performance from 2018 when she
won three junior gold medals. On Saturday she added the C1 200m to
the C1 500m she won on Friday and then teamed up with Julia Osende
to easily win their heat of the women’s C2 500m.
‘I was a little hesitant. I was super nervous. I didn’t really process that
the race had started until half way through the race,’ Jensen said after her
C1 200m race.
‘A lot can change over a year and all these girls are super strong and
super amazing. Anything can happen, really.’
After dominating the opening day of medals with eight gold medals
between them, Hungary and Germany only won a single gold on
Saturday with Anna Lucz successfully defending her U23 K1 500m title.
‘I was very nervous; it was quite hard for me to defend my gold
medal but now I’m really happy that I was able to do it,’ Lucz said.
‘I’ve been feeling very good on the water and feeling quite confident.’
Belarus’s Veranika Leaniuk won the women’s junior K1 200m while
Great Britain’s Daniel Atkins followed up his European junior K1 200m
gold with a world title in Pitesti.
‘I had a bit of a struggle off the start, just the first few strokes, but
then I just went for it and tried to push through to the line,’ Atkins said.
‘I didn’t even think I had a medal. I felt confident going into the race
but there’s always that doubt so I just tried to reassure myself that I had
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Duisburg Regatta
Five years after becoming canoe sprint K1 1,000 world champion,
Josef Dostal finally climbed to the top of the podium again, beating a
star studded field at the World Cup in Duisburg, Germany.
In his wake the giant Czech left Olympic bronze medallist Roman
Anoshkin of Russia, Portugal’s world champion Fernando Pimenta, and
Hungarian speedster Balint Kopasz.
‘Pimenta has been at the top for so long and I wanted to bring him
down,’ Dostal said.
‘For me this was the main test before the world championships. I
didn’t do very well last week in Poznan and my coach told me I had to
try harder.’
Dostal’s win was one of two major upsets on the Saturday. In the
men’s C1 1,000 Frenchman Adrien Bart in lane 9 saw off the two
time Olympic champion Sebastian Brendel of Germany and Brazilian
workhorse and Rio silver medallist Isaquias Dos Santos.
‘Last week in Poznan the Cuban guys showed me it is possible to beat
these guys,’ Bart said.
‘They showed me the way and I said “Okay, I can do that, too.” We
will see the consequence of this win later but for now I am really happy.
The more I race the more comfortable I feel.’
Also climbing back to the top of the podium after a long break was
Denmark’s Emma Jorgensen, who triumphed in the women’s K1 200
in the absence of New Zealand’s two time Olympic champion, Lisa
Carrington.
Great Britain’s Liam Heath and Canada’s Laurence Vincent-Lapointe
rarely find themselves anywhere but on the top of the podium and
it was the case again on Saturday as Heath saw off Spanish world
champion Carlos Garrote in the K1 200 while Vincent-Lapointe again
won the women’s C1 200.
France’s Manon Hostens and Sarah Guyot turned a 4th placing one
week earlier in Poland to a gold medal in the K2 500 in Duisburg. The
pair are still finding their way as a crew but are quickly establishing
themselves as a Tokyo Olympic prospect.
Hungary, France and China produced major shocks on a day of
surprise results.
Canada’s Laurence Vincent-Lapointe and Katie Vincent suffered a
shock defeat in the women’s C2 500 and Germany’s Max Hoff and
Jacob Schopf in the K2 1,000 and Peter Kretschmer and Yul Oeltze in
the C2 1,000 were also relegated to 2nd places.
It was left to the German men’s and women’s K4 500 boats to return
the situation to some form of normality with both posting strong
victories in front of a big and patient home crowd.
The defeat of the Canadians by Hungary’s Virag Balla and Kincso
Takacs was perhaps the biggest shock on Sunday. Vincent-Lapointe and
Vincent have looked unbeatable for two years but the performance of
Balla and Takacs underlines how fast women’s canoeing is improving.
‘We thought the same; we thought the Canadian girls would win this
C2,’ Balla said.
‘When we saw on the big screen we had won we were so happy. We
just pushed and focused on our technique.’
Reigning world champions Kretschmer and Oeltze were expected to
win the men’s C2 1,000 and, in the process, qualify themselves for the
German world championship team ahead of Olympic gold medalists
Sebastian Brendel and Jan Vendrey.
They achieved the latter but were unable to take the gold, losing out
to an ecstatic Chinese pairing of Hao Liu and Pengfei Zheng.
Likewise Hoff and Schopf were expected to back up their slashing
gold medal win in Poznan one week earlier with another win in front
of their home crowd. With just a handful of metres to go the win
looked theirs until a withering final burst from France’s Cyrille Carre
and Etienne Hubert, racing together in a major event for the first time,
snatched the gold away.

Dostal wins men’s K1 over 1km.
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Bart’s surprise C1 win over 1km.
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The German women’s K4 crew.
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Heath still the world’s fastest
done the work and try and deliver. I thought if I went as hard as I could
I could deliver.’
The Polish women’s canoe programme continued to go from strength
to strength with Dorota Borowska adding the C1 U23 women’s 200m
gold to the U23 K4 500m gold from 24 hours earlier.
‘I had a good start, had a good finish, so I am very happy,’ Borowska
said.
Spain’s Cayetano Garcia broke through for the biggest win of his
career, taking the C1 junior men’s 200m in one of the closest finishes of
the day.
Garcia lunged on the line to tip out Ukraine’s Pavlo Borsuk, with
1,000m metre sensation Jose Cordova 3rd.
‘I felt really good in the semi final and in the final with the Ukraine;
he was so near but I thought I had to win because this was my
moment,’ Garcia said.
‘For me, for Spain, it is so big. For my country, my family and my
friends I am so happy.’
One of the biggest surprises of the day came in the men’s U23 K,
with Roberts Akmens from Latvia in lane 2 returning to the winners
podium for the first time at an international event for five years.
‘This is my last U23 so I’m really happy that I managed to get the
gold medal,’ Akmens said.
‘I really wanted to get the medal. I always have winning a medal as
my goal and this day was my day. I hope it encourages a lot of young
people in our country.’
Uzbekistan’s gold medals came courtesy of Artur Guliev in the
men’s U23 C1 and Dilnoza Rakhmatova and Nulufar Zokirova in the
women’s U23 C2 200 metres.
Hungary picked up five gold medals on the final day of competition
to cement itself as the dominant nation on Sunday.
Sophia Jensen repeated her performance of 2018, finishing the
competition with three gold medals, while there were also golds on the
final day to Germany, Russia, Poland and Australia.
Jensen celebrated her final race as a junior paddler by teaming with
Julia Osende to defend the C2 500m title they won in Plovdiv last year.
It added to the C1 200m and C1 500m gold medals she won earlier in
the competition, the same medals as she won in 2018.
‘I thought about it more today. I’m so happy. I really don’t know what
to think,’ Jensen said.
‘I just love what I do and love going out and doing the best I can.
I’m super happy that this has all happened when I’m a junior so I can
learn how to cope with the stress and the nerves and build on it for the
seasons to come.’
There was also a double gold medal for Hungary’s Emese Kohalmi
and a second gold for Andras Redl. The two junior paddlers come from
the same small Hungarian town of Vac and have both tasted success in
canoe marathon.
Kohalmi’s gold came in the K1 junior women’s 500m and alongside
Esther Rendessy in the junior K2 500m.
‘I didn’t think I could win two gold medals today so I am very happy,’
Kohalmi said.
Redl won the junior K1 500m, to add to the K1 1,000m he won on
the opening day of competition.
‘This was my dream from my childhood,’ he said.
‘I watched big kayakers, watched them paddling fast with strong
finishes. I always wanted to be a single kayaker. My dream has finally
come true; it’s a very happy day for me.’
The Australian men’s K4 500 combination of Riley Fitzsimmons,
Tom Green, Jackson Collins and Jean Van Der Westhuyzen proved too
strong in their final, adding to the K1 1,000m gold won by Green and
the K2 1,000m gold of Collins and Van Der Westhuyzen on Friday.
‘It was a very special day,’ Fitzsimmons said.
‘It was just one of those races where everything came together on the
day. It was a great last 200 and we managed to hold on.’
After two silver medals, Hungary’s Noemi Pupp broke through for
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gold in the women’s K1 U23 500m. She said it was the event she was
most focussed on.
‘It was a hard weekend; there was so much pressure on me today
because I really wanted to win the Olympic race,’ Pupp said.
‘I prepared fully for the 500; it was my goal.’
Germany’s Tom Maassen, Moritz Florstedt, Jochen Wiehn and Jack
Gries won the men’s junior K4 500m while the final gold medal of the
competition, the women’s U23 K2 500m, was won by Hungary’s Karina
Biben and Olga Bako.
Biben and Bako are in their first year of U23 competition, having
raced in juniors in 2018.
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200m: K1WJ: 1 V Leaniuk, Belarus, 41.881. 2 I Bellan, Italia, 41.901.
3 E Rendessy, Magyarország , 42.085. 11 E Dale, GB.
K1WU23: 1 A Lucz, Magyarország, 41.188. 2 K Kovnir, Rossija, 41.348.
3 B Iversen, Danmark, 41.866. 7 L Lee-Smith, GB, 43.302.
K1MJ: 1 D Atkins, GB, 36.835. 2 T Maassen, Deutschland, 36.897.
3 G Martinez, España, 36.907.
K1MU23: 1 R Akmens, Lietuva, 35.060. 2 I Semykin, Ukraina, 35.178.
3 B Grabowski, Polska, 35.198. 10 T Thomson, GB.
C1WJ: 1 S Jensen, Canada, 47.593. 2 Y Duboys, Cuba, 48.039. 3 X Lin, Zhongguo, 49.591.
13 A Aitchison, GB.
C1WU23: 1 D Borowska, Polska, 46.282. 2 K Kurach, Rossija, 47.182.
3 A Naxdrova, Belarus, 47.364. 14 E Hewitt, GB.
C1MJ: 1 C Garcia, España, 41.587. 2 P Borsuk, Ukraina, 41.605. 3 J Cordova, Cuba, 42.073.
C2WU23: 1 Rakhmatova/Zokirova, Uzbekistan, 43.340.
2 Szczerbinka/Borowska, Polska, 44.120. 3 Salanenka/Bobr, Belarus, 44.984. 14 E Hewitt, GB.
500M: K1WJ: 1 E Kohalmi, Magyarország, 1:58.013. 2 V Leanilik, Belarus, 2:02.743.
3 C Frierro, España, 2:02.837. 9 Z Clark, GB, 2:09.017.
K1WU23: 1 N Pupp, Magyarország, 1:56.067. 2 M Pulawska, Polska, 1:57.213.
3 B Iversen, Danmark, 1:57.789. 8 E Russell, GB, 2:02.543.
K1MU23: 1 J Thordsen, Deutschland, 1:47.247. 2 R Kundsen, Danmark, 1:47.983.
3 K Imrie, NZ, 1:48.575. 14 S Bristow, GB.
C1WJ: 1 S Jensen, Canada, 2:12.525. 2 X Lin, Zhongguo, 2:16.065.
3 Y Duboys, Cuba, 2:16.485. 17 C Carey, GB.
C1WU23: 1 A Nazdrova, Belarus, 2:14.965. 2 G Bragato, Magyarország, 2:18.800.
3 L Cheng, Zhongguo, 2:19.810. 9 E Hewitt, GB, 2:31.249.
K2WJ: 1 Kohalmi/Rendessy, Magyarország, 1:54.262. 2 Sobiskova/Galadova, Ceská, 1:57.295.
3 Pashchanka/Kaluhina, Belarus, 1:58.985. 8 Clark/Dale, GB, 2:02.749.
C2WJ: 1 Jensen/Osende, Canada, 2:04.612. 2 Gonczol/Opavszky, Magyarország, 2:07.135.
3 Li/Li, Zhongguo, 2:07.601.
C2WU23: 1 Kurach/Kharchenko, Rossija, 2:05.266.
2 Rakhmatova/Zokirova, Uzbekistan, 2:06.044. 3 Kisban/Bragato, Magyarország, 2:07.206.
K4WJ: 1 Magyarország, 1:38.070. 2 Deutschland, 1:40.160. 3 Canada, 1:41.060. 17 GB.
K4WU23: 1 Polska, 1:37.560. 2 Magyarország, 1:38.738. 3 Rossija, 1:38.778.
K4MJ: 1 Deutschland, 1:27.020. 2 Magyarország , 1:29.096. 3 Ukraina, 1:29.188. 11 GB.
K4MU23: 1 Australia, 1:24.793. 2 Danmark, 1:25.199. 3 Magyarország, 1:25.237. 17 GB.
1km: K1WJ: 1 V Zupko, Magyarország , 4:25.401. 2 B Galadova, Ceská, 4:26.241.
3 L Roehlings, Deutschland, 4:26.599. 12 F Peters, GB.
K1WU23: 1 J Hake, Deutschland, 4:13.363. 2 N Pupp, Magyarország, 4:13.396.
3 A Paloudova, Ceská, 4:19.291. 5 E Russell, GB, 4:19.784.
K1MJ: 1 A Redl, Magyarország , 3:42.493. 2 T Sobisek, Ceská, 3:46.526.
3 P Sanchez, España, 3:46.926. 10 P Miles, GB.
K1MU23: 1 T Green, Australia, 3:41.946. 2 J Thordsen, Deutschland, 3:43.024.
3 A Varga, Magyarország , 3:43.444. 10 S Bristow, GB.
C1MJ: 1 J Cordova, Cuba, 4:06.947. 2 J Minarik, Ceská, 4:11.509.
3 F Koeppen, Deutschland, 4:12.132.
C1MU23: 1 C Scheibner, Deutschland, 4:09.259. 2 C Diba, România, 4:10.699. 3 A Kodinov,
Bâlgarija, 4:11.859.
K2MJ: 1 Kurth/Heuser, Deutschland, 3:31.000. 2 Ory/Erdelyi, Magyarország, 3:31.925.
3 Serrano/Del Rio, España, 3:34.398. 15 Benstead/Greaves, GB.
K2MU23: 1 Koleszar/Nemeth, Magyarország, 3:27.774. 2 Van Der Westhuyzen, Australia,
3:29.139. 3 Hiller/Kurschat, Deutschland, 3:29.602. 7 Smith/Gregory, GB, 3:33.542.
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World Championships
Great Britain’s Charlotte Henshaw kicked off her paracanoe world
championship campaign with a gold medal on the opening afternoon of
competition in Szeged, Hungary.
Henshaw won the non Paralympic VL3 200m while there were
also gold medals for Japan’s Monika Seryu in the women’s VL1 200m
and for Ukraine’s Mykola Fedorenko in the VL1 200m, also both non
Paralympic events.
Henshaw’s main focus this week would be the defence of her
women’s KL2 gold from last year’s world championships but she said she
was happy to claim the VL3 title after finishing 3rd last year.
‘For me it’s nice to get that bonus event under my belt,’ she said.
‘I don’t spend a lot of time in this boat. I’ve probably done about five
sessions this year. It’s good to get in it every now and again and if it gets
onto the programme for Paris 2024 I might spend a bit more time in it.’
Fedorenko saw off the challenge of German reigning world
champion Peter Happ and Chile’s Robinson Mendez to take the VL1.
‘It is a very special moment for all Ukranians when they get to
represent their country like this,’ Fedorenko said.
Monika Seryu is used to racing against herself in the women’s
VL1 200m but on Wednesday she had to see off the challenge from
Germany’s Esther Bode. She also had to overcome tricky wind
conditions.
‘There was a strong headwind so it was difficult to keep direction,’
she said.
‘It is very special to be world champion for a third time.’
In other paracanoe racing, Australia’s Curtis McGrath would get to
defend his two world titles after qualifying for the finals of both the
KL2 and the VL3, Italy’s Esteban Farias won his heat of the men’s KL1
and Ukraine’s Serhii Yemelianov looked strong in the first round of the
men’s KL3.
In the women’s KL2 both Henshaw and her team mate, Emma Wiggs,
won their way through their heats, while there could also have been a
British showdown in the women’s KL3 after Hope Gordon and Laura
Sugar both impressed in their heats.
In able bodied racing defending Olympic champions Lisa Carrington
of New Zealand and Liam Heath of Great Britain both easily won their
heats in their 200 metre races.
Curtis McGrath and Emma Wiggs both successfully defended their
world championship crowns and the Hungarian favourites for the
women’s K2 500m were sensationally disqualified in a day of drama.
The first quotas for next year’s Tokyo Paralympics were earned with
the top six in Thursday’s three gold medal events all earning places for
their countries.
Curtis McGrath held on by a fingernail to successfully defend his VL3
world title, edging out Brazil’s Caio Carvalho by just 0.10 of a second to
repeat the gold and silver result from last year.
Great Britain’s Stuart Wood took bronze.
‘That’s the closest I’ve ever had, so it’s nice to be pushed all the way,’
McGrath said.
‘Caio’s always been there. Some days he gets a really good start and
some days he just doesn’t have the right go but today was one of those
days and he pushed me all the way.’
Tears flowed freely for Emma Wiggs after she defended her VL2
world title. Wiggs has been battling a wrist injury and revealed she had
contemplated retiring because she began to doubt herself.
‘It’s just been quite a tough year. I’m really pleased for Matt (her
coach) because I’ve been a really difficult athlete this year and he’s stuck
by me and so’s my wife and my family because I’ve been hard to live
with this year,’ Wiggs said.
‘I always said if I couldn’t get faster I’d retire and I just haven’t felt
competitive. I’ve just been on the verge of thinking I’m too old for this
but Matt still believes and my family still believes so I just want to make
them proud.’
Australia’s Susan Seipel took the silver and Russia’s Mariia Nikiforova
took the bronze.

Wiggs.

Henshaw.

Khuzenka/Litvinchuck.

There was elation for Brazil’s Luis Da Silva when he broke through
to win the men’s VL2. After taking silver 12 months earlier, Da Silva
stepped up to take gold ahead of Portugal’s Norberto Mourao, who
won his country’s first ever paracanoe world championship medal, and
Poland’s Jakub Tokarz.
‘I wanted to win and I wanted to make sure we can go to Tokyo next
year,’ the Brazilian said.
‘Now I will have to train really hard for next year.’
Hungary’s Danuta Kozak, the most successful female canoe sprint
athlete of the modern era, and partner Anna Karasz easily won their K2
500m semi final but then looked on in disbelief as their boat weighed in
light and they were disqualified.
Kozak has won in the K2 at the past two Olympics and, with Karasz,
was the defending world champion. Slovenia’s Spela Ponomarenko Janic
and Anja Osterman marked themselves as medal favourites with a strong
semi final win.
‘We will do our own race but it will be a bit easier because one of
the best countries is out,’ Ponomarenko Janic said.
‘It’s disappointing because we love to race against the best and we
want to beat the best ones.’
In other results the women’s C2 500m took on a different look
following the withdrawl of world champions Canada after Laurence
Vincent-Lapointe’s suspension for a positive drug test.
Hungary’s Virag Balla and Kincso Takacs, who defeated the Canadians
at the Duisburg world cup earlier this year, easily won their heat.
‘They were the biggest name here and we really wanted to race
against them,’ Balla said.
‘This is the world champs; everyone is preparing for this and I wanted
to see how our training was going. I just want to race against them
again.’
The 16 year old Hungarian Peter Pal Kiss backed up his shock 2019
European title win with the biggest win of his career, thrilling the home
crowd with a stunning gold medal on Friday.
The teenager upset two time world champion Esteban Farias in the
men’s KL1 final with Luis Cardosa Da Silva taking the bronze. He also
left the current Paralympic champion in his wake and stamped himself
as a gold medal favourite for next year’s Games in Tokyo.
‘I have only been paddling for three years; this is fantastic,’ Kiss said.
‘It’s very good. I’m very happy. This is my best result ever; it’s
amazing.’
Charlotte Henshaw won her second world title of the week and
confirmed herself as a Tokyo 2020 gold medal favourite when she
defended her KL2 crown.
Henshaw beat 2016 Paralympic gold medalist Emma Wiggs with
Susan Seipel taking the bronze.
‘In any sport you can never take anything for granted and I certainly
can’t take anything for granted when I line up alongside Emma,’
Henshaw said.
‘I think that’s what is amazing about our partnership, our rivalry if
you want, that every time we race we are pushing the event forward.
Again we have two Brits at the top of the podium, which is always a
good day at the office.
‘Last year was such a surprise to me. I’m still relatively new to the
sport and I still feel like I’ve got some improvement to make. I’m not
a perfect paddler, and I hope I never am because that means there is
nothing else to find.’
Uzbekistan’s Shakhnoza Mirzaeva took the gold in the women’s KL3
and, in doing so, she hoped she’d booked a place for herself at next
year’s Paralympic Games.
‘This was my target and I worked very hard for this,’ Mirzaeva said.
‘I have trained every day for three years so it was hard work. This is
very important for me and I am so glad that I have got the opportunity
to go. I will work hard to make sure our flag is the highest.’
Laura Sugar took the silver while Iran’s Shahla Behrouzirad made
history for her country by taking the bronze medal.
‘This is the first time in the history of canoeing in Iran that a women
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Harrison wins C1 200m.

Dos Santos in C1 1km.

can win a medal at a world championships, in both sprint and para,’
Behrouzirad said.
‘The whole canoeing family is going to be very happy when they
hear about this medal. It is every athlete’s dream to take part in the
Paralympics and I was in Rio. I am glad to now have the chance to go
to my second Games.’
Germany and Belarus picked up two gold medals each while Spain,
China and host nation Hungary were also triumphant on the first day
of medal racing.
There were no Olympic quotas up for grabs on Friday but that didn’t
lessen the emotion and the ferocity of the racing as a massive Hungarian
crowd revelled in the excitement of having the world’s best athletes on
show.
Belarus’ K2 200m combination of Volha Khudzenka and Maryna
Litvinchuk had their sights set on the Olympic K2 500m distance this
weekend and warmed up in the best possible fashion with a hard fought
and emotional win over Friday’s shorter distance.
‘200 metres is a very hard distance and it can be emotional,’
Khudzenka said.
‘We are very happy now but we must focus on the Olympic
discipline now,’ Litvinchuk said.
Team mate Alena Nazdrova successfully turned the tables on Russia’s
Kseniia Kurach in the C1 500m, reversing the result from the world
championships 12 months earlier. Nazdrova’s main focus was the C1
200m, which will make its Olympic debut next year.
‘I am not ready to be happy yet because I have another race and the
next final must be good,’ Nazdrova said.
‘The 200 must be my focus. The Olympics is my target because it
is the first time women’s canoe will be in the Games and I want to be
there.’
Germany’s Tom Leibscher spends nearly all of his time in the men’s
K4 boat but took the opportunity in Hungary to race over the non
Olympic K1 500m distance. He said winning was a bonus but his focus
was on the team boat.
‘The K1 500 is always a special race, especially in this venue,’
Liebscher said.
‘In 2013 I was the young guy who wanted to beat the older guys and
now it turns to my side. My coach asked if I wanted to do the K1 but
we had to make sure it didn’t disturb the rhythm of the K4 and that in
my training that I’m focused fully on the K4.
‘I think I did it and now it is time to go in the K4.’
Germany’s second gold came in the men’s K4 1,000m with the crew
of Lukas Reuschenbach, Felix Frank, Jakob Thorsden and Tobias-Pascal
Schultz’s beating the crews from Russia and Slovakia to defend the gold
they won last year.
‘It was absolutely amazing; it is so loud here and there are so many
people,’ Jakob Thordsen, one of the two remaining crew members from
2018’s boat, said.
‘We had a really good second 250 and managed to get quite a good
lead. For the last 200 I thought we can only lose it from here on. It is
really hard in Germany because there are so many good kayak men.
Maybe after Tokyo we can beat the old guys.’
China has established itself as a world power in the canoe disciplines,
especially in team boats. Song Xing and Qiang Li posted one of the
most dominant wins of the day in the men’s C2 500m, finishing more
than one second ahead of Hungary and Spain.
‘We’ve been doing a lot of training for these world championships,’
Xing said.
‘This is a good start for our Chinese team. Our goal is a medal in
Tokyo in the C2 1,000.’
Hungary’s win came in the women’s K2 1,000m with Reka
Hagymasi and Erika Medveczky cruising to gold ahead of Germany and
Mexico. It was the first canoe sprint gold medal for Hungary, giving the
Szeged crowd reason to celebrate.
‘It’s magic for us; the people are amazing,’ Medveczky said.
‘There’s no pressure; it is more excitement. We are always a little bit
nervous because it’s a world championships final.’
Spain’s Alberto Pedrero and Pablo Grana held on to win the men’s
C2 200m in one of the closest finishes of the day. Less than one second
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covered the first five boats with Poland finishing 2nd and Uzbekistan
3rd.
‘In the last few metres we didn’t feel very good because we didn’t
know if we had won,’ Pedrero said.
‘We were very nervous but confident at the same time. We had the
best time in the heats. This is our goal, to be a world champion.’
Curtis McGrath and Ukranian pair Maryna Mazhula and Serhii
Yemelianov reminded everyone why they are already Tokyo 2020
Paralympic gold medal favourites by successfully defending their crowns
on Saturday.
The trio are now multiple world champions in their categories with
2016 Paralympic champion McGrath picking up his fourth KL2 title.
Mazhula has two and Yemelianov now has been world champion three
times to go with his Rio gold medal.
Yemelianov has dominated his event since the Rio Paralympics and,
although he had to work harder on Saturday to hold off Russia’s Leonid
Krylov, he’s planning to hold on to the title for a lot longer.
The wins by the two Ukranians came on their country’s national day.
‘This was a very hard world championships. I’ve been training every
day and I have a dream to win the world title ten times,’ Yemelianov
said ‘but I have to keep working harder because every year athletes are
getting faster.
‘Paracanoe in the Ukraine has not been going for very long so
this success is very good for our country. We hope to keep the sport
growing in the future.’
Mazhula finished almost a full second ahead of Germany’s Edina
Mueller, who was back racing after having a baby in January, with
Chile’s Katherinne Wollermann 3rd.
‘This is a very special world championships for me because I want to
be at the Paralympics next year,’ Mazhula said.
‘I know about the course in Tokyo and I know about the weather
there and the wind but I will try and do a good job.’
Like Yemelianov, McGrath has dominated his KL2 category since Rio
but he had to finish hard on Saturday to chase down Italy’s Federico
Mancarella with New Zealand’s Scott Martlew 3rd.
‘This is probably the most nervous I have ever been, I think, because
the field is getting closer and the competition is heating up,’ McGrath
said.
‘I need to work on my mental side of things, focusing on and zeroing
in on what I can do. A win is a win but there are always things to
improve on.’
The top six in each final earned a Paralympic quota for next year
with a limit of one per country.
Hungary’s Balint Kopasz sent a capacity Szeged crowd into raptures
and a little known American teenager stunned a world class canoe field
on the penultimate day on Saturday.
Six different nations, including defending Olympic champions Lisa
Carrington and Liam Heath, shared the honours in the Olympic class
events on a day when quotas were also earned for next year’s Tokyo
Olympic Games.
The roar of the crowd helped Kopasz fly home over the last 250
metres of the K1 1,000m to mow down reigning world champion
Fernando Pimenta and Olympic silver medallist Josef Dostal to claim
the biggest result of his career.
‘I am really happy that I could beat the best champions in the world,’
Kopasz said.
‘The Hungarian fans meant a lot. I love the Hungarians and my
favourite course is Szeged. It’s a huge feeling that I can beat the best
paddlers and prove that I am one of the best in the world.’
The 17 year old Nevin Harrison was barely known even in her own
country before winning the C1 at the Pan American Games but the
American has thrown herself into medal contention for next year’s C1
200m Olympic debut with a stunning gold in Szeged.
Multiple world champion Laurence Vincent-Lapointe, suspended
because of a doping violation, was the only big name missing from
the final but it didn’t phase Harrison, who beat home Russian Olesia
Romasenko and Alena Nazdrova.
‘I was going into that final thinking, man, I’m just happy to be here
and I never ever felt that a medal was possible and especially gold,’
Harrison said.
‘Oh my gosh; its been my dream since I was a little kid to make the
Olympics; it’s so good to be here.’
Lisa Carrington has not been beaten in the K1 200m at a major
international since before the London Olympics and on Saturday posted
one of her most convincing wins of her career.
She picked up her seventh K1 200m world title with almost 2
seconds to spare on 2016 Olympic silver medallist Marta Walczykiewicz
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of Poland with 2019 European champion Emma Jorgensen of Denmark
3rd.
Szeged was the course where in 2011 a nervous Carrington qualified
for her first Olympics.
‘I remember, eight years ago, trying to qualify for my first Olympics,
making the A final; all I could think about was had I qualified that
quota spot for New Zealand?’ Carrington said.
‘It meant a lot for me to do that eight years ago and it still means
a lot to me. It’s quite cool to think I’ve qualified another spot for the
Olympics.
‘It’s a lot of pressure but I think that’s probably how I keep
performing and striving, to have that pressure on.’
Liam Heath returned to the course where he qualified in the K2
200m for the 2012 Olympics to win his second K1 200m title and, in
doing so, booked a place for his country in Tokyo next year.
‘Eight years ago, at this regatta, I qualified for London 2012 with
Jonny Schofield and it means a hell of a lot after all these years to do it
again,’ Heath said.
‘It was a bit of a rocky start to the year with my coach but we got
through that and I’ve had one of my best years ever.
‘I’m really happy with the way today has gone. It would be nice to
finish a bit further in front but a win is great when you are facing the
best athletes in the world.’
Heath beat Serbia’s Strahinja Stefanovic and defending world
champion Carlos Garrote of Spain.
Volha Khudzenka and Maryna Litvinchuk also booked a quota for
Tokyo with an impressive win in the women’s K2 500m. They followed
up their impressive K2 200m title with a clear win over Poland’s
Karolina Naja and Anna Pulawska with Slovenia’s Spela Ponomarenko
Janic and Anja Osterman 3rd.
‘We understand that at the Olympics there will be tough countries to
beat so we are not relaxed now,’ Khudzenka said.
‘We must continue to work into the future.’
China continued its strong canoe performance with a powerful win
in the men’s C2 1,000m. Hao Liu and Hao Wang held out Cuba and
Brazil to win, following on from the win by the C2 500m crew 24
hours earlier.
‘This is not just about us; this is about all of China and our strength
in the canoe,’ Wang said.
Lisa Carrington proved herself the best female paddler in the world
in 2019, Germany showed off the depth in their men’s team and Brazil’s
Isaquias Dos Santos broke through for the biggest win of his career on
the final day.
There was also much celebration among the capacity Hungarian
crowd when their women’s team took gold in the highly anticipated K4
500m final while China showed once again its strength in canoe events
with a hard fought gold in the women’s C2 200m.
Carrington followed up her dominant K1 200m gold from Saturday
with a slashing win in the K1 500m, just the second time she has won
the title. She flew out to a commanding lead and won easing down over
Volha Khudzenka with two time Olympic champion Danuta Kozak
3rd.
‘The 500 is a really tough event and the girls I compete against are
just amazing so you have to bring your best game to the world champs,’
Carrington said.
‘The 500 requires a bit more work and a bit more strategy so for me
it’s cool to be able to go out there and execute the race that I wanted to.
This is just one race today and in 12 months we have another one. It’s
really wicked to know the hard work I’ve put in and the hard training
and the difficult times do pay off.’
Isaquias Dos Santos had never won a major international gold medal
in the C1 1,000m before this week but finally broke through in Szeged
by overrunning two time Olympic gold medalist Sebastian Brendel. The
German faded to finish 4th.
‘It was very important for me to step up,’ Isaquias said.
‘I knew I had to work harder to get the gold. It doesn’t come easy
but I was ready to get the gold. For sure this gives me confidence but
it’s the daily work that is going to get me into the Olympics.’
Germany’s Max Hoff is in line for a fourth Olympics after teaming
up with 20 year old Jacob Schopf to win the men’s K2 1,000m,
finishing ahead of Spain and France. Hoff joined Schopf earlier this year
after regular partner Marcus Gross fell ill and the pair have established
themselves as Tokyo gold medal favourites.
‘In 2017 I had some problems with motivation but at the moment I
am paddling because I like it. I have so much fun doing this,’ Hoff said.
‘It is a dream if you are able to do it at this age like me and that you
have the chance and you are healthy and that you are strong enough.’

‘The quality in the German team is so high so next year we have to
show what we can also do,’ Schopf said ‘but it is my biggest aim now to
paddle in 2020 with Max.’
The much anticipated showdown in the women’s K4 500m
turned into a tussle between home town favourites Hungary and the
formidable Belarussian combination. The home crowd proved decisive
as Dora Bodonyi, Erika Medveczky, Tamara Csipes and Alida Dora
Gazso kept Hungary’s incredible record in the event intact.
‘In Hungary in the K4 you have pressure all the time because there is
so much competition for places,’ Medveczky said.
‘It’s hard because we have to win and there is always pressure,’ Csipes,
a K1 1,000m gold medalist from Saturday, said.
The German men’s K4 of Tom Leibscher, Ronald Rauhe, Max
Rendschmidt and Max Lemke had to dig deep to defend their title
against an impressive Spanish combination before eventually finishing
half a second clear.
‘To be sure it would be six Olympics but every time is special; it’s
emotional, especially with these four guys,’ Rauhe said ‘and it’s a special
thing for me because I’ve not been there in a K4. We could feel this;
today was not just a world championships. It was a fight for a place at
the Olympics.’
China’s Mengya Sun and Shixiao Xu took advantage of the absence
of world champions Laurence Vincent Lapointe and Katie Vincent in
the women’s C2 500m to post a convincing win on Sunday.
The pair were able to withstand a challenge by home town favourites
Kincso Takacs and Virag Balla.
‘This is just the beginning for us because this is qualification for the
Olympics,’ Sun said.
‘We have a very strong country and a very good group and a good
leader and we get lots of support so we can concentrate on what we do.’
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200m: K1W: 1 L Carrington, NZ, 39.39. 2 M Walczykiewicz, Polska, 41.33.
3 E Jorgensen, Danmark, 41.34. 11 J Walker, GB.
K1WL3: 1 S Mirzaeva, Uzbekistan, 47.29. 2 L Sugar, GB, 47.32. 3 S Behrouzirad, Iran, 48.96.
5 H Gordon, GB, 49.85.
K1WL2: 1 C Henshaw, GB, 47.62. 2 E Wiggs, GB, 49.03. 3 S Seipel, Australia, 51.12.
K1WL1: 1 M Mazhula, Ukraina, 55.99. 2 E Mueller, Deutschland, 56.97.
3 K Wollermann, Chile, 58.03. 6 J Chippington, GB, 59.24.
K1M: 1 L Heath, GB, 34.86. 2 S Stefanovic, Srbija, 35.04. 3 C Garrote, España, 35.12.
K1ML3: 1 S Yemelianov, Ukraina, 40.03. 2 L Krylov, Rossija, 40.56.
3 C Ribeiro De Carvalho, Brasil, 40.70. 5 R Oliver, GB, 42.26. 9 J Young, GB, 43.66.
K1ML2: 1 C McGrath, Australia, 42.35. 2 F Mancarella, Italia, 42.80. 3 S Martlew, NZ, 43.51.
8 N Beighton, GB, 44.85. 10 D Phillipson, GB.
K1ML1: 1 P Kiss, Magyarország, 45.42. 2 E Farias, Italia, 46.17.
3 L Cardosa Da Silva, Brasil, 46.49. 6 I Marsden, GB, 48.07.
C1W: 1 N Harrison, USA, 49.30. 2 O Romasenko, Rossija, 49.74. 3 A Nazdrova, Belarus, 49.99.
11 K Reid, GB.
V1WL3: 1 C Henshaw, GB, 56.82. 2 L Volik, Rossija, 57.84. 3 N Lahutenko, Ukraina, 59.07.
V1WL2: 1 E Wiggs, GB, 56.10. 2 S Seipel, Australia, 57.74. 3 M Nikiforova, Rossija, 59.24.
V1ML3: 1 C McGrath, Australia, 47.42. 2 C Ribeiro De Carvalho, Brasil, 47.52.
3 S Wood, GB, 48.42. 9 M Tweedie, GB, 50.24.
V1ML2: 1 L Cardosa Da Silva, Brasil, 51.68. 2 N Mourao, Portugal, 52.82.
3 J Tokarz, Polska, 53.21. 10 S Clark, GB.
K2M: 1 Postrigai/Dyachenko, Rossija, 33.06. 2 Mazur/Grabowski, Polska, 33.10.
3 Balaska/Apagyi, Magyarország , 33.30. 10 Naftanaila/Thomson, GB.
500m: K1W: 1 L Carrington, NZ, 1:55.76. 2 V Khudzenka, Belarus, 1:57.39.
3 D Kozak, Magyarország, 1:58.01. 7 R Simon, GB, 2:01.43.
K1M: 1 T Liebscher, Deutschland, 1:35.04. 2 M Borykau, Belarus, 1:35.19.
3 M Spesivtsev, Rossija, 1:35.49. 14 D Johnson, GB.
C1W: 1 A Nazdrova, Belarus, 2:00.73. 2 K Kurach, Rossija, 2:01.64.
3 A Chetverikova, Ukraina, 2:03.83. 11 A Fitzhenry, GB.
C2W: 1 Sun/Xu, Zhongguo, 2:02.81. 2 Takacs/Balla, Magyarország , 2:04.49.
3 Klimava/Makarchanka, Belarus, 2:07.74. 11 Bracewell/Reid, GB.
K4W: 1 Magyarország, 1:32.69. 2 Belarus, 1:33.69. 3 Polska, 1:34.77. 13 GB.
K4M: 1 Deutschland, 1:19.26. 2 España, 1:19.77. 3 Slovensko, 1:20.96.
1km: K1W: 1 T Csipes, Magyarország, 4:07.26. 2 J Iskrzycka, Polska, 4:09.26.
3 L Broughton, GB, 4:10.44.
K1M: B Kopasz, Magyarország, 3:36.07. 2 J Dostal, Ceská, 3:37.31.
3 F Pimenta, Portugal, 3:37.63. 14 T Lusty, GB.
5km: K1W: 1 D Bodonyi, Magyarország, 22:03.23. 2 T Medert, Deutschland, 22:03.85.
3 M Litvinchuk, Belarus, 22:04.08. 6 L Broughton, GB, 22:23.33.
K1M: 1 A Yurenia, Belarus, 19:54.07. 2 M Hoff, Deutschland, 19:57.56.
3 F Pimenta, Portugal, 20:19.94.
C1W: 1 V Klimava, Belarus, 25:34.67. 2 M Maillard, Chile, 25:56.41.
3 Y Zhang, Zhongguo, 26:14.90. 13 A Palmer, GB, 28:31.64.
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on their paid coaching roles as their very first coaching experience and
logically it makes no sense having novice coaches working to produce
Most public funding within canoeing is geared towards obtaining World Class athletes. Giving athletes the choice of coach they used
Olympic medals; no medals, no funding although only a very small was also raised, backed up by the evidence that all of our best results
minority of paddlers are involved. This year has not been a good one, came from athletes who had stepped outside of the standard coaching
just one world championship medal between all the slalom and sprint structure and chosen their own coaches. This also overlapped totally
Olympic classes. This implies large cuts in finances as we face the Tokyo with athletes who had chosen not to stay in the centralized Holme
Pierrepont location.
Olympics.
Coach education was also identified as a perceived problem. It was
In October a meeting was hosted at Elmbridge Canoe Club to
discuss the Performance Department and sprint issues, attended by noted that in the 20 plus years of specialist knowledge gained by the
paddlers, parents, clubs and the BC Performance Department and PD that very little had ever been distributed to the clubs. There were
chaired by BC president Ivan Lawler. Most points raised were not new no technical models and no basic planning tools readily accessible. In
this area the theme of bias was also raised with PD coaches getting
but this time were being listened to.
The open invitation meeting was called in response to a heightening preferential access to Level 3 assessment and awards whilst club coaches
of the perennial threat to Olympic funding. This year, sprint’s situation were held back by the lack of availability of staff to teach and assess.
Selection decisions were also questioned with the timing of the
leaves it under increased pressure. UK Sport has asked British Canoeing
to prepare a robust and costed plan to secure sprint’s position for decisions being highlighted along with a perceived bias toward athletes
funding into the next Olympic cycle. David Joy, the CEO of British working closely with PD coaches or at the centralized venue. It was felt
Canoeing, and Paul Ratcliffe, the Performance Director, have asked Ivan that selection timing and equity should consider more than just the PD
Lawler to join them in a task force, working with UK Sport to do that. needs.
Selection was also extended to the timing at which athletes are
They will have access to independent specialists in this field. So, this
meeting was an opportunity to open the discussion and start to see what selected for PD programmes. Many thought the reach of the PD
needs to be done. Further input will be sought over the next three or extended far too low down the developmental ladder and stripped the
four months as the work progresses. Paddlers, parents and coaches from clubs of athletes before those athletes were ready for PD specialization.
clubs were all represented at this initial meeting, both in person and by Some athletes perform better in their home environment with their
written submission, and the following is a summary of their input. It own support network around them. It was felt that the clubs were
a better progression base than PD and this also would avoid the
was prepared by several people.
David Joy attended in person for British Canoeing and listened eternal issue of PD coaches giving athletes conflicting information to
intently to the discussion and spoke at the end of the meeting. A their regular coach. This problem would also be immediately tackled
should the PD coaches agree to discuss changes with the coaches and
summary of his response is included below.
The SRC had just one member in attendance, Roland Lawler. Other parents of young athletes before going to the athletes themselves. This
discussion also extended to what type of athletes were selected for
SRC members have yet to contribute.
The racing community was represented by various coaches, athletes programmes, the feeling being that early developers were favoured with
and parents and input was, and continues to be, welcomed and late developers being rejected before they had time to mature. This
results in a narrower band of talent reaching senior level.
encouraged from every viewpoint.
Many of the issues were backed up by highlighting that a majority
The meeting set out to establish
what members of the sport perceive as the major problem areas with the of the athletes that make the move to PD coaching and the centralized
location not only fail to progress but some actually get slower during
current approach
their time in the programme.
to list the various blocks there could be to a solution
Questions were asked of the recruitment process and the staffing
and, finally
structure of the Performance Department. It was noted that only one of
to list potential solutions.
the many roles in the sprint management team was actually filled with
a sprint related employee. This was also raised in the coaching arena
Identified Issues
The problems expressed largely focussed upon the amount of where clubs saw the lack of specific sprint knowledge and experience
faith that the clubs have in the current system being able to produce left the PD lacking credibility in its coaching delivery to the clubs.
medallists or even improve the athletes the sport generates and supplies Some appointments were questioned in terms of their suitability for
the role. The question was raised about who is responsible for those
to the programme.
Some of the big areas that were highlighted as potential areas for decisions and how are they made.
change were
the current philosophy of centralization which, this year, has yet to Successes
It was agreed that the PD had performed very well in the area
produce any Olympic qualification performances
early specialization, which was felt to narrow the focus and fun if of perfecting the very talented ‘freak’ athletes that passed through.
Described as Lone Wolf Polishing, this is from where a majority of our
embarked on too early in an athlete’s career
medal successes have come.
and, probably the biggest topic,
Prior to the PD we had never won a medal at Olympic level.
the Performance Department influence over our sport.
The second area of considerable success relative to the size and
The subject of control was raised early and it was suggested that
allowing the PD to dictate everything from selections to athlete location success of our sport was in securing funding. We are one of the best
to event availability was not healthy. The members present felt they funded sports.
needed at least an equal voice in all of these very important areas in
order to assure the appropriate checks were in place when making Perceived barriers to solutions
We have always been told that UK Sport funding is ringfenced for
decisions that affect our athletes. The role of the SRC was also raised in
this area and the notion that the SRC had become subservient to the specific purposes and, as such, BC are not at liberty to spend as they
PD and had lost sight of its role in representing the clubs and athletes it wish.
Our competition structure, especially when added to selection
is there to serve.
Coaching was another sensitive area with many clubs questioning the criteria, results in very limited opportunity for athletes to compete.
There is a lack of transparency and a perceived degree of nepotism
selection of coaches going into the PD. It was noted that many embark
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within the PD structure. It is very difficult for non-conformists to
challenge for places.
There is an ongoing disconnect between the racing community and
the PD with some clubs questioning the credibility of PD methods and
staff and with the PD similarly lacking respect for club coaches and
coaching.
Athletes are becoming aware that training within the programme, at
the centralized venue, is not working out.
BC thus far have failed to support schools canoeing or attend local
regattas/events.
Funding is a top down system as it stands and this cannot ever grow a
large effective base. It needs to be pushing up from the bottom.
There is a lack of acceptance of the current situation. Reports from
events are always unrealistic.
Potential solutions
Increase the quality, experience and credibility of the coaching at PD
level.
Encourage athletes to remain at their clubs for much further into
their development.
Educate and fund club coaches.
Increase PD accountability to the racing community. Assist the CEO
to provide oversight to the PD with informed, helpful critique.
Incentivize clubs and coaches to produce happy young athletes who
perform to reach their potential.
Use and value the resources we already have in the clubs, share
knowledge, share coaching and share facilities.
Integrate the MRC/SRC into a Racing Committee that
programmes the whole year to include sprint and marathon events in
more balanced numbers.
Encourage/incentivize clubs to hold sprint events instead of or as
well as marathons. Perhaps more two day events covering both.
Athlete Reflections following their time in the Performance
Programme
A said – Looking back on it I could have achieved more. Most
positive year was self-funded outside the system. Gave me a good base
of training that I just wasn’t getting in the UK. Looking back, should
have done that every year. I would have achieved better results. Overall
a negative experience being part of the system. I would do many things
differently if I had my chance again. Felt we were fighting against forces
above us. Gave up and just did what I was told to do. Deep down I
knew it didn’t make me a better athlete. It was just the path of least
resistance.
B said - Incredibly grateful for the time I had. Great group of guys,
travelled the world and had loads of different experiences. Pretty
awesome really. Paid to go canoeing. Towards the end became incredibly
frustrated. Lessons never learned. First four years everything was new
and it was great. Second four years, same mistakes as the first four years
was going on. Third four years, same mistakes again. As an athlete you sit
on the line and say ‘I am going to live or die by the result I get’ but at
the same time you are offered this money - paid to go canoeing.You are
asked to buy in but those you are asked to buy in to are never ever held
accountable. My coach changed about every nine months. Every time
you buy in and sometimes the coach we had to buy in to was good
and sometimes it was bad and every time the one we had to buy into
was bad; 90% of the athletes would fall off the train and the next lot get
brought in and they would have to buy in again. All those that bought
in also ended up achieving terrible results. Those setting the plan and
strategy are still there and that’s completely wrong. Completely wrong.
Joined a company in the real world and this is how things should be
run. It’s not complicated. If things go wrong managers are asked ‘what
are you doing to ensure x achieves targets?’ Revolutionary for me –
never seen this top down level of responsibility rather than everyone
being asked to buy in and then you’re the one held accountable when
it’s gone wrong. I’m more proud of coming back to give to my club
than of my international achievements.

Leave family and girlfriend and come to Nottingham or you’re on
your own. At the end of 12 years a letter to thank for my commitment
and asked for my watch back. Told to buy in; up until you’re let go; you
feed the xxx beast. A commodity providing their jobs and then just let
you go.
What is different about Slalom and Para?
Slalom - Olympic slalom is all single boats now. Need the white
water. Slalom kind of is their club - club system largely diminished
before PD came along.
Para Canoe - to date most paras have come in as adults, not through
club system. They come here for the Paralympic Games, not the sport
or clubs. Tim Lodge is the only para with a club to go back to.
Sprint - Club athletes lose so much when they are taken away from
friends and family.
All those in sprint that are performing well have managed to stay
regional.
David Joy’s input
At the meeting David Joy attended to represent BC and was under
no obligation to speak or take questions but did ask if he could say a
few words.
He began by thanking the group for the invitation and by stating
that he had listened intently and had, at times, felt the discussion, going
unchallenged, had not necessarily been entirely factually based but was
rather based on opinions, some of which were open to challenge.
David went on to acknowledge a need for fundamental change and
that UK Sport had also raised the spectre of them potentially reducing
funding unless we formulated a credible plan for the future.
Discussing the failings is one thing but we need to concentrate even
more on the solutions. To some extent hands have been tied by what
was already in place when he arrived but significant funding to the
clubs this year is the start of a direction we hope to invest more into.
There was a general acceptance that continuing how we have been
operating is not going to get the results we need. Therefore, as it stands,
everything from centralization to club funding is open to review.
There are some areas we do very well; slalom and paracanoe are both
extremely successful. We could potentially learn from them.
Whatever happens, we need to overcome the hurdles of the past that
have created a lack of trust and a lack of buy in from the discipline. UK
Sport are looking to invest differently in the future with a longer term
(12 year) approach which fits with our own immediate crisis nicely. We
have to create a cohesive plan that we can all believe in to convince
them that we are a good investment. Essentially, that means we all need
to be united in a common goal with a common vision.
David went on to field questions from the attendees, covering
everything from the need for funding at all (which some see as having
created a problem) to who is responsible for employing the staff we
choose and whether private funding could replace UK Sport money.
In essence, it was agreed operating any structure with money has
to have more potential than operating without, providing the money
is spent in the right way. There are tough decisions to make around
centralization and staffing but ultimately that is David’s responsibility. We
do need the community represented better by the SRC, who must also
input to this process and the future. There was, he believed, no chance
of generating enough private sponsorship to cover for a significant
reduction in UK Sport funding.
The bottom line is that BC and the Performance Department want
and need the help of the community if we are all to progress the
discipline to where we would all like it to be.

Alan Laws returns

Alan Laws has been elected to chair the Sprint Racing Committee
again. This is the second time he has come out of retirement.
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Multisport

Decided on the run
Keyo Brigg Bomber
Lincsquad’s Keyo Brigg Bomber has been a consistently
well run event and they were rewarded this year by its acting
as the middle distance world championships. As a result there
were nearly a score of overseas entrants from around Europe
although only one female, Radka Stydnavova. The sprit of
quadrathlon was perhaps best shown by the table in the Lord Nelson
where a mixed group from several countries ate together and had the
crack on the evening ahead of the race.
The weather was beyond the organizers’ control, of course, the
rain resulting in slippery grass on the bank of the Ancholme and also
slippery road surfaces around some of the roundabouts. It kept down
the bank holiday road traffic, however. Still, conditions did improve
through the morning and the weather remained calm but cool.
Golden Bear from Belgium were the only overseas team. Most teams
had a different person for each leg. The Jones and Johnnos teams had
two legs apiece. Regular Jean Ashley had an injured knee so she paddled
for When I’m 64 and Mike Garnock-Jones did the rest.
First leg was the 1.5km river swim with an astonishing performance
by Czech Tom Svoboda, out of the water over 3 minutes ahead of
anyone else. The others were much more as expected with Alan Cole,
Ferenc Csima, Steve King, Jordi Garcia and William Peters coming out
together in a group.
Helen Russell was the fastest female, a couple of minutes later, 2
minutes up on Jac Davies as the next woman.

A change of rules at world level meant that the cycle
now came before the paddle. The two 19km laps had seen
some route changes to avoid the worst of the potholes. Star
performer on the bike was Steve King, who increased his lead
over the Belgian, Peters, by a few more seconds and got over a
minute clear of Csima.
Robinson was the fastest of the female cyclists, a minute and a half up
on Russell and Davies.

M50 winner Davies.

Hereford paddler King.

Ashley paddling for When I’m 64.
Svoboda was way ahead after the swim..

The most colourful kayak on the course.
Svoboda unhappy after the paddle, where he lost much time.
The swim got the championships underway.

Russell was winning M40.

White was the sole female M60 competitor.

The kayak course had also been changed. Instead of a straight
downstream and back up, the 7km course now went up round the
island to start, adding some variety to the route and taking in the town.
The kayak was to be Svoboda’s weak leg, being passed by both Peters
and Csima, the fastest of the paddlers, these two arriving together at the

transition at the head of the field with everything to hang on the run.
Mason and King did not produce such strong paddling performances
as their experience might have suggested and Garcia also slipped back
significantly.
Fastest of the female paddlers was Robertson, over a minute clear of

Swim

Bike

Kayak

Run

William Peters
Tom Svoboda
Ferenc Csima
Michael Mason
Jordi Garcia
Becky Robertson
Helen Russell
Jacqueline Davies

Peters was the overall champion.
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Not the pleasantest of days for cycling.
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Mud but plenty of smiles at Dearne Valley

Mason was the leading British O40.

Skinner of Sassy Sunday Speedsters.

Robertson and Connolly run home.

Dearne Valley Quadrathlon
Thank goodness the days of rain we’d had finally stopped in time for
the Dearne Valley Quadrathlon, our 2nd Trophy race of the season, lots
of passion for our sport with non stop smiles as juniors, first timers and
seasoned quadrathletes crossed the finish line! Organizer Mark Benton
and his team of volunteers and marshals hosted a great race for us all;
their enthusiasm and friendliness shone through to make their third
time of running the event a huge success. Thank you; you did your
selves proud yet again!
There was a fantastic turnout with 13 juniors, 8 in the quad and 5
in the tri, and 34 seniors in the quad and 32 in the tri so all the pre
race training days organized by Mark Benton and Mandy Greenaway
certainly paid off so again a big thanks for getting those athletes in
kayaks and encouraging them to do the quad!
The kids’ races got underway at 8:30am and everyone seemed to
be having a good time. As always they were supported the whole
way around. The ethos of the Manvers Waterfront Boat Club is one
of inclusivity and giving everyone a chance,
which is just how it should be; this was clear
throughout the weekend and it was good to
see the kids giving it their all, Congratulations
to them all!
The kids presentations were made at
around 9:30am. The jubilant podium finishers
collected their certificates, proud parents
cheered and the adult quadrathletes and
triathletes assembled ready for their races.
It was a real mixture of 34 quadrathletes

Block, winning 13F.

Mawson-Burren.

Cole, winning male.

Pryor.

Winner Russell.

Tindall, 3rd male.

Ready to start the swim.
racing with 20 of those BQA members, so plenty of National Trophy
points ready to be picked up! There were plenty of athletes giving
the quad a go for the first time and they looked like they had given
everything and had a great time!

Adams, 3rd female.

Goodland was 3rd Elite competitor.

Jenny Illidge. Russell lost time, partly owing to a very slow start where
it took her a surprisingly long time to get up to speed.
Stydnavova was hampered by using a WW racer rather than a sprint
kayak.
If Garcia was slower on bike and kayak, he had the fastest run time of
anyone over the two 5km laps, to go with his fast swim time but he had
too much to make up.
King had a slow time but Mason was nearly as fast as Svoboda, these
two finishing 4th and 2nd respectively. For the top place it was all on
the run, Csima over 3 minutes adrift of the pace set by Peters, who was
outrun by Garcia, Svoboda, Mason and Alvaro Sabater Ramirez but
who was already one of the two leaders and so poised to become the
world champion.
Robertson, already the women’s leader, took a further 4 minutes off
the rest of the field.
This being a world championships, Brigg was rather surprised to hear
national anthems being played, especially in Robertson’s case, when the
verse of music was followed by a verse with the words of the first of
three verses which might have been played.
It had been an event where the fastest performance in each leg had
gone to a different person each time, Svoboda, King, Csima and Garcia,
from four different countries, the overall winner being yet another
name from another country. The result could hardly have been better
for the males.
For the females it was more of a contest between the different age
categories, giving the results which might have been expected.
The team event was taken by 53eleven/Dawson from Golden Bear
and allowed a change of topic for those affected by the neighbouring
Scunthorpe steelworks’ closure announcement of the previous week,
throwing a long shadow across the area.
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European racer Stydnavova.

FE: 1 B Robertson, Norwich, 3:02:20. 2 J Illidge, Cheshire, 3:23:53.
3 B Goodlad, Leighton Buzzard, 3:30:26. 5 V Price, Hull, 3:51:35. 6 E Angood, Selby, 4:04:53.
7 S Henn, Ruabon/Wrexham, 4:06:22.
FM40: 1 H Russell, Evesham, 3:11:35. 2 J Smith, Banbury, 3:46:26.
3 R Brothwell, Westwoodside, 3:53:01.
FM50: 1 J Davies, Frome, 3:24:21. 2 H Adams, Northallerton, 3:47:41.
3 A Collins, Ellesmere Port, 4:07:53.
FM60: 1 M White, Bolton, 3:45:27.
ME: 1 W Peters, Achel, 2:34:33. 2 T Svoboda, Praha, 2:36:53. 3 F Csima, Kaposvar, 2:37:44. 4
M Mason, Durham, 2:37:57. 7 S King, Hereford, 2:45:41. 9 I Robertson, Norwich, 2:46:56. 11 B
Butler, Ampney St Peter, 2:48:25. 14 A Cole, Borth, 2:52:50. 15 N Unwin, Corsham, 2:56:59. 16 K
Campbell, Boston, 2:27:41. 17 N Leeson, Stockport, 3:00:09. 18 P Connolly, Elsham, 3:00:56.
MM40: 1 F Csima, Kaposvar, 2:37:44. 2 M Mason, Durham, 2:37:57. 3 J Garcia, Vila-Seca,
2:43:04. 5 S King, Hereford, 2:45:41. 6 I Robertson, Norwich, 2:46:56. 8 A Cole, Borth, 2:52:50.
9 K Campbell, Boston, 2:27:41. 11 M Harte, Stone, 3:03:15. 12 P Tindall, Selby, 3:13:29. 13 O
Main, Hereford, 3:16:23. 14 N Marley, Scunthorpe, 3:21:38. 15 D Hinch, Gainsbrough, 3:24:06.
16 A Hobley, Scunthorpe, 3:29:04. 17 W Smith, Wrawby, 3:30:32. 18 L Portess, Brigg, 4:20:56.
MM50: 1 N Unwin, Corsham, 2:56:59. 2 N Leeson, Stockport, 3:00:09.
3 P Connolly, Elsham, 3:00:56.
MM60: 1 I Wood, Chester, 3:13:32. 2 M Toomey, Bishop’s Stortford, 3:28:12.
3 J Kavanagh, Macclesfield, 3:41:31.
MS: 1 J Sharp, S Cockerington, 4:34:22.
T: 1 53eleven/Dawson, 2:41.33. 2 Golden Bear, 2:53:55. 3 Sassy Sunday Speedsters, 3:17:09.
4 Bright Sparks, 3:17:48. 5 When I’m 64, 3:17:59. 6 Winging It, 3:18:13. 7 Oils Good, 3:25:08.
8 Podsquad, 3:38:52. 9 Keyos All Stars, 3:39:15. 10 Come On Eileen, 3:46:07. 11 Jones, 4:03:59.
12 All 4 1, 4:12:42.
O/A: 1 W Peters, Achel, 2:34:33. 2 T Svoboda, Praha, 2:36:53. 3 F Csima, Kaposvar, 2:37:44.
4 M Mason, Durham, 2:37:57. 7 S King, Hereford, 2:45:41. 9 I Robertson, Norwich, 2:46:56.
11 B Butler, Ampney St Peter, 2:48:25. 14 A Cole, Borth, 2:52:50. 15 N Unwin, Corsham, 2:56:59.
16 K Campbell, Boston, 2:27:41. 17 N Leeson, Stockport, 3:00:09. 18 P Connolly, Elsham, 3:00:56.
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Melia, 2nd female.

Limited entry threatens event
National Championships
Box End was blessed with beautiful weather for the National
Quadrathlon Championships (3rd Trophy race of the season). As ever,
Mark and his team, Quadrac Racing, put on another excellent event
and, looking at all the comments and photographs on our BQA
Facebook page, it was enjoyed by all the quadrathletes that raced!
Sadly, due to difficult family circumstances at the moment the fairy
quadmother was unable to make it… but I was very pleased that plenty
of you were sharing your passion and spreading her fairy dust in her
absence… thank you!
This race was certainly quadrathlon at its best and the leaders and age
groupers certainly had their work cut out! It was a tough fight at the
top with Billy Butler taking 1st by just 30 seconds from Michael Mason
in 2nd with Alan Cole 3rd. Helen Russell won the ladies’ race with Jacq
Odgers 2nd and newcomer Rachel Temple-Fry 3rd.
These are our national champions and runners up… well done to
you all! As requested by the quadrathletes at the race, we did a roll down
for the prizes.
Congratulations to the 33 athletes that raced and to our four
Quadkidz; the numbers at Box End were down by a lot this year.
The BQA chose this sprint race to be the National Championships
in the hope the shorter distances may have been more inclusive and
encouraged a lot more athletes to enter but, sadly, not. Speaking to race
organizers, this may put the race in jeopardy for the future; it has been a
lot of hard work and effort for such a small field so lets do what we can
to keep encouraging our friends and especially our youngsters to join
our great sport!

Jean Ashley

Garcia had the fastest run time.

8F: 1 W Lewis.
13F: 1 G Block. 2 H Ball. 3 R Lewis.
14F: 1 T Caruthers.
F: 1 H Russell. 2 G Melia. 3 H Adams.
13M: 1 T Caruthers.
15M: 1 B Mawson-Burren. 2 T Caruthers.
M: 1 A Cole. 2 J Block. 3 P Tindall.

Jean Ashley photographs

Jean Ashley

Ready to go at Box End.
FQK9-11: 1 R Lewis.
FQK13-15: 1 H Ball. 2 R Lewis.
FU23: 1 H Ball.
F: 1 H Russell. 2 J Odgers. 3 R Temple-Fry.
FV40: 1 H Russell. 2 M Lewis.
FV50: 1 J Odgers. 2 G Melia. 3 E Palmer.
FV60: 1 M White. 2 M Huyton.
MQK13-15: 1 B Mawson-Burren.
MU23: 1 B Mawson-Burren.
M: 1 B Butler. 2 M Mason. 3 A Cole.
MV40: 1 M Mason. 2 A Cole.
MV50: 1 E Cox. 2 K Blakey.
MV60: 1 M Toomey. 2 A Lawson.

Jean Ashley
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Jean Ashley

1 A Blakeborough, Chester, 1:56:30. 2 J Davies, Defence Academy Triathlon, 1:58:02.
3 A Pendle, Norwich, 1:58:44.

Hungary take new National Trophy

Jean Ashley photographs

Shrewsbury Quadrathlon
We had a great day’s racing at the 7th Shrewsbury Quadrathon; it was
given WQF World Cup status, a true testament to the event organizers,
Phil Holden and SYTri. The event, as always, sold out at the end of
June with 23 males and 21 females entered! The weather this year was
perfect; as always, the race was brilliantly organized and the atmosphere
buzzing! The racing was top class with PB’s and personnel triumphs
from many first time quadrathletes!
Our top GB athletes and age groupers were all looking for World
Cup and BQA Trophy points, with World Cup leader Ferenc Csima
coming over from Hungary in the hope of top points, too!
In the men’s race it was a close battle to the finish. Together out of
the swim, first were Steve King and Alan Cole in 5:01 with Ferenc a
minute down in 6:01 and James Block 20 seconds later. Steve pulled
away on the downstream leg of the kayak but chasing him down were
Ferenc and James. Ferenc moved into first place and James worked really
hard to overtake Steve with James producing the fastest kayak split of
20.14.
On the bike Steve is renowned for his fast times and he started to
chase Ferenc down. Steve’s bike split was the fastest of the day, 36:35,
and this moved him back into first place. So, onto the run. Steve knew
he had his work cut out as Ferenc would do his best to chase him
down! Ferenc ran the fastest split, 18:59, but it wasn’t quite enough to
catch Steve; he held on to 1st place, winning in 1:24:31, Ferenc 2nd
in 1:24:58 with James holding onto 3rd, 1:29:33, with Alan producing
another fast run split, coming 4th in 1:29:33.
There was lot of exciting racing going on just behind with BQA
members all looking for valuable Trophy points as all the Trophy prizes
were still up for grabs! Pete Tindle was 6th, having had a good race with
Iain Wood in 7th, producing some strong splits throughout, taking the
Vet 60 prize. Cliff Odgers secured the Vet 50 prize, racing well, and
came 8th overall.

It was so good to see lots of solid performances from our 14 BQA
male members and so good to see them flying the flag for us… Thank
you; we really appreciate your support and valuable membership!
Special mention goes to newcomers Nicholas Mahony, winning
the Open/Senior (1:30:34), and Jake Liversedge, who took 1st U23
(1:45:04); we hope they enjoyed their first quadrathlon and hope to see
them next season!
There was a fantastic turnout from the ladies with 21 competing,
14 being BQA Members! Helen Russell was first out of the swim
in 6:43 with Jacqueline Davies hot on her heels in 6:47; they both
paddled strongly, almost together most of the way, Helen just slightly
ahead by 5 seconds in 26:01. Helen was only just in the lead going
onto the bike. Jacq had a slightly faster bike split by 6 seconds, 43:07…
so it was all down to the run. Helen held onto the lead and took 1st
place in 1:40:35 and she also secured the overall BQA National Trophy
for 2019. Jacq raced into 2nd, putting in a great new PB in 1:44:01.
Meanwhile, back from a broken collar bone, Natalie Abbott was having
a strong run and moved up to take 3rd (1:48:35). There were some
fantastic performances from all of the women, strong racing from the
age groupers and plenty of big smiles and positive feedback from those
newbies!
Well done to 8th,Victoria Iremonger (2:03:25),Vet 40.
It was a great day out though I must say it’s so hard on the sidelines.
I would have been much happier in my Lycra though I did enjoy
cheering you all on in your kayaks! However, it was great to see how
much everyone enjoyed being part of the quadrathlon… I did feel very
proud of all the quadrathletes and BQA members; the feel good factor
we portray is second to none. It such a friendly and inclusive sport to
be part of; we are so lucky to have such great supporters… Thank you;
long may it continue!
I also had great pleasure in presenting Lance Ball with the Eric Hatliff
Memorial Trophy 2019 for endeavour. Lance has shown enthusiasm

Csima.
Block ready for a
quick exit.
3 ages of man.
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Ball with
endeavour.

Collins with
inevitable
smile.

Duffy with
relief.

Jean Ashley

Ball and Mawson-Burren complete series
N Lincs & Humberside Quadrathlon

The final race of the QuadKidz series took place on Sunday 8th
September, hosted by Lincsquad at the North Lincs & Humberside
Sailing Club. Lincsquad put on an absolutely fantastic day, bluebird
skies and the sun shining all day long! They had some amazing young
potential taking part, our future young quadrathletes all enjoying their
day.
Well done all the QuadKidz who have taken part in the 2019 series.
Congratulations to 2019 series winners Blake Mawson-Burren and
Hermione Ball, racing all three events, showing great determination and
commitment. We hope they continue to race and inspire many other
QuadKidz next season and let’s hope we get lots more doing all three
races in the series.
A big thanks to all our QuadKidz race organizers, Mark Benton
(Dearne Valley), Mark Pryor (BoxEnd) and Peter Chappill and the
Lincsquad Team for this final race; the BQA really appreciate your
efforts!

Jean Ashley photographs

been a great pleasure
and an honour to be
part of your journey.
It certainly makes
me realise why I
love being involved
in these wonderful
races; its so good
to see athletes of all
standards achieving
The divas ready to swim.
their goals, the smiles,
the hugs and the tears on the finish line. I was so proud putting medals
around their necks; wear your T shirts with pride and I hope to see you
all next year!
Thank you.
Congratulations to all our quadrathletes and age group prizewinners
but a special mention to our overall winners!

Jean Ashley

Deva Divas
On behalf of the BQA I just wanted to say a huge thank you, Chester
Tri, for yet another amazing Deva Divas quadrathlon… and still the
only ladies quad in the world! We certainly shared the quad passion;
we had 44 ladies on the start line, at least 25 of them first timers, plus a
team of 10 from Norwich Canoe Club and our own wonderful special
Chester Canoe Club quad team! The atmosphere was brilliant, the
camaraderie and racing superb. These girls just had the best day ever!
A massive thank you to my triathlon club, Chester, and to race
director Sally Napthen for letting us add the quad to the Deva’s tri
for the 3rd time! We owe the success of this race to the amazing
organization team, to all those who prepared the race venue, the course,
the safety and the technical team, all marshals across four disciplines,
Chester Canoe Club, the cake makers, commentators with wonderful
banter and the list goes on and on! Thank you!
We couldn’t have this race without the competitors so thank you
to all you Deva quadrathletes for giving it your all; you pushed hard,
smiled all the way. You were amazing and make our race so very special.
It meant so much to Sally Napthen, myself and all the Chester team
when we saw those big smiles throughout the race; it’s been another
memorable day! I have had so many lovely messages from you all; its

F: 1 S Henn, 2:02:38. 2 E Angood, 2:05:08.
F40+: 1 H Russell, Worcester, 1:40:35. 2 V Iremonger, 2:03:25. 3 A Evans, 2:04:40.
F50+: 1 J Odgers, GB, 1:44:01. 2 N Abbott, Macclesfield, 1:48:35. 3 H Adams, Hatric, 1:53:19.
F60+: 1 M White, Horwich RMI Harriers, 1:56:46. 2 M Huyton, Macclesfield, 2:08:21.
MU23: 1 J Liversedge, 1:45:04.
M: 1 N Mahony, Shrewsbury, 1:30:34. 2 S Bass, 1:51:23.
M40+: 1 S King, Hereford, 1:24:31. 2 C Ferenc, Kaposvar, 1:24:58. 3 A Cole, 1:29:33.
M50+: 1 J Block, Shrewsbury, 1:28:55. 2 C Odgers, GB, 1:41:10.
3 D Finch, Real Fitness, 1:43:33.
M60+: 1 I Wood, Chester Triathlon, 1:38:04. 2 J Kavanagh, Macclesfield, 1:47:54.
3 A Lawson, Lincsquad, 1:49:38.
M70+: 1 J MacLeod, Cheltenham, 2:06:49.
O/A: 1 S King, Hereford, 1:24:31. 2 C Ferenc, Kaposvar, 1:24:58. 3 J Block, Shrewsbury, 1:28:55.

QuadKidz champions Ball and Mawson-Burren.
Lincsquad coach Donna quoted ‘The weather was perfect for racing
and even the water was warm; the route of the course was simply
amazing. They couldn’t have asked for more,’ but they did... The general
consensus was can they go back to the weekend event again as per
2018? Let’s hope we can!

Jean Ashley

Butler kayak wins national title
Bude Quadrathlon

The final race of the season and, as always, Bude lived up to its
expectations! The weather was amazing for the event but the strong
southeasterly wind meant everything was a bit tougher!
Organizer Simon Hammond wants to give a big shout out ‘to all
the competitors for creating the amazing atmosphere on the day and
an even bigger shout out to all the volunteer marshals without whom
this event couldn’t take place’, a great entry of 13 teams/pairs with 26
individual competitors!
Billy Butler was very strong throughout but it was his kayak split
which was 8 mins faster than anyone else’s that took him to first
place (2:42:19); he was 11 minutes ahead of his next competitor, Ian
Robertson, 1st Vet 40 (2:53:40), with Jim Evans 1st Vet 50 3rd (3:03:08).
There were some excellent team performances with three teams going
head to head in a close competition, just a minute between them all,
Teamy McTeamface eventually winning (2:47:43), 2nd Three plus One
(2:48:32) and 3rd Two Flat Tyres (2:49:32).
In the ladies’ event Becky Robertson, current world quadrathlon
champion, had an outstanding win (3:12:43), 20 minutes ahead of local
athlete and Vet 50 winner Alison Parritt (3:33:20). Well done to all
competitors, great racing under blue Cornish skies, a great final race to
our 2019 season!
For the final national trophy standings, all the men’s awards were
depending on the race results in Bude so there was a lot at stake on race
day! Billy Butler had to win the race overall to knock Alan Cole off
top spot, which he did, moving Alan into 2nd place but still winning
the Vet 40 age group prize. Good results from Cliff Odgers, Vet 50, and
Michael Toomey, Vet 60, meant that they secured their age groups, too.
In the ladies’ event it was a little more clear cut after Shrewsbury. Helen
Russell had already been crowned the overall women’s winner with
Elizabeth Angood taking Senior, Amanda Clements Vet 40, Jacqueline
Odgers Vet 50 and Mary White Vet 60.
Congratulations to you all, some excellent performances and big
improvements for many athletes this season; long may it continue. Enjoy
your rest and recovery time and see you all again next season!
The Eric Hatliff Memorial Trophy For Endeavour 2019 was

Jean Ashley photographs

Still the world’s only

and commitment to our sport for many years, showing true dedication!
He has encouraged many newcomers and been a big supporter of
QuadKidz and that’s not to mention the help he has given to fellow
athletes during races, which includes mending broken chains and
punctures all within his own race! He is a true ambassador for our
sport… We really appreciate your efforts, Lance. Thank you from the
BQA.
I also presented Ferenc Csima with the World Cup National Trophy.
Congratulations to Hungary, taking this new trophy in its first year. A
big thank you to all our GB athletes that raced in the World Cup races.
GB came 2nd, just short of a few points, especially in the Under 23 and
Open categories… maybe next year?

presented to Lance Ball. He has shown enthusiasm and commitment
to our sport and has raced quadrathlons for many years, showing true
dedication! He has encouraged many newcomers and been a big
supporter of QuadKidz and that’s not to mention the help he has given
to fellow athletes during races, a big thank you from the BQA.

Jean Ashley

W: 1 B Robertson, 3:12:42. 2 E Whitehouse, 3:53:58. 3 S Henn, 4:22:56.
W40: 1 J Smith, 4:28:37.
W50: 1 A Parritt, 3:33:07. 2 J Davies, 3:38:56. 3 A Collins, 4:28:05.
M: 1 B Butler, 2:42:19. 2 R Byrom, 3:17:20.
M40: 1 I Robertson, 2:53:40. 2 J Evans, 3:03:28. 3 J Durrant, 3:08:32.
M50: 1 P Cottle, 3:09:03. 2 M Rayment, 3:17:13. 3 R Breyer, 3:27:09.
M60: 1 M Toomey, 3:31:50. 2 J Kavanagh, 3:35:36.
Pair: 1 Andy & Sean, 2:53:52. 2 Simon & Ben, 3:11:56. 3 Steve & Sally, 3:33:20.
Relay: 1 Teamy McTeamface, 2:47:43. 2 3 + 1, 2:48:32. 3 2 Flat Tyres, 2:49:36.
O/A: 1 B Butler, 2:42:19. 2 Teamy McTeamface, 2:47:43. 3 3 + 1, 2:48:32.
National trophy: W: 1 H Russell.
WS: 1 E Angood.
W40: 1 A Clements.
W50: 1 J Odgers.
W60: 1 M White.
M: 1 B Butler.
M40: 1 A Cole.
M50: 1 C Odgers.
M60: 1 M Toomey.
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Sailing

Warren wins regardless of rule error
British National Championships
The nationals this year were based at Plymouth’s Mountbatten
Centre, the championships occupying the last four days of Canoe Week,
which most of the class attended.
There were no ACs this year, which seems to indicate an end to the
foray into spinnakers. Also missing was defending champion Gareth
Caldwell, who opted to save his leave for the Europa Cup in Aquitaine.
By far the oldest canoe in the fleet was Torment, owned by Michael
Brigg. It lived up to its alternative name of The Guillotine when it
trapped his thumb in the slide, putting an extra joint in it. Ouch!
The small committee boat was in the hands of two senior officials
of the National Coastwatch Institution, who, on the Wednesday, had to
handle a 180˚ wind shift. They do not come any worse.
The class was small enough not to need to use the event parking area,
fortunate as two of the four cars parked in it on Wednesday night had
their windows smashed.
Although launching in Cattewater, the racing took place in Plymouth
Sound, which meant a relatively short fetch, limiting wave size. On the
other hand, it meant sharing with boats which were bigger, faster and
better armed. Thursday morning’s race had to be completed before a
Brittany Ferry was due, with other ship movements later in the day.
Westerly winds were up to force four, accompanied by rain and
deteriorating visibility. Several capsizes resulted in two retirements
before the start of the race. The start was surprisingly poor, very few
boats being anywhere near the line at the off.

The ICs were followed 10 minutes later by the Cherubs, who were
sharing the championships facilities but not using the Olympic trianglesausage-triangle course. Thus, after the start, the line was shortened
in order not to impede the Cherubs more than necessary. The first
three canoes back to the leeward mark were Hugh de Iongh, Robin
Wood and Chris Hampe. Wood wrapped himself round the bows of
the committee boat, pulling the T bar off the top of his daggerboard
and retiring hurt, to have consequences later. Dan Skinner and Alistair
Warren followed a few minutes later, the latter only just avoiding the
stern of the committee boat. There was a widespread failure to allow for
the strong tidal flow across the finish line.
Over the next lap Hampe, of the host club, took a healthy lead.
Capsizes at the line by de Iongh and Warren were followed by Glen
Truswell wrapping himself round the bows of the committee boat.
Capsizing near the committee boat did have the dubious benefit of
seeing the tidal flow more clearly, as Rob Bell did, crossing the line and
then drifting back towards it.
The murk was steadily closing in before Hampe crossed the finish
line, well clear of Warren and the other five remaining in the race. They
were sent in for lunch instead of doing a second race back to back and
opted to stay ashore for the afternoon.
Thursday did succeed in managing two successive races. The
southwesterly wind blew into the Sound, gusting to force 4 but
sheltered by the breakwater and the wind remained consistent and the
weather got steadily better from heavy overnight rain to clear sky by

Warren and Robin close sailing.
Unwrapping Truswell from the comittee boat.

Skinner heads towards the breakwater.

Some of the other users of Plymouth Sound
were somewhat larger.
One of the Cherubs, with which the event
was being shared, had hydrofoils and
could go stylishly fast out of control or so it
seemed, even by IC standards.

A more ordered start with Drake’s Island and Plymouth behind.
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Robin took overall 2nd place.
Current world champion Wood first won the title here in 1987.

Hampe had the benefit of local knowledge.

Truswell came 2nd in the Canoe Week series.

the end of the day. First after the first triangle was de Iongh from Andy
Gordon and Wood, Phil Allen and Glen Truswell. Wood took over the
lead during the sausage, the first six positions remaining unchanged
until the finish, other than Truswell climbing one place to 4th.
The first lap of Race 3 was led by de Iongh again from Hampe,
Warren, Truswell and Steve Clarke. The surprise here was world
champion Wood, in penultimate place and to remain there after weed,
several capsizes and other problems.
Warren took the lead on the second lap while de Iongh dropped back
to fourth.
There had been repeated complaints about the shortness of the finish
line, which became critical in this race. Warren came up to take the
win, arriving at the same time as back marker Martin Rob but on the
opposite tack, Rob having the advantage. Warren turned away to avoid
a collision and capsized, allowing Hampe through for the win. Most
sports would not give the last competitor on the course, about to be
lapped, the advantage over the leader about to take the line. Maybe the
racing rules need some further thought.
Clarke pulled up to 4th, crossed the line, capsized and drifted back
across it with the flood tide but that was OK.
The long distance race, which had been considered to the Saltash
Bridge and back, never happened but Saturday did see three further
races back to back.
The first of these, Race 4, belonged to Wood, who led all the way, no
messing, generally a minute clear of the rest of the field but gradually
opening out the gap. Initially he was followed by Allen, Truswell and
Warren but Allen dropped away to an eventual 5th place.
Wood repeated his win for the following race. On the sausage
Truswell pulled up from fifth to second place but then dropped back a
couple of places on the final triangle, Warren and Robin taking 2nd and
3rd.
For the third race of the day, Race 6, however, Truswell led the first
two laps from Hampe but that all changed on the final lap, Warren

pulling up from fourth place to take his first win of the regatta and
Wood climbing a place each lap to finish just 13 seconds off the pace,
Truswell 3rd.
In the face of a poor forecast it was decided to abandon the final day.
The decision was made in the light of an anomaly in the racing rules,
which said that seven races had to be sailed before a discard was allowed.
Normally it would be six and only three people had a complete set
of finishes. Thus, consistency was the name of the game. Warren had
only one win but three 2nds and two 3rds to take the overall title. The
runner up was Robin with no wins but his results all between 2nd and
6th. Even with a discard Wood would have been stuck at 2nd place,
despite three race wins and an individual 2nd place. Hampe, with his
knowledge of the local waters and two individual wins, could have been
very satisfied with an overall 3rd pace but it was not to be.
R1: 1 C Hampe, Mountbatten, 49:51. 2 A Warren, Aldeburgh, 52.45. 3 D Skinner, W Kirby, 53:55.
R2: 1 R Wood, Llandegfedd, 55:02. 2 P Robin, Hayling Island, 55:53.
3 A Warren, Aldeburgh, 56:55.
R3: 1 C Hampe, Mountbatten, 53:41. 2 A Warren, Aldeburgh, 53:50. 3 G Truswell, Poole, 54:23.
R4: 1 R Wood, Llandegfedd, 48:22. 2 G Truswell, Poole, 50:02. 3 A Warren, Aldeburgh, 50:14.
R5: 1 R Wood, Llandegfedd, 45:50. 2 A Warren, Aldeburgh, 47:18.
3 P Robin, Hayling Island, 47:58.
R6: 1 A Warren, Aldeburgh, 49:04. 2 R Wood, Llandegfedd, 49:19. 3 G Truswell, Poole, 50:16.
O/A: 1 A Warren, Aldeburgh, 13. 2 P Robin, Hayling Island, 24. 3 R Wood, Llandegfedd, 37.
CW: 1 C Hampe, Mountbatten, 20. 2 G Truswell, Poole, 22. 3 P Robin, Hayling Island, 24.

What incentive?

Over the years it has often been asked why the IC’s Sailing
Committee remain with the BC union rather than switching to
the Royal Yachting Association. The answer has always been the
financial support. However, in successive years there has been no grant
whatsoever so, taken with the ICF’s apparent lack of interest, it can only
be a matter of time before the question is raised again.
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Polo

The final which Meridian couldn’t lose
British Open
Warm autumn sunshine and a light breeze welcomed players to
Holme Pierrepont for the British Open and, in contrast to the not too
distant past, the pontoons were clean. The presence of long distance
swimmers made the carpark busy although they were hardly noticed
otherwise.
Like last time, there was just one ladies’ team and two junior teams

so games were played with all teams in together in two divisions, the
lower division having a larger number than the upper. Meridian fielded
the largest turnout and some breakaway members were playing as East
End. South Wales was well represented, Swansea Spartans appearing as
Chicken McThuggets, and others came from as far away as Aberdeen.
Results were often not predictable and Dragon were less prominent
than usual. The lowest scoring game on Saturday saw Meridian E claim

Granite City defend against Red Rose Thorns, who beat them 7-1.

Red Rose Petals and Southwest Sardines, who won 4-2.

Cherwell try to gain the ball from East End, winning 7-3.

East End hassled by St Albans, who won 2-1.

Granite City beat Meridian Ladies B 5-1.

St Albans play Chicken McThuggets, disguised as Swansea.

Dragon Young Ones pass away from Marauders but lose 5-0.

Meridian F beat Southwest Sardines 9-1.
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East End pass away from Meridian C but lose 10-2.
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Dragon play Meridian C, who were on their way to a 3-0 win.
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Meridian E in Kingston tops play Bridgend Sharks.

Dragon play Bridgend Sharks, who won 4-3.

Meridian C and E teams meet in the Division 1 final.

JestWater in green play Red Rose Thorns in the Division 2 final.

St Albans try for the Bridgend goal during the youth final.
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the only goal in a match with St Albans A. On the other hand, Meridian
F took a 9-1 win over Southwest Sardines, a grouping of Bristol and
Bath players. The Meridian coach called for his team to use the match
to practise moves as it was too easy the way they were playing it. This
was followed by a 10-2 win by Meridian C over East End.
The highest team score came after lunch when Cherwell B beat the
Sardines 13-1.
Meridian C and E teams drew 1-1, a result which was to give a
pointer later.
One of the most impressive goals came from St Albans in their 6-3
defeat of East End. It took the form of a backward paddle flick, at some
distance rather than from beneath the goal.
Despite the earlier scoreline, Meridian E were to suffer a 9-7 defeat
by Bridgend Sharks in the highest scoring match of the weekend, to
end the day.
Clockwatching resulted in an equalizer in the final second of the tie
between Dragon and Bridgend Sharks on Sunday with more breeze and
clouds. This led to extra time, during which the clocks played up, the
Sharks being the first to score for a 4-3 win.
Meridian Ladies B were the female winners by default.
The Division 2 final was between Red Rose Thorns and JestWater.
Jesters opened up the attack, bouncing one off the frame and having
another couple of shots blocked before commencing their scorecard.
The Thorns shot wide before Jesters took over again with a low shot,
one blocked and one bouncing off the bottom of the frame. Red Rose
took possession for the rest of the half, a half in which JestWater had
made the running but had largely been thwarted by the effective Red
Rose goalkeeper.
After the interval each team in turn bounced a shot away from
the frame before a long Thorns shot went home to level the scores.
JestWater had shots blocked or intercepted before taking the advantage
again with a shot from under the net. Thorns had a couple of shots
blocked and scored one themselves before each side had a shot blocked
and each put a shot over the opposing goal as time ran out, leaving Jest
Water with a 2-1 win.
The Bridgend and St Albans youth teams had played over the
weekend but not each other and had not met for an all youth game
until their final. St Albans had an early shot blocked and were awarded
a card. Bridgend put a shot wide before St Albans tried two successive
attempts, the second of which went home. Bridgend came back with a
series of shots, two of which were blocked and one went wide before
they levelled the score.
The second half began with end to end play before Bridgend were
given a yellow card for a tackle. Each side had a shot blocked in turn
before Bridgend went further ahead, after which St Albans pulled one
back with a goal which came off a Bridgend paddle. A subsequent
Bridgend shot was blocked, leading to further end to end play, Bridgend
finishing with a 3-2 win.

The Division 1 final was between Meridian’s C and E teams, who
had drawn 1-1 previously. C had a shot blocked, E collecting the ball
near their own goal but having a pass intercepted, later putting a shot
over. C also shot high after much milling and bounced one off the
frame, eventually sinking a goal in the dying seconds of the half.
The second half began with frenetic activity, each team bouncing
shots off the frame, one a long shot by C, and having shots blocked
before E were given a green card.
They had a couple more shots blocked before E also received a green
card. As the game drew to a close C had shots deflected low, went
wide and had a final attempt blocked in the final second to leave a 1-0
scoreline.
L: 1 Meridian B.
Y: Bridgend 3, St Albans 2. O/A: 1 Bridgend. 2 St Albans.
Div 1: St Albans 6, E End 0. Meridian E 5, Cherwell A 0. Dragon 3, E End 1. Bridgend Sharks 4,
Cherwell A 0. St Albans 1, Meridian C 4. St Albans A 0, Meridian E 1. St Albans 0, Dragon 6.
St Albans A 3, Bridgend Sharks 4. Meridian C 10, E End 2. St Albans A 6, Cherwell A 2. Meridian E 7,
Bridgend Sharks 3. Meridian C 3, Dragon 0. Meridian C 7, Bridgend Sharks 5. St Albans A 5,
Cherwell A 4. Dragon 1, Bridgend Sharks 4. Meridian C 1, Meridian E 1. E End 3, Cherwell A 7.
St Albans 3, St Albans A 4. Meridian C 2, Dragon 1. St Albans 6, E End 3. Meridian E 7,
Bridgend Sharks 9. St Albans 1, Cherwell A 1. St Albans A 2, E End 1. Meridian E 5, Dragon 1.
St Albans A 6, E End 2. Cherwell A 3, St Albans 1. Meridian C 6, Dragon 0. Bridgend Sharks 2,
Meridian E 5. E End 1, St Albans 2. Dragon 3, Bridgend Sharks 4. St Albans A 5, Cherwell A 4.
F: Meridian C 1, Meridian E 0. O/A: 1 Meridian C. 2 Meridian E. 3 Bridgend Sharks.
Div 2: JestWater 4, Red Rose Petals 0. Bridgend Dolphins 1, St Albans Y 3. Red Rose Thorns 12,
Meridian L B 1. Chicken McThuggets 2, Meridian Marauders 1. Granite City 3, Dragon Young Ones 4.
Cherwell B 2, Meridian F 1. JestWater 12, SW Sardines 0. Bridgend Dolphins 6, Northumbria 2.
Red Rose Thorns 9, Viking Marauders 1. St Albans Y 1, Chicken McThuggets 2.
Meridian Marauders 3, Northumbria 3. Red Rose Petals 4, Cherwell B 4. Meridian L B 1, Granite
City 5. Bridgend Dolphins 3, Chicken McThuggets 1. Dragon Young Ones 2, Viking Marauders 5.
Meridian F 9, SW Sardines 1. St Albans Y 4, Northumbria 4. Red Rose Thorns 7, Granite City 1.
JestWater 7, Cherwell B 0. Red Rose Petals 7, SW Sardines 1. Meridian L B 0, Viking Marauders 5.
JestWater 8, Meridian F 2. Red Rose Thorns 4, Dragon Young Ones 3. Bridgend Dolphins 4, Meridian
Marauders 3. Granite City 0, Viking Marauders 2. Chicken McThuggets 4, Northumbria 3. Cherwell B
13, SW Sardines 1. Red Rose Petals 7, Meridian F 3. Meridian L B 2, Dragon Young Ones 8.
St Albans Y 4, Meridian Marauders 3. JestWater 2, Red Rose Thorns 5. Bridgend Dolphins 6, Cherwell
B 3. Red Rose Petals 3, St Albans Y 6. Meridian F 3, Granite City 4. Northumbria 6, SW Sardines 1.
JestWater 7, Chicken McThuggets 2. Bridgend Dolphins 2, Viking Marauders 3. Red Rose Petals 0,
Dragon Young Ones 4. Meridian F 5, Meridian Marauders 5. Red Rose Thorns 9, Chicken McThuggets
1. Cherwell B 1, Viking Marauders 5. Northumbria 7, Meridian L B 3. Granite City 2, Meridian
Marauders 4. SW Sardines 5, Meridian L B 1. St Albans Y 3, Dragon Young Ones 4. Northumbria
2, Meridian Marauders 4. SW Sardines 1, Meridian L B 2. JestWater 3, Viking Marauders 1.
Chicken McThuggets 1, Dragon Young Ones 2. Red Rose Petals 2, Granite City 4. Red Rose Thorns 3,
Bridgend Dolphins 2. Cherwell B 2, St Albans Y 1. Meridian F 7, Meridian L B 0. Red Rose Petals 3,
Northumbria 4. Chicken McThuggets 3, St Albans Y 1. Granite City 5, Meridian Marauders 6. Dragon
Young Ones 4, Cherwell B 5. Meridian F 5, SW Sardines 2. Bridgend Dolphins 2, Viking Marauders 3.
F: Red Rose Thorns 1, JestWater 2. O/A: 1 JestWater. 2 Red Rose Thorns. 3 Viking Marauders.
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Dragon Boat Racing

Dragon boat nucleus shifts south
National Championships
Saturday was a fabulous sunny day for the 200m races, warm with a
following wind which later veered to the southeast.
While most classes cycled through preliminaries, heats, repechages
and semi finals as appropriate and then plate minor and major finals and
cup minor and grand finals depending on numbers, the three junior
crews raced three rounds with their scores being aggregated. In practice,
they finished in the same order every time, Burner Dragons taking the
win from Thunder and Lightning.

The first of the grand finals was for the women’s S14s, Amathus
taking the title from Kingston Royals by 0.09 sec.
The next race was the seniors’ S20 grand final, which went to a
photofinish. Even then, looking at a single line of pixels, Wraysbury and
Secklow Hundred could not be separated for the title so it was a dead
heat, something not seen in dragon boat racing for a number of years.
There was no such problem for the open equivalent, Secklow 0.08 sec
ahead of Wraysbury.
The mixed plate major final saw the only recall of the weekend,

Burner and Thunder Dragons in one of the junior rounds.
Worcester, Pink Champagne, Exe-Calibre and Thames Titans turn in the first half of the 2km race.

Secklow and Wraysbury in a dead heat in the senior 200m grand final.

Secklow take the open 200m from Wraysbury.

The mixed 200m grand final is taken by Amathus.
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Thames Taniwhas and Wraysbury head for the 2km finish line.
Manvers moving their paddles before the ‘Go’ was given. In the same
final Soaring Dragons’ boat lacked a head, which would have cost them
a place as Preston were 0.09 sec or some 350mm ahead breaking the
line.
Close racing continue in the mixed cup, Amathus 0.17 sec up on
Wraysbury and just 0.01 sec separating Secklow Hundred and Notts
Anaconda for 3rd place.
The final race of the day was the 2km, two laps of a 500m long
course with three turns, not easy in a dragon boat and resulting in a
couple of touches. This was a time trial with starts at 10 second intervals.
With 20 boats, this would have meant 440 competitors on the water
together so the race was split into two. In the first group, the slower
seeded boats, Worcester and Exe-Calibre had a dead heat for eventual
12th place but at the front there was a massive 18 second gap between
Wraysbury and 2nd placed Henley for the overall win.
Presenting the day’s prizes, Mike Haslam recalled that it was 38 years
since he ran the first dragon boat races in Britain as demonstration races,
part of the Canoe 81 world championships on this course, at which
time most of the current competitors had probably not been born.
Sunday began with a torrential downpour for the first race. There
was discussion about whether the day should be abandoned in the face
of the forecast but there were just a few cuts to the programme, no

preliminaries and juniors Thunder Dragons placed in with the seniors.
The first race was 200m for breast cancer paddlers, the term
‘survivors’ now being dropped. Pink Champagne were 3 secs ahead of
Pink Royals.
The course was then switched to 500m races for the rest of the day.
The seniors went to a straight final, this time Wraysbury at the head of
a well spread field. Pink Champagne retained their superiority in the
BCP class. The mixed title went to Amathus again, half a second ahead
of Henley, and Amathus also took the women’s title by 4 secs from
Notts Anaconda.
The final race, again in a torrential downpour, was the open grand
final. Wraysbury won by a second from Henley and then Secklow, a
very similar set of results to those of the senior final.
This year’s championships saw something of a shift in leadership.
Notts Anaconda have slipped back a bit and Amathus from Liverpool
have less strength among their men although their women are still at
the top, these two clubs having been the ones battling it out for the
titles in recent years. This year Wraysbury have been strong and Secklow
Hundred, the site of Milton Keynes, have come to the fore. In an event
with teams from the Tees to the Exe, it is clubs from around the Thames
valley, Henley, Wraysbury, Kingston and Thames, which now have the
nucleus of fast racing.
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Spectators.
Pink Champagne lead Pink Royals in the Breast Cancer Paddlers’ race.

200m: S14W: 1 Amathus, 59.46. 2 Kingston Royals, 59.55. 3 Notts Ananconda, 59.82.
S14J 1: 1 Burner, 55.31. 2 Thunder, 57.97. 3 Lightning, 1:03.61.
S14J 2: 1 Burner, 57.10. 2 Thunder, 58.56. 3 Lightning, 1:03.86.
S14J 3: 1 Burner, 56.91. 2 Thunder, 58.32. 3 Lightning, 1:01.62.
S20BCP: 1 Pink Champagne, 1:03:13. 2 Pink Royals, 1:06:25.
S20Mix: 1 Amathus, 53.53. 2 Wraysbury, 53.70. Secklow Hundred, 54.21.
S20O: 1 Secklow Hundred, 51.13. 2 Wraysbury, 51.21. 3 Thames Taniwhas, 51.86.
S20S: 1 Secklow Hundred, 51.73. Wraysbury, 51.73. 3 Henley, 53.29.
500m: S14W: 1 Amathus, 2:33.86. 2 Notts Ananconda, 2:37.96. Soaring, 2:39.29.
S20BCP: 1 Pink Champagne, 2:43.55. 2 Pink Royals, 2:49.11.
S20Mix: 1 Amathus, 2:11.73. 2 Henley, 2:12.23. 3 Thames Taniwhas, 2:13.98.
S20O: 1 Wraysbury, 2:11.58 2 Henley, 2:12.61. 3 Secklow Hundred, 2:14.76.
S20S: 1 Wraysbury, 2:11.69. 2 Henley, 2:13.27. 3 Secklow Hundred, 2:18.99.
2km: S20O: 1 Wraysbury, 9:27.26. 2 Henley, 9:45.14. 3 Secklow Hundred, 9:49.15.

Prominent paddlers banned

Wraysbury hold off Henley in the seniors’ 500m final.

Jevgenij Shuklin of Lithuania has had his 2012 Olympic silver medal
in the C1 200m stripped after his sample was retested and came back
positive.

Tamara Takacs is facing a four year ban after failing a test by the
Hungarian Anti Doping Agency. Over the last six years she has had
numerous wins including world and European titles in marathon and
sprint. Two other Hungarian sprinters, Bence Horvath and Milan
Mozgi, have failed tests in the last couple of years.
Laurence Vincent-Lapointe of Canada was suspended after failing a
test for a banned substance ahead of the world championships. She has
previously won six C1 200m titles, a C1 5km title and four C2 500m
titles.
Russian sprinter Zhestkov Oleg has received a four year ban for use
of EOP. This followed an out of competition test by the Russian anti
doping agency this March. He has competed as a K4 crew member,
most recently to 4th place in last year’s world championships, the same
results as in the Rio Olympic Games.
Russia has informed international sports bodies of 47 doping offences
across sports. Data from the Moscow laboratory was handed over in
January as part of Russia’s reinstatement after a three year ban for state
sponsored doping but the World Anti Doping Agency has looked at the
details and claimed inconsistencies. This could result in further sanctions,
including banning of Russian competitors in some or all sports, making
them compete as independents or preventing Russia from hosting
any international sports competitions. WADA have been accused of
not being fit for purpose after Russia’s reinstatement, with a call for
resignations.
The ICF run a compulsory doping course online which must be
taken by all paddlers at world championship level. This applies to all age
groups in all disciplines.

Back then
20 years ago

Amathus take the mixed 500m grand final from Henley.

Amathus, Anaconda, Soaring and Thames in echelon in the women’s 500m grand final.

Wraysbury take the open 200m grand final from Henley in a torrential downpour.
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* Various bodies were making embarrassingly poor jobs of trying to deliver Olympic style prizegivings at
major competitions.
* Plans were afoot to link the upper Warwickshire Avon to the Grand Union Canal for powered craft although
canoeists had been allowed to use it only once a year for the charity Doggy Paddle.
* The dragon boat world championships were held at Home Pierrepont, the first time outside Asia, an
excellent event although some leading countries, including defending world champions Indonesia, could not
afford to come. £10,000 had been spent on erecting a sculpture next to the course.
* Only 4% of visitors to Avoncraft’s canoe stand at the Southampton Boat Show had heard of the BCU.
* A Michigan paddler received a three day jail sentence under a 19th century law for swearing in front of
children when he capsized.
* A 2km regatta course in London’s Royal Albert Dock was being completed.
* The ICF announced they were taking over five other sports, some of which ignored the claim although the
International Dragon Boat Federation reacted angrily.
* When the Nene Whitewater Course was opened a valid display cheque for £1,700,000 was left lying
unguarded in a back room while the celebration reception took place.
* A second magazine in three years disappeared with readers’ subscription payments after just three issues,
despite claims of 15,000 sales per issue even with no newstrade presence.
* The DW committee were preparing to make the biggest change in the race’s history by adding K4s, dragon
boats and super rafts to the 2000 race, starting on the Thames at Lechlade and joining the other paddlers at Reading.
* OK editor John Ramwell was concerned that litigation against trip leaders in the event of an accident could
result in people refusing to lead trips, resulting in those with less experience not being led and having to learn
from their own mistakes.
* Mike Emery from Tasmania questioned unified standards for sea paddlers, it being hard to be proficient in
surf in a country which does not have any, whereas crocodiles and sunburn might be more relevant.
* This issue contained the drawn lines for Geoff Blackford’s Anas Acuta.
* Ric Freeman’s claimed circumnavigation of Britain was still being held in doubt.
* A ferry captain was to be prosecuted after failing to stop for a paddler swimming in the North Sea, who
subsequently died of hypothermia, despite passengers warning the captain.
* Some 40% of PW was given over to Maggie Annat’s description of the winter in
an Antarctic research base, no paddling but plenty of thought for anyone tempted to
head in that direction.
* Mike Norman described an Irish trip which began with being unable to find the
river because of dry conditions and then having to sit out a day in the aftermath of
an American hurricane.
* Robin Ruddock reported on a trip he had made with 13 others, mostly sea
paddlers, in a specially built currach from Derry to Iona to commemorate the
1,400th anniversary of the death of St Columba.
* The Canoe-Camping Club were organizing a fortnight long Millennium Thames Tour from Lechlade to London’s
South Bank.
* Pete Beard advised on how to undertake a lightweight sea kayak expedition.
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Developed from the guides in
Canoeist, this book is similar in format
to the best selling Canals of Britain.
This comprehensive and fascinating
guide to Britain’s river navigations
explores routes known and unknown,
from world famous rivers like the
Thames and the Severn to hidden
backwaters like the Wharfe, the
Wissey and the Lark. Along the way
this absorbing survey discovers the
world’s largest castle, hills that are
actually below sea level, mansions and
palaces, rural idylls and hubs of modern
industry. It is an attractive, inspiring
but also practical guide, featuring
history and folklore, engineering and
architecture, riverbank art and waterside
pubs. Beautiful photography captures
the stunning scenery and helpful maps
help link everything together.

Based on the acclaimed canal guide series in
Canoeist, this is a comprehensive and absorbing
survey of Britain’s canal network and provides a
fascinating insight into the linked up waterways as
well as the isolated cuts and quiet waters which
may not be navigable by larger craft.
From Tiverton Basin on the Grand Western
Canal to the Beauly Firth at the end of the
Caledonian Canal, Britain has a unique canal
network. Infinitely varied, it passes picturesque
open countr yside, wild moorland, coastal
harbours, historic industrial buildings, modern
city centres, canalside public houses and abundant
wildlife. Every aspect of the canals is examined,
their construction, rich history, stunning scenery,
her itage, incredible engineer ing, impressive
architecture and even their associated folkore,
wildlife and art. Enticing photographs give a
flavour of each place and places of interest close to
the canals are included.
This third edition is updated and with
stunning new photography. Packed with maps
and fascinating text, it is an attractive, inspiring
and practical guide for boaters, walkers, bikers,
holidaymakers, riders and everyone else who uses
the canals and towpaths throughout the year.

Size A4

Size A4

336 pages

256 pages

65 maps

49 maps

1,018 photographs

608 photographs

Soft cover

Soft cover

978 1 4729 2972 3

978 1 4729 0084 5

3rd edition 2017

1st edition 2013

Price £30.00

Price £25.00

Also in ePub and PDF eBook
formats

Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats at £21.99

Review of third edition:
‘excellently researched content
and a mass of illustrations...
This new edition updates all
the previous information, where
required, so therefore presents
a current detailed overview of
Britain’s waterway network.
There are also a number of new
photographs of the same high
quality as those of the previous
editions, mostly again by author
Stuart Fisher. It remains one of
the few of a select number of
general waterway books that
I would recommend for your
bookshelves.’ Harry Arnold, Towpath Talk
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Also available in compact
abridged format as
The Canal Guide
230 x 160mm
336 pages
69 maps
270 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4729 1852 9
1st edition 2015
Price £14.99
Also in ePub and PDF eBook
formats at £10.99
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‘the reader senses the author has
actually boated the waterways
about which he writes. Virtually
all the photographs are his own,
many obviously taken from his
kayak; no mean feat... this is a
most enjoyable book which may
well inspire the reader to widen
their knowledge of Britain’s
river navigations.’ - Keith Goss,
Waterways World
‘He packs in miles of paddling,
and pages of travelogue info’ Rowan Mantell,
Eastern Daily Press
‘A comprehensive and practical
guide to Britain’s waterways with
stunning photography and useful
maps is a winning combination’ Gay Armstrong, Towpath Talk

Developed from the guides in Canoeist,
this book is similar in format to the best
selling Canals of Britain.
Featured are the tidal sections of rivers,
estuaries, tideways, havens, sea lochs, firths
and kyles, an amazingly varied range of
waters.
Covering well known tidal rivers, the
picturesque, the industrial and small rivers
off the beaten track, this book looks at the
navigation aspects of waters which often
get overlooked, especially if they have
challenging conditions.Yet they teem with
wildlife, are steeped in history, have dramatic
engineering and stunning architecture and
are where inland rivers morph into the open
sea. Of necessity they have been used by
invaders and traders since the mists of time.
Here there are history and folklore, places of
interest, waterside pubs, villages, towns and
cities and navigation features from rapids and
weirs to vast open reaches of water, from
Carrick Roads to the Kyle of Sutherland.
Size A4
304 pages
70 maps
716 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4081 4656 9
1st edition 2012
Price £25.00
Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats at £21.99

‘New books on rivers keep surfacing
but here is an ambitious volume
that stands firmly on its own...
it transcends the conventional
temptation to be pigeonholed.’ - Peter
Faulkner, BBC Countryfile
‘as a reference book, it is unmatched’
- Kensington & Chlesea Today
‘there are some absolute gems to
be found in Fisher’s knowledgeable
and eclectic commentaries... an
interesting reference work for anyone
who enjoys paddling in or walking
alongside Britain’s great waterways.’
- Lakeland Walker
‘this book thinks out of the box... an
impressive and colourful coffee table
read.’ - Stephen Sinfield, Burton Mail
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From Berwick to the Solway, from
the clear blue waters of Cornish bays
to the tempestuous seas around rugged
Pembrokeshire headlands, Coastal Britain
journeys around the varied shorelines of
England & Wales.
From remote countryside to modern
cities, through industrial hubs to fishing
villages that have remained largely
untouched for centuries, Coastal Britain
visits all the places of interest along
the entire coastline, exploring history
and heritage, striking architecture and
engineering, wonderful flora and fauna,
on the way delving into art, relevant
literature and culture. With maps and
evocative photography, local brews to
artefacts, nautical conditions and features
that help convey the character of each
area, Coastal Britain presents the array of
facets that make each stretch of shoreline
special.

Size A4
336 pages
658 photographs
61 maps
Soft cover
978 1 4729 5869 3
1st edition 2019
Price £25.00
Also in ePUB and PDF eBook
formats

